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BASIC CHARACTER GENERATION STEPS:
1: CHARACTERISTICS
Roll 2d6 and determine characteristic modifiers.

2: BACKGROUND
A: Choose a Species and apply adjustments to
characteristics and skills
B: Choose a Homeworld
C: Gain background skills
D: Optionally, roll for Force potential
E:

new Assignment and continue in that career, retaining your
rank. If you do not succeed, continue your career in the
same Assignment without penalty.

6: CAREER TRAINING
Choose one of the Skills and Training tables for this career
and roll on it.

If you wish to change your Assignment within
your career, go to Step 5.
If you want to continued your
Assignment within the career, go
to Step 6.
If you wish to finish your character, go
to Step 12.

Roll for survival in this career. If you succeed, go to Step 7.
If you did not succeed, roll on the Mishap table, increase your
age by 4 years, and go to Step 3 for your next term, or Step
12 to finish your character.

12: FINALIZE

Optionally, roll for Pre-Career Education

7: ROLL FOR EVENTS
3: CAREER
Choose a career and roll for Qualification. You cannot
choose a career you have already left. If you qualify for that
career, go to Step 4.
If you do not qualify for that career, you may go into the
Draft or enter the Drifter Career. You may only enter the
Draft once. You may be sent back into a career where you
formerly served. If this occurs, you re-enlist at your former
Rank, but the number of accumulated terms used for
calculation of Benefits resets.

4: CAREER SKILLS
If this is the first term of your career, go through Basic
Training.
If this is your second or later career, choose 1 skill from the
Service Skills list that you don’t already know and take it at
Level 0.

5: CAREER ASSIGNMENT

8: CAREER ADVANCEMENT *
If you succeed, choose one of the Skills and Training tables
for this career and roll on it. Increase your Rank by 1 Level
and take any benefit listed on the associated Rank table.
If you don’t succeed, go to Step 9. If you roll less than the
number of terms already spent in this career, you must leave
this career.
* Military characters (Imperial Forces) may roll for
a commission instead of rolling for advancement.

9: INCREASE YOUR AGE BY 4 YEARS.
If your character is 34 or older, roll for Aging.
Optionally, establish a Connection with another PC.

10: BENEFITS
If you are leaving the career, roll for Beneﬁts.

Choose an Assignment within your career.

11: NEXT CHOICE

If you wish to change assignments within a career, you will
need to re-qualify for that career. If you succeed, adopt the

If you wish to leave your current career, go to Step 3.

CHARACTER GENERATION CHECKLIST
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CHARACTER
Finalize any Connections with other
characters.

13: SKILL PACKAGE
Choose a Campaign Skill Pack and
allocate those skills.

14: EQUIPMENT
Purchase starting equipment and, if
you can afford it,
a spacecraft.

CREATING A STAR WARS
TRAVELLER CHARACTER
CHARACTERISTICS

✓

x

= SUCCEED

= FAILURE

P14

BACKGROUND SKILLS

PRE-CAREER
NO
EDUCATION?

Pick 2 from homeworld
Choose EDU DM+3 background skills

Roll 2D for every characteristic.
Calculate dice modifier (DM)

P9

YES

Choose University or
Military Academy and
roll for entry

P8
Gain skills.
Roll for Event.
Roll for graduation.

x

✓

x

✓

P16
CHOOSE CAREER
Roll for Qualification

START
NEW
TERM

GAIN GRADUATION
BENEFITS

P16 If this is the first term of Career, go

✓

through Basic Training, Otherwise,
choose a skill table and roll.

P18

P16

ROLL FOR DRAFT

ROLL FOR SURVIVAL
Commission roll is
first term or SOC 9+
unless stated otherwise

✓

x

DO NOT
LEAVE CAREER

ROLL FOR EVENT P16

CHOOSE WHETHER TO
CONTINUE CREATION
YES

P17

Roll for mishap and leave career
unless otherwise stated.

Connect to other SW Traveller!

Increase age by +4 years.
If 34 or older roll for aging.

NO

If commission is possible
YES
and you wish to try.

P46

LEAVE CAREER
NO
P17

ROLL FOR ADVANCEMENT
YES
P48

CHOOSE SKILL PACKAGE
WITH OTHER SW TRAVELLERS

THE ADVENTURE
BEGINS!

RESOLVE PENSION
AND MEDICAL DEBT
P46
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P44

CHOOSE WHETHER TO
CONTINUE CREATION

CHARACTER GENERATION FLOWCHART

3

x

NO

ROLL FOR
BENEFITS /
MUSTER OUT

SPECIES
Your character’s species determines some of his or her characteristics. These are reflected
in adjustments to the number rolled for basic statistics during character generation. Also
note that any positive or negative adjustment is also reflected in the natural maximum that
statistic can attain without cybernetic or genetic modification. For example, while a Wookiee
can have a maximum starting STR 14 and END 13, their maximum DEX, EDU, and SOC would
all be 11.

SPECIES

ABILITY MODIFIER

SPECIAL

Human
Bith

None
+1 INT, +1 DEX, -1 STR

Bothan
Cerean

+1 DEX, -1 END
+1 INT, +1 EDU, -1 DEX

Chiss
Duros
Ewok
Gammorrean
Gran
Gungan
Ishi Tib
Ithorian
Kel Dor

+1 STR, -1 SOC
+1 DEX, +1 INT, -1 END
+1 DEX, -1 STR
+2 STR, -1 DEX, -1 INT
-1 INT, +1 SOC
+1 DEX, -1 INT, -1 EDU
+1 INT, +1 EDU, -1 DEX
+1 EDU, +1 SOC, -1 DEX
+1 DEX, +1 EDU, -1 END

+2 Background Skills
+1DM to Carouse,
all hearing and sight based rolls
+1DM to Streetwise, Persuade, Interrogate
+1DM to Force
Potential Check
+1DM to Admin, Military Advancement rolls
+1DM to Pilot, Carouse (If telling a story)
+1DM to Mechanics
+1DM Melee (Any)
IR Vision
Amphibious
Amphibious, +1DM Admin, Advocate
Natural Weapon (1d3)
Atmospheric Requirements,
Limited Telepathy

SPECIES

ABILITY MODIFIER

SPECIAL

Mon Calamari
Nautolan

+1 INT, +1 EDU, -1 END
+1 DEX, +1 SOC, -1EDU

Nosaurian

+1 DEX, -1 SOC

Quarren
Rodian
Ryn

+1 END, -1 EDU, -1 SOC
+1 DEX, -1EDU, -1 SOC
+1 INT, -1 SOC

Sullustan
Togorian

+1 DEX, -1 END, -1 SOC
+1 STR, +1 DEX,
-1 INT, -1 EDU
+1 STR, -1 END

Amphibious, +1DM Engineering
Amphibious
(No out-of-water limits)
+1DM Broker,
-1DM Diplomat
Amphibious
Gun Combat (Any) 0
Art (Any Music) 0,
+1DM Gambler
Low-light Vision, Directional Hearing.
Natural Weapons (1d2), +1DM Tactics

Togruta
Transdoshan
Twi’lek
Wookiee
Zabrak

SPECIES LIST
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+1 STR, +1 END,
-1 INT, -2 SOC
+1 SOC, -1 EDU
+2 STR, +1 END,
-1 DEX, -1 EDU
+1 END, -1 SOC

Echolocation, Natual Weapons (1d2),
Stealth 0
IR Vision, Slow Regeneration
Language (Any) 0,
+1DM Persuade
+1DM Mechanic, Engineering
Ignore unconsciousness at 2 Stats = 0

HOMEWORLDS
Growing up on your homeworld gave you skills based on its physical environment and sociopolitical climate. If you come from a world already established through the Species list or Star
Wars canon, consult those sources for the planet’s description. You can also select any skill(s)
and their associated World Type to create your homeworld, as approved by the Referee.

WORLD TYPE

SKILL

WORLD TYPE

SKILL

Agriculture
Artificial
Asteroid
Barren
Capitalistic
Criminal
Desert
Fluid Oceans
Garden
High Gravity
High Technology
High Population
Ice-Capped
Industrial
Influential

Animals 0
Language (Any) 0
Athletics (DEX) 0
Survival 0
Broker 0
Streetwise 0
Survival 0
Seafarer 0
Animals 0
Athletics (STR) 0
Computers 0
Streetwise 0
Vacc Suit 0
Trade (Any) 0
Persuade 0

Low Gravity
Low Population
Low Technology
Poor
Predatory
Rich
Spacecraft
Structured Society
Toxic
Transient
Tropical
Military
Water World
Vaccuum

Athletics (DEX) 0
Survival 0
Athletics (Any) 0
Animals 0
Survival 0
Carouse 0
Athletics (DEX) 0
Admin 0
Vacc Suite 0
Carouse 0
Animals 0
Tactics (Military) 0
Seafarer 0
Vacc Suit 0

HOMEWORLDS LIST
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CAREER SUMMARY LIST:

Force

ASSIGNMENT

Bounty Hunter Ship Tracer
Bondsman
Thieftaker
Corporate
Security
Espionage
Bodyguard
Investigator
Private Investigator
Inspector
Undercover Agent
Law
Patrol
Enforcement S.W.A.T.
Customs
Spy
Field Agent
Operative
Infiltrator
Aristocrat
Courtier
Chevalier
Paramour
Competitor
Sportsman
Athlete
Gamer
Entertainer
Actor
Musician
Dancer
Jedi
Guardian
Consular
Sentinel
Sith
Inquisitor
Warrior
Assassin
Drifter
Wilder
Wanderer
Scavenger

QUALIFICATION

SUR.

ADV.

INT 7+ or END 7+ | -1DM if you
are age 30 or more

END 6+
END 7+
DEX 7+
INT 5+
DEX 7+
END 7+
INT 6+
END 7+
INT 8+
INT 7+
END 8+
DEX 6+
EDU 6+
END 7+
END 8+
INT 7+
DEX 7+
SOC 6+
END 7+
DEX 7+
INT 6+
SOC 7+
INT 6+
DEX 7+
STR 6+
FOR 5+
FOR 6+
INT 6+
STR 7+
FOR 8+
END 9+
END 9+
DEX 9+

SOC 7+
INT 7+
INT 6+
INT 7+
INT 7+
SOC 6+
SOC 8+
INT 7+
EDU 6+
EDU 7+
INT 6+
EDY 8+
SOC 8+
INT 7+
INT 6+
SOC 6+
SOC 6+
END 7+
STR 6+
END 6+
EDU 7+
INT 6+
SOC 7+
END 6+
DEX 7+
INT 6+
EDU 7+
EDU 8+
FOR 7+
DEX 7+
STR 9+
INT 9+
END 9+

INT 6+ | -2DM if you are age 30
or more
INT 6+ | -1DM for any previous
non-military or non-agent career
INT 5+ | -2DM if you are age 30
or more
INT 7+ | -2DM if you are age 30
or more
SOC 6+ | -2DM if you are age 34
or more
STR 6+ or INT 6+ | -2DM if age
34 or more
SOC 7+

FOR 7+ | -2DM every previous
career | +1DM DEX 8+ / +1DM
INT 8+
FOR 6+ | -2DM every previous
career | +1DM END 8+ / +1DM
STR 8+
Automatic

PG.

CAREER

ASSIGNMENT

QUALIFICATION

11

Imperial Army

15

Stormtrooper

18

Imperial Navy
(Aquatic)

22

Imperial Navy
Crewman

25

Support Support
Service
Branch
Engineering Fleet Support
Branch

Support
Infantry
Cavalry
Assault
Cavalry
Naval
Surface Fleet
Submariner
Naval Aviation
Planetary Navy
Subsector Navy
Imperial Navy
Training
Medical
Administration

END 5+ | -1DM for every
END 5+ EDU 7+ 77
previous career | -2DM if you are STR 6+ EDU 6+
age 30 or more
DEX 7+ INT 5+
END 8+ and STR 7+ | -1DM for
END 8+ STR 6+ 80
every previous career | -2DM if
DEX 7+ EDU 7+
you are age 30 or more
STR 6+ INT8+
END 5+ | -1DM for every
END 5+ EDU 6+ 82
previous career | -2DM if you are END 6+ EDU 7+
age 30 or more
DEX 8+ INT 6+
P: INT 5+; S: INT 6+; I: INT 7+ |
INT 5+ EDU 7+ 86
-1DM for every previous career | INT 6+ EDU 7+
-2DM if you are age 34 or more INT 7+ INT 7+
EDU 8+ | -1DM for every
INT 5+ SOC 7+ 89
previous | non-naval career
EDU 7+ INT 5+
Choose either Imperial Navy or
EDU 6+ INT 6+
Army when entering this career
INT 8+ | -1DM for every previous END 7+ INT 5+
92
career | -2DM if you are age 28 EDU 6+ INT 6+
or more
INT 5+ EDU 7+
INT 8+ | -1DM for every previous EDU 5+ INT 7+
95
career | -2DM if you are age 28 DEX 7+ END 5+
or more
INT 6+ EDU 6+
DEX 8+ / 1 Naval Term | -1DM
INT 5+ EDU 7+ 98
for every previous non-navel
DEX 6+ EDU 6+
Career | -2DM if you are age 38 EDU 7+ INT 5+
or more
DEX 9+ | -1DM for every
DEX 7+ EDU 5+ 101
previous non-navel career | -2DM EDU 5+ INT 7+
if you are age 38 or more
END 6+ INT 6+
SOC 9+ / Rank of O3 | 3
INT 8+ EDU 6+ 104
Previous Naval or Army term |
EDU 7+ SOC 7+
-1DM for every previous nonEND 6+ INT 8+
navel career | -2DM if you are
age 42 or more
INT 11+ / 1 previous Imperial
EDU 6+ INT 8+ 107
Navy or Army term | -1DM for
EDU 7+ SOC 7+
every previous non-naval career END 8+ INT 6+
| -2DM if you are age 34 or more

33

37

Imperial Forces

Cynosure

Agent

CAREER

41

Gunnery

Flight
Operations Flight Branch

58
Pilot Flight Branch
62
Command
66
Imperial Navy
Intelligence

CAREER SUMMARY LIST
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Damage Control
Electronics
Mechanics
Fire Control
Turret
Countermeasure
Astrogation
Helm
Sensors
Fighter Pilot
Shuttle Pilot
Spec Ops
Commander
Aide
Tactician
Commander
Aide
Tactician

SUR.

ADV.

PG.

ASSIGNMENT

QUALIFICATION

SUR.

Naval
Engineer

Senior Engineer
Ship Architect
Researcher

EDU 11+ / 4 previous Naval terms
1 Engineering or Gunnery (Imperial
or Subsector Navy only) | -1DM for
every previous non-naval career |
-2DM if you are age 42 or more
INT 12+ / 6 previous Imperial
Navy or Army term | -1DM for
every previous non-naval career |
+1DM if you have Tactics (Any) 3
| +1DM if you have Leadership 3+

INT 7+ EDU 7+ 110
EDU 6+ INT 8+
INT 8+ EDU 6+

Daredevil
Cadre

Mercenary

Commando

Guerrilla

Striker

Broker

Merchant

Free Trader

Junker

Marketer

Royal Trader

Basic Trainer
Physical Trainer
Field Exercise Ldr
Raider
Technician
Spec Ops
Militant
Saboteur
Terrorist
Rifleman
Sniper
Breacher
Corporate
Freelancer
Illicit
Officer
Trade Crew
Trade Pilot
Junker
Refurbisher
Yardwork
Black Market
Fence
General Commerce
Financier
Purchaser
Profiler

END 7+ or 2 Terms in any
Military career | -2DM if you are
aged 34 or more

INT
10+
INT 8+

SOC 8+

113

SOC
10+
SOC 9+ INT 9+

END 5+
STR 6+
END 7+
END 7+ or 2 Terms in any
END 6+
Military career | -2DM if you are END 5+
aged 30 or more
END 8+
END 6+
END 6+
INT 6+
DEX 8+
END 6+ or 1 Term in any Military END 6+
career | -2DM if you are age 34 DEX 6+
or more
END 8+
EDU 5+
INT 6+or 5,000$ License Fee |
-2DM if you are age 34 or more EDU 6+
INT 7+
END 5+or 2,500$ License Fee | INT 6+
-2DM if you are age 30 or more DEX 5+
DEX 6+
INT 5+
INT 4+or 500$ License Fee
INT 6+
END 6+
SOC 6+
INT 5+or 1,000$ License Fee
INT 7+
INT 5+
SOC 8+or 25,000$ License Fee EDU 5+
INT 6+
SOC 6+

EDU 8+
STR 8+
EDU 7+
END 7+
EDU 8+
END 8+
END 7+
EDU 8+
INT 8+
END 8+
DEX 8+
END 6+
INT7+
INT 6+
INT 5+
EDU 6+
INT 7+
EDU 8+
SOC 8+
INT 7+
INT 6+
INT 6+
SOC 5+
SOC 7+
SOC 6+
SOC 5+
INT 6+

CAREER

ASSIGNMENT

QUALIFICATION

Intruder

Slicer
Infiltrator
Faceman
Assassin
Enforcer
Coordinator
Corsair
Boarder
Freebooter
Wrecker
Bodger
Digger
Blockade Runner
Bootlegger
Smuggler Crew
First Contact
Diplomacy
Primary Liaison
Star Runner
Ciphers
Courier
Field Researcher
Scientist
Physician
Covert Surveillance
Espionage
Deep Cover
Hitchhiker
Vagabond
Thug
Corporate
Worker
Colonist

INT 7+ | -1DM for every previous
career

Organized
Criminal

Rogue

Legendary
Commander
Imperial Tactician

PG.

Pirate

120

Scavenger

123

Smuggler

126

Contact

130

Courier

136

Scout

High
Command

ADV.

Scholar

139

Special
Operations

143

Drifter

147

Wanderer

Imperial Forces Continued

CAREER

Citizen

150

CAREER SUMMARY LIST
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SUR.

END 6+
END 7+
SOC 8+
END 8+ | You must choose an
END 7+
organization when you enter this END 8+
career.
END 6+
INT 7+ | -2DM if you are age 34 INT 7+
or more
END 8+
DEX 6+
No Requirements
END 7+
EDU 7+
END 7+
EDU 7+
DEX 6+
END 7+
INT 6+
INT 7+ | -2DM if you are age 34 END 6+
or more
INT 6+
INT 7+
END 5+ | -1DM if you are age 34 END 6+
or more
EDU 5+
INT 5+
INT 6+ | -2DM for every previous END 6+
career
EDU 4+
EDU 4+
END 9+ | -2DM if you are age 28 INT 5+
or more
END 7+
END 7+
No Requirements
SOC 7+
END 7+
END 7+
END 5+ | -1DM for every
SOC 6+
previous career
END 4+
INT 7+

ADV.

PG.

INT 8+
DEX 7+
EDU 6+
DEX 7+
STR 6+
INT 8+
EDU 7+
INT 6+
INT 8+
EDU 7+
INT 7+
DEX 7+
EDU 8+
INT 7+
EDU 8+
EDU 7+
EDU 7+
INT 6+
EDU 8+
EDU 9+
EDU 9+
INT 6+
INT 8+
EDU 8+
EDU 6+
INT 8+
INT 8+
EDU 7+
INT 7+
STR 7+
INT 7+
EDU 8+
END 5+

159

163

137

171

175

184

189

193

196

202

206

AGENT CAREERS
1

BOUNTY HUNTER

11

2

CORPORATE

15

3

INVESTIGATOR

18

4

LAW ENFORCEMENT

22

5

SPY

25

TRUST RANKS & ASSETS

29
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SPECIAL INFORMATION FOR AGENT CHARACTERS
CHARACTERISTICS

TRUST

Education and Intelligence are the key attributes for an agent. Agencies recruit the besteducated and most self-sufficient people they can find, especially those with useful or
unusual backgrounds. A moderate Social Standing is useful to some agents, although
agents may be trained in constructing cover identities from a variety of social standings.
Strength, Dexterity, and Endurance are important only to field agents.

In game terms, a character’s standing with his agency is determined by both his rank and his
Trust, which measures how much his superiors trust and rely on him. Trust is acquired like a
skill during character creation and through roleplaying thereafter.
For example, Agent Yan has a Rank of 3 in the ISB and a Trust score of 3. He can only
request a Rank 3 or lower asset from the agency (based on rank) but has a +3DM when
rolling to determine if he receives the assets (based on trust).

AGENCIES

Examples of Agency Trust Ranks and Assets can be found at the end of this supplement.

Almost every agent works for a larger organization of some sort – a government
department, a corporation, a world’s law enforcement agency, or Imperial Intelligence
or the Imperial Security Bureau – and it is this agency that recruits and trains the agent.
Successful agents can request more support from the agency; agents who fail the agency
will be left out in the cold.

COVER IDENTITIES

In the game, the agency functions much like a patron, assigning them missions. The
agency may also be able to provide help such as money, transport, equipment or support
during a mission.

Many agents choose or are ordered to create cover identities. Roll a separate Social
Standing for each cover identity.

COVER IDENTITIES ARE RATED AS FOLLOWS:
COVER STRENGTH
Very Weak [0]
Weak [1]
Average [2]

NEW BENEFITS AND PROBLEMS

Strong [3]

SECRETS
Secrets are important and highly valuable information that the character has uncovered
in the course of his career. When a secret is gained, the player must decide what to do
with it. The choices are to gloss over it in official reports and have it when one begins play,
clandestinely sell it without informing your superiors, or reporting it fully to the service. The
effects of these choices are as follows:
• If you choose to keep the secret, you retain it when your character begins play. It provides
an adventure hook that should lead to fame, fortune, and great risk.
• You may decide to officially conceal the information and sell it to interested parties
gaining 2d6 x 10,000$ when you choose. If you do, you must make INT + Deception 9+ to
prevent your superiors from finding out. If you are discovered, you must forfeit 2 Benefit
rolls and leave this career immediately.
• If you make the appropriate channels aware of the find, you gain an additional Benefit roll
and +1DM to your next Advancement roll.

Very Strong [4+]

Each cover identity has its own career path. Events may permit an agent to roll on the skills
or events tables for a different career taken by his cover identity, allowing him to pick up
different skills and benefits.
For example, Agent Yan has two cover identities – one is a bartender named Hermit, the
other is a corporate executive and frequent traveler named Heran Sai. Yan has spent
considerable time maintaining the Sai identity, making it a Strong cover that is likely to stand
up to considerable scrutiny. He has only spent a few weeks as Hermit (just long enough to
make a few contacts), so it is Very Weak.

AGENT
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DESCRIPTION
The agent has a false name and forged identification but little else.
The agent adds secondary references like credit accounts and property
deeds to their identity.
The agent creates good electronic records that back up all of their
physical accounts.
The cover identity is given a full background, including university or
military records from an obscure, but researchable planet.
The agent has made a complete second life out of the cover identity,
including a full roster of Imperial background records that will pass most
investigations.

STAR WARS
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NETWORKS
Agents may create networks of Informants, Contacts and Allies. Networks are cultivated
over time, but may pass on rumors and useful information to the Agent or provide help in
times of need. Networks strength is rated numerically like skills.
Examples of Networks: Street, Criminal, Politics, Corporate, Military, Academic (others as
approved by the Referee)

INFORMANTS
In the greater scope of law enforcement, there is nothing more useful than some person
willing to hand over details to an investigation, providing invaluable aid towards capturing
a criminal. These loose-lipped individuals are collectively called ‘Informants’. Informants
are a specialized version of Contact available only to characters with the proper skill
prerequisites. They are fonts of knowledge about a specific set of skills and backgrounds,
offering bonuses to the character calling upon them. Unlike Contacts however, Informants
do not always help the character out of altruism. Most often they require some form of
monetary compensation.
A character can choose to utilize any of his active Informants by first paying the ‘costs’
listed next to the skill benefit desired. Once paid, the character gains the listed benefit to
that skill for up to 3 tests made in the current and following day. This is to signify that the
information given by the Informant is not always the most recent or precise and quickly
becomes outdated. Whenever a character receives a new Contact, whether it is in character
creation or during play, they may decide to try and make them an Informant instead of
a common Contact. This requires the character to pass a required ‘Relationship Roll’; a
particular skill test at a set difficulty that will either chase the potential Informant away or
seal the relationship with them, adding them to the character’s stable of Allies, Contacts,
and Informants.
Note: See Page 50 & 51 of Traveller Book 5: Agent for Informant types and required rolls.

LEAVING THE AGENCY
Mustering out of the Agent career does not always mean that the character has left the
agency. If the Referee approves, the character may actually be on a deep cover assignment,
which can allow him to draw on agency resources while adventuring.

AGENT
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1

AGENT: BOUNTY HUNTER

You worked as a hired freelancer searching out dangerous
people and items across the galaxy for a healthy reward.

ENLISTMENT
INT 7+ or END 7+
-1DM if you are age 30 or more

ASSIGNMENTS
Ship Tracer: You worked as a galactic tracker of starships
for a fee.
Bondsman: You spent your time hunting down escaped
criminals, bail jumpers, and people of interest.
Thieftaker: You worked alongside merchants and on
merchant vessels hauling in criminals for the price on
their heads.

SURVIVAL

ADVANCEMENT

END 6+
END 7+
DEX 7+

SOC 7+
INT 7+
INT 6+

BENEFITS

1d6 CREDITS

OTHER BENEFIT

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Gun
Armor
Law Enforcement Gear
Combat Implant
+1 INT
+1 END
Small Ship

1,000$
2,000$
3,000$
10,000$
25,000$
50,000$
85,000$

1d6 PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

SERVICE SKILLS

ADV. EDUCATION (MIN EDU 8)

1
2
3
4
5
6

Advocate
Electronics (Computers)
Carouse
Gun Combat (Any)
Investigate
Persuade

Broker
Diplomat
Electronics (Remote Ops)
Tactics
Vacc Suit
Recon

1d6 SHIP TRACER

BONDSMAN

THIEFTAKER

1
2
3
4
5
6

Carouse
Deception
Gun Combat (Any)
Melee (Any)
Medic
Streetwise

Gun Combat (Any)
Melee (Any)
Recon
Stealth
Streetwise
Trade (Any)

Cover Identity (Any)*
+1 STR
+1 DEX
+1 END
Cover Identity (Any)*
Jack-of-All-Trades

Astrogation
Electronics (Comms)
Electronics (Computers)
Gunner (Any)
Pilot (Small Craft or Spacecraft)
Sensors

*If you roll this as the first skill you roll in a term, then:

CAREER PROGRESS
Ship Tracer
Bondsman
Thieftaker

SKILLS & TRAINING

• Increase your Cover Strength by one step or start a new Cover
• Roll on one of the Skills & Training tables for that Cover career
• You may choose to instead roll on the Events table for that Cover career this term
If you roll this as the second skill you roll in a term, because of a successful Advancement or other event, you simply
increase your Cover Strength by one step.

RANKS & SKILLS

RANK

SHIP TRACER

SKILL OR BENEFIT

BONDSMAN / THIEFTAKER

SKILL OR BENEFIT

0
1
2
3
4
5
6

—
Navitracker
—
Finder
Star Tracker
—
Star Jammer

—
Astrogation 1
—
+1 INT
1 Ship Share
—
Network (Any)

Security Hunter
—
Bailsman
Con Runner
—
Collections Agent
Mandalorian

Carouse 1
—
Investigate 1
—
Combat Implant
+1 SOC
1d6 Contacts
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MISHAP TABLE

EVENTS TABLE

2d6 MISHAP

d66 EVENT

2
3

11
12

4
5
6
7
8

Severely injured. Roll twice on the Injury Table and take the lower result.
Your mark was wearing a crude explosive device to avoid capture. Roll twice on the Injury
Table with a +1DM and apply both results. You’re getting too old for this…
You capture the wrong person. Suffer -1 Trust. If you Trust remains above 0, you can stay
in this career.
A gunfight goes poorly for you and the wound never heals correctly. Suffer -1 END that cannot
be healed.
Your face is plastered all over criminal message centers. Gain +1 SOC, but lose one level from
every Cover Identity you may have before being ejected from the career.
You’re stiffed on a bounty and you can’t keep operating. Suffer -1DM on one Cash Benefit roll
from this career.
The ship you were working from is attacked by raiders. Roll Gun Combat (Any) or Gunner (Any) 8+.

Succeed and you capture him without incident. Gain +1DM to a Cash Benefit roll.

13
14

If you fail, suffer -1 Trust and suffer a -2DM to your next Advancement roll.
15

9
10
11
12

In either case your ship is destroyed and you can’t take on another Bounty, forcing you to
change careers.
You are rumored to have been taking bribes from your marks to let them go. Suffer -1 SOC as
you are ejected from this career path, but gain a Contact in the criminal underworld.
The charges are dropped on a mark that took you all term to capture. Lose a Benefit roll, but
stay in this career.
You make friends with your mark. This familiarity gets you fired, but you end up making a
Contact out of him.
You are wounded in the line of duty. Roll on the Injury Table.

Fail and he gets the drop on you, subjecting you to months of torture before he is caught. Suffer
-1 END and gain a Spice or alcohol addiction as you try and cope with the psychological damage.
You establish a good network of contacts on the street. Gain Streetwise 1 and Network (street).
A renowned legal advocate attempts to get your mark off the hook by throwing your agency to
the media. Roll Advocate 8+ or Persuade 8+.
If you succeed, gain +1 Trust and a +2DM to your next Advancement roll.

If you succeed, you take them down in a blaze of glory. Gain 1 level in whichever skill you used.
If you fail, roll on the Injury Table.

Disaster! Roll on the Mishap table but you are not ejected from this career.
Your employing agency mislabels a sociopathic mark as being ‘relatively harmless’. Roll Gun
Combat (Any) or Melee (Any) 9+.

Either way, gain the legal advocate as a Rival.
You find yourself in a hive of scum and villainy whilst tracking a bounty. You may attempt
to use physicality or diplomacy to deal with the situation by rolling either Melee (Any) 8+ or
Persuade 10+.
If you succeed using Melee, gain an alien Enemy.
If you succeed using Persuade, gain an alien Contact and a +2DM to your next Advancement roll.

16
21
22

If you fail either, Roll on the Injury Table and suffer a -1DM on a Cash Benefit roll.
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
You are weighed down with a huge amount of paperwork. Gain one of Admin, Advocate,
Electronics (Computers), or Electronics (Comms).
A dangerous former mark has escaped and now stalks you and your family. Now, and in each
term afterwards until the mark is caught or you leave this career, roll Investigate 10+.
If you succeed, the mark is caught; gain a +2DM to your next Advancement roll.

23

If you fail by 6 or more, lose one Contact, Ally, or family member.
You have an unexpected and scandalous romantic relationship with a mark. Gain an Ally, and
then roll Deception 8+.
If you succeed, your relationship remains a Secret.
If you fail, suffer -1 Trust.
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24

35

You have the chance to make a brutal example of an unruly mark, showing others that you
mean business. If you choose to do so, roll Melee (Unarmed) 7+.
If you succeed, gain a contact in local Law Enforcement who approves of your tactics and an
Enemy in a local Crime syndicate who doesn’t.

If you succeed, gain a +1DM on your next Advancement roll for tying up loose ends.

If you succeed, gain +2 Trust and a +2DM to your next Advancement roll.

If you fail, he gets away with it but you learn about the loopholes in Galactic law. Gain
Advocate.
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
An incident with your employer’s spouse forces you to live as someone else for a few months,
or at least until he stops looking for you. Increase an existing Cover Identity by +1 or create a
new Cover Identity.
Imperial Military Police are looking for the same mark as you are, aiding you with your search.
During the process, you learn a few things from their techniques. Gain one of Gun Combat
(Any), Investigate, or Tactics (military).
Your bounty leads you deep in the wilds of a dangerous jungle. Gain one of Animals (farming),
Melee (blade), or Survival.
You require special training to catch your next mark. Roll EDU 9+ to learn any one skill.
You spend a great deal of time in underground casinos looking for a gambling addict and debtor.
Gain one of Carouse, Deception, or Gambler. You also gain a Contact at the casino.
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
You establish a network of criminal contacts. Gain Network (criminal).
You are sent to another planet to research the background of a mark that is particularly
difficult to find. Roll Investigation 10+ and automatically advance in rank this term.
You befriend a mark that has committed a string of petty crimes. His sad, hard-luck story
leads you to offering to represent him in court. Roll Advocate 8+.

If you fail, suffer -2 Trust and a -2DM to your next Advancement roll.

Succeed and gain him as an Ally.

Regardless of the result, if you attempt to expose them, gain a corrupt law enforcement
officer as an Enemy.
While on a bounty for a powerful Hutt, the leader of an opposing crime syndicate offers you a bribe.

Fail and he gets the maximum sentence, becoming your Enemy once he gets out.
You spend your entire term chasing after a single mark with a high bounty on their head. Roll
Investigate 10+.

If you fail, suffer–1 SOC and roll on the Injury Table.
25
26
31

If you choose not to use brutality, gain an Informant in the local Crime syndicate.
There is an opening in the local police force and they want you to join. You may automatically
qualify for the Law Enforcement (Special Operations) career next term if you so desire.
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
While chasing down a mark, you hitch a ride on board an Imperial vessel who’s captain owes
your employer a favor. You might be able to talk them into showing you a few things in transit.
Roll Carouse 8+, Gambling 8+, or Persuade 8+.
If you succeed at Carousing, gain Steward 0.
If you succeed at Gambling, gain Melee (Blade) 0 or Gun (Pistol) 0.
If you fail, the trip is uneventful but you gain a Contact in the captain.
You uncover clear evidence of corruption within a local law enforcement agency. You can keep
quiet about it or expose the corruption and those behind it.
If you keep silent, gain +1 Trust and an extra Cash Benefit Roll as a bribe.
If you attempt to expose the corruption, roll In Investigate 8+.

33

36
41

42

43
44
45

If you succeed at Persuade, gain Athletics (DEX) 0.
32

46
51
52
53

54

Accept and you gain one extra Benefit roll each term you remain in this career.
34

Your mark is illegally killed by a rival bounty hunter, forcing you to go after one of your own.
Roll Investigate 8+.

Succeed and earn two additional Benefits rolls that must be used for Cash (even if you are at
your maximum).

Refuse and gain +1 Trust and the Hutt as a Contact.
A charming mark tries to talk you into ‘losing him’ for a substantial payoff.
If you accept, suffer -1 Trust, but gain an additional Cash Benefit roll.
If you deny him, gain +1 trust and the mark as an Enemy.

55
56
61

Fail and suffer -4DM on your next Advancement roll.
You work on retainer for a powerful warden at an Imperial prison. Gain +1 SOC and +1 Trust.
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
An Imperial noble wants you to find her runaway daughter. If you accept, roll Investigate 9+.
Succeed and earn an immediate Benefit roll made on the Nobility career path Benefits table.
Fail and gain the noble as an Enemy as the young girl winds up dead.
If you don’t accept the job, gain the noble as a Rival.
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62
63

You are hired to work with a high-profile investigative unit. Gain one of Investigate, +1 SOC,
+1 Trust, or Network (media).
Your mark is a Force User. Roll Intelligence 10+ or Force 8+ to bring him in.
If you succeed, gain a +4DM to your next Advancement roll.
If you fail, you lose him and -1 Trust.

64

In either case, you may immediately test for Force Potential and, if you qualify, may take a
Force career in your next term.
You are put in the position where you have to step into the line of fire in order to bring in your
mark alive. Roll Athletics (DEX) 8+.
If you succeed, roll on the Injury Table and gain automatic promotion.
If you fail, roll Medic 8+.
If you succeed gain +1 Trust but the mark is now an Enemy.

65

If you fail, you’ve blown your assignment and suffer -2DM to your next Advancement roll.
You have a chance to flip sides, joining a powerful criminal syndicate.
If you do, you automatically qualify for any path in the Rogue career next term.

66

If you do not, gain +2 Trust.
You are heralded as one of the best in your business. You are automatically promoted.
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AGENT: CORPORATE

You worked for one of the megacorporations, performing
an assortment of tasks laid down by their CEO and Board of
Directors.

ENLISTMENT
INT 6+
-2DM if you are age 30 or more

ASSIGNMENTS
Security: You worked at one of the corporate holdings to
ensure it was not endangered.
Espionage: You were an active agent used in high-end
commercial sabotage and corporate victimization.
Bodyguard: You were attached to a high-ranking executive in
the corporation, making sure he was kept out of harm’s way.

SURVIVAL

ADVANCEMENT

INT 5+
DEX 7+
END 7+

INT 7+
INT 7+
SOC 6+

BENEFITS

1d6 CREDITS

OTHER BENEFIT

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

+1 SOC
Weapon or Armor
1 Ship Share
Network (Law Enforcement or Corporate)
Combat Implant or +1 END
Free Trader
Untraceable Cred Account

5,000$
10,000$
20,000$
30,000$
50,000$
75,000$
100,000$

1d6 PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

SERVICE SKILLS

ADV. EDUCATION (MIN EDU 8)

1
2
3
4
5
6

Broker
Deception
Electronics (Computers)
Persuade
Steward
Trade (Any)

Admin
Electronics (Comms)
Cover Identity (Corporate)*
Language (Any)
Sensors
Science (Economics)

1d6 SECURITY

ESPIONAGE

BODYGUARD

1
2
3
4
5
6

Electronics (Computers)
Deception
Melee (Blades)
Deception
Stealth
Streetwise

Athletics (Any)
Electronics (Comms)
Gun Combat (Any)
Medic
Melee (Any)
Recon

+1 EDU
+1 SOC
+1 Trust
Carouse
Network (Corporate)
Jack-of-All-Trades

Advocate
Electronics (Comms)
Investigate
Gun Combat (Any)
Electronics (Remote Ops)
Melee (Any)

*If you roll this as the first skill you roll in a term, then:

CAREER PROGRESS
Security
Espionage
Bodyguard

SKILLS & TRAINING

• Increase your Cover Strength by one step or start a new Cover
• Roll on one of the Skills & Training tables for that Cover career
• You may choose to instead roll on the Events table for that Cover career this term
If you roll this as the second skill you roll in a term, because of a successful Advancement or other event, you simply
increase your Cover Strength by one step.

RANKS & SKILLS

RANK

ESPIONAGE

SKILL OR BENEFIT

SECURITY / BODYGUARD

SKILL OR BENEFIT

0
1
2
3
4
5
6

—
Special Ops Agent
—
Operative
Corporate Saboteur
—
Corporate Spy

—
Stealth 1
—
Cover Identity
Explosives 1
—
+2 Trust

Security Staff
—
Asset Protection
—
Security Assistant
Security Organizer
Chief of Security

Melee (Any) 1
—
+1 Trust
—
Weapon
Tactics (Military) 1
Network (Corporate)
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EVENTS TABLE

2d6 MISHAP

d66 EVENT

2
3

11
12

4
5
6

7

8

9
10
11
12

Severely injured. Roll twice on the Injury Table and take the lower result.
Bankruptcy! Your corporation goes under midway through your term. Although you may
muster out normally, you may not roll for Cash. You must leave this career but you can seek
employment with another Corporate client starting 1 rank below your current position.
An envious agent double-crosses you, gets you fired, and takes your former position as their
promotion. Gain a Rival.
You are injured in an act of sabotage. Roll on the Injury Table but gain a Contact in the
medical field.
A visiting executive ends up being killed while you were on duty. Lose your position, but you
may automatically qualify as an Investigator or Bounty Hunter next turn, depending on how
you’d like to go after finding the assassin.
Your face is accidentally posted in relation to a terrible mistake made by the employing
corporation. Suffer -1 Trust and seek new employment as having you around is now seen as an
embarrassment to the company.
A new CEO takes over and decides he’s going to clean house of the old guard, arranging for
you to be transported to a new post aboard a malfunctioning ship. Roll on the Injury Table and
gain him as an Enemy.
Your corporation is bought out by an alien megacorp. You are ejected from this career unless
you have Language (Any) 1 or roll Diplomat 10+. The Language cannot be Galactic Standard.
You are blamed for a massive loss of funds from a local branch of the company. You are
allowed to continue on, but also take on a 10,0000$ debt to the company.
A long assignment takes you far out of your corporation’s area of influence and you return to
find your job held by someone else!
You are wounded in the line of duty. Roll on the Injury Table.

Disaster! Roll on the Mishap table but you are not ejected from this career.
A negotiation turns hostile and the other company’s agents resort to force to solve the
problem. Roll Gun Combat (Any) 8+ or Melee (Any) 8+.
Succeed and gain +2DM on your next Advancement roll.

13
14
15
16
21

Fail and roll on the Injury Table.
An alien government wants to subsidize your employer. Gain one of Language (Any) or
Profession (Any).
You protect a fellow corporate agent from an enemy, earning him as an Ally.
The corporation is sending your department to a primitive world to set up a new branch there,
dealing with the locals if needs be. Gain one of Melee (Any), Persuade, or Survival.
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
During a summit, a visiting corporate board member mistakes you for an important executive.
If you tell him the truth before he says too much, gain +1 Trust. If you play along, roll
Deception 7+.
If you succeed, you learn a powerful rumor to blackmail a senior executive with. Gain a +1DM
on a Cash-only Benefit roll.

22

If you fail, your ruse is exposed and you suffer -1 Trust.
You are asked to test a prototype weapon for the R&D department. Roll Gun Combat (Any)
10+.
If you use it successfully, gain +1 Trust.
If you fail, roll twice on the Injury Table and take the lower number.

23
24

If you succeed by 4 or more, they give you the weapon for your use.
The security manager of your company asks you to go undercover in a competitor’s firm.
Increase the level of one of your Cover Identities by 1 or create a new Cover Identity.
Your megacorp is put under the media microscope, making your job more difficult. Roll
Deception 8+ or Stealth 8+ to avoid being seen doing something illicit on camera.
Succeed and your boss commends you, gaining +1 Trust.

25
26
31

Fail and you cannot advance in Rank this term.
Special training officers have come to work at your corporation. You may increase any one
skill you have at Level 0 to Level 1.
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
Anti-corp terrorists try to hold you hostage. Roll Athletics (DEX) 8+ to escape, Melee (Any) 8+
to fight them, or Stealth 8+ to avoid them.
If successful in any tactic, gain +1 INT as you get away.
If you fail, roll on the Injury Table.
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32

You are assigned to a corporate branch in the middle of a political coup, forcing you to fight
many defensive battles just to keep insurgents off of corporate grounds! Gain one of Gun
Combat (Any), Melee (Any), or Tactics (Military).
You have the chance to tell your superiors about a co-worker slacking off at work.

53

Do so and gain +1 Trust, but turn one Rival into an Enemy (or gain a Rival if you have none).

54

33

34
35

36
41
42
43

44
45
46
51

If you succeed, gain the alien as an Ally.

Let it slide and suffer -1 Trust, but gain an Ally in the slacking co-worker.
A unique business opportunity lies before you. Roll Broker 8+ to immediately make 1d6 x 1,500$.
A glitch in the accounting department’s software means there has been a banking error in your favor.
Keep the money and gain a +1DM bonus to any single Benefit roll for Cash.
Report the error and gain +1 Trust and Broker.
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
The media does a favorable exposé on your branch of the corporation and you are featured.
Gain +1 SOC.
You are sent on a long series of branch visits that take you all over the sector. Gain one of
Language (Any), Science (Archaeology), or Science (Xenology).
You are invited to a high-stakes card game involving several of the executives in your
department. If you politely excuse yourself, gain +1 Trust. If you gamble, roll Gambler 8+.

You are assigned to work with an alien executive. Roll Streetwise 8+ or Persuade 8+ to keep
the alien out of trouble.
If you fail, suffer -1 Trust.
You go undercover at a rival corporation expansion branch. Roll Deception 8+ to pull it off
without getting caught.
Succeed and gain Investigate.

55
56
61
62
63

Fail and suffer -1 Trust.
You receive a holiday bonus. Gain 3d6 x 500$.
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
The market does amazingly well and your company shares triple in value. Gain +1DM to any
cash Benefit roll.
You are requested to serve with a merchant ship friendly to your corporation. You may choose
to roll one of your Agent Benefit rolls on the Merchant Career table.
You are put into a position where you can take a bullet for a member of the board of directors.
If you choose to do so, roll Athletics (co-ordination) 8+.
If you succeed, roll twice on the Injury Table and you are automatically promoted

Succeed and you win 1d6 x 1,000$.

If you try and fail, roll on the Injury Table and gain Network (corporate).

Fail and you are out 2d6 x 500$.
A respected board member dies and you are invited to the prestigious funeral and wake. Gain
Carouse or +1 SOC.
You are sent to a rural company office on a backwater planet for several months. Gain one of
Animals (Any), Drive (Any), or Survival.
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
You uncover data that points to corruption within the board of directors. If you keep your
mouth shut, gain an extra Benefit roll as a payoff from the director in question. If you attempt
to uncover the corruption, roll Investigate 8+.

If you let him take the hit, he survives but becomes your Enemy.
You uncover a spy from a rival company. Gain Investigate or Recon.
You are approached by a high ranking noble who wants to hire you to work for his family. You
automatically qualify for the Noble career path and may join on your next turn.
You are decorated for loyalty beyond the call of duty. You are automatically promoted.

64
65
66

Succeed and you gain +2 Trust and a +2DM to your next Advancement roll.
Fail and you suffer -2 Trust and a -2DM to your next Advancement roll.
52

In either case, gain the corrupt board director as an Enemy.
A powerful competitor offers you a bribe.
Accept and gain one extra Benefit roll.
Refuse and gain +1 Trust.
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AGENT: INVESTIGATOR

Working in plain clothes and undercover, you solved crimes
and investigated cases.

ENLISTMENT
INT 6+
-1DM for any previous non-military or non-agent career

ASSIGNMENTS
Private Investigator: You worked as part of a private firm or
as a hardboiled detective on your own.
Inspector: You were a plainclothes police detective.
Undercover Agent: You spent your time pretending to be a
criminal while taking down the crime syndicates.

CAREER PROGRESS
Private Investigator
Inspector
Undercover Agent

SURVIVAL

ADVANCEMENT

INT 6+
EDU 7+
INT 8+

SOC 8+
INT 7+
EDU 6+

BENEFITS

1d6 CREDITS

OTHER BENEFIT

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

+1 Trust, Contact
+1 INT
+1 Trust, Network (Any)
Law Enforcement Gear
Law Enforcement Gear, +1 Trust
+1 SOC
False Imperial Credentials

2,000$
4,000$
10,000$
15,000$
20,000$
50,000$
100,000$

SKILLS & TRAINING

1d6 PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

SERVICE SKILLS

ADV. EDUCATION (MIN EDU 8)

1
2
3
4
5
6

Investigate
Streetwise
Admin
Gun Combat (Any)
Persuade
Stealth

Advocate
Electronics (Comms)
Electronics (Computers)
Sensors
Investigate
Recon

1d6 PRIVATE INVESTIGATOR

INSPECTOR

UNDERCOVER AGENT

1
2
3
4
5
6

Admin
Investigate
Sensors
Electronics (Comms)
Electronics (Computers)
Advocate

Deception
Investigate
Stealth
Cover Identity (Criminal)*
Cover Identity (Criminal)*
Cover Identity (Criminal)*

+1 Trust
+1 INT
+1 EDU
+1 END
Network (Any)
Gambler

Investigate
Streetwise
Stealth
Persuade
Melee (Unarmed Combat)
Network (Street)

*If you roll this as the first skill you roll in a term, then:
• Increase your Cover Strength by one step or start a new Cover
• Roll on one of the Skills & Training tables for that Cover career
• You may choose to instead roll on the Events table for that Cover career this term
If you roll this as the second skill you roll in a term, because of a successful Advancement or other event, you simply
increase your Cover Strength by one step.

RANKS & SKILLS

RANK

PRIVATE INVESTIGATOR SKILL OR BENEFIT

INSPECTOR / UNDERCOVER

SKILL OR BENEFIT

0
1
2
3
4
5
6

Seeker
—
—
Finder
—
—
Master Detective

Officer
Sergeant
Corporal
Lieutenant
Captain
Chief
Commissioner

—
+1 Trust
Streetwise 1
+1 Trust
Admin 1
+1 Trust
+1 SOC

Streetwise 1
Gun Combat (Any) 1
Contact
Broker 1
—
Investigate 1
+1 SOC
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2d6 MISHAP

d66 EVENT

2
3

11
12

4

5
6

7

Severely injured. Roll twice on the Injury Table and take the lower result.
You accidentally say something you’re not supposed to while on camera, making a fool out
of local governmental officers. Suffer -1 SOC and your ability to work with the local authority
here is shot.
You blunder during an investigation, letting a dangerous criminal walk free. Gain the
prosecuting attorney as an Enemy and suffer -1 Trust. If your Trust score is above 0, you are
not ejected from this career.
Your investigation gets too close to a hidden truth and a megacorp official uses political
pressure to have you fired. Gain him as Rival and gain a Secret.
A seemingly routine investigation leads into the upper echelons of power. You learn that a
senior official or noble is corrupt in some fashion. He has you fired before you can bring him to
justice and you gain him as an Enemy and gain a Secret.
It’s a trap! Gunmen were waiting for you at a supposedly secure crime scene. Roll Gun Combat (Any) 8+.

If you accept, gain him as a Contact.
13

14

If you were accepting bribes, gain 5,000 $ and the reporter as an Enemy.
If you were not accepting bribes, he later sees that he was misled; gain him as an Ally.
10

In either case your reputation is tainted and you must leave this career.
A criminal makes you an offer he claims you can’t refuse.

15
16
21
22
23
24

If you accept, you must leave this career but gain 1 extra Benefit roll.

11
12

If you refuse, roll twice on the Injury Table and take the lower result but you do not have to
leave the career.
Someone close to you is killed as a threat to stop your investigation. Lose one Ally or Contact
(if you have one) and gain the killer as an Enemy.
You are wounded in the line of duty. Roll on the Injury Table.

If you fail, he is assaulted during the visit and while uninjured, the embarrassment makes him
your Enemy.
An investigation threatens to consume your whole life.
If you follow your obsession, lose one Contact, Ally, or family member. Gain +2DM on your next
Advancement roll.

If you fail, roll twice on the Injury Table and take the lowest result.
8
9

If you refuse, gain +1 Trust.
You are assigned to help provide security for the visit of an alien diplomat. Roll Steward 8+,
Diplomat 8+, or Recon 8+.
If you succeed, you gain a +2DM to your next Advancement roll.

If you succeed, roll on the Injury Table. Gain +1 to a benefit roll as your injuries cause you to find
another line of work.
Either way, you are ejected from this career as several other officers are shot dead in the ambush.
A criminal walks free, causing you to lose faith in the system. Suffer -1 Trust as you exit the career.
A crusading reporter stalks you, convinced that you are corrupt. He publishes an exposé on you.

Disaster! Roll on the Mishap table but you are not ejected from this career.
You investigate a ring of smugglers. Gain one of Broker, Pilot (Any), or Mechanic. One of the
smugglers is willing to turn informant for you.

If you choose your personal life over your career, gain an Ally, but suffer a -2DM to your next
Advancement roll.
You are given advanced training in investigative techniques. Gain one of Investigate, Sensors,
Science (Any) or Electronics (Computers).
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
You establish a network of contacts. Gain Network (Any).
You are transferred to another planet to learn their investigative methods. Roll Education 10+
to gain any one skill.
You become good friends with your partner. Gain him or her as an Ally.
A case involving illegal experimentation leads to a megacorporation’s planetary office. If
you follow this investigation to its end, it will drive the corporation off world and severely
embarrass the local authorities.
If you follow the investigation, gain a Rival in both the corporation and the government and +1 Trust.

25

If you give up your investigation, gain an extra Benefit roll and a Contact in the corporation
but suffer -1 Trust.
Your supervisor questions your judgment in a case and orders you to back off. If you do so,
nothing happens. If you continue, roll Investigate 8+.
Succeed and your hunch was correct. Gain a +2DM to your next Advancement roll.

26

Fail and you end up getting another officer hurt and suffer a -2DM to your next Advancement roll.
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
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31

43

Criminals have taken hostages and are threatening to execute them. You are the officer on the
scene – do you try negotiation or go in guns blazing? If you negotiate, roll Persuade 8+. If you
attack, roll Gun Combat (Any) 8+.
Succeed either roll and you masterfully resolve the situation. Gain a +4DM to your next
Advancement roll.

32
33

Fail either roll and the hostages are killed. Suffer a -4DM to your next Advancement roll.
Everyone knows you in the back alleys, slums, and assorted hives of scum and villainy. Gain
Streetwise and either increase an existing Network by 1 or gain Network (Street).
You are sent undercover to infiltrate a Hutt crime cartel. Roll Deception 8+ (if you have a
criminal Cover Identity, you succeed automatically).
Succeed, and you may arrest a ranking member of the cartel, gaining a +2DM to your next
Advancement roll OR you may continue to spy on them and increase your Cover Identity by one step.

34

35

Fail, and roll on the Injury Table as you are unmasked and attacked.
You are called in to solve the murder of a wealthy noble who was killed aboard his sealed
personal shuttle during re-entry. You discover that the killer managed to remotely subvert the
Noble’s personal protocol droid and use it as murder weapon. Gain one of Electronics (Comms),
Electronics (Computers), Electronics (Remote Ops), or Investigate.
You have the opportunity to play department politics or you can ignore it all and just focus on
the case at hand. If you choose to play politics, roll Deception 8+.
Succeed and you gain +1 Trust.
Fail and you suffer -1 Trust.

36
41

44

You disregard the potential injuries and maintain your observation post. Gain +1 Trust.

2.

You enter the building and pull people to safety. Gain a Contact from one of the party you rescue.

3.

You enter the building and while rescuing someone, they recognize you. Reduce your
Cover Identity by one step.

4.

Form a romantic attachment with one of those you rescue from the rubble.

5.

You are hurt while pulling people from the wreckage. Roll on the Injury Table.

6. Further investigation shows that this was no accident, and someone was after you! Gain an Enemy.
You establish a romantic relationship during an investigation but discover your new lover is
involved in the crime. If you protect them, roll Deception 8+.
Fail, and your lover is arrested. They blame you for being caught. Gain an Enemy.

45

46
51

If you choose not to protect your lover, gain +1 Trust and gain an Enemy.
A wealthy noble wishes to hire you as his personal agent. If you are already a Private
Investigator, gain 1 extra Benefit roll. If you are not already a Private Investigator, you may
switch your specialty next term and gain 1 extra Benefit roll for doing so.
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
You uncover evidence of corruption within the local law enforcement agency. If you attempt to
expose it, roll Investigate 8+.
If you succeed, gain +2 Trust and a +2DM to your next Advancement roll.
If you fail, suffer -2 Trust and a -2DM to your next Advancement roll.
In either result, you gain a corrupt, high-level law enforcement official as an Enemy.

If you accept, gain an extra Cash Benefit roll.
42

1.

Succeed, and your lover avoids being identified as an accomplice. Gain an Ally.

If you keep your head down and do your work, gain +1DM to your next Advancement roll.
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
A crime syndicate offers you a bribe.
If you refuse, gain +1 Trust.
You are injured while on a case. Roll on the Injury Table. While recuperating, you have the
chance to sharpen your skills. Gain one of Electronics (Computers), Sensors, any Science
(Any), or Electronics (Remote Ops).

While on a stakeout the building your marks are in sustains heavy damage due to a natural
disaster or enemy attack. Roll 1d6.

52

If you decide to keep your moth shut, gain a Secret.
A powerful Hutt cartel offers to put you on retainer.
If you accept, gain 1d6 x 1,000$ at the end of every term you remain in this career.
If you decline, gain +2 Trust.
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53

64

A spate of terrorist bombings threatens to bring the city to its knees. One roll at a time, keep
rolling Investigate 8+ until you succeed (keeping track of the total number of times you roll).
For each time you fail, roll 1d6.

Your partner is shot dead in front of you. Roll INT 8+.
If you succeed, you manage to pull yourself out of the darkness that this event brings to your
mind. Gain +1 EDU.

1-2. A bomb kills dozens of people. Roll Electronics (Sensors) 8+ to discover any useful
evidence. If you succeed, gain a +2DM to your next Investigate roll.

If you fail, no amount of therapy can wash the image from your mind. Gain an addiction to
alcohol or Spice.

3.

A failed bombing terrifies the population. You suffer a -1DM to your next Advancement roll.

4.

One of your Allies or Contacts is killed in the bombing.

5.

You discover an unexploded bomb. Roll Explosives 6+ to disarm it or Athletics (Dexterity)
8+ to get out of the blast range before it goes off. Fail either and roll on the Injury Table
twice and take the lowest roll.

In either case, gain his killer as an Enemy. THAT face will never leave your memory.
A local politician has his eye on you. Gain a +4DM to your next Advancement roll thanks to his aid.
You are decorated for heroism by the local authorities and are automatically promoted.

6.

You spot the bomber and can get one shot off at him. Roll Gun Combat (Any) 10+ to bring
him down. If you succeed, you automatically succeed your next Investigate check.

65
66

If you rolled Investigate 1-2 times, gain +2 Trust.
If you rolled Investigate 3-5 times, nothing else happens.
54

If you rolled Investigate 6+ times, suffer -2 Trust.
You are partnered with an alien. Roll Streetwise 8+ or Persuade 8+ to keep the alien out of trouble.
If you succeed, gain the alien as an Ally.

55

If you fail, he is injured in a cantina brawl and you gain a Rival.
A seized shipment of Spice vanishes from the evidence locker. You discover that a law
enforcement officer was responsible.
Turn him in and gain +1 Trust and +1DM to your next Advancement roll.

56
61
62
63

Threaten him to get cut of the deal. Gain an extra cash only Benefit roll.
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
You investigate a case related to local politics. Gain one of Advocate, Carouse, Diplomat, or
Network (politics).
You are part of a high-profile investigative unit. Gain one of Investigate, +1 SOC, +1 Trust, or
Network (media).
A mysterious murder case has the markings of a perpetrator using Force powers. When you
finally track down the killer their attempt to convince you that, “I’m not the person you’re
looking for...” triggers something in your mind. You may immediately test for Force Potential
and, if you show aptitude, automatically qualify to follow a Force path in your next term.
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AGENT: LAW ENFORCEMENT

You were a uniformed police officer or security guard in a
planet’s law enforcement branch.

ENLISTMENT
INT 5+
-2DM if you are age 30 or more

ASSIGNMENTS
Patrol: You had a beat on the streets of a city or colony world.
S.W.A.T.: You were part of a special weapons and tactics
team using more advanced equipment than other officers.
Customs: You worked on a ship or starport inspecting
incoming traffic and looking for smugglers.

CAREER PROGRESS
Patrol
S.W.A.T.
Customs

SURVIVAL

ADVANCEMENT

INT 7+
END 8+
DEX 6+

EDU 7+
INT 6+
EDU 8+

BENEFITS

1d6 CREDITS

OTHER BENEFIT

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

+1 Trust, Contact
+1 INT
+1 Trust, Network (Any)
Law Enforcement Gear
Law Enforcement Gear, +1 Trust
+1 SOC
Speeder Bike or Land Speeder

1,000$
2,000$
5,000$
7,500$
10,000$
25,000$
50,000$

SKILLS & TRAINING

1d6 PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

SERVICE SKILLS

ADV. EDUCATION (MIN EDU 8)

1
2
3
4
5
6

Investigate
Streetwise
Admin
Gun Combat (Any)
Athletics (Any)
Drive (Any)

Advocate
Electronics (Comms)
Electronics (Computers)
Drive (Any)
Investigate
Diplomat

1d6 PATROL

S.W.A.T.

CUSTOMS

1
2
3
4
5
6

Gun Combat (Any)
Stealth
Tactics (Military)
Recon
Heavy Weapons (Any)
Vacc Suit

Pilot (Small Craft or Spacecraft)
Sensors
Electronics (Comms)
Recon
Seafarer (Ocean Ships)
Vacc Suit

+1 Trust
+1 DEX
+1 END
+1 EDU
+1 STR
Carouse

Drive (Any)
Melee (Any)
Athletics (Any)
Recon
Streetwise
Network (Street)

RANKS & SKILLS

RANK

TITLE

SKILL OR BENEFIT

0
1
2
3
4
5
6

Officer
Sergeant
Corporal
Lieutenant
Captain
Chief
Commissioner

—
+1 Trust
Streetwise 1
+1 Trust
Admin 1
+1 Trust
+1 SOC
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2
3

11
12

4

5

Severely injured. Roll twice on the Injury Table and take the lower result.
Someone tries to kill you and your family or friends. Roll on the Injury Table and lose one
family member, Ally, or Contact. Gain an Enemy.
A criminal tries to bribe you:

If you act, roll Persuade 8+, Stealth 8+, or Gun Combat (Any) 8+ to deal with the situation.

If you accept the bribe, gain 1 extra Benefit roll, and leave this career.

If you succeed, gain +1 Trust and increase the skill rolled by 1.

If you refuse the bribe, roll Advocate 8+ to avoid being ejected from this career.

If you fail, you make a mess of the situation and suffer -1 Trust from your fellow officers.

In either case, the ensuing accusations of, “attempting to pervert the course of justice” stick.
A civilian is endangered during a mission and you have a chance to act. If you do so, roll
Athletics (Any) 10+.

If you do nothing, roll 1d6.

If you succeed, gain a Contact as you save the civilian. You also stay in this career and are
automatically promoted!
6
7
8

9
10
11
12

Disaster! Roll on the Mishap table but you are not ejected from this career.
Criminals take hostages and you are the first officer on the scene. You may choose to act or
do nothing.

If you fail, the civilian is killed and you roll on the Injury Table.
One of your superiors suspects that you are taking bribes. Suffer -1 Trust. If your Trust score
is above 0, you are not ejected from this career.
An assignment gone wrong causes psychological stress that affects how you work with
others. Suffer -1 SOC.
An accident during a routine patrol has disastrous results. Roll 1d6.

1.

The hostages are killed and you suffer a -4DM to your next Advancement roll.

2.

The hostages are injured and you suffer a -2DM on you next Advancement roll.

3.

The hostages are saved, but your lack of initiative sits poorly with your agency. -1 Trust.

4.

You follow protocol and gain +1 Trust for playing by the book.

5.

You join the strike team that goes in and takes down the criminals, gaining you a +2DM to
your next Advancement roll.

6.

1.

Blinded: reduce DEX by half

While waiting for backup you notice the building is wired for explosives – it’s a trap! You call
in the bomb squad, save the lives of dozens of officers, and are automatically promoted.
You are part of a major investigation into a criminal syndicate that extends off world. Gain one
of Investigate, Deception, Gun Combat (Any), or a Network (Any). Then, roll 1d6.

2.

Deafened: reduce DEX by 2

1–2. The ring attempts to have you killed; roll on the Injury Table.

3.

Lose an arm: reduce STR and DEX by half

3–4. Gain the criminal syndicate as an Enemy.

4.

Lose a leg: reduce STR and DEX by half

5.

Severely burned: reduce END by half

6.

Severely disfigured: reduce SOC by half.

5–6. The ring is busted; gain a +2DM to your next Advancement roll.
You confiscate an alien artifact from a smuggler. Gain an unusual piece of equipment worth
2,000 $ or less.
You are assigned a rookie partner who is struggling. If you cover for his mistakes, roll Deception 8+.

13

14
15

Regardless of the injury, you are retired from the service and allowed all accrued Benefits
rolls. If you are blinded, deafened, or have lost a limb, you can fitted with cybernetic
replacements (if available) in lieu of your Benefit rolls.
An organizational shift forces you out of your job. Gain a representative of the new structure
as a Rival.
A criminal goes free due to an error in your paperwork. Suffer -1 Trust. If your Trust score is
above 0, you are not ejected from this career.
While undercover you develop a dangerous addiction to Spice. Either leave the career to clean
up or spend 1,000$ per term paying for your addiction.
You are shot in the line of duty. Suffer -1 DEX and gain a slight limp. Also gain an extra Cash
Benefit roll as medical compensation.

If you succeed, gain him as a Contact.
If you fail, your attempts are uncovered. -1 Trust.
16
21

If you don’t cover for him, gain him as a Rival.
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
You are saddled with a desk job. Gain one of Admin, Electronics (Computers), Electronics
(Comms), or Gambler.
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22

41

23
24

A serial killer stalks you and your family. Now, and in each subsequent term until the killer is
caught or you leave this career, roll Investigate 10+.
If you succeed, you catch the killer. Gain a +2DM to your next Advancement roll.

Succeed and you shine in a bad department; gain a +2DM to your next Advancement roll.

If you fail, suffer a -1DM to your next Advancement roll.

Fail and you suffer -1 Trust and a -2DM to your next Advancement roll.

If you fail by 6 or more, lose one Contact, Ally, or family member. Suffer -2DM to your next
Advancement roll.
One of your senior officers backs you up when you are in trouble. Gain an Ally and +1 Trust.
You have the opportunity to steal valuable items from the evidence locker. If you do so, suffer
-1 Trust and roll 1d6.

If you follow his bad decisions, you suffer a -1DM to your next Advancement roll but gain +1 Trust.
You have an ill-considered romantic relationship with a suspect. Roll Deception 8+ to keep the
liaison a secret.

1–2. You steal 1d6 x 2,000$ worth of Spice

25
26
31
32

42

If you succeed, you gain them as an Ally as your connection strengthens.
43

If you report him, gain an Enemy and a +2DM to your next Advancement roll.

5–6. You steal blackmail material. Gain a Secret that is now safely cached and can be retrieved
in the course of play.
You are given advanced vehicle training. Gain one of Drive (Any), Flyer (Any), Seafarer (Any),
or Navigation.
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
You establish a network of contacts on the street. Gain Streetwise and Network (street).
A crooked lawyer attempts to get a criminal off the hook by alleging you planted evidence.
Roll Advocate 8+.

If you keep quiet, gain +1 Trust.
There is an opening in the investigative branch. You may automatically qualify for the
Investigator (Inspector) career next term.
Your commanding officer thinks you’re a loose cannon, demanding you turn in your badge and
gun and take a leave of absence.

44
45

If you accept his order, suffer a -2DM to your next Advancement roll.
If you refuse, roll Investigate 8+ or Gun Combat (Any) 8+.
If you succeed, you break the case wide open! Gain a +4DM to your next Advancement roll and
any one skill.

If you fail, suffer -1 Trust and a -2DM to your next Advancement roll.
Either way, gain the lawyer as a Rival.
Alien visitors cause trouble. You may attempt to use force or diplomacy to deal with the
situation by rolling either Melee (Any) 8+ or Persuade 10+.

46
51

If you succeed, your clandestine reports help in cleaning up corrupt activities. Gain a +2DM to
your next Advancement roll.

If you succeed using Persuade, gain an alien Contact and a +2DM to your next Advancement roll.
If you fail, roll on the Injury Table.
A natural disaster strikes. Roll 1d6.

If you fail, gain an Enemy from within the department and suffer a -2DM to your next Survival
roll in this career.

1–2. Roll on the Injury Table.
3–4. Gain Survival
35
36

If you fail, the case is blown. Suffer -1 Trust and a -2DM to your next Advancement roll.
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
Internal Affairs want you to be an informant in your department.
If you accept, gain +1 Trust and then roll Deception 8+.

If you succeed using Melee, gain an alien Enemy.

34

If you fail, suffer -1 Trust and your relationship eventually fizzles out.
You learn something you shouldn’t have about a senior officer.

3–4. You steal 1d6 x 2,000$ worth of weapons

If you succeed, gain +1 Trust and a +2DM to your next Advancement roll.

33

Your new commanding officer is an incompetent idiot. You can try to work around him by
rolling Admin 8+.

5–6. Gain Medic
You are seconded to an investigative unit. Gain one of Investigate, Sensors, Leadership, or an Ally.
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.

52
53
54
55

If you elect not to work for Internal Affairs, you are put on a “watch list” and suffer a -1DM to
your next Advancement roll in this career.
You are given specialist weapons and tactics training. Gain one of Gun Combat (Any), Heavy
Weapons (Any), Tactics (military), or Recon.
A respected officer dies and you are invited to the funeral. Gain Carouse.
You are transferred to a rural posting. Gain one of Animals (Any), Drive (Wheel), or Athletics (END).
You save the life of a fellow officer. Gain an Ally.
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56
61

Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
You are a witness in a major criminal trial. Gain one of Advocate, Persuade, Deception or a
Contact in the media. Then roll 1d6.
1–2. The defense attorney twists your testimony to exonerate their client. Gain a Rival.
3–4. Your testimony doesn’t play a major role, but you make good use of the time in court.
Gain a Contact within the court system.

62

5–6. It was your testimony that won the case. Gain +1DM to your next Advancement roll and
an Enemy in the convicted criminal.
A local organized crime syndicate offers you a bribe.
Refuse and gain +1 Trust.

63
64

Accept and gain an extra benefit roll each term while you remain in this career. The risk of
being discovered, however, gives you a -1DM to all Survival rolls made while in this career.
You are given advanced emergency response training. Gain one of Leadership, Medic,
Mechanic, or Electronics (Comms).
You take part in a complex and dangerous sting operation. Roll Deception 8+.
If you succeed, the operation goes off without a hitch. Gain a +2DM to your next Advancement
roll.
If you fail, things go sideways fast. Roll Gun Combat (Any) 8+.
If you succeed, you manage to take down the assailants.
The case is blown, but you manage to escape injury.

65
66

If you fail, you are caught in the line of fire.
Roll on the Injury Table.
The commissioner has his eye on you. Gain +2DM to your
next Advancement roll thanks to his political pull.
You are decorated for heroism in the line of duty.
You are automatically promoted.
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AGENT: SPY

You worked for a national or planetary government, Imperial
Intelligence, or the ISB as a secret agent.

ENLISTMENT
INT 7+
-2DM if you are age 30 or more

ASSIGNMENTS
Field Agent: You were stationed at a bureau or outpost on
the edge of enemy territory.
Operative: You specialized in dangerous operations and
black-bag jobs.
Infiltrator: You were an undercover agent.

CAREER PROGRESS
Field Agent
Operative
Infiltrator

SURVIVAL

ADVANCEMENT

EDU 6+
END 7+
END 8+

SOC 8+
INT 7+
INT 6+

BENEFITS

1d6 CREDITS

OTHER BENEFIT

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

+1 INT or Scientific Equipment
Network (Any)
Weapon
2 Ship Shares
Cover Identity or +1 Trust
1d3 Allies
Access to a Safe House

3,000$
5,000$
12,000$
18,000$
24,000$
55,000$
75,000$

SKILLS & TRAINING

1d6 PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

SERVICE SKILLS

ADV. EDUCATION (MIN EDU 8)

1
2
3
4
5
6

Deception
Investigate
Gun Combat (Any)
Stealth
Athletics (Any)
Streetwise

Electronics (Comms)
Electronics (Computers)
Sensors
Diplomat
Language (Any)
Explosives

1d6 FIELD AGENT

OPERATIVE

INFILTRATOR

1
2
3
4
5
6

Stealth
Carouse
Gun Combat (Any)
Melee (Any)
Heavy Weapons (Any)
Explosives

Cover Identity (Any)*
Jack-of-All-Trades
Deception
Melee (Any)
Stealth
Cover Identity (Any)*

+1 Trust
+1 INT
+1 EDU
+1 SOC
Jack-of-All-Trades
+1 Trust

Streetwise
Steward
Diplomat
Investigate
Network (Any)
Network (Any)

*If you roll this as the first skill you roll in a term, then:
• Increase your Cover Strength by one step or start a new Cover
• Roll on one of the Skills & Training tables for that Cover career
• You may choose to instead roll on the Events table for that Cover career this term
If you roll this as the second skill you roll in a term, because of a successful Advancement or other event, you simply
increase your Cover Strength by one step.

RANKS & SKILLS

RANK

FIELD AGENT

SKILL OR
BENEFIT

0
1
2
3
4
5
6

—
Field Agent
—
Special Agent
—
Assistant Director
Director

—
Investigate 1
—
Gun Combat (Any)
—
+1 Trust
Leadership 1
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OPERATIVE

SKILL OR
BENEFIT

INFILTRATOR

SKILL OR
BENEFIT

—
Contractor
—
Ops Asset
Organizer
—
Ops Manager

—
Stealth 1
—
—
+1 INT
—
Network

Shadow
—
Ghost
—
—
Spectre
The Invisible

—
Deception 1
—
Investigate 1
—
Stealth 1
Jack-of-All-Trades

MISHAP TABLE

EVENTS TABLE

2d6 MISHAP

d66 EVENT

2
3

11
12

4
5

Severely injured. Roll twice on the Injury Table and take the lower result.
You learn something you shouldn’t know and now you are on the run from your own agency.
Lose all Trust and gain your organization as an Enemy.
You are identified as a spy. Lose any one Cover Identity. If you have no Cover Identity to lose,
roll on the Injury Table. In either case, you are ejected from this career.
An assassin targets you. Roll Gun Combat (Any) 8+.

13

If you choose to sell the data package you must leave this career but roll two additional Cashonly Benefit rolls when you do so.

If you succeed, you’re faster on the trigger and kill the assassin.
If you fail, roll twice on the Injury Table and take the lower result.
6
7
8

Either way, you’ve been made and must leave this career.
A shift in politics and interstellar relations mean your services are no longer required. You are
dismissed from the service but gain an extra Benefit roll this term.
You quarrel with a superior. Suffer -1 Trust. If your Trust score is above 0, you are not ejected
from this career.
An assignment goes wrong and you are held responsible for the fallout. You may accept your
fate and leave this career or you can argue your case. If you argue, roll Advocate 8+.
If you succeed, you may stay in this career and gain an extra Benefit roll as compensation.

9
10

11
12

If you fail, suffer -1 Trust and leave this career.
You are betrayed by a friend. Lose one Ally or Contact and suffer -1 Trust. If you have no Allies
or Contacts, gain an Enemy instead. In either case, you leave the service.
The other side attempts to turn you to their agenda. If you accept, gain 1 extra Benefit roll as
you leave this career. Gain +1 Trust if you don’t change sides, but you must leave as you are
now seen as a compromised asset.
You discover everything you believed about your organization is a lie. On your way out, you
take a Secret with you.
You are wounded in the line of duty. Roll on the Injury Table.

Disaster! Roll on the Mishap table but you are not ejected from this career.
You ship’s Jump Drive malfunctions and leaves you stranded on a backwater planet. You have
to catch a ride home on a tramp freighter, but you make the most of it. Gain Carouse, Gambler,
or gain a new Cover Identity.
Information you have obtained could be very profitable to an outside buyer.

14

If you stay loyal to your employer you gain a +2DM to your next Advancement roll in this career.
You catch an opposing spy in the act of working against your employer. Fight him with any
combat skill 8+.
If you succeed, add your current employer as a Network.
If you fail, roll on the Injury Table.

15
16
21

Alternatively you may help the enemy spy escape. You gain him as an Ally but this is now a
Secret you must keep.
You spend some time at an illegal casino. Gain one of Deception or Gambler.
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
You discover a flaw in your contract.
If you choose to exploit it, gain Deception and your employer as a Rival.

22
23

If you bring it to their attention, gain Admin and turn your employer into a Contact.
Your current assignment goes smoothly, giving you time to practice some of your skills.
Increase any skill you have at 0 to 1.
You are asked to look in on a personal matter for an Imperial noble, investigating his personal
assistant. Your investigation shows suspicious behavior and you confront the assistant.
If you agree to stay quite, gain 10,000$ in blackmail money to stay quiet

24

If you reveal the assistant as a traitor, gain +1 SOC.
Your ship is hijacked by pirates. Roll Gun Combat (Any) 9+ to fight them or Stealth 9+ to hide
until they have gone.
Success in either of these grants you +1 END.

25
26

Failure means you roll on the Injury Table.
You are assigned to an alien contract, investigating their local government officers. Gain one
of Diplomat, Investigate, or Language (Any).
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
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31

52

Your employer saddles you with a mercenary bodyguard that gets you into several
unnecessary conflicts. Roll END 8+.

Go through with the mission and gain +2DM on your next Advancement roll but lose one Ally
or Contact. If you have no Allies or Contacts to lose, gain an Enemy instead.

If you’re successful, gain Carouse and Melee (unarmed).
32
33
34

If you fail, roll on the Injury Table but gain Gun Combat (Any).
You are arrested for a minor crime and spend a few months in a local prison. You make a
Contact in the criminal community before being freed.
You learn a secret that helps your employer gain a major advantage in their area of expertise.
Gain +1 Trust.
A corporate sponsor asks you to smuggle a priceless piece of jewelry for them.
If you choose not to do the job, suffer -1 Trust but re-roll now on this table for another assignment.

35

Alternately, you can steal the jewelry and leave this career path, gaining an Enemy and
30,000$ for the fenced goods.
You have uncovered a tragic scandal involving officials of your own government.
Help with the cover-up and gain +1 Trust, but suffer -1 SOC.

36
41

53
54
55

Do the job and gain +4DM to your next Advancement roll.

Expose them publicly and gain +1 SOC, but suffer -1 Trust.
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
You have the opportunity to work with a criminal organization to further your current assignment.

56
61
62
63
64

42

If you succeed, you hide the information until you can retrieve it and deliver it properly. Gain
+2DM on your next Advancement roll.

43
44
45
46
51

Refuse the Mission and suffer -2DM to your next Advancement roll but you do not lose a
Contact or Ally. If you have no Allies or Contacts to lose, gain an Ally.
Your mission requires advanced combat training. Gain one of Gun Combat (Any), Melee (Any),
or Tactics (military).
Augment surgery is required for your next assignment, subsidized by the employer. Gain the
Combat Implant benefit for free.
You are injured in the line of duty and your employer takes very good care of you with the
highest quality of cybernetics. Choose which limb was replaced and gain +1 END.
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
Your last employer / handler was so impressed with your work that he sent you a bonus. Gain
one additional cash Benefit roll immediately that must be made at a -1DM (minimum roll of 1).
Your employer requires you to infiltrate a unit of Stormtroopers to seek out a traitor. Gain Vacc Suit.
You perform a hundred different odd jobs for several employers, gaining you Jack-of-All-Trades.
You have a winning lottery ticket, but can’t have the earnings tied back to your real identity.
If you have a Cover Identity, use it to claim the prize and gain an additional Cash Benefit roll
immediately.

If you work with them, suffer -1 SOC, but gain them as a Network.
If you deny their offer and go it alone, gain +1DM to your next Advancement roll, but gain their
leader as a Rival.
You are caught during an assignment and have to quickly bury stolen data via a public
computer terminal. Roll Electronics (Computers) 8+.

The target of your next assignment is someone you know.

65

If you don’t have a Cover Identity, you have no way to claim the funds but donate the ticket to
a charity. Gain a Contact in that organization.
One of your more radical ideas is put to the test by your employer. Roll INT 8+.
Success means your concept worked and you are rewarded with +2DM to your next Advancement roll.

66

Failure results in a public incident and while shielded from the public eye, you are to blame.
Suffer -1 Trust.
You are the best at what you do and are automatically promoted.

If you fail, the data accidentally goes public and its value is blown. Suffer -2DM on your next
Advancement roll.
An Imperial employer sends you for specialist training before a big contract. Gain one of
Astrogation, Explosives, Mechanic or Electronics (Remote Ops).
You are caught on camera and footage of you performing your duties is disseminated, forcing
you to create a new persona to finish the job. Gain another Cover Identity.
The information you acquired was integral to a greater goal that your employer shared with
you afterwards. Gain a corporate or governmental Ally and an associated Network.
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
You are sent to investigate a barbaric culture that has yet to be integrated into the Empire.
Gain one of Animal (riding), Melee (Any), Recon, or Survival.
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AGENCY TRUST RANKS AND ASSETS
The following are special actions or assets whose availability is based on the Rank of the
Agent. Any applicable skill, characteristic, or difficulty modifiers follow this. Finally, the
Agent’s Trust level is applied as a + DM. A roll of 8+ denotes a successful request.

IMPERIAL SECURITY BUREAU
IMPERIAL INTELLIGENCE SPECIAL ACTIONS

LAW ENFORCEMENT SPECIAL ACTIONS
RANK Learn about local legal and criminal activity

0

Acquire a piece of local evidence in relevance to a local investigation

1–6 Hours, Average (+0)

RANK Temporary acquisition of personal Imperial assets (weapon, armor, etc.) worth up to 5,000 $

0

RANK Acquire use of local ground transit for one week

1–6 Hours, SOC, Average (+0)
Acquire a piece of local evidence in relation to an Imperial crime or investigation

1

Get permission to search any non-military Imperial domicile

1–6 Days, Easy (+2)

1–6 Days, SOC, Average (+0)

Get permission to search any structure within jurisdiction
RANK 10–60 Days, SOC, Average (+0)

Arrange for free transit on an Imperial vessel

2

RANK 1–6 Days, SOC, Average (+0)

2

1–6 Minutes, Average (+0)

1–6 Days, SOC, Average (+0)

Begin an Imperial investigation on a particular target based on little to no evidence

RANK 10–60 Days, SOC, Difficult (–2)

RANK 10–60 Days, SOC, Difficult (–2)

3

1–6 Days, Average (+0)

10–60 Hours, SOC, Average (+0)

Look into sealed local criminal records
RANK 1–6 Days, Average (+0)

4

RANK 10–60 Days, SOC, Average (+0)

10–60 Hours, Average (+0)

10–60 Days, SOC, Average (+0)

Place an arrest warrant on an Imperial citizen for perceived criminal behavior
RANK

5

1–6 Days, SOC, Difficult (–2)
Indict an Imperial citizen for crimes against the Empire

5

Place surveillance team on single subject for 24 hours

Request advanced military aid in a hostile action (Imperial Stormtroopers, AT-AT, etc.)

Get permission to search any Imperial holding

RANK

Temporary acquisition of law enforcement assets (weapon, armor, etc.) worth up to 10,000 $

Temporary acquisition of personal Imperial assets (weapon, armor, etc.) worth up to 25,000 $

Request military aid in a hostile action (Imperial Army, Imperial Navy, etc.)

4

Send for local emergency medical services

Get permission to search any non-military Imperial vessel

Begin an Imperial investigation on a particular target based on little to no evidence

3

1–6 Hours, Average (+0)
Temporary acquisition of law enforcement assets (weapon, armor, etc.) worth up to 2,500 $

RANK 1–6 Hours, Investigate, Average (+0)

1

10–60 Minutes, Easy (+2)

1–6 Weeks, SOC, Average (+0) for a citizen up to Formidable (–6) if targeting high-ranking
Imperial/Noble
Temporary acquisition of law enforcement assets (weapon, armor, etc.) worth up to 25,000 $

1–6 Days, Average (+0)

1–6 Weeks, SOC, Average (+0) for a citizen up to Formidable (–6)
if targeting high-ranking Imperial/Noble

RANK Petition Imperial Security Bureau for employment membership:

Temporary acquisition of personal Imperial assets (weapon, armor, etc.) worth up to
100,000 $

6

10–60 Weeks, SOC, Very Difficult (–4)

1–6 Days, SOC, Difficult (-2)
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MEGACORPORATION SPECIAL ACTIONS

FREELANCE AGENT / BOUNTY HUNTER SPECIAL ACTIONS

Find a local affiliate of the megacorp

Arrange to meet with a former employer

RANK 10-60 Minutes, Easy (+2)

0

RANK 10-60 Hours, Easy (+2)

0

Acquisition of company assets worth up to 1,000 $

1-6 Hours, Average (+0)

1-6 Days, Average (+0)

Acquire use of company vehicular transport for one week

Advertise availability for contracting across an entire nation
RANK 1-6 Days, Average (+0)

RANK 1-6 Hours, Easy (+2)

1

1

Acquisition of company assets worth up to 5,000 $

10-60 Hours, Difficult (–2)

Acquisition of company assets worth up to 10,000 $

Arrange to meet with a potential employer
RANK 1-6 Days, Average (+0)

2

RANK Hire temporary subcontracted employees for moderate wages (100 $ a day)

1-6 Days, SOC, Difficult (–2)

Request further intelligence on specific target

Advertise availability for contracting across entire planet
RANK 1-6 Weeks, Average (+0)

3

Acquisition of company assets worth up to 20,000 $

RANK Advertise availability for contracting across entire star system

Request local mercenary aid

4

1-6 Weeks, SOC, Difficult (–2)
Acquisition of company assets worth up to 30,000 $

1-6 Months, Average (+0)

RANK Get Imperial legal documentation for contracted assignment

5

RANK 1-6 Hours, Average (+0)

1-6 Weeks, Difficult (–2)

Gain access to megacorp records on employee or target

Petition Imperial Security Bureau for contracted employment

1-6 Days, Average (+0) to Very Difficult (-4) depending on rank of target

1-6 Months, SOC, Very Difficult (–4)

Acquisition of company assets worth up to 50,000 $

RANK Petition local Law Enforcement for contracted employment

6

RANK 10-60 Hours, Average (+0)

5

Arrange for lucrative freelance contract with large agency

1-6 Weeks, SOC, Average (+0)

RANK 1-6 Hours, Average (+0)

4

Use local popularity to avoid minor criminal charges

1-6 Weeks, Difficult (–2)
1-6 Hours, Average (+0)

3

Get local legal documentation for contracted assignment

1-6 Hours, Average (+0)
1-6 Hours, Average (+0)

2

Advertise availability for contracting across an entire city/starport

10-60 Days, SOC, Difficult (–2)

Have a megacorp employee’s position terminated

Petition a Megacorporation for contracted employment

1-6 Weeks, Average (+0) to Very Difficult (–4) if the target is an Agent or highly placed

1-6 Weeks, SOC, Difficult (–2)

Acquire megacorp Merchant Vessel for no longer than six months
RANK 10-60 Days, Difficult (–2)

6

Acquisition of company assets worth up to 100,000 $

10-60 Hours, Difficult (–2)
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CYNOSURE CAREERS
1

ARISTOCRAT

33

2

COMPETITOR

37

3

ENTERTAINER

41
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SPECIAL INFORMATION FOR CYNOSURE CHARACTERS
CHARACTERISTICS

SOCIAL CAREERS

The primary characteristics of most dilettantes are Social Status and Education, the former due
to a wealthy or exalted background allowing them to pursue their interests and the latter owning
to the readily available and expected schooling they have been put through while young. By
necessity they might also need high physical characteristics to survive and maintain some of the
more rugged assignments as noted in the appropriate career sections.

Referees who wish to limit the availability of dilettante careers may impose an absolute
requirement of possessing a SOC of 10 or more before attempting to enter any of the career
paths below. In this case, those careers that require a qualification based on SOC must still
make the characteristic check to attempt to enter.

SOCIAL STANDING

NEW BENEFITS AND PROBLEMS
STIPENDS
Stipends are regular money handouts that can come from a wide variety of sources and can
be added to a character’s portfolio. More details on stipends as well as other asset types and
portfolios can be found on pages 40 - 41 of Traveller Book 8: Dilettante.

ADDICTIONS

Social Standing is an often-overlooked characteristic. It has become synonymous with noble
rank and although nobility is a major part of political and administrative authority of many star
systems, it does not necessarily follow that the highest Social Standing values should be limited
to them. There are many different aspects of society where being an important bureaucrat will
have no bearing, whereas an infamous criminal reputation might well tip the balance in your
favor. A wide variety of rules and interpretations of Social Standing can be found starting on
page 33 of Traveller Book 8: Dilettante. How to use your standing for influence or benefit is
detailed starting on Page 44 in the Fame section of Traveller Book 8: Dilettante.

The character develops a dependency or compulsion. To determine the strength and type see
Addictions on page 46 of Traveller Book 8: Dilettante

PORTFOLIOS
Belonging to a wealthy family or earning huge wages from their profession, dilettantes do not
receive one-off cash awards. Instead they create a portfolio of assets from which they earn a
monthly income. Each time a cash Benefit is selected, the dilettante should instead roll on the
Asset tables and add it to their portfolio.

INFLUENCE
Your reputation precedes you amongst a select group of people. When trying to influence or
gain information from them, you gain a positive DM based on the level of influence you have
with the associated group.

CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE
You are renowned for winning the highest competitive award in your field. Fans of your sport
recognize your name and face, and treat you like a hero. This often translates into free drinks
at the Cantina, discounts on goods, interesting short-term propositions from members of the
opposite gender, or requests to have a holo taken with you.

CYNOSURE
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CYNOSURE: ARISTOCRAT

Aristocrats are members of the nobility who do not possess an
administrative position or civilians who join the entourages of a
noble in order to gain some status .

ENLISTMENT
SOC 6+
-2DM if age 34 or more

ASSIGNMENTS
Courtier: You were a professional sycophant or flunky,
seeking to climb the greasy pole of social status by satisfying
the whims of the nobles you attend, or by being considered
the epitome of good taste and courtly manners.
Chevalier: Disdaining the slow dance of political intrigue, you
served the nobility by acting as a champion.
Paramour: Politics and martial honor meant nothing to you;
only the pursuit of love has any importance.

CAREER PROGRESS
Courtier
Chevalier
Paramour

SURVIVAL

ADVANCEMENT

INT 7+
DEX 7+
SOC 6+

SOC 6+
SOC 6+
END 7+

BENEFITS

1d6 CREDITS

OTHER BENEFIT

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Favor (1 time Ally use)
+1 EDU
+1 INT
Weapon
+1 SOC
1d3 Contacts
+1 SOC or Yacht

10,000$
15,000$
20,000$
30,000$
40,000$
60,000$
Stipend

SKILLS & TRAINING

1d6 PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

SERVICE SKILLS

ADV. EDUCATION (MIN EDU 8)

1
2
3
4
5
6

Art (Any)
Carouse
Deception
Diplomat
Persuade
Streetwise

Advocate
Diplomat
Language
Leadership
Social Science (Any)
Streetwise

1d6 COURTIER

CHEVALIER

PARAMOUR

1
2
3
4
5
6

Art (Any)
Diplomat
Gun Combat (Any Pistol)
Melee (Unarmed)
Melee (Blade)
Recon

Art (Any)
Art (Any)
Athletics (Any)
Carouse
Diplomat
Persuade

+1 DEX
+1 INT
+1 EDU
+1 SOC
Athletics (Any)
Persuade

Art (Any)
Admin
Deception
Diplomat
Persuade
Streetwise

RANKS & SKILLS

RANK

COURTIER

CHEVALIER

PARAMOUR

SKILL OR BENEFIT

0
1
2
3
4
5
6

—
Attendant
—
Lackey
—
—
Steward

—
Escort
—
Defender
—
Champion
—

—
Romeo
—
Concubine
—
Inamoratos
Lover

—
Carouse 1
—
Persuade 1
—
Diplomat 1
+1 SOC
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MISHAP TABLE

EVENTS TABLE

2d6 MISHAP

d66

EVENT

2
3

11
12
13

Disaster! Roll on the Mishap table but you are not ejected from this career.
You travel to a strange new court, full of opportunity. Gain a +2DM to your next Advancement check.
You take another aristocrat under your wing. Protecting the young man makes life more
difficult for you. You have a -1DM to your Survival checks while he is under your tutelage.
Each term you protect the youngster, roll 1d6.

A terrible accident occurs. Roll twice on the Injury Table and take the lower result.
You are kidnapped and interrogated by unknown protagonists. Roll 1d6:
1–2 You are tortured, suffer -1 STR.
3–4 You are heavily drugged, gain an Addiction.

4

5
6

5–6 Gain one of your rescuers as a Contact.
For betraying your noble or his trust, you are exiled on a border world for several years. Gain
one of Survival, Streetwise, Animals (Any), or Seafaring (Any). Suffer -1 SOC when you finally
return with a black mark on your name.
Excessive stress takes its toll. Suffer -1 END and seek your fortune elsewhere.
The driver of the vehicle that you are traveling on is killed during an assassination attempt.
Roll Drive 8+ or Flyer 8+.

1–4 The kid is still hanging around, requiring your protection.
14

If you inform him of the scheme, you make friends and gain a Contact.
15

If you succeed, you escape without injury.
If you fail, the vehicle crashes and you must roll on the Injury Table.
7
8

9
10

16

If you succeed, you kill or evade your attacker. You must leave your place, but gain 1 to the
skill you used.

21

If you succeed, you reveal the person responsible. Gain an Enemy.

11
12

If you decide to take advantage of his downfall, gain +1 SOC but also gain an Enemy.
While traveling on a mission aboard a liner, you overhear the crew plotting against the
sadistic captain.
If you inform him of the mutiny, gain an Ally and you may automatically qualify for the
Merchant (free trader) career next term.

In either case your companionship is no longer desired as it brings back hurtful memories.
You’re arrested for disloyal behavior. During solitary confinement, mental deterioration causes
you to lose one level from a random skill you possess.
You are secretly attacked by jealous courtiers. Roll Gun Combat 8+ or Stealth 8+ to escape.

If you fail, roll on the Injury Table. You must leave your place, but your former patron pays for
50% of any healing costs.
Your family’s entire wealth is lost due to the nefarious plans of a sworn foe. If you lack an
Enemy, you now gain one. You also lose all Benefits gained up to this point.
You run afoul of an assassination plan and are framed. Roll Advocate 8+ or Investigate 8+.

5–6 The youngster is off on his or her own. Gain an Ally and add 1 to any skill you already know.
You discover a nefarious plan to undermine the status of another aristocrat.

If you side with the crew, gain a Contact and you may automatically qualify for the Pirate
career next term.
The planetary ruler commissions you to undertake a secret mission. Gain one of Deception,
Investigate, or Stealth.
You travel beyond the borders of your government to an alien world. Roll Streetwise 8+ or
Diplomat 8+.
If you succeed, gain an Alien contact.

22
23

If you fail, you run afoul of some strange custom and suffer a -2DM to your Advancement roll
this term.
You are assigned to a master duelist to improve your combat skills. Gain Melee (Blade).
Your ruling noble wishes to use you as an informant.
If you decline, he notes your reluctance but doesn’t take any negative actions against you.

If you fail, you are imprisoned. You automatically qualify for and may join the Organized Crime
career next term.
Your husband, wife, or lover is killed in a genuine accident. Lose an Ally and Gain an Addiction
as you fall apart.
Injured. Roll on the Injury Table.

If you accept, you gain a very powerful Contact and an extra Benefit roll every term you
remain an informant. You cease being an informant when you leave this career or when you
choose to stop. Each term roll 1d6:
1–2 You are discovered and attacked; roll on the Injury Table.
3–5 Your actions go unnoticed.
24

6 You uncover a Secret.
The court travels off world on an all-expenses paid safari. You spend time suffering in the
wilderness. Gain one of Survival, Animals (Any), or Gun Combat (Any).
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d66

EVENT

d66

EVENT

25

A professional gambler, somehow elevated into the aristocracy, hoodwinks you into playing
a seemingly simple game called Sabaac with him. Despite your “skill” he “somehow wins”
costing you one Benefit roll and gaining him as a Rival.
You are appointed as a representative of your ruling noble to a historical research expedition.
Roll 1d6:

45

You briefly engage in a series of meaningless affairs. Gain one of Carouse, Deception, or
Persuade and gain a slighted lover as an Enemy.
For a period of time you forswear any debauched entertainments.

26

46

If you have an Addiction, you kick the habit.

1

You are badly hurt when a set of shelves holding historic manuscripts suspiciously
collapses. Roll on the Injury Table.

2

Ancient tomes carry some fungus that infects your lungs. Suffer -1 END.

3

You gain nothing from the experience except a lingering hatred of bickering historians.

4

You learn something useful. Gain one of Science (Any social), Diplomacy, or Investigate.

If do not have an Addiction, you gain +1 END as a reward for healthy living.
The ruling noble receives a gift of a strange creature that is then given to you as a sardonic
punishment. The weird animal seems to form an empathic bond with you and you end up
keeping it. Gain Animals (Training), and a pet.
You spot an obviously disreputable individual roaming around the administrative offices of
the court. You approach and challenge him. Roll 1d6:

5

You become an expert in locating specific documents. Gain Admin.

1

51

52

6

You accidentally discover that a forgotten offshoot of the ruling Noble’s family has a better
claim on their title. You are paid to keep silent and then drafted into the Imperial Army or
Imperial Navy Crewman. Gain 2 extra rolls on this career’s Benefit table, leave this career,
and join either of the aforementioned Imperial Forces, automatically qualifying.
31–36 Roll on the Life Events table.
41
Whilst poking about in the court archives you find an ancient treasure map.

If you turn him in, you gain Advocate.
If you let him go, gain a criminal Contact.
2

If you fail, you take the shot intended for another. Roll on the Injury Table.
3

The man is an engineer sent to fix a problem in the building. You help him out and
develop an interest in electrical systems. Gain Engineer (Electronics).

4

The man is the secret paramour of your own lover. Gain a Rival.

If successful you manage to retain it all.

5

The man is a drug supplier who gives you 2d6 doses of spice to keep quiet.

Failure means most of it is confiscated. Only keep the results of 1 of the Benefit rolls.
You are challenged to a duel and must grimly accept. Roll Melee (blade) 8+ or Gun Combat
(pistol) 8+.

6

If you abandon this career to search it out, forfeit your current benefit rolls BUT you uncover
a legendary trove equivalent to 1d6+1 Benefit rolls. Keeping what you have found is a
different matter. Roll Deception 8+ or Advocate 8+.

If you succeed, improve the skill used by 1 and gain a Rival who bears a scar from your
encounter.

43

If you fail, roll on the Injury Table. You do manage to impress your opponent with your
bravery. Gain a Contact.
A member of the ruling Noble’s entourage declares undying love for you. Unfortunately they
are married.
If you return the affection, gain an Ally and a +2DM to your next Advancement roll.

44

The man is on an assassination mission. Roll Melee (Any) 8+.
If successful, you kill him and are rewarded. Gain an extra Benefit roll.

If you hand it over, gain 3d6 x 1,000$ as a reward for a job well done.

42

The man is a thief who has stolen some important artworks. You can turn him in or let
him go.

Refusing the declaration turns the courtier’s affection to hatred. Gain an Enemy but gain +1
SOC for your integrity.
Your years of undying loyalty are noted and as a reward you are granted a small allowance.
Gain a Stipend.

53

54
55

The man is a Duke trying to sneak out of the compound incognito. For your bravery and
discretion, you are granted a knighthood. If it was lower, raise SOC to 11.
You are asked to accompany members of the Noble’s entourage on a diplomatic tour but,
due to cost cutting measures, find yourself working passage on the starship. Gain one of
Mechanic, Steward, or Medic.
Driven by utter boredom, you spend months educating yourself at the local university. Gain
+1 EDU.
There is a planetary revolution. Roll Leadership 8+, Tactics 8+, or Gun Combat (Any) 8+.
If successful, you are lauded as a hero and gain +1 SOC.

56

If failed, you are wounded. Roll on the Injury Table.
A terrible natural disaster occurs. You help to form emergency recovery and relief teams.
Gain one of Medic, Leadership, Admin, or a Contact.
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d66

EVENT

61

You are greatly insulted by a drunk noble and challenge him to a duel. Roll 1d6:
1

You kill him and must flee for your life from his family. Change careers next term.

2

You seriously wound him and must perform first aid to save his life. Gain Medic.

3

The noble is, in truth, a coward and backs down. Gain an Enemy and +1 SOC.

4

He defeats you easily and, disgusted by your lackluster performance, gives you fencing
lessons. Gain Melee (Blade).

5

The whole thing was a setup, since dueling is illegal on this world. Roll Advocate 8+ or
be fined and lose a Benefit roll.

6
62

The noble was merely testing your courage. He apologizes profusely and soon becomes a
firm friend. Gain an Ally.
A Rival or Enemy has decided to get married and as a symbol of this new start, offers to bury
his differences with you.
If you accept, you lose that Rival or Enemy.
If you refuse, roll Diplomacy 8+.
If you succeed, it indicates that things remain as they are but you gain +1 SOC for your resolve.
If you fail, you give great offense. A Rival will become an Enemy instead, whereas an Enemy
attempts to have you killed. Roll twice on the Injury Table, taking the lower result.

63

If you have neither a Rival nor an Enemy, you have been invited to a noble wedding and during
the reception spill your drink on the bride or groom (your choice). Gain them as an Enemy.
You are asked by your noble “friends” to betray an Ally.
If you agree you gain an extra Benefit roll and Deception. The Ally then becomes an Enemy.
If you refuse, you gain +2DM to your next Advancement roll, but -2DM to your next Survival
roll in this career.

64
65
66

If you don’t have an Ally, you uncover the plot of a petty noble who is attempting to disgrace
someone in your patronage. You reveal their plot and gain an Ally in the person whose
reputation you protected.
You befriend a useful and resourceful ship’s captain. Gain an Contact and Carouse as a result
of your acquaintance.
You meet the Emperor himself. Gain a +4DM to your next Advancement and Survival rolls.
You are the center of the court and loved by all (at least to your face). You are automatically
promoted.
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CYNOSURE: COMPETITOR

To most people what you do is just a game. To you, it’s a job
with rules and demands like any other.

ENLISTMENT
STR 6+ or INT 6+
-2DM if age 34 or more

ASSIGNMENTS
Sportsman: You played on a team with others. You might lead
or you may follow, but you always shine as a star in your own
right.
Athlete: You were an individual competitor and your chosen
sport is physically and mentally demanding.
Gamer: You may have been a gambler or a combatant in
virtual space, excelling in mental tactics and strategy.

SURVIVAL

ADVANCEMENT

END 7+
DEX 7+
INT 6+

STR 6+
END 6+
EDU 7+

BENEFITS

1d6 CREDITS

OTHER BENEFIT

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

+1 STR or +1 END
+1 DEX or +1 INT
+1 EDU
Weapon
1 Ship Share
1d3 Contacts or an Ally
+1 SOC or Yacht

5,000$
10,000$
15,000$
20,000$
40,000$
60,000$
90,000$

1d6 PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

SERVICE SKILLS

ADV. EDUCATION (MIN EDU 8)

1
2
3
4
5
6

Art (Any)
Athletics (Any)
Computer
Drive (Any)
Persuade
Tactics (Sports or Games)

Advocate
Electronics (Computers)
Electronics (Comms)
Leadership
Life Science (Any)
Social Science (Any)

1d6 SPORTSMAN

ATHLETE

GAMER

1
2
3
4
5
6

Athletics (Any)
Carouse
Athletics (Any)
Deception
Persuade
Athletics (Any)

Advocate
Deception
Gambler
Recon
Tactics (Games)
Tactics (Games)

+1 EDU
+1 END
+1 DEX
+1 INT
+1 STR
Carouse

Athletics (Any)
Athletics (Any)
Carouse
Gambler
Diplomacy
Tactics (Sports)

RANKS & SKILLS

CAREER PROGRESS
Sportsman
Athlete
Gamer

SKILLS & TRAINING

RANK

SPORTSMAN

ATHLETE

GAMER

SKILL OR BENEFIT

0
1
2
3
4
5
6

—
Qualifier
—
Player
—
Champion
All-Star

—
Athlete
—
Contender
—
Champion
Legend

—
Adept
—
—
Master
—
Grand Master

—
Athletics (Any) or Tactics (Sports or Games)
—
+1 INT, STR, or DEX
—
Championship Title
+1 SOC
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2d6 MISHAP

d66

EVENT

2
3

11
12

Disaster! Roll on the Mishap table but you are not ejected from this career.
Sports officials come to you, looking to consult with notable competitors about a possible
rule change. The recognition is enough that you gain +1 Influence with your peers.
During a match, you have a perfect opportunity to cheat. If you try, roll Deception 8+.

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

11

12

A terrible accident occurs. Roll twice on the Injury Table and take the lower result.
Your last competition proved to indeed be your last competition. While you have recovered
from the ordeal, you have never fully recovered from the defeat.
In an underhanded move, an opponent injures you on purpose to win the game. He gets
disqualified but you can no longer compete. You gain the cheater as an Enemy.
There is a scandal involving performance-enhancing technology. Though you may have been
innocent, you are one of the players served with a lifetime ban.
A rare genetic defect causes your body to give out during a championship match. You suffer -1
END and your career, but the resulting public sympathy gives you +1 SOC.
Game officials change the rules and you find yourself unable to adapt to the new way your
sport is played. After several poor matches, you are essentially forced to retire.
Ennui, the bane of all interests, strikes you. No longer really driven by the game, you lose your
desire to play.
You get caught up in a gambling scandal and are forced to leave the sport to avoid facing
criminal charges.
One of your opponents accuses you of cheating. Whether you did or not, there was enough
uncertainty to strip you of your most recent title and end your career. Lose the Benefit roll for
this term and you must retire.
The latest generation to take up your sport is so much better than you were when you started
out. Fearing a rookie will upstage you; you retire while at the height of your game. You gain a
+1DM to your first Benefit roll while mustering out.
Your mate, lover, or a close family member dies in an accident. You fall apart and cannot
compete any longer.

13

If you succeed, you win the match and gain a +4DM to your Advancement check for this term.
If you fail, it costs you your credibility and your career.

14

15
16

If you play by the rules, you gain a stronger sense of self-worth. Gain Social Sciences
(Psychology).
A heated exchange between you and another player results in you saying something catchy
that quickly becomes a popular phrase in your sport. You gain a +1 SOC and the phrase is
forever associated with you.
A cadre of fans follows you from game to game. Collectively they comprise the equivalent of
a Contact.
At a highly publicized game you become ill and have a hard time finishing your last match.
Roll END 8+.
If you succeed, you finish the match and immediately win 1d6 x 1,500$ in prize money.

21

22

If you fail, you are physically sick on your opponent, earning a Rival and suffering a -1DM to
your Advancement for this term.
You have an equipment malfunction and it ruins your perfect record for the season. After
reacting poorly to the break down, you have earned a reputation for having a temper. Far
from hampering your career, it has provided you with considerable fame, granting you +1 SOC
and an appropriate nickname.
You get asked for an autograph by an eager fan. If you refuse, nothing happens. If you
provide one, roll 1d6.
1

A shyster got you to sign an order against your banking accounts; incur a Cr30,000 debt.

2

You rarely sign anything, so when the autograph shows up on the memorabilia market, it
reduces your allure. -1 SOC.

3

The fan is a sports psychologist who analyses your handwriting and sells his findings to
your competition. You suffer a -1DM on your next Survival check in this career.

4

The fan is a sports psychologist who analyses your handwriting and tells you his
findings. You gain a +1DM on your next Survival check in this career.

5

The autograph is for a child suffering from a terminal disease and makes the news. Gain
+1 SOC.

6

He is a noble or governmental authority attending the match in disguise. Gain +2DM to
your Advancement roll.
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23

One night, you find a mysterious package in your locker after a particularly tough game.
Inside is a holdout Blaster Pistol and a note that reads, ‘Learn to use this before the real
game begins.’ Taking that advice, you gain Gun Combat (Any).
Life after your matches can be as exciting as the games themselves. Sometimes that fun
goes a little too far, though. Gain Melee (Unarmed), a scar, and a dozen stories about how
and why you learned to fight.
During a rough party in a local cantina, you are recognized by someone who hates anyone
more famous than him. The meeting ends with you getting shot and suffering a painful but
superficial wound. The scar from that wound becomes a badge of courage for you and gives
you +1 Influence with Criminal Organizations and Common Folk.
A major new product endorsement deal comes along. Your contract advocate isn’t sure if you
should accept it, but you get the final word. If you refuse, gain a +1DM on Advancement this
term while you focus on your game. If you accept, roll 1d6.

44
45

You are beaten by an unranked amateur. Suffer -2DM to your Advancement roll this term.
A close brush with driving under the influence requires you to perform a public service in lieu
of jail time. The media circus that televised your sentence turns you into something of a cult
figure, giving you +1 SOC.
After failing a physical a few weeks before a big game, you become obsessed with crash
dieting and intense workouts - the kind that build you up while wrecking your body. You may
reduce your END by up to 3 points and spend those points in any combination between STR
and DEX.
A meeting with a talent agent ends with you cast in an upcoming movie, giving you a taste of
the acting world and a contract for 1d6 x 10,000$. If you take the contract and money, leave
this career and automatically qualify for Entertainer (Actor) next term.
Safety concerns cause the government to ban your sport until it can be made safer. You
have to take a different career for your next term but afterward you may return to this one
without needing to use the Draft rules or forfeiting any benefits.
A landed noble invites you to play some of his friends in a private setting. Roll Athletics 8+,
Computer 8+, or Gambler 8+.

24

25

26

1

The product proves to be criminally harmful and you get caught in the blame storm
that comes of it. You lose your career and one Benefit roll because of the costly legal
aftermath.

2

The product is safe, but it is also particularly horrible. Having your name associated with
it pays 3d6 x 1,000$ but also costs you suffer -1 SOC.

3

Someone misusing the product injures himself and tries to sue everyone involved,
including you. Your representation is terrible and you end up defending yourself
successfully. You lose 2d6 x 1,000$ in lost wages, but gain Advocate 1.

4

As part of the contract you have to be a spokesperson for the product. Rather than it
being the chore you thought it might be, you discover a real passion for the work. Gain
Art (acting) 1.

5

While at an event sponsored by your product’s manufacturers, you meet several
interesting and influential people. Gain 1d3 Contacts or one Ally.

Thanks to you the product becomes a household item and sales explode. The rewards
from your endorsement are many and the residuals could last a long time. You gain a
+1DM on a Cash Benefit rolls for this career.
31–36 Roll on the Life Events table.
41
On the advice of a veteran of the game, you spend some time learning to read your
opponents, watching for hidden clues to their next moves. You gain Recon and a +1DM on
your next Advancement roll in this career.
42
The stress of the game and its constant demands force you to spend some time in a distant
retreat. While there you make some alien friends and gain one as a Contact.
43
You lose a tough match to an opponent that just seemed to want the victory more than you
did. When you ask him for his secret he tells you he only plays because he loves the sport.
This sticks with you, renewing your dedication to the game. You gain a +1DM to all further
Survival checks for this career.

46

51

52

53

If you succeed, you win 3d6 x 10,000$ and an Contact in the noble that organized the event.
54

55
56

If you fail, you lose 3d6 xv 5,000$ (it can be a debt) but gain an Ally amongst the players.
You have a run in with someone claiming to be the legal creator of one of your signature
moves. His planetary laws allow him to sue for damages, and he threatens to do so. Your
sports authorities take care of the incident but the matter becomes a black mark on your
record. Suffer -1DM to your next Survival and Advancement checks.
Even the most glamorous sport can fall victim to budget cuts. Faced with a need to reduce staff,
you end up handling some of your own transportation. Gain one of Drive (Any) or Flyer (Any).
A fellow player who has more money than sense invites you to attend an illegal fighting
match between alien combatants. Roll Gambler 8+.
If you succeed, gain 2d6 x 1,000$ in winnings.

6

If you fail, suffer a -1DM on your next Benefits roll.

61

If you roll a natural 2 on the Gambler check, the illegal ring is busted and your attendance is
noted in the police report. Suffer -1 SOC.
A disgruntled fan of the person or team you just defeated comes up to you after a game to
ensure you never beat them again. Roll Melee (Any) 8+ as he comes at you.
If you succeed, gain +1 Influence with Peers and Common Folk for your ability to defend
yourself.

62

If you fail, roll twice on the on the Injury Table and take the higher result. Lucky you!
There is a scandal involving you, a pair of appreciative fans, and a holo-camera. While the
bad publicity is not quite enough to drive you from the game, you do suffer -1 SOC for your
indiscretion.
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63

There’s no difference between second place and losing. With that as your motto, you manage
to rack up several impressive victories in a short period of time. Eventually, every winning
streak ends and yours is no exception. Roll 1d6.
1

Another player swears a vendetta against you for an earlier defeat and obsessively
studies your play style until he can and does beat you. Even after your loss, he remains
fixated. You have gained a Rival.

2

You lose a game you clearly should have won because of a bad rules call. Though you are
convinced a referee was bribed, no evidence is found of it. Your refusal to let the matter
go makes you seem bitter and you suffer -1 SOC.

3

The loss was your mistake, a rookie error that you should never have made. Your drive
to excel only gets harder, and you gain +1 to any Specialization skill you already know.

4

Even in losing, you played like a champion. You gained the respect of your opponent and
have them as an Ally.

5

You only lost because of a technicality. This called into question a number of rules and
resulted in addressing some flaws in the adjudication of the game. Your association with
this means automatic Survival next term.

6

64

Losing as badly as you did drove you to seek ways to improve your game. For a while
you even tried performance-enhancing drugs, but you had a terrible reaction to them.
Suffer -1 from END, STR, or DEX (your choice) as a result.
While celebrating a victory at a high-end cantina, you are insulted by a drunk noble and
challenge him to a duel. Roll 1d6.
1

You kill him and must flee for your life from his family. Change careers next term and
gain an Enemy in his survivors.

2

You seriously wound him and must perform first aid to save his life. Gain Medic.

3

The noble is, in truth, a coward and backs down. Gain an Enemy and +1 SOC.

4

He defeats you easily and, disgusted by your lackluster performance, gives you fencing
lessons. Gain Melee (Blade).

5

The whole thing was a setup, since dueling is illegal on this world. Roll Advocate 8+ or
be fined and lose a Benefit roll.

6
65

66

The noble was merely testing your courage. He apologizes profusely and soon becomes a
firm friend. Gain an Ally.
Your persona during the game becomes so different from who you really are that you come
dangerously close to a psychotic break. While trying to keep yourself together, you learn a lot
about how the mind works – your own, especially. Gain Social Sciences (Psychology).
An extremely wealthy individual purchases the best seats in the house to watch your
championship match. After you win, you are invited to meet with this rich benefactor and
offered the chance of a lifetime. In exchange for engaging in competitions wherever and
whenever your patron pleases, you gain a Stipend of 100,000$ per year.
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CYNOSURE: ENTERTAINER

You parlay your natural charisma into a life in the performing arts.

ENLISTMENT
SOC 7+

ASSIGNMENTS
Actor: Living in the lives of other people is how you
entertained others.
Musician: Yours was the rhythm of the galaxy. You made
music in some way, be it by instrument or with your voice.
Dancer: Your movements were energetic, entrancing, or erotic
depending on your audience.

CAREER PROGRESS
Actor
Musician
Dancer

SURVIVAL

ADVANCEMENT

SOC 7+
INT 6+
DEX 7+

INT 6+
SOC 7+
END 6+

BENEFITS

1d6 CREDITS

OTHER BENEFIT

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Contact
Ally
+1 INT
+1 SOC
+1 EDU
Speeder Bike or Land Speeder
+1 SOC or Yacht

—
2,000$
5,000$
10,000$
25,000$
40,000$
70,000$

SKILLS & TRAINING

1d6 PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

SERVICE SKILLS

ADV. EDUCATION (MIN EDU 8)

1
2
3
4
5
6

Art (Any)
Electronics (Comms)
Computer
Persuade
Streetwise
Art (Any)

Advocate
Computer
Deception
Diplomat
Science (Any Social)
Streetwise

1d6 ACTOR

MUSICIAN

DANCER

1
2
3
4
5
6

Art (Any)
Art (Any)
Carouse
Electronics (Computers)
Deception
Persuade

Carouse
Art (Any)
Athletics (DEX)
Art (Any)
Deception
Persuade

+1 DEX
+1 INT
+1 EDU
+1 SOC
Carouse
Persuade

Advocate
Art (Any)
Art (Any)
Deception
Investigate
Persuade

RANKS & SKILLS

RANK

TITLE

SKILL OR BENEFIT

0
1
2
3
4
5
6

—
Extra/Backup
Artist
Opener
Headliner/Lead
Performer
Star

—
Electronics (Comms) 1
+1 INT
Contact
Persuade 1
—
+1 SOC
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EVENT

2
3

11
12

Disaster! Roll on the Mishap table but you are not ejected from this career.
You do a performance as a tribute to someone famous. Roll Art (Any) 8+.

4

5
6
7
8

9
10

11
12

A terrible land speeder accident occurs. Roll twice on the Injury Table and take the lower result.
While performing (or at a party), you cause an injury to someone else. The resulting legal
actions and bad publicity drive you out of your career. Gain Advocate 1 from your experience.
You get into a fight with one of the production crew and he says you will never work in show
business again. Since he’s related to the head of the studio, recording label, or club – it turns
out he’s right. Gain a Rival.
You try for an ‘edgy’ look and end up cutting yourself out of the celebrity scene. Suffer -1 SOC.
The glamorous lifestyle of constant parties claims another victim – your career. You gain an
Addiction to Spice or alcohol.
You are performing on location when everyone involved, including you, comes down with a
terrible illness. You recover but at the cost of your career and -1 END.
Espousing politically incorrect opinions can sometimes help define a great performer. This is
not one of those times.
Suffer -1 SOC and your career.
By joining the wrong advocacy group you not only wreck your social status, but also manage
to do your cause irrevocable harm. Suffer -1 SOC and gain an Enemy.
A fellow performer or friend betrays you in the press. If you have a Contact or Ally, that person
is the one responsible and becomes a Rival or Enemy. If you don’t have a Contact or Ally, you
were knifed out of the blue and gain an Enemy instead.
A controversial performance brands you permanently as an outcast. The only way to erase the
stigmata is to abandon your career completely.
You are forced to abandon your true calling to aid a friend in need. Gain an Ally as you leave
performing forever.

If you succeed, you gain that individual as a Contact out of gratitude for your portrayal.
13

14

If you fail, you suffer -1 SOC from the humiliation of their less-than-kind review.
After a great day’s work you find yourself relaxing in a cantina with some of your idols in the
business. They take you in and show you some secrets of the craft. Raise your lowest Art
skill by 1.
Show business can be lonely. Relationships come and go.
If you have an Ally, you lose him or her in an emotional scene that makes the tabloid news.
You gain +1 Influence with Common Folk from the publicity.

15

16

21

If you don’t have an Ally, gain a Cantina owner as a Contact.
You come home to find a message waiting - a job offer that takes you far, far away from
home. During the trip you have a religious experience due to interactions with other travelers
and you gain Social Science (Theology).
Your late night exploits (real or not) become legendary due to a holo-reporter with an overactive camera. You may lose this term’s Benefit roll to purchase the video or let it spread and
suffer -1 SOC from the publicity.
There are no words for how poorly you were treated at the last social event you attended. Bad
press about the event hurt everyone involved, but you came through looking like the star you are.
If you act graciously and support the venue, earn an Ally.

22

If you complain like the rest in attendance, you are reimbursed 1d6 x 2,500$.
A technical glitch with the last recording of your work hurts sales. Roll 1d6.
1–2 Residuals dry up and you lose your Benefit roll for this term.
3–4 Sluggish sales mean less than expected returns. Suffer a -1DM to a Cash Benefit roll.
5

Your work stands the test of time despite the problems with the recording and you
suffer no ill effects.

6
23

The poor recording takes on a cult ‘underground’ status, gaining you +1 Influence with
Galactic Hipsters.
You have performed one of your best works, something you might never be able to match in
your lifetime. Roll Art (Any) 8+.
If you succeed, others may feel the same way. Gain a +1 SOC.

24
25

If you fail, you’re counted an egotistical braggart. Suffer -1 SOC.
Your craft demands that you bury yourself in urban research for a while. Gain Streetwise.
You gain a stalker, one that still hounds you to this day. Though this person is essentially an
Enemy, he or she would never try to harm you. Your stalker just complicates your life in lots
of other ways.
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26

An endorsement deal ends with you as the proud owner of a luxury land speeder. The vehicle
is yours to keep, but as part of your contract you must be visible driving it at least once every
month in a city or colony. Failure to comply will get the vehicle repossessed.
31–36 Roll on the Life Events table.
41
While involved in a press event, an activist tries to hold the room hostage. During a break in
the negotiations, there is a chance for you to do something. If you step in, roll 1d6.
1

You try to be a big damn hero and get shot for it. Roll on the Injury Table, but you don’t
get ejected from this career.

2

You struggle with the gunman and get hurt while saving everyone else. Roll twice on
the Injury Table and take the highest result. You gain +1 Influence with Common Folk
because of your bravery.

3

You sneak out of the venue and go to the authorities. Your information helps defuse the
situation. Gain Stealth 1.

4

Calling on your natural charisma, you manage to talk the activist into turning himself in
before anyone else gets hurt. Gain one of Persuade or Diplomacy.

5

6

42

43

44
45

46

Seizing an opportunity, you attack the activist and accidentally kill him. Most see your
actions as self-defense, but a few consider what you did out of line. The very public
debate ends your career but you automatically qualify for any non-Force career other
than Law Enforcement or Investigator you choose to take next.
You have no idea what happened. You were so drunk or high that all you remember
is everyone calling you a hero. You gain 1d3 Contacts and +1 SOC but cannot recall
anything you did to earn them. Gain a Secret.

If you do nothing, the situation gets dealt with by security and just becomes an interesting
story in your past.
You run afoul of a crime boss looking to use your fame to propel his bid for more power.
Though you might not be aware of his true nature, he tries to bring you down with him when
he gets caught. The whole affair costs you -1 SOC but you manage to come through it with
your career intact.
The allure of a carousing lifestyle proves too much temptation to handle. The spice and
alcohol rob you of your youth and vigor before its time. You must start making aging checks
at 30. If you are already 30+, you must add one term to the penalty you suffer on all future
Aging table checks.
Being a performer and celebrity is not always easy but it does have its benefits. You gain an
Ally who is a devoted admirer.
You’ve been there, done that, and had someone buy you the tacky souvenir. Your life has
become quite jaded because of all you have been through. You suffer either -1 STR or -1 DEX
but gain +2 END as a result of your constant, full-volume lifestyle.
Exposure to bright lights and loud noises damaged your sight and hearing. While you are not
blind or deaf you do suffer a -1DM in situations where these senses play a major factor in
success or failure.

d66

EVENT

51

The merry-go-round never stops, even when you want it to at least slow down. Constant
stress found you contemplating ending everything. You managed to come back from the edge
but you are a different person now. Gain either Social Science (Philosophy) or Carousing.
Your manager disappears one night with all your savings and most of your assets. Fellow
performers hold a benefit for you and keep you from becoming destitute. Keep your benefit
rolls, but you owe your peers a favor you will someday have to repay.
A mistake in one of your performance contracts sends you to a hostile region. Before you
make it out, you have to learn to defend yourself just to survive. You gain either Gun Combat
(Any) or Melee (Any).
Every performer gets used to bad reviews but you receive one that is particularly scathing,
even vicious. The review is so hurtful that you suffer a -2DM to your next Advancement roll.
Another performer intentionally upstages you during a performance. Throw SOC 8+.

52

53

54
55

If you succeed, you steal the spotlight back, gaining +1 Influence amongst your peers and a Rival.
56

61
62

If you fail, it’s a slip in your fame, costing you -1 SOC.
You attend a number of high profile parties and get involved with a group of peers who
find their thrills in betting on illegal competitions. You gain Gambler as a result of your
questionable association.
An onstage liaison blossoms into romance and you gain an Ally. If you already had a romantic
attachment, one or the other (your choice) becomes an Enemy instead.
You have a very public fight with a family member. This leads the press (right or wrong) to
paint you as a cold-hearted diva. In trying to defend your reputation, throw Diplomacy 8+.
If you succeed, you show your humanity and gain Diplomacy.

63

If you fail, suffer -1 SOC.
You have a falling out with your closest friends.
If you have an Ally, you lose one.
If you have no Allies, you lose all your current Contacts instead.

64

65
66

If you don’t have Allies or Contacts, you already lead a sad, lonely life and gain an Addiction.
After a long, exhaustive tour or work engagement, one of your best performances to date is
complete. Reviewers are raving and all the major players are talking with your management.
You gain an automatic promotion this term AND a +2DM to your next Survival check (if it is in
this career).
Stress and fast living get their hooks into you, forcing you into an Addiction that you hide
from the public. You begin play with 3d6 doses of Spice and a dark Secret to keep.
Your body of work has impressed a very influential patron, the kind of person with the
resources and inclination to take care of you for the rest of your life. You gain an Ally and a
yearly Stipend of 100,000$.
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THE FORCE AWAKENS

47

FORCE POWERS

48

FORCE TRAUMA

55

1

JEDI

58

2

SITH

62

3

THE GRAY

66
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SPECIAL INFORMATION FOR FORCE CHARACTERS
CHARACTERISTICS
There are no set standard characteristics that define a user of the Force. They do all share a
unique characteristics known as Force Strength, or FOR.

The greatest assets an individual character has is his pool of skills, so we encourage the
Referee to exercise great caution in allowing Player Characters to simply hire Non-Player
Characters for their Instruction skill.

COVER IDENTITIES

NEW BENEFITS AND PROBLEMS

Many agents choose or are ordered to create cover identities. Roll a separate Social
Standing for each cover identity.

DEFLECT

Each cover identity has its own career path. Events may permit an agent to roll on the skills
or events tables for a different career taken by his cover identity, allowing him to pick up
different skills and benefits.

The lightsaber can be used to deflect incoming energy attacks, such as those from blasters
or droid-mounted laser weapons. As a reaction to being successfully hit by a ranged
weapon attack, the Force user makes a Melee (Lightsaber) 8+ check to deflect the shot
harmlessly away.
A character with the Force power Move Object can immediately make a Move Object
8+ check to guide the deflected shot at a specific target. If the Move Object check is
successful, treat this as a successful Attack against the new target.
NOTE: A character can perform an unlimited amount of reactions in every combat round.
However, each time a reaction is performed, he will suffer a cumulative -1DM on their next
set of actions.

INSTRUCTION (FORCE)
This skill allows the character to use their knowledge and experience to teach others in the
ways of the Force. They can, with a successful check, pass their understanding of how to
use the Force to other Force-sensitive characters. This knowledge can be shared up to a
maximum level of one less than their Instruction skill or one less than their own skill level in
the skill being taught (whichever is lower).
For example, Jedi Master Jaira Codi has Instruction 4, Melee (Lightsaber) 4, Telepathy 2,
and Force Push 5. She could teach her Padawans Melee (Lightsaber) 3 and Telepathy 1 (her
Skill level -1), but only Force Push 3 (her instruction level -1).
Teaching a skill or power requires an Instruction test on behalf of the teacher, which takes
1D6 days less than the time it would normally take (depending on Timing — see page 59 of
the Traveller main rulebook). The number of students that can benefit from this teaching is
equal to the Effect of the check. During the training, the Referee should severely curtail the
activities of all characters involved.

For example, Agent Yan has two cover identities – one is a bartender named Hermit, the
other is a corporate executive and frequent traveler named Heran Sai. Yan has spent
considerable time maintaining the Sai identity, making it a Strong cover that is likely to stand
up to considerable scrutiny. He has only spent a few weeks as Hermit (just long enough to
make a few contacts), so it is Very Weak.

LORE (ORDER)
This skill covers the conventions, practices, and secrets of your particular order. You
are trained in using the Lore skill to help in problem solving, convincing others of your
veracity, and in dealings with others within your order or who follow it without any formal
membership. Certain Lore knowledge may be applicable across multiple Orders as
determined by the Referee.
• Using your knowledge and piety to impress others: 1–6 seconds, Average (8+)
• Using Lore to understand a particular practice or gain an insight into its significance, 1–6
minutes, Average (8+)
• Applying your knowledge to a particular situation or problem requiring tact and
negotiation: 1–6 hours, Difficult (10+)

MELEE (LIGHTSABER)
This specialty covers hand-to-hand combat with the chosen weapon of Force users. While
anyone can activate a Lightsaber only those with a connection to the Force can properly
wield it in combat.

At the conclusion of the training, the learning character(s) must then succeed in an FOR roll
with a Target Number of 8+. Player Characters cannot teach the Instruction skill to other
Player Characters.
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FORCE POTENTIAL
“The force is an energy field created
by all living things. It surrounds us
and penetrates us; it binds the galaxy
together.”
— Obi Wan Kenobi

The Force is a ubiquitous power, binding all living things
together physically and spiritually, While it can be found in
all parts of the galaxy, only a few individuals are naturally
attuned with it and thus, able to use it.
When a character is instructed to check for Force Potential,
either during the character creation process or within a
campaign:
Roll 2D6 and apply the appropriate DMs, including your
character’s species, background, campaign type, and so on.
If the result is 11+, the character has Force Potential and
should check for Force Strength.
If a player has previously checked for Force Potential and
failed, but is directed to check for Force Potential again due
to extant circumstances (such as in a career table or as a
part of campaign play) they may check ONLY ONE MORE
TIME, but the result must be a 12+ to awaken their Force
Potential.

FORCE STRENGTH

CHOOSING SIDES

Force Powers are driven by the Force Strength characteristic
(FOR). Unlike the usual six characteristics of STR, DEX,
END, INT, EDU, and SOC, this characteristic may not be
rolled for or increased during character creation without the
permission of the Referee and then only if the character has
Force Potential.

There are two sides to the Force, represented by light and
dark. Most Force users elect to follow one of these paths,
whether through upbringing, training, manipulation, or
chance.

TESTING FOR FORCE STRENGTH
To determine a character’s Force Strength, roll 2D6 and
subtract the number of terms served by the character in any
career (Force Strength diminishes over time unless actively
used). For example, a 38–year-old character with five terms
served would roll 2D6 -5 to determine his Force Strength. If
a character has a positive Force Strength number, he can be
trained.
A character with a FOR of 0 or less has no potential to wield
Force Powers, but is Force-Sensitive and can learn to wield
a Light Saber.

FORCE SENSITIVE
A Force Sensitive, also known as a Forceful, is a being
that is highly attuned to the flow of the Force. Some Force
Sensitives can, with intensive training, learn to sense and
manipulate the Force. Most, while having no ability to utilize
Force powers themselves, can be affected by strong shifts
in the Force or even tell when other Force users are nearby
through a weak, uncontrolled form of Empathy.

If that roll is failed, the character does not have Force
Potential and may never check again.

The light side is aligned with calmness and is used for
knowledge and defense. Its followers, most notably the
Jedi, seek peace, knowledge, serenity, harmony, and have
a belief that followers of this path will be absorbed into the
Force as opposed to dying.
The dark side is aligned with raw emotions and feelings such
as anger, hatred, greed, and unrestrained passion. Followers
of this path, commonly referred to as the Sith, believe that
passion leads to strength, strength to power, and power to
victory.
While both Jedi and Sith commonly stay true to their chosen
paths, they may call upon either the light or the dark side
of the Force. Anakin Skywalker is an excellent example of a
Jedi who strayed from the light, calling upon the powers of
the dark side to further his own goals.
When a character decides to follow a path, their influence
can be shared with those around them. Once per day, a
character can make a FOR 8+ roll to assist or hinder another.
Those who follow the light side may use the Force to grant a
Boon to their allies.
Those who follow the dark side may use the Force to impose
a Bane to their enemies.
There are also a few users of the Force that are referred to
as The Gray; walking the line between the light and dark
side without fully surrendering to either. While The Gray can
freely use powers available to either path, they cannot grant
Boons or impose Banes.

If a character does have Force Potential, they then test for
Force Strength.
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THE FORCE AWAKENS

rolls to determine what aspects are awakened. She can roll
for these in any order, so she begins with Alteration.

FORCE ASPECTS

Aeriak rolls 2D6 and adds her FOR +2DM. She rolls a 5,
giving her a total of 7. Unfortunately this is less than the 8+
required, so she does not develop Alteration.

Individuals with a FOR 1 or higher may have one, or several,
types of Force Powers. These powers are categorized into
three aspects; Control, Sense, and Alteration.

CONTROL
This aspect represents the ability to control one’s own body
by accessing their internal well of Force energy. They learn
how to gain harmony with and mastery over the functions of
their own body.

Next, she tries Sense, Aeriak rolls 2D6
and adds her FOR +2DM, but suffers
a -1DM for her previous aspect
awakening check. She rolls a 9, giving
her a total of 10! Aeriak now has the
opportunity to access and train
powers in this aspect.

SENSE
This aspect represents the ability to sense the Force in other
things beyond one’s own body. The user learns to feel the
bonds that connect all living things and gains the ability
to understand how all things are interconnected. Sense
governs powers such as detecting danger and learning
information about the world around them.

ALTERATION
This aspect represents the ability to change the distribution
and nature of the Force. Those that have mastered alteration
can move physical objects with their minds, can help others
control their own Force, or manipulate the Force in the
bodies of others. This power can be used to change the
perceptions of others and make them come to incorrect
conclusions.
When the Force is first awakened in a character (defined by
a successful Force Potential roll and a subsequent positive
result for Force Strength), he next attempts to unlock the
various aspects by making a Force Strength check. He may
attempt these in any order, but suffers a -1DM per previous
aspect check attempted. Each aspect grants access to all of
its powers.
For example, after showing Force Potential, Aeriak has just
determined that she has a Force Strength of a 12. She now
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CONTROL:

PG 44

Accelerate Healing (Self)
DIFFICULT 10+
Battle Rage
AVERAGE 8+
Concentration
AVERAGE 8+ – VERY DIFFICULT 12+
Control Disease (Self)
ROUTINE 6+ – FORMIDABLE 14+
Control Pain (Self)
ROUTINE 6+ – DIFFICULT 10+
Detoxify (Self)
ROUTINE 6+ – FORMIDABLE 14+
Enhance Dexterity
AVERAGE 8+
Enhance Senses
AVERAGE 8+
Enhance Strength
AVERAGE 8+
Force Lightning
AVERAGE 8+
Force Stealth
AVERAGE 8+
Force Trance
AVERAGE 8+
Negate Energy
AVERAGE 8+

SENSE:

FORCE POWERS
There are numerous incredible abilities exhibited by users of the Force, and properly using them requires extensive training.
A character trained in the use of the Force develops his powers over time just as if they were normal skills. Force powers
can be used untrained (at a -3DM), but they can never rise above skill 0 without training. While both Jedi and Sith have
established processes and facilities for training adepts, in settings where Force powers are uncommon (or illegal) the user
must find a teacher. Finding such an instructor may be an adventure in itself.

CONTROL

CONTROL

ACCELERATE HEALING (SELF)
Path: Light / Dark
Range: Self
Duration: N/A

DIFFICULT (10+)

PG 46

Empathy
AVERAGE 8+
Farsight AVERAGE 8+ | DIFFICULT 10+ | VERY DIFFICULT 12+
Fear
AVERAGE 8+
Force Sight
DIFFICULT 10+
Life Detection
AVERAGE 8+
Telepathy
AVERAGE 8+
Telepathic Assault
DIFFICULT 10+
Telepathic Probe
DIFFICULT 10+

Time frame: 1D minutes
Opposed: N/A

The power of the Force is used to heal physical damage
sustained by the user. The target regains lost characteristic
points equal to the Effect. Although this type of healing can
only be administered once per day, it can be used in
conjunction with the Medic skill or other usual forms of
healing. Accelerated Healing cannot restore life, nor can it
replace lost limbs.

CONTROL
ALTER:

PG 48

Accelerate Healing (Others)
DIFFICULT 10+
Affect Mind
DIFFICULT 10+
Control Disease (Others)
ROUTINE 6+ – FORMIDABLE 14+
Control Pain (Others)
ROUTINE 6+ – DIFFICULT 10+
Detoxify (Others)
ROUTINE 6+ – FORMIDABLE 14+
Drain Energy
ROUTINE 6+ – FORMIDABLE 14+
Force Defense
AVERAGE 8+
Force Grip
DIFFICULT 10+
Force Jump
AVERAGE 8+
Force Push
AVERAGE 8+
Force Speed
AVERAGE 8+
Move Object
Varies
Rebirth
VERY DIFFICULT 12+

Time frame: 1D seconds
/ Minor Action
Opposed: N/A

AVERAGE (8+)
You channel your hatred and aggression through the Force
to enhance your prowess in combat. The user gains a +DM
(minimum +1DM) equal to half of his FOR bonus to all melee
combat rolls.
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Path: Light / Dark
Range: Self
Duration: 1 Task

Time frame: 1D seconds
x 10
Opposed: N/A

AVERAGE (8+)–VERY DIFFICULT (12+)
The Force user clears all negative thoughts from their
mind, allowing the Force to flow freely through them.
The user must concentrate on a specific task at hand.
Their mental and emotional state and their immediate
environment affect the difficulty of achieving this state
of concentration. A relaxed state and being in a peaceful
environment makes this an Average roll, while being
plagued by fear and uncertainty or in the midst of a fight
can make this Very Difficult.
A successful roll applies a +4DM to performing that task and
the Force user may do nothing other than perform that task.
They receive no bonus if anything else is done in the round.

BATTLE RAGE
Path: Dark
Range: Self
Duration: 10 combat
rounds

CONCENTRATION
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For example, a Rebel soldier is wounded in the midst of
a battle and is trapped under the wreckage of an AT-AT.
Jedi Master Aeriak must use Move Object to lift the debris
to allow her compatriot to be rescued. As the wreckage
is extremely heavy, the Referee has set the Move Object
difficulty at Formidable (14+).
Aeriak takes a few seconds to calm her mind and attempts
to draw deeply upon her connection to the force. Although
she is not currently engaged in the fight, she is in the midst
of an ongoing battle, so the Referee sets this as a Difficult
(10+) endeavor. Aeriak gets an 8 on her die roll and adds a

+2DM for her FOR characteristic, getting a total of 10! This
success then allows her to apply a +4DM to her Move Object
attempt to free the Rebel soldier.

CONTROL
CONTROL DISEASE (SELF)
Path: Light / Dark
Range: Self
Duration: Varies

Time frame: 1D x 10
minutes
Opposed: N/A

ROUTINE (6+)–FORMIDABLE (14+)
This power allows the Force user to direct and control the
antibodies and healing resources of his body to fight off an
infection or to resist diseases. The difficulty of the check
depends on the severity of the disease, from a Routine (6+)
mild infection to a Formidable (14+) rapid-acting lifethreatening disease. Also, more virulent diseases may
require multiple rolls over extended periods of time at the
discretion of the Referee.

CONTROL

CONTROL

DETOXIFY (SELF)

The difficulty of the check depends on the severity of the
/ Dark
frame:
x 10
pain,Path:
fromLight
a Routine
(6+) ache or Time
pain such
as1D
a migraine
to a
minutes
Difficult
(10+)
grievous
wound.
The
character
is
still
injured
and
Range: Self
thusDuration:
is prone to
getting worse, even
if he doesn’t
Opposed:
N/A feel the pain.
Varies

CONTROL PAIN (SELF)
Path: Light / Dark
Range: Self
Duration: 10 Combat
Rounds / 1D x 10

minutes
Time frame: 1D seconds
/ Minor Action
Opposed: N/A

ROUTINE (6+)–DIFFICULT (10+)

Path: Light / Dark
Range: Self
Duration: 10–60
seconds

ROUTINE (6+)–FORMIDABLE (14+)
This power allows the Force user to detoxify or remove
poisons that have entered her body. On a successful check
the poison is completely neutralized.
The difficulty of the check depends on the severity of the
poison, from a Routine (6+) mild poison to a Formidable
(14+) neurotoxin. Also, some exotic poisons may require
multiple rolls over extended periods of time at the
discretion of the Referee.

Path: Light / Dark
Range: Self
Duration: 10 combat
rounds

Time frame: 1D seconds
/ minor actions
Opposed: N/A

AVERAGE (8+)
The Force is channeled through the body of the user to
augment physical dexterity for a short period of time,
granting a +1DM to all DEX related checks.

This allows the Force user to act as if he hasn’t been
wounded; starting with the combat round after the power is
activated. The wound is not healed, but the character doesn’t
suffer any penalties associated with having taken damage.
This power can also be used to remove stun effects.

Time frame: 1D seconds
/ minor action
Opposed: N/A

AVERAGE (8+)
The Force is channeled through the body of the user to
augment natural senses for a short period of time, granting
a +1DM to all sight, smell, touch, taste, or hearing related
checks.

CONTROL
ENHANCE STRENGTH
Path: Light / Dark
Range: Self
Duration: 10 combat
rounds

CONTROL
ENHANCE DEXTERITY

CONTROL

ENHANCE SENSES

Time frame: 1D seconds
/ minor action
Opposed: N/A

AVERAGE (8+)
The Force is channeled through the body of the user
to augment physical strength for a short period of time,
granting a +1DM to all STR related checks.

CONTROL
FORCE LIGHTNING
Path: Dark
Range: 10 meters / 6
meter wide area
Duration: 1 combat
round

Time frame: 1D seconds
/ major action
Opposed: Dissipate
Energy

AVERAGE (8+)
This power draws upon the dark side of the Force to blast
one or more targets with deadly bolts of energy. This attack
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cannot be blocked except by a lightsaber, but it can be
dodged if the target can move out of the zone of effect. A
successful hit inflicts 3d6 points of AP Energy damage.

CONTROL
FORCE STEALTH
Path: Light / Dark
Range: Self
Duration: 1D minutes

Time frame: 1D combat
rounds
Opposed: N/A

AVERAGE (8+)
This power manipulates the Force, allowing a user to avoid
both physical and Force-based detection. A successful
check grants a FOR DM bonus on any Stealth checks. It
also imposes a FOR DM penalty to any opposing Telepathybased skills.

CONTROL

Anyone who comes across a Force user in a Force Trance
assumes they are dead unless they make a point of
testing them. Another Force user with the Force Sight, Life
Detection, or Telepathy powers will be able to detect that
the target is alive.
A character in a Force Trance uses only a tenth as much
air as someone who is sleeping. A Force user can stay in
a trance for a week in a dry climate or up to a month in
a wet climate before dying from lack of water. If there is
an intravenous source of hydration, a character can stay
in a Force Trance for up to three months before dying of
starvation. It is possible to extend this time up to a year with
a maintained intravenous nutrient solution.

CONTROL
NEGATE ENERGY
Path: Light / Dark
Range: Self
Duration: N/A

FORCE TRANCE
Path: Light / Dark
Range: Self
Duration: Varies

Time frame: 1D hours
Opposed: N/A

AVERAGE (8+)
This power allows a Force user to place himself into a deep
trance, remarkably slowing all body functions. The user’s
heartbeat slows, his breathing drops to barely perceivable
levels, and he falls unconscious. When a Force user enters
into a Force Trance, the player must declare under what
circumstances the character will awaken. This could be
after a specific amount of time passes, or what stimuli need
to be present.
Force Trance serves two purposes. It allows the Force user
to “play dead” and it can be used to survive when food or air
supplies are low. While he can heal while in a Force Trance,
he can do nothing else.

Time frame: 1D seconds /
minor action / reaction
Opposed: N/A

AVERAGE (8+)
This power allows the Force user to dissipate energy,
including light, heat, radiation, and blaster bolts. A
successful check applies a defense equal to 5xEffect.
The visual representation of this power is varied, from a
dispersal of energy across a Force shield to being “cast
aside” by the user.
For example, a Stormtrooper fires his blaster rifle at Aeriak
who hasn’t yet drawn her Lightsaber. As a reaction, she
elects to dissipate the energy of the blaster bolt. She
gets a 9 on her die roll and adds her +2DM for her FOR
characteristic for a total of an 11. This provides her with an
Effect of 3 (11 – TN of 8) that she then multiplies by 5 for a
defense of 15. The Stormtrooper rolls weapon damage and
inflicts 13 points of damage that is completely dissipated,
leaving Aeriak unharmed.
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SENSE
EMPATHY
Path: Light / Dark
Range: 10 meters
Duration: 10–60 seconds

Time frame: 1D x10
seconds
Opposed: FOR 8+

AVERAGE (8+)
This power allows the sensing of and communication of
emotional state, mood, and attitude of a single individual.
Reading the emotions and feelings of others provides a
general sense of the target’s emotional state, granting the
Force user a +2DM on their next Advocate, Animals (all),
Art (Performer or Instrument), Broker, Carouse, Deception,
Diplomat, Gambler, Interrogate, Intimidate, Persuade, or
Steward check against that target.
Sending of emotions such as love, hate, fear and others
may influence other beings (although not necessarily in the
manner desired), granting a -2DM to any checks to resist a
related influence.
Although the use of empathy is undetectable by the
target, Force users will always recognize when someone is
attempting use the Force to bend their emotions and can
oppose such manipulation. A target with Force Strength 1 or
higher may make a FOR 8+ check with any appropriate DM.
If this check is successful, the empathy attempt is blocked.

SENSE
FARSIGHT
Path: Light / Dark
Range: 10 meters
Duration: 10–60
seconds

Time frame: 1D x10
minutes
Opposed: N/A

PAST (8+) | PRESENT (10+) | FUTURE (12+)
The Force is used to gain vague impressions of events
occurring in other places or times. These visions are only
impressions and usually focus on strong imagery and

emotions. Farsight can detect when allies are in danger,
allow the examining of significant details of past events, or
show possible outcomes of future events. While the past and
present cannot be altered, the future is fluid and therefore
subject to change.

SENSE
FEAR
Path: Dark
Range: 10 meters
Duration: 10 combat
rounds

Time frame: 1D seconds
/ significant action
Opposed: FOR check

AVERAGE (8+)
Fear is the path to the dark side of the Force. In dark hands,
the Force can be used to determine what others fear most
and use that knowledge against them. A target affected
by this Force power suffers a -1DM penalty to all skill rolls.
Multiple individuals can be simultaneously affected by Fear
at the penalty of -1DM per additional target.

SENSE
FORCE SIGHT
Path: Light / Dark
Range: 10–100 meters
Duration: 60 seconds

Time frame: 1D x10
seconds
Opposed: Force Stealth

DIFFICULT (10+)
By focusing the mind, a user of this power can identify
whether a specific individual is a Force user or if the Force
has influenced an object or area.
If used on a sentient being, the target doesn’t need to be
able to be seen as long as the user knows they are there. If
the target is using Force Stealth to hide their presence, the
appropriate DM penalty is applied to the character’s roll.

is in range, even though she can’t see him. Unfortunately for
the young Jedi, the TIE pilot is using Force Stealth, imposing
a -2DM to Aerick’s roll.
If this power is being used on an inanimate object or
location, the user can determine if the Force has been used
in or around the target area (10 meters) and the relative
Force Strength used. A particularly strong emanation of the
Force may make this check easier.

SENSE
LIFE DETECTION
Path: Light / Dark
Range: 100 meters
Duration: 60 seconds

Time frame: 1D combat
rounds
Opposed: Force Stealth

AVERAGE (8+)
An elementary form of telepathy is the ability to detect
the presence of other minds. Life detection enables a
character to sense the presence of other minds, the
number of minds present, the general type of minds
(animal, human, etc.), and their approximate location. Life
detection is reasonably sophisticated and can distinguish
intelligent beings from bacteria or unimportant animals in
the area. If someone that the telepath knows is detected
in this way, they will be recognized.
If a target of this power is using Force Stealth to hide their
presence, they are undetectable.

This Force power allows for the transmission of
information from one person to another without using
any known sensory channels or physical interaction. The
range of telepathy itself is theoretically infinite, but the
telepath must be able to sense the presences of those
they wish to contact. Thus, communicating with nonForce-sensitive individuals becomes nearly impossible
over distances greater than a handful of kilometers,
and the typical upper limit for contacting a Force user is
approximately 1,000 kilometers.
Individuals who either shared a biological relationship or
a particularly strong emotional bond have been known to
communicate across far greater ranges. In extreme cases
(such as a bond between twins who are Force users), the
link apparently has no spacial limit.
The most common usage of Telepathy is in reading surface
thoughts and sending thoughts to others.
Read Surface Thoughts
This is a subtle brushing of the target’s mind, akin to browsing
through the pages of a book. Only active, current thoughts are
read by this ability, and the Effect of the Read Surface Thoughts
check determines the clarity of the user’s perceptions.
Although the use of this Force power is undetectable to
most, Force users will always recognize when someone
is attempting read their thoughts in this way. A target with
Force Strength 1 or higher may make a FOR 8+ check with
any appropriate DM. If this check is successful, the Effect is
applied as a negative DM to the attacker’s roll.
Send Thoughts

SENSE
TELEPATHY
Path: Light / Dark
Range: 10 meters
Duration: 10–60
seconds

Time frame: 1D x 10
seconds
Opposed: FOR 8+

AVERAGE (8+)

For example, Aeriak uses Force Sight on an enemy pilot that
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Complementary to the ability to read surface thoughts is
the ability to send thoughts to others. Such individuals need
not themselves be telepathic or Force users to receive such
thoughts. Telepathic individuals are normally open to such
transmissions but may simply close their minds against them
if they become bothersome or threatening.

A target with Force Strength 1 or higher may make a FOR 10+
check with any appropriate DM. If this check is successful,
the Effect is applied as a negative DM to the attacker’s roll.

SENSE
TELEPATHIC ASSAULT
Path: Dark
Range: 10 meters
Duration: 10–60
seconds

Time frame: 1D x 10
seconds
Opposed: FOR check

DIFFICULT (10+)
A telepath can use an established mental connection
to cause serious harm to his target. When assaulted
telepathically, the target suffers 2d6 + Effect damage. Unlike
normal damage, Assault damage is applied against FOR (if
the target has it), then INT, then END. END and FOR return
as normal (see pages 74 and 196 of the Traveller Core
Rulebook), but INT returns at the rate of 1 point per day.
When a mind that is shielded with Force Defense is
attacked, the target may make a FOR 10+ check with any
appropriate DM. If this check is successful, the Assault fails
and no damage is applied.

ALTER
ACCELERATE HEALING (OTHERS)
Path: Light
Range: Touch
Duration: N/A

Time frame: 1D minutes
Opposed: N/A

DIFFICULT (10+)
This Force power is used to heal damage caused to
someone else. The target regains lost characteristic points
equal to the Effect. Although this type of type of healing
can only be administered once per day, it can be used in
conjunction with the Medic skill or other usual forms of
healing. Accelerated Healing cannot restore life, nor can it
replace lost limbs.

AFFECT MIND

TELEPATHIC PROBE
Path: Dark
Range: 10 meters
Duration: 10–60
seconds

Time frame: 1D x 10
seconds
Opposed: FOR check

DIFFICULT (10+)
An aggressive application of the Force enables a telepath
to drill deep into the mind of a subject and lay bare their
innermost thoughts. Questioning can be used in conjunction
with Probe to compel the subject to divulge specific
information and deliberate untruths told (or thought) by the
subject can be easily uncovered. The application of this
Force power is always quite painful to the target, so the
Effect of the Telepathic Probe check determines the clarity
of the user’s perceptions.

Path: Light / Dark
Range: 10 meters
Duration: 60 seconds

Time frame: 1D seconds
Opposed: FOR check

DIFFICULT (10+)
A target’s perceptions may be altered or the user can
make a telepathic suggestion. After the target has been
influenced, they have no realization that they were
manipulated in any way.

ALTER

Path: Light
Range: Touch
Duration: Varies

Time frame: 1D x 10
minutes
Opposed: N/A

ROUTINE (6+)–FORMIDABLE (14+)
This power allows the Force user to direct and control the
antibodies and healing resources of another’s body to
fight off an infection or to resist diseases. The difficulty of
the check depends on the severity of the disease, from a
Routine (6+) mild infection to a Formidable (14+) rapid-acting
life-threatening disease. Also, more virulent diseases may
require multiple rolls over extended periods of time at the
discretion of the Referee.

ALTER
CONTROL PAIN (OTHER)
Path: Light
Range: Touch
Duration: 10 combat
rounds / 1d10 x 10

minutes
Time frame: 1D seconds
/ minor action
Opposed: N/A

ROUTINE (6+)–FORMIDABLE (14+)

Alter Perception
This creates simple stimulus that only the target perceives,
such as a sound, image, or smell. It is detected only by the
target, and lasts only a short amount of time. The same
stimulus can be used simultaneously on multiple individuals
at the penalty of -1DM per additional target.
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Commonly known as the Jedi Mind Trick, this allows the
user to make an otherwise disagreeable suggestion seem
completely reasonable. You must be able to communicate
with the target and the suggestion can’t obviously threaten
their life. The same suggestion can be made simultaneously to
multiple individuals at the penalty of -1DM per additional target.

CONTROL DISEASE (OTHER)

ALTER
SENSE

Suggestion
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This allows the Force user to mask the pain of others
allowing them to act as if he hasn’t been wounded; starting
with the combat round after the power is activated. The
wound is not healed, but the character doesn’t suffer any
penalties associated with having taken damage. This power
can also be used to remove stun effects.

The difficulty of the check depends on the severity of the
pain, from a Routine (6+) ache or pain such as a migraine to a
Difficult (10+) grievous wound. The character is still injured and
thus is prone to getting worse, even if he doesn’t feel the pain.

Due to their strong connection to the Force, lightsabers are
unaffected by Drain Energy.

FORCE JUMP

ALTER
FORCE DEFENSE

ALTER
DETOXIFY (OTHERS)
Path: Light
Range: Touch
Duration: Varies

Time frame: 1D x 10
minutes
Opposed: N/A

ROUTINE (6+)–FORMIDABLE (14+)
This power allows the Force user to detoxify or remove
poisons that have entered another’s body. On a successful
check the poison is completely neutralized.
The difficulty of the check depends on the severity of the
poison, from a Routine (6+) mild poison to a Formidable
(14+) neurotoxin. Also, some exotic poisons may require
multiple rolls over extended periods of time at the
discretion of the Referee.

Path: Light
Range: Self
Duration: 10 combat
rounds

Time frame: 1D seconds
/ significant action
Opposed: N/A

AVERAGE (8+)
A character uses their connection to the Force to provide
resistance to Force-based attacks, gaining a +1DM to any
defensive FOR checks.

ALTER
FORCE GRIP
Path: Dark
Range: Sight
Duration: Attack

ALTER

Time frame: 1D seconds
/ significant action
Opposed: N/A

DIFFICULT (10+)

DRAIN ENERGY
Path: Dark
Range: 10 meters
Duration: Varies

Time frame: 1D seconds
/ significant action
Opposed: N/A

ROUTINE (6+)–FORMIDABLE (14+)

The user calls upon the power of the dark side to injure a
target by telekinetically gripping an organ or crushing their
larynx. The attack does 1D6 FOR damage that is unaffected
by armor.
The target is also considered to be grappled. Any checks to
move are made as a contest of their STR or FOR against the
users FOR.

This power allows the Force user to deplete power packs,
energy cells, and similar sources of energy. This can render
powered weaponry useless until the power source is
replaced or recharged. The difficulty is based on the amount
of energy drained; from a Routine (6+) check to drain a
Datapad to a Formidable (14+) check to shut down an E-Web
repeating blaster or a droid.
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Path: Light / Dark
Range: 50 meters
Duration: Move

Time frame: 1D seconds
/ significant action
Opposed: N/A

AVERAGE (8+)
Using the Force to greatly enhance their leaping ability, a
character can quickly traverse great distances. Up to 30
meters can be moved in a single jump, taking horizontal and
vertical distances into consideration.
For example, Aeriak is pursuing a Bounty Hunter through
the streets of Nar Shaada and finds herself in a dead-end
alleyway. She uses Force Jump to leap straight upward,
easily landing atop the 4-story building and continues giving
chase. A few moments later, she uses Force Jump again to
leap 20 meters across and 10 meters up to traverse a gap
between the building rooftops.

ALTER

ALTER

FORCE PUSH
Path: Light / Dark
Range: 10 meters
Duration: Attack

ALTER

MOVE OBJECT
Time frame: 1D seconds
/ significant action
Opposed: STR

Path: Light / Dark
Range: 10 meters
Duration: 60 seconds

AVERAGE (8+)

REBIRTH
Time frame: 1D seconds
/ significant action
Opposed: Move Object

AS SET BY REFEREE

This power allows a user to knock down one or more
opponents using the pure power of the Force. A single
Force Push affects up to 4 targets in a 10-meter diameter
around the Force user. Each target makes an STR 8+ check
to stay on their feet with the following modifiers based on
their size trait (humans have no modifier):

Objects can be lifted and maneuvered from a distance using
only the Force. The amount of weight that can be lifted is
determined by the Difficulty as set by the Referee and is
checked against the user’s FOR characteristic. Multiple
objects can be manipulated in this way with an appropriate
increase in difficulty.

Small (-1DM to -4DM)

The longer an object is moved or held, the more difficult it
becomes to maintain the required concentration. Suffer a
cumulative -1DM to maintain control over the object for each
extended duration period.

Large (+1DM to +6DM)
If the target succeeds, they take 2D6 FOR damage and
remain on their feet.
If the target fails, they take 3D6 FOR damage and are
knocked to the ground.

If two (or more) Force users are contesting control of an
object, use opposed Move Object checks with FOR DMs.
The higher result gains control of the object for that round.

ALTER
FORCE SPEED
Path: Light / Dark
Range: Self
Duration: 1D minutes

To use the Force to strike a target with a controlled object,
make a Move Object skill check with a DEX DM. A target
struck by a moving object suffers damage based on the
object’s weight.

Time frame: 1D seconds
/ minor action
Opposed: N/A

AVERAGE (8+)
Using the Force to greatly enhance their running ability,
a character can quickly traverse great distances. Up to 12
meters can be moved in a single movement round. This
does not allow the Force user to increase their normal
vertical movement ability.
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Path: Light / Dark
Range: Touch
Duration: N/A

Time frame: 1D minutes
Opposed: N/A

VERY DIFFICULT (12+)
This power will save a mortally wounded character from
dying as the user transfers his (or another’s) life force into
the target. The target regains lost characteristic points equal
to the ½ Effect (minimum 1) but remains mortally wounded
and unconscious.
The Force user of this power suffers a permanent -1 FOR as
a portion of his connection to the Force is transferred in the
process. This power can be used with another Force user
supplying the required Force (and suffering the characteristic
loss). In any case, the one from whom the Force is
transferred must be willing, or at least unable to resist.

OPTIONAL RULES
FORCE TRAUMA
Force Users wield incalculable power, yet the ability to access
these powers also leaves them vulnerable to the stresses
that inevitably accompany the use of such power. This Force
trauma can lead to mental instability and a loss of sanity.
The definitions of these conditions are as follows:

FORCE TRAUMA
Unleashing the powers of the Force risks damaging the mind
and the personality. Even the most seasoned Force user is
dealing with powers that can have a profound effect on one’s
emotional and mental outlook. Force Trauma can lead to a
weakening of the mind’s immune system, exposing the adept
to the risk of mental illness and psychosis.

MENTAL INSTABILITY
At low levels, Force Trauma creates a vulnerability to
psychosis and mental illness; at higher levels it paves the way
for them. As Force Trauma develops so does the chance of
mental illness and psychosis taking hold.
Mental illnesses are conditions where the character
experiences a variety of mental and personality based
disorders but is still capable of functioning in society.
Psychosis is a severe form of mental instability in which all
contact with reality is lost. Psychotics are very often delusional,
deeply paranoid, unable or unwilling to engage with others
and very often shrink within themselves as a way of defending
their fragile minds from both external and internal pressures.

INSANITY
The most extreme form of psychosis is insanity. This
permanent psychosis manifests itself in any number of states,
but characteristically, they all make the sufferer a danger
to themselves and others. Insanity is not irreversible but it
is a hardened psychotic state that continually wounds the
sufferer but may go unnoticed by others for years.

The Conditions in Game Terms
Force Users go through the process of mental collapse in the
following order:
#
#
#
#
#

Low Level Force Trauma
Medium Level Force Trauma
High Level Force Trauma
Mental Instability
Insanity

Force Users suffering from Force Trauma experience
restrictions to their talents and powers in the form of
negative DMs. As levels of trauma build, mental instability
is risked; once an adept becomes mentally unstable, it can
then be a rapid descent into insanity if the condition is left
untreated. Mental instability and insanity are difficult to
quantify in game terms, although attempts are made to do
so. More importantly, both conditions should be treated as
behaviors to be expressed through roleplaying rather than
dice and statistics-based mechanics.
Extreme changes in personality cannot be satisfactorily dealt
with as DMs; instead, they should be treated seriously by
players and Referees as a way of running the character – if
indeed the character should be run at all. A deeply disturbed
or insane character might be better handled as a Non-Player
Character or retired from a campaign altogether.

FORCE TRAUMA
As already outlined, Force Trauma is effectively mental
damage, which leaves a character exposed to a deteriorating
mental state. Force Trauma is not, in itself, insanity; it is a
weakening of the mental immune system.
There are a maximum of six levels of Force Trauma before
Mental Instability takes hold. Force Trauma is accrued, level
by level, when:
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#
#
#

#

The INT characteristic is reduced to half its current level
through Force damage
Powers are used too frequently
The character undergoes a traumatic mental or
emotional experience, such as experiencing the death of
a loved one
Sudden or prolonged exposure to a stressful
environment

LOSING INT
If INT is reduced to half its current level as a result of damage
inflicted by a Force attack or through other means, one level
of Force Trauma is accrued. Force Trauma is not removed
when INT regains its former level; it can only be treated
through medical or spiritual means. If INT is reduced to zero,
two levels of Psionic Trauma are gained.

POWERS ARE USED TOO FREQUENTLY
A character can use a single power or combination of
powers, a number of times per day (or 24 hour period) equal
to half his FOR characteristic (rounded up). If this number is
exceeded, he gains a level of Force Trauma. If he uses his
powers a number of times equal to his FOR, two levels are
gained and so forth.

MENTAL OR EMOTIONAL TRAUMA
These are circumstances where the Referee must adjudicate.
Any experience that might damage the mental or emotional
state can lead to Force Trauma. One way of handling this is to
assign the event an Intensity of between 2 and 12 or roll for
its intensity on 2d6. This is the target number (applying INT
and Force Strength DMs) that must be successfully rolled, to
avoid a level of Force Trauma being accrued. Alternatively,
the Referee may decide that a particular experience is
so profound, stressful or shocking that a level is accrued
immediately.

EFFECTS OF FORCE TRAUMA

DRUG EFFECTS

Alcohol,
Mild psychoactive drugs

SUBSTANCE

EFFECTS ON
TALENTS AND
FOR POINTS
Force Trauma
is considered
to be one
level lower

Opiates
(or equivalent)

Strong
psychoactive drugs

No penalty
to talents or
power cost

No penalty
to talents or
power cost

EFFECTS ON
MENTAL INSTABILITY
CHECKS
Mental Instability checks
remain as normal for the
level of Force Trauma for the
first six months.
Thereafter, check as follows:
Low Level: 10+
Ever Month
Medium Level: 8+
Every Week
High Level: 6+
Every Day
Mental Instability checks
remain as normal for the
level of Force Trauma for the
first six months.
Thereafter, check as follows:
Low Level: 10+
Ever Month
Medium Level: 8+
Every Week
High Level: 6+
Every Day
Mental Instability checks
remain as normal.
Target for Mental Instability
is as follows:
Low Level: 9+
Medium Level: 7+
High Level: 5+

Each level of Force Trauma imposes a –1DM to the use of all
Force powers.
As previously stated, Force Trauma has a maximum of six
levels before Mental Instability becomes a real risk. The
Force Trauma table outlines how this works.

FORCE TRAUMA LEVELS
Levels of
Mental Instability
Force Trauma results on

Frequency of Mental
Instability Check

1–2

(Low Level Force
Trauma)

11+ Every Three
Months

3–4

(Medium Level
Force Trauma)

9+ Every Month

(High Level Force 7+ Every Week
Trauma)
The traumatized adept must, at the stated period, roll 2d6
against the Mental Instability target number. No DMs are
applied. If the target number is met or exceeded, then the
character gains a Mental Instability.
5–6

TREATING FORCE TRAUMA
Force Trauma cannot be alleviated without treatment. The
options are as follows:

SPIRITUAL CARE
One month of dedicated spiritual care and convalescence
is required per level of Force Trauma. At the end of the
period, the adept rolls FOR 8+ with DMs for Lore (Order) and
Life Sciences (Psychology) skills (delivered through trained
experts and staff). For every additional month the Force user
remains in voluntary care, a further +1 DM is applied. If the roll
is successful, then the level of Force Trauma is removed.
For example, Jobu travels to the Jedi Temple on Coruscant.
He is suffering from 2 levels of Force Trauma, so complete
treatment will take two months. His care team includes a Jedi
Master with Lore (Order) 2. Jobu decides that he will stay for
three months, rather than just two, to ensure he emerges as
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well as possible. With a FOR of 8, Jobu must roll a 5+ to be
completely healed.

DRUGS
In the absence of spiritual convalescence, certain drugs are
available that either block or cure Force Trauma. Relying on
drugs alone usually requires more time to cure Force Trauma,
and drugs can be combined with spiritual or psychiatric care
to improve the chances of recovery.

SUBSTANCE ABUSE
Narcotics that dull the senses can suppress the effects of
Force Trauma but do not remove it. In the long-term they
may increase the chances of Force Trauma returning and,
of course, the adept risks becoming reliant on alcohol or
drugs simply to make it through the day, along with the other
unwanted side effects of substance addiction.
Relying on substance abuse works in one of three ways:
#
#
#

The substance used negates the DMs to using powers
The Mental Instability check period is extended – but the
target number is reduced
A combination of the two

The Referee should decide in which of the ways a substance
will work. Some guidance is given in the Drug Effects table.
The table does not take into account levels of addiction and
side effects of abuse and addiction. Referees must handle
these additional conditions according to their own judgment
and campaign requirements. Continued substance abuse
may also become ineffective after time, as the body and mind
becomes inured to the palliative effects of the substance.
Again, Referees should decide, at what point, Force Trauma
can no longer be controlled through self-medication.

MENTAL INSTABILITY
Mental Instability results from Force Trauma but runs parallel
to it and must be treated separately. A character can have
their Force Trauma cured but the Mental Instability may still

remain (or both might be treated together – it depends on
the care).
Mental Instability is accrued when the Mental Instability
target number, resulting from Force Trauma, is equaled or
exceeded on 2d6. There are several instabilities and the one
the character suffers may be chosen by the Referee or rolled
for randomly. These are quantified in the Behavioral Effects
table.

BEHAVIORAL EFFECTS
Pages 75-77 in the Psion Book

TREATING MENTAL INSTABILITY
Mental instability typically requires long-term treatment,
convalescence and drugs. Many sufferers go through life
without requiring treatment, depending on the condition’s
intensity but those who struggle to control the condition
require detailed care.
Where a condition has been assigned an intensity, it takes
a number of months equal to twice the intensity to treat the
condition effectively. If the condition is of intensity 4 or below,
then hospitalization is not required and the sufferer can be
treated as an outpatient. Intensities 5-7 require equal parts
of hospitalization and remote care and intensity 8+ always
requires hospitalization.

INSANITY
Insanity is a mental instability so deep-rooted that the
character is completely unable to function in society and
poses a constant danger to himself and others.
Any character that has a mental instability condition that
goes untreated sees that condition increase in intensity by
1 for every 1d3 years it is left untreated. Once the intensity
reaches 12 or higher, the character is clinically insane. He
loses all ability to control his condition and he effectively
withdraws from society – and may become suicidal or
homicidal. The only safe way to treat an insane person is
to confine them and subject them to intensive, long-term
treatment. The treatment period is half the intensity level
of the condition, +2D6, in years. Some insane characters
may never be cured.
Player Characters in a truly insane condition may
be retired from play at the Referee’s discretion –
although insane characters do provide some
interesting opportunities for roleplaying (and
insane Non-Player Characters always do).

PHOBIAS
A comprehensive list of phobias for use
with the Phobia Mental Disorder can be
found on pages 79-82 in the Psion Book.

No rolls are required to remove the condition but expertise in
Medic, Lore (Order), and Life Sciences (Psychology) reduce
the number of months required for treatment by their skill
levels. Treatment must be undergone for the full term; if it is
broken, then the sufferer is not cured and suffers a relapse
to the condition’s previous intensity. At the end of the term,
the character must roll INT + END 9+. If successful, then
condition has been successfully cured. If unsuccessful,
then the character is cured but requires drugs to keep the
condition fully at bay. If drugs are not taken, there is an END
9+ chance that the condition will return with a new intensity
(but reduced by the character’s END + INT DMs).
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FORCE: JEDI

You were one of the guardians of peace and justice in the
Galactic Republic, a member of the most famous of the
various groups that rely on the Force for their power.

ENLISTMENT
FOR 7+
-2DM for every previous career
+1DM if DEX 8+
+1DM if INT 8+

ASSIGNMENTS
Guardian: Proudly brandishing your lightsaber, you focused
much of your training on perfecting your athletic and
combat skills.
Consular: You focused not on physical prowess, but on
mastery of the Force and the sharpening of your mental
skills.
Sentinel: You sought a balance between combat and
philosophy, ferreting out deceit and injustice and bringing it
into the light.

CAREER PROGRESS
Guardian
Consular
Sentinel

SURVIVAL

ADVANCEMENT

STR 6+
FOR 5+
FOR 6+

DEX 7+
INT 6+
EDU 7+

SKILLS & TRAINING

1D

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

SERVICE SKILLS

ADV. EDUCATION (MIN EDU 8)

1
2
3
4
5
6

+1 STR
+1 DEX
+1 END
+1 INT
+1 EDU
+1 FOR

Force Power
Melee (Lightsaber)
Advocate
Lore (Order)
Investigate
Recon

Force Power
Tactics (Military)
Stealth
Leadership
Pilot (Any)
Force Power

1D

GUARDIAN

CONSULAR

SENTINEL

1
2
3
4
5
6

Force Power
Streetwise
Melee (Lightsaber)
Stealth
Athletics (Any)
Force Power

Force Power
Science (Any)
Lore (Order)
Advocate
Diplomat
Force Power

Force Power
Melee (Lightsaber)
Lore (Order)
Investigate
Advocate
Force Power

RANKS & SKILLS

RANK

TITLE

SKILL OR BENEFIT

0
1
2
3
4
5
6

Initiate
Padawan
—
Knight
—
Master
Grand Master

—
Lightsaber
—
+1 FOR
Force Power
Leadership 1
Force Power

BENEFITS

1D

CREDITS

OTHER BENEFIT

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

1,000$
3,000$
6,000$
10,000$
15,000$
20,000$
30,000$

Contact
Droid
+1 FOR
Lightsaber
Force Power
+1 SOC
2 Ship Share
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MISHAP TABLE

EVENTS TABLE

2D

MISHAP

D66 EVENT

2
3

Severely injured. Roll twice on the Injury Table and take the lower result.
You are tempted by the dark side. Roll Lore (Order) 8+ to resist joining their ranks.

11
12

4
5
6

7

If you succeed, gain 1d3 Enemies.
If you fail, you are turned and automatically qualify as a Sith in any specialty at one rank
lower than your current Jedi rank.
You suffer extreme exhaustion during particularly rigorous training. You gain +1 FOR, but
suffer -1 END.
You learn something that others want hidden. Gain a Secret and an Enemy aligned with the
dark side.
A leader of a powerful criminal syndicate wants you to be a part of their organization.

If you succeed, gain a +2DM to your next Advancement check.
13

14

1 Your premonition does not come to pass and your reputation suffers. -2DM to your next
Advancement check.

Refuse, and roll twice on the Injury table, taking the lower result. You may stay in this career
but you gain an Enemy.
You are considered for advancement in the Jedi Order. Roll FOR 8+ or Diplomat 10+.

2 You foresee the actions of an Enemy. Gain Tactics (Any) 1.
3 You foresee the long-term actions of a colleague that are detrimental to your Order. Gain a Rival.
4 You foresee a way to become more useful to your Order. Gain an additional Benefit roll.
5 You foresee corruption or dishonesty within your Order. Gain Advocate 1, but also gain
1d3 Enemies.

If you fail, stay in this career but you cannot Advance this term.
While examining a derelict ship, you are faced by a lord of the Sith. Roll Melee (lightsaber) 10+.

If you fail, roll twice on the Injury table and apply both results. You are so shaken by the dark
side you leave the Jedi order.
You suffer a crisis of faith in the Jedi Order. Roll FOR 10+ or Lore (order) 10+.

15
16

11

12

If you fail, you must leave the Jedi Order immediately.
A friend betrays you. A Contact becomes a Rival or an Ally becomes an Enemy. If you have no
Contacts or Allies, it is your Master that betrays you and becomes an Enemy.
You return from a short journey to find your home burned to the ground and those closest to
you killed. Lose any Allies you have and gain an Enemy. You leave the Jedi Order, consumed
with vengeance against whomever did this.
Injured. Roll on the injury table.

6 You foresee a disaster and your warning averts a death. Gain +4DM to your next
Advancement check.
You pick up a useful skill while traveling the galaxy. Gain one of Medic 1, Pilot (Small Craft) 1,
Streetwise 1, or Survival 1.
A Sith Adept makes an attempt on your life. Immediately make another Survival roll for this term.
If you succeed, you elude the Sith ambush. Gain +2DM on your Advancement roll this term.

If you succeed, you continue your Jedi path with greater resolve. Gain a Contact amongst Jedi scholars.
10

If you fail, roll on the Injury table.
You have a premonition. Roll 1D6 to see what the Force has shown you.

Accept, and you leave the Jedi, automatically qualifying next term for the Organized Criminal
career at your current rank.

If you succeed, you defeat the Sith master in single combat. You are automatically promoted
and stay in the Jedi order.

9

If you fail, suffer a -2DM to your next Advancement check.
You are called on to defend someone the Jedi Order is protecting. Roll Melee (Lightsaber) 8+.
If you succeed, you gain an Ally.

If you succeed, stay in this career and gain +2DM to your next Advancement roll.
8

Disaster! Roll on the Mishap table but you are not ejected from this career.
You are called upon to give counsel on a difficult governmental matter. Roll Advocate 8+ or
Diplomat 8+.

21
22
23
24
25
26

If you fail, you are waylaid and barely escape with your life. Roll twice on the Injury table and
apply both results.
Your training leads to your being able to use one of your Force Powers with greater
effectiveness. Choose any Force Power you know and raise its level by 1.
You experience visions of mystical insight. Gain +1 INT or +1 EDU and echoes of the visions
continue in your dreams.
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
You are selected to undergo a secret rite of enlightenment. Gain Lore (Order) 1.
You spend time assisting a planetary government office. Gain one of Admin 1, Advocate 1,
Leadership 1, Electronics (Comms) 1, or Electronics (Computers) 1.
You are assigned to a research team studying an alien language or cipher. Gain one of EDU +1,
Science (Linguistics) 1, or Science (Philosophy) 1.
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D66 EVENT

D66 EVENT

31

44

32

33

You come into contact with a Force adept alien species. Gain any Force Power at level 1 from
an aspect in which you are already trained.
You are in a position to thwart an assassination attempt. Roll FOR 12+, Move Object 10+, or
Force Push 8+.

If you choose to resist, suffer -1DM to your next Survival roll, but gain +1DM to your next
Advancement check.

If you succeed, you save the life of a high-ranking government official, Gain him as a Contact.

If you choose to succumb to this temptation, roll 1D6 and gain a benefit from the list below,
but you must leave the Jedi.

If you fail, the target dies and you suffer a crisis of confidence. Roll FOR 10+.

1 Gain an additional Benefit roll

If you succeed, you maintain your calm mind and your connection to the light side. Gain a Boon
on your next roll.

2 +1 SOC
3 +1 DEX

If you fail, you leave your Order. You may walk the Gray path next term if you desire.
The Jedi are aiding those whose ideals are contrary to your own. Roll Lore (Order) 8+ to
reconcile the beliefs.

4 +1 FOR
5 Roll on the Advanced Education table

If you succeed, gain Diplomat 1 as you learn to walk the path of the politician.

34
35

If you fail, your personal feelings cause a rift with your superiors. Suffer a -2DM to your next
Advancement roll in this career.
You are selected for advanced training. Roll FOR 8+ to gain a roll on the Advanced Education table.
Your Order sends you as an envoy to assist in negotiating a trade agreement. Roll Broker 8+
or SOC 10+.

45
46

If you fail, suffer a -2DM to your next Advancement roll.
You are made the custodian of one of the Order’s artifacts. Gain a Secret and an Enemy.
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
You must face a personal trial against the power of the dark side. Roll Survival 9+ with FOR DM.

51

43

If you fail, roll twice on the Injury table and take the lower result.
Your powers may turn a dangerous or risky situation into something beneficial. Roll FOR 8+.
If you succeed, gain a Boon you can use on any roll in the future.

52

If you succeed, you are automatically promoted.
If you fail, you are demoted one rank but gain +1 END.
The reputation of the Jedi Order suffers due to a cultural misunderstanding. Roll Advocate 10+
to redeem the Jedi reputation.

6 Gain a Force Power in an Aspect you know at level 0
You are selected for advanced training. Roll END 10+ to gain a roll on the Personal
Development Table.
A war between the Jedi and one of its enemies is brewing. Roll FOR 10+ to uncover a plot
against one of your superiors.
If you succeed, gain a roll on any of the Jedi specialty service tables.

If you succeed, gain Gambler 1 or Streetwise 1.
36
41
42

You are tempted by the power of the dark side.

53

If you fail, suffer a -2DM on your next Survival roll.
You save the life of someone who usually opposes you. Change any one Enemy into a Rival or
any one Rival into a Contact.
If you have neither an Enemy nor a Rival, gain an Ally in the person you save.
You are selected to act as a Master for a new Padawan. Roll 1d6:
1 Your Padawan turns to the dark side. Gain your former protégé as an Enemy.

If you succeed, all is resolved and you gain a Contact amongst the alien culture.

2 Your Padawan sees you as competition. Gain a Rival.

If you fail, you can’t smooth things over and you gain a Rival amongst the alien culture.

3 Your Padawan prospers. Gain Leadership 1.
4 Your efforts are noticed by your superiors. Gain +2DM to your next advancement check.
5 Your Padawan prospers and you become close friends. Gain an Ally.
54
55

6 You both learn from the experience. Gain either +1 FOR or add +1 level to a known Force Power.
You gain insight into the Force. Add +1 level to a known Force Power.
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
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D66 EVENT
56

61

62
63
64

65

You are forced to kill someone to prevent your powers from being abused or to evade capture.
Gain Melee (Lightsaber) 1 and an Enemy. Disturbing dreams of the conflict continually plague
you, making a solid night’s sleep impossible.
You become entangled in a bureaucratic or legal morass that distracts you from your work.
Gain one of Admin 1, Advocate 1, Persuade 1, or Diplomat 1, but suffer a -2DM to your next
Advancement roll.
You work with an eccentric but brilliant scientist to find a cure for a virulent disease. Gain one
of Science (Biology), Science (Chemistry), Science (Genetics), or gain a Contact in the scientist.
Your faith in the Jedi Order strengthens. Gain Lore (Order) 1.
You spend time on a backwater world helping the local population establish a biotech
treatment facility. Gain one of Electronics (Sensors) 1, Engineer (Life Support) 1, Language
(Any) 1, Mechanic 1, or Navigation 1.
You begin to have deep emotions for another in the Jedi Order.
If you stay true to the Jedi code, gain a Rival as their advances are spurned and they leave
the Order.
If you follow your emotions, leave the Order immediately. Then roll 2d6 for the number of
years your love affair lasts.

66

If this takes you into your adventuring career, you are still with your lover when play begins
and the relationship may continue indefinitely. Your lover is also an Ally.
Your work honors the Jedi Order. You are automatically promoted.
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FORCE: SITH

You were a member of one of the most infamous of all dark
side religions, dedicated to the ancient Sith philosophy and
Code; Through passion, I gain strength. Through strength, I
gain power. Through power, I gain victory.

ENLISTMENT
FOR 6+
-2DM for every previous career
+1DM if END 8+
+1DM if STR 8+

ASSIGNMENTS
Inquisitor: You utilized cunning, intellect, and your dark
powers to exploit your enemies and seize authority.
Warrior: You were a champion of the dark side, an
unstoppable weapon of darkness.
Assassin: You were a master of subterfuge, feared by even
the most terrible of foes.

CAREER PROGRESS
Inquisitor
Warrior
Assassin

SURVIVAL

ADVANCEMENT

INT 6+
STR 7+
FOR 8+

EDU 8+
FOR 7+
DEX 7+

BENEFITS

1D

CREDITS

OTHER BENEFIT

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

2,000$
5,000$
10,000$
10,000$
10,000$
20,000$
30,000$

Combat Implant
+1 STR
+1 END
Lightsaber
Armor
+1 FOR
+1 SOC

SKILLS & TRAINING

1D

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

SERVICE SKILLS

ADV. EDUCATION (MIN EDU 8)

1
2
3
4
5
6

+1 STR
+1 DEX
+1 END
+1 FOR
Gambling
Carouse

Lore (Order)
Melee (Lightsaber)
Athletics (Any)
Force Power
Drive (Any)
Stealth

Deception
Leadership
Electronics (Computers)
Tactics (Military)
Pilot (Any)
Force Power

1D

INQUISITOR

WARRIOR

ASSASSIN

1
2
3
4
5
6

Force Power
Streetwise
Electronics (Computers)
Investigate
Sensors
Force Power

Force Power
Athletics (STR)
Survival
Melee (Lightsaber)
Athletics (END)
Force Power

Force Power
Deception
Melee (Lightsaber)
Athletics (DEX)
Stealth
Force Power

RANKS & SKILLS

RANK

TITLE

SKILL OR BENEFIT

0
1
2
3
4
5
6

Acolyte
Apprentice
—
Knight
—
Master
Darth

—
Lightsaber
—
+1 FOR
Any Force Power (in A Known Aspect) 1
Leadership 1
Any Force Power (in A Known Aspect) 1
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MISHAP TABLE

EVENTS TABLE

2D

MISHAP

D66 EVENT

2
3

You are injured in a lightsaber duel. Roll twice on the Injury table and take the lower result.
Your powers uncover a traitor in your midst but you have no means of exposing them. They
work against your progress in the Sith order, leading to your expulsion.
You suffer as a result of extreme, strenuous training. Gain a Force Power, but suffer -1 END
or -1 INT.
Your work inadvertently benefits an enemy of your Order. You gain +1 to any known skill but
must leave this career immediately.
Your abilities are called into question. Roll FOR 8+ to demonstrate your true power.

11
12

4
5
6

7

8
9

13
14
15

1 The Acolyte loses faith in the dark side and is converted to the Jedi order. Gain an Enemy.

If you succeed, gain +2DM to your next Advancement roll and stay in this career.

2 The Acolyte sees you as competition. Gain a Rival.

If you fail, you are forced from this career and gain a Rival.
You are sent to an inhospitable region (jungle, swamp, desert, ice, urban) to battle against
guerrilla fighters & Rebels.

3 The Acolyte prospers under your tutelage. Gain Leadership 1.

Gain one of Recon 1, Streetwise 1, or Survival 1, but also gain a Rebel leader as an Enemy.
A vindictive Imperial Officer uses his influence to damage your reputation. Gain a Rival.
Your Force training goes disastrously wrong but has a profound effect on your abilities. Roll 1d6.
1 Gain +1 to any Force Power, but you suffer -1 STR, -1 DEX, or -1 END.
2 Gain +1 FOR, but suffer -1 EDU.

4 The Acolyte was a plant to test your loyalty and abilities. Gain +2DM to your next
Advancement check.
5 The Acolyte prospers and you become collaborators. Gain an Ally.
16
21

4 Gain +2 to any Force power, but suffer -2 INT.
5 Gain access to an Aspect that has been closed to you, but suffer -1 FOR.

11

22

6 Gain +3 FOR but become horribly disfigured; reduce SOC by half.
Your ship was found drifting on the edge of the rim. The ship’s databanks were purged and
your body was suspended in a Bacta tank. Choose 3 Force Powers that are at least level 1
and reduce them to level 0. Gain 1d3 Force Strength.
You become a carrier of a life-threatening disease. Suffer -1 STR or -1 DEX. Anyone that spends
2 weeks in your presence that has not been inoculated for this disease must roll END 10+.
If they succeed, they shake off the effects of the disease and are now immune to it.

12

6 The Acolyte challenges your position and dies at your hands. Gain their lightsaber.
You establish a network of contacts in the Imperial Army or Navy. Gain 1d3 Contacts.
Your powers and abilities have gained you a reputation. Roll SOC 8+.
If you succeed, gain a Benefit roll and an appropriately menacing nom de guerre.

3 Gain +2 FOR, but suffer -1 STR, -1 DEX, and -1 END.

10

Disaster! Roll on the Mishap table but you are not ejected from this career.
During a mission you are aggressively overzealous in the use of your Force Powers. Gain +1
to any trained Force Power, but also gain 1d3 Rivals amongst those on the mission.
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
You complete a mission for your superiors and are suitably rewarded. Gain a +1DM to any
one Benefit roll from this career.
You are selected to act as a Master to a new Acolyte. Roll 1d6:

If they fail, they are violently ill for 5 days, and suffer -2 END. They are now immune to
further infection.
Taking part in trials for a new neural communications interface, you suffer a severe mental
trauma. Roll FOR 9+.

If you fail, you are seen as more of a petty bully than a true menace. Suffer -1DM to your
next Advancement check.
Your training brings you into contact with influential people who seek to use your abilities for
their own ends. Roll EDU 8+.
If you succeed, you may leave your training and automatically qualify for the Imperial Agent
career at one rank higher than your current position.

23
24

If you fail, you may remain in this career but gain an Imperial Rival.
You are given specialist training in vehicles. Gain one of Drive (Repulsor) 1, Flyer (Grav) 1, or
Pilot (Small Craft) 1.
You have a passionate affair with a fellow Sith. This results in you gaining a Rival as your
lover spurns their existing companion for you. Roll 2d6 for the number of years your love
affair lasts. If this takes you into your adventuring career properly, then you are still with
your lover when play begins and the relationship may continue indefinitely. Your lover is also
an Ally.

If you succeed, you maintain control over your mind and gain a TL 14 Neural Comm.
If you fail, the experiment is a failure and you suffer -1 INT. You also hear voices in your
head. Are they real…?
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25

44

26

You are challenged to a duel by another Sith. Roll Melee (lightsaber) 10+.
If you succeed, you defeat your foe and he lies helpless at your feet.

You are thrown into a brutal ground war to represent the power of the dark side. Roll END
10+ or FOR 10+.

If you kill him, gain +2DM on your next Advancement roll.

If you succeed, gain Leadership 1.

If you spare his life, gain a grateful Contact amongst his cohorts and a bitter Rival as you
showed he wasn’t worthy of your time.

If you roll 12+, you also gain a +1 to any Force Power you already know.

If you fail, roll twice on the injury table and take the lower result.
Your ship crashes and you are lost on a backwater planet at the edge of the Empire. Roll
Survival 8+.
If you succeed, you induce the locals into assisting you with your repairs. Gain Mechanic 1.

31
32
33

34

If you fail, you’re forced to abandon your vessel, spending months getting back to
“civilization.” You gain no Benefit this term.
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
Your training hardens you to the effects of mental manipulation. Gain +2DM to resisting the
effects of Affect Mind.
You are instrumental in helping uncover and destroy a secret route aiding rogue Force users
evade the gaze of the Empire. Gain Stealth 1 and +2DM to your next advancement roll. Also
gain an Enemy in the organizers of the escape route.
You inadvertently scan someone close to you, discovering a deep secret. What is it?

45

46
51

52
53

If you fail the roll, a Force Power of your choice that you already know is reduced to level 0.
You foil an attempted upheaval or assassination attempt against your Master. Gain an Enemy
in the one you have thwarted and a +2 DM to your next Advancement check.
You are invited to join a secret Sith council. If you accept, roll 1d6 for the benefit that
membership brings:
1 +2DM to your next advancement roll

1 He has been unfaithful to you. Lose a Contact or Ally.

2 Gain a Force Power in an Aspect you know at level 0

2 He is a traitor to the Empire. Lose a Contact or Ally and gain a Rival.

3 Gain +1 level to a Force Power you already know

3 He is involved in some form of scandal. Gain Investigate 1 as you turn them in.

4 Gain one of Broker 1, Deception 1, or Persuade 1

4 He has been involved in a crime. Gain an additional Cash Benefit roll as you turn this to
your advantage.

5 +1 SOC
6 +1 FOR
The path of subterfuge, however, is a dangerous one. Suffer a -4DM to your Survival check
next term.

6 He knows something of great value or power but you cannot identify what it is.
An assignment tracking someone suspected of sedition takes a dangerous turn. Roll
Investigate 10+ or Streetwise 10+.
If you succeed, gain one of Deception 1, Jack of All Trades 1, Persuade 1, or Stealth 1.

36
41
42
43

Gain one of Animals (Any) 1, Gambler (Animal Fights) 1, Science (Biology) 1, Science
(Genetics) 1, or Survival 1.
Your travels put you in contact with a Bounty Hunter. Gain him as a Contact.
Your ship undergoes a strange experience whilst in hyperspace. Roll END 10+.
If you succeed, gain a new Force Power in an Aspect you know at Level 0.

5 He is really a rebel agent or Jedi. Gain an Enemy.
35

If you fail, roll on the Injury table and suffer a -2DM to your next Advancement check.
Your training takes you to a remote planet where you gain an interest in particularly vicious
native animals.

If you fail, roll on the mishap table but you are not ejected from this career.
Your training is diligent and relentless. Immediately gain a roll on the Personal Development table.
You have grown strong in the Force. Gain +1 FOR.
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
You are seconded to the Imperial Navy. Resolve your next term using the Imperial Army, Navy
(Crewman), or Pilot tables. You then return to this specialty the following term.

54

55

If you choose not to join, suffer a –2 DM to your next Advancement check but gain a +4DM to
your next Survival check.
An experiment goes wrong and you permanently lose a limb (cannot be healed). Reduce one
of STR (for an arm) or DEX (for a leg) to half its current value. However the experiment has
fortuitous consequences and you gain +2 FOR.
You become involved in a feud with a rival Sith. Roll Stealth 8+, Melee (Lightsaber) 8+, or
FOR 10+.
If you succeed, gain an extra Benefit roll and an Enemy.

56

If you fail, roll on the Injury table and gain a Rival.
Your reputation as a Force user of the dark side grows. Gain +1 SOC and Lore (order) 1.
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You learn a secret that could set you up for life. Roll Streetwise 10+.
If you succeed, you locate someone who will pay highly for the information. Gain an
immediate 2d6 x 10,000$.
If you fail, roll FOR 8+.
If you succeed, you do not find a buyer but can use the Secret yourself.

62

If you fail, the secret turns out to be an implanted false memory and a mere test of your
loyalty. You gain nothing.
The inhabitants of a small village on a remote world are awed by your abilities and offer you
tribute. Roll 1d6.
1 Precious metals worth 1d6 x 5,000$.
2 A small stone idol of one of their gods. No intrinsic value, but they seem to revere it.
3 6 bottles of Daranu, a refreshing alcoholic beverage made from berries and select spicy
nuts that hits like a blaster bolt.
4 A Lignan Crystal. Add +2 to damage rolls if used to enhance your lightsaber, or you can
try to find a buyer.
5 A Twi’lek is being held captive. It is yours to do with as you see fit.

63
64
65
66

6 An ancient lightsaber with a past…
Your training heightens your Move Object talent. If you do not have this talent, gain it at level
0. If you already have it, gain a level.
You are assigned to several covert missions that require you to travel alone. Gain Pilot
(Small Craft) 1.
Your Master dedicates time to your development. Gain +2DM to your next Advancement roll
or gain one of Leadership 1, Lore (Sith) 1, or Melee (Lightsaber) 1.
Your masters are impressed with your mastery of the dark side. You are automatically
promoted.
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FORCE: THE GRAY

Grays are unaligned Force users. They may be renegades
from a regime that actively persecutes Force users,
vagrants suffering from trauma related to their abilities, or
individuals that have never found a master to train in the
ways of the Force.

ENLISTMENT
Automatic

ASSIGNMENTS
Wilder: You survived on a primitive world without the
benefits of technology, persecuted for your powers.
Wanderer: You lived hand-to-mouth in the slums and
starports across the galaxy, traveling at random.
Scavenger: You worked when and where you could, keeping
your abilities as hidden as possible.

SKILLS & TRAINING

1D

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

SERVICE SKILLS

ADV. EDUCATION (MIN EDU 8)

1
2
3
4
5
6

+1 STR
+1 END
+1 DEX
+1 EDU
+1 INT
+1 FOR

Carouse
Medic
Melee (Unarmed)
Streetwise
Stealth
Survival

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

1D

WILDER

WANDERER

SCAVENGER

1
2
3
4
5
6

Animals (Any)
Carouse
Melee (Blade or Bludgeon)
Force Power
Seafarer (Any)
Survival

Athletics (Any)
Deception
Force Power
Stealth
Streetwise
Survival

Pilot (Small Ship)
Force Power
Mechanic
Electronics (Comms)
Drive (Repulsor)
Gun Combat (Any)

RANKS & SKILLS
CAREER PROGRESS
Wilder
Wanderer
Scavenger

SURVIVAL

ADVANCEMENT

END 9+
END 9+
DEX 9+

STR 9+
INT 9+
END 9+

BENEFITS

1D

CREDITS

OTHER BENEFIT

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

None
None
1,000$
2,000$
3,000$
4,000$
8,000$

Contact
Weapon
Ally
Weapon
1 Ship Share
New Force Power 0 In A Known Aspect
New Force Power 1 In A Known Aspect

RANK UNTRAINED
0
1
2

—
—
—

3
4

—
—

SKILL OR
BENEFIT
Survival 1
—
Melee (Blade or
Bludgeon) 1
—
Leadership 1
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WANDERER

SKILL OR
BENEFIT

SCAVENGER

SKILL OR
BENEFIT

—
—
—

Streetwise 1
—
Deception 1

—
—
—

Trade (Salvage) 1
—
Mechanic 1

—
—

—
Advocate 1

—
—

—
Broker 1

MISHAP TABLE

EVENTS TABLE

2D

MISHAP

D66 EVENT

2

You are severely injured by those who fear your power. Roll twice on the Injury table and
take the lower result.
You sustain a blow to the head that triggers an outburst of your powers. Gain an Enemy in
someone you severely injure.
You run afoul of a criminal gang or corrupt bureaucrat who exploit your abilities. Suffer -1 SOC.
You suffer from a life-threatening illness but your powers save your life. Suffer -1 END but
gain +1 FOR.
Betrayed by a friend. A Contact becomes a Rival. If you have no contacts, gain an Enemy.
You suffer from a psychological disorder. Suffer -1 FOR.
Use of your powers has made you a wanted individual, sought by criminals, bounty hunters or
the authorities.

11
12
13
14

3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10
11
12

Gain 1d3 Enemies and reduce SOC by 1d3 (minimum of 1).
You are convicted of a crime and sent to prison. Roll on the Prisoner table on page 54.
Your Force powers terrify you and you vow to use them only in dire circumstances. Roll INT
8+ to use your powers in any situation other than to save a life (yours or another).
You awaken in a dark room, with a gap in your memory and your left hand surgically
removed. Suffer -1 DEX.
Force Trauma has blocked out all memory of your powers. You and the Referee decide how
they will be re-awakened.

15

Disaster! Roll on the Mishap table but you are not ejected from this career.
Life on the edge hones your abilities. Gain any one skill (except Jack of All Trades) 1.
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
You do a job for someone who doesn’t like attention and are suitably rewarded. Gain a +1DM
to any one Benefit roll.
You use your powers to try and turn a risky situation into a beneficial one. Roll FOR 8+.
If you succeed, gain an additional Benefit roll for this term

16
21
22
23

If you fail, roll on the Injury table.
Your abilities save the life of a young child. Gain an Ally in the youngster.
You spend time sifting through old data files. Roll EDU 10+ to gain any one skill (except Jack
of All Trades) 1.
A deal you’re involved in goes horribly wrong, but you learn from it. Immediately roll on the
Scavenger specialty table, but suffer a –2 DM to your Benefit roll for this term.
You throw yourself into a hedonistic lifestyle to dull the painful memories. Roll END 8+.
If you succeed, gain one of Carouse 1 or Gambler 1.

24
25

If you fail, become addicted to alcohol or spice.
You find a mentor that trains you in your Force abilities. Gain an Ally and +1 FOR.
You are forced to change your identity. Roll Deception 8+.
If you succeed, your new identity is convincing. Gain all the necessary papers and documents
to support this identity (8+).

26

If you fail, your new identity is always suspect and incurs a –2 DM whenever you need to use
it to convince others.
You are plagued by dreams, visions, and premonitions of being captured. Throw FOR 10+ and
note the Effect of the roll.
–2+ You fall prey to paranoia and distrust. Lose all Allies and Contacts.
–1 The premonitions plague you constantly. You are always looking over your shoulder for
whomever is after you.
0

You are confident that the premonitions are the result of stress and dismiss them.

+1 You identify the factors in your life that will lead to the premonitions coming to pass.
Gain +1 INT as you eliminate them
31

+2+ As above, but also gain +1 FOR.
You are approached by a secret society that has need of your abilities.
If you choose to join, enlist in the Spy career automatically next term.
If you choose not to join, gain one of the ISB as a Rival.
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32
33
34

52
53

35
36

You gain an insight into one of your Force powers. Gain +1 to a Force Power you already know.
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
Your powers bring you into contact with a Sith Lord. You automatically qualify for the Sith
path and may serve as his apprentice next term.
You are forcibly drafted. Roll for the Draft next term.
A friend or lover is found dead. Lose an Ally, Contact, or Lover if you have one. Roll
Investigate 8+.

1 Starship Mechanic
2 Mercenary (between jobs)
3 Civilian Worker
4 Bounty Hunter
5 Imperial Academy Scholar

If you succeed, you discover it was murder. Gain the murderer as an Enemy and dedicate your
life to bringing him to justice.

41

42
43

44
45

46
51

If you fail, you have your suspicions but not enough evidence to prove a crime was
committed.
You are forced to kill someone to prevent your powers from being exposed or to evade capture.

54
55

Gain Melee (blade or bludgeon) 1, but also gain 1d3 Enemies from either the ISB, the Jedi,
the Sith, or other Gray.
Your powers bring you into contact with the Jedi Order. You automatically qualify and may
join them next term.
Your travels bring you into contact with a strange device that you hide away. Roll 1D6.
1–2

It is a palm-sized, glowing tetrahedron of red crystalline material and some type of
ebon metal.

3–4

It is a palm-sized, clear crystalline orb encasing a sphere of plasma.

5–6

It is a palm-sized, glowing cuboid of blue crystalline material and some type of golden metal.

You encounter something unusual. Go to the Life Events table and have an Unusual Event (66).
While socializing at a backstreet Cantina, you pick up a new contact. Roll 1D6.

6 Imperial Gunnery Sergeant
You manage to scavenge something of use. Gain a +1DM to any one Benefit roll.
You scrape enough together to book low passage on a liner, but something goes wrong with
your sleeper capsule. One of your limbs atrophies and as settlement you’re provided with a
cybernetic replacement. Gain either +1 STR or +1 DEX.

Although fascinating behold and definitely somehow connected to the Force, the use of any
of the devices are a mystery to you.
While on a backwater world, your abilities mark you out as some form of messiah or savior.
Gain +1 SOC and 1d3 Allies.
You are offered a chance to take part in a risky mission scavenging a derelict YT-1000 light
freighter. Roll 1D6.
1–2

The gravity plates malfunction and you are thrown against the hull. Roll on the
injury table.

3–4

You survive unscathed, and you pick up a valuable skill. Gain Vacc Suit 1.

5–6 The mission is a success and you pocket a little something for yourself. Gain a Benefit roll.
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
You are attacked by unknown forces wearing strange uniforms. Roll Melee (any) 8+ or
Stealth 8+.
If you succeed, you avoid injury and whatever fate they had in mind for you. Gain an
Unknown Enemy
If you fail, you are captured, tortured, and eventually released. Suffer -1 END and -1 STR.
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61
62

A catastrophe is blamed on your powers – either for not preventing the disaster or for
contributing towards it. You may not Advance this term and you suffer -1 SOC, but gain +1 FOR.
You find an ancient manuscript whose teachings leads to you being able to use one of your
Force powers with greater efficiency. Add 1 to the level of any Force Power you already know.
You are captured by an alien race and subjected to experimentation. Roll 1D6
1 You suffer indescribable pain as they relentlessly probe your mind, looking for…
something. Suffer -1 FOR.
2 You feel as if your connection to the Force has been altered. Reduce the level of 3
different Force Powers that you know by 1 each, and then add 2 levels to any other
known Force Power.
3 You are locked in a tiny, dark cell. The experience has a profound effect on you, leaving
you with severe agoraphobia.
4 Your spirit has been opened to the fullness of the Force. Gain access to Force Powers in
all Aspects.
5 You are treated with deep curiosity as they engage you in a series of esoteric
discussions. Gain +1 INT.

63

64

6 You awaken in the back room of a seedy cantina, your memory foggy, and your powers
enhanced. Gain +1 FOR.
Your ship’s flare shielding fails while in close proximity to a star. You are blinded and over
the rest of the term, you learn to use Force to guide your way. Any time you would make a
sense roll that requires vision, use your FOR characteristic instead.
A contact offers you a chance at a job.
If you accept, gain a +4 DM to your next Qualification roll but you owe that contact a favor at
some point in the future.

65

If you pass, you instead spend your time using your abilities in less scrupulous endeavors.
Gain Gambler 1.
You are invited to join a secret society of Force users that work outside the law.
If you accept, gain +1 FOR and 1D3 Rivals.

66

If you refuse, gain one of Investigate 1 or Deception 1 and an Enemy.
A strange hooded figure approaches you, offering to train you in the ways of the Force. You
may automatically qualify to join either the Jedi or Sith orders at one rank lower than your
current Gray rank.
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IMPERIAL FORCES CAREERS
1

IMPERIAL ARMY

77

8

FLIGHT OPERATIONS
(FLIGHT BRANCH)

2

STORMTROOPER

80

9

PILOT (FLIGHT BRANCH)

101

3

IMPERIAL NAV Y (AQUATIC)

82

10

COMMAND

104

4

IMPERIAL NAV Y CREWMAN

86

11

IMPERIAL NAV Y INTELLIGENCE

107

5

SUPPORT
(SUPPORT SERVICE BRANCH)

89

12

NAVAL ENGINEER

110

6

ENGINEERING
(FLEET SUPPORT BRANCH)

92

13

HIGH COMMAND

113

7

GUNNERY

95
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SPECIAL INFORMATION FOR IMPERIAL FORCES CHARACTERS
CHARACTERISTICS

IMPERIAL FORCES ACADEMIES

Members of the Imperial Forces hold a position of great prestige across the stars, with
correspondingly high Social Standing. The Imperial Army, and its elite Stormtroopers, has
the primary responsibility of prosecution of ground-based military operations. Numbering
in the tens of trillions, its forces utilize a wide range of equipment and vehicles in support of
the infantry.
The Imperial Navy is the space warfare branch and fields millions of warships, logistic
vessels, and fighters. Only the best and the most disciplined are admitted into their ranks as
they represent the far-reaching power of the Empire.
Planetary navies are also prestigious postings on a local scale. If a planet can afford only
a handful of warships, then the captains and other officers occupy an exalted position in
society. By contrast, the subsector naval forces, while possibly the most important and
active part of the navy, have the lowest standing in general.
Imperial Forces characters tend to lean toward higher Dexterity, Intelligence, and Education.

A CAREER IN THE IMPERIAL FORCES
There are two ways to voluntarily enter into a career with the Imperial Forces. This can be
through enlisting by meeting the stated Qualifications of the branch or seeking admission to
an Imperial Forces Academy

IMPERIAL FORCES ACADEMY
The Imperial military has a tested process of attracting high quality recruits to its ranks through
the Imperial Forces Academy. A prospective officer will spend time at an educational facility
where he is extensively prepared for his chosen specialist field and the rigors of command.
If a character attends the Imperial Forces Academy, he spends four years there preparing
for a career in the Imperial Navy. To enter, the character must pass an admission roll for the
Specialization school of his choice. A character that fails admission to one of the Imperial Naval
Academies is able to then attempt to join a career of his choice and does not enter the draft.

SCHOOL

ADMISSION

SUCCESS

HONORS

END 8+
INT 8+
DEX 8+
INT 8+
DEX 8+
EDU 7+

END 8+
EDU 8+
EDU 8+
INT 8+
DEX 8+
INT 8+

EDU 10+
EDU 10+
INT 10+
EDU 10+
INT 10+
EDU 10+

Army College
Engineering College
Flight College
Gunnery College
Pilot College
Support College

GRADUATION BENEFITS
Any graduate from the Imperial Forces Academy is commissioned and starts their next term
at rank O1. He receives basic training for his chosen field and can roll once on the service
skills table for the assignment of his choice. If the character succeeds in making his Honors
roll, instead of rolling on the service skills table he is free to choose the skill of his choice
from that table. He does not roll for an Event or Mishap and does not gain a mustering out
benefit for the term he spent at an Imperial Naval Academy. He then advances his age by 4
years and begins his first term of Imperial Naval service.
A graduate is not immediately placed within his specialized service, but instead serves as either
a soldier in the Imperial Army or as a Crewman in a Planetary, Subsector, or Imperial Navy of his
choice. It is fairly uncommon, but not unknown, for promising graduates to opt for a naval career
in their own Planetary Navy rather than the more prestigious Imperial Navy, for example.

ADVANCEMENT IN THE IMPERIAL FORCES
There are two distinct ways to choose to roll a term in an Imperial Forces career path. Either meet
the stated Qualifications of the path as normal, or meet the ‘Previous Service’ terms listed for each
career. Some of the more exalted careers can only be reached by working your way up the ranks.

EXPANDED CHARACTER GENERATION & RANKS

If a character passes his admission roll, he then attempts to pass the coursework in order
to graduate and gain the associated benefits. A character that fails the course after gaining
admission has flunked out and spends his first term in the Drifter career.

Not all ranks are available in all careers. Obviously, a legendary commander is going to be at
least of a rank where they will have a command. A character that is below the minimum rank
or above the maximum rank for a career suffers a -1DM per “missing” rank number when
trying to qualify for that career. If a character qualifies for a career when he is below the
minimum rank, he is promoted to that rank.

No character may attempt to enter the Imperial Forces Academy after his first term. The
Imperial Forces have plenty of potential recruits eager to fill their ranks and never wishes to
be seen as the second choice for any new officer recruit.

For example, the range for the Gunnery career is E4 to E9, or O2 to O4. A character that is
rank E1 is seen as being too green for the position and suffers a -3DM to qualification rolls.
Conversely, a character that is rank O6 is seen is overqualified and suffers a -2 DM.
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Some careers are only available to commissioned characters. If this is the case, the
character must already be of at least Rank O1 to attempt to qualify for the career. For the
purposes of Benefits, ranks O1 to O3 are the equivalent to ranks 1 to 3 respectively in the
main Traveller rulebook. Ranks O4 and O5 are the equivalent to rank 4, ranks O6 and O7 to
rank 5, and ranks O8 and above to rank 6.

IMPERIAL ARMY

IMPERIAL NAVY

RANK

NCO

RANK

COMMISSIONED

E1

Ablesman Recruit

O1

Ensign

E2

Ablesman Apprentice

O2

Sublieutenant

E3

Ablesman

O3

Lieutenant

Petty Officer 3rd
Class
Petty Officer 2nd
Class
Petty Officer 1st
Class
Chief Petty Officer

O4

Lieutenant Commander

O5

Commander

O6

Captain

O7

Commodore

O8

Vice Admiral

O9

Admiral

O10

Grand Admiral

RANK

NCO

RANK

E1

Trooper

O1

Second Lieutenant

COMMISSIONED
E4

E2

Private

O2

Lieutenant

E5

E3

Private 1st Class

O3

Captain

E6

E4

Corporal

O4

Major

E7

E5

Sergeant

O5

Lieutenant Colonel

E8

E6

Gunnery Sergeant

O6

Colonel

E9

Senior Chief Petty
Officer
Master Chief

E7

Staff Sergeant

O7

Brigadier General

E10

Senior Master Chief

E8

Sergeant 1st Class

O8

Major General

E9

Master Sergeant

O9

Lieutenant General

E10

Sergeant Major

O10

General of the Imperial Army

COMMISSIONS
When a character has an opportunity to make an Advancement roll, they may instead
choose to roll for a commission. A character that succeeds at a commission roll becomes a
Rank 1 officer in that career, and uses the officer Rank table from then on. A character may
attempt a commission roll once per term, and trying for commission is optional. If a character
fails their commission roll, they may not then roll for Advancement.
If you obtain a commission after having already advanced several Enlisted ranks, you
become a Rank 1 officer (O1) as normal, but you may add your two final ranks together for
the purposes of determining benefits and pensions.
Events that give a +DM to Advancement rolls or give automatic advancement can be applied
to commission rolls also.

MEDALS AND COMMENDATIONS
Characters from a military background are capable of earning medals for any heroic action
they might have taken during their years of service with the Imperial Forces. The awards
here are those presented by the Empire to its armed forces. Different governments will have
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their own rewards with their own names, although what the different medals represent will
reflect those of the Empire.

MERITORIOUS CONDUCT UNDER FIRE (MCUF)
The MCUF is the first medal for bravery awarded to those who show
bravery on the field of battle. Although many thousands of these are
awarded every year within the Empire they are considered to be a
great honor to receive. This medal, and the more illustrious medals for
bravery, is very highly regarded in both military and civilian circles. An
individual awarded such a medal will be honored by his community
with, at the least, a public reception by local dignitaries. A character is
awarded this medal if the Effect of his skill roll is +3 or more.

Many mercenary units have their own awards and since they are often working for various
levels of governments, they can find themselves eligible for a wide range of decorations.
These medals are awarded during character generation whenever the character is involved
in a Mishap or Event that is combat orientated and needs a skill roll to prevent injury. The
result of this roll will determine what medal(s) the character receives.

COMBAT RIBBON

MEDAL FOR CONSPICUOUS GALLANTRY (MCG)

Any character that is in a combat Event or Mishap will automatically be
awarded a Combat Ribbon. These will include a citation that will detail
the character’s name, rank, unit and the name and date of the action.
Although the Empire does keep track of such awards they are not
advertised greatly, although on smaller planets or settlements a well–
traveled favorite son may well get a mention in the local news media if
he receives a Combat Ribbon.

COMBAT COMMAND RIBBON

Considered for acts of great heroism, the MCG is a very notable
reward indeed. The bravery of those given this award is unquestioned
and those that receive it are likely to get widespread recognition, with
larger media outlets noting the reward. A character is awarded this
medal if the Effect of his skill roll is +5 or more.

STARBURST FOR EXTREME HEROISM (SEH)

Any officer that receives a Combat Ribbon is automatically awarded
with a Combat Command Ribbon. This award recognizes the fact that
the character has led troops into battle and will provide the same
details as a Combat Ribbon. Many mercenary units will offer higher
positions to ex–service personnel who have a Combat Command
Ribbon ahead of those who have just gained rank without having led
men in combat. Local media is more likely to pick up on the reward of
such a medal, but it will not feature in any major network or periodical.

PURPLE HEART
Any character that has to roll on the Injury Table having failed his skill
roll is awarded a Purple Heart. The medal will again have all the details
of the character and incident upon it and is considered a more notable
reward than either the Combat Command Ribbon or Combat Ribbon
by most civilians. Mercenary units tend to be less impressed though,
although they will respect a man willing to risk his life and shed blood
for his cause/ship/comrades. The award is much more likely to be
featured in local media and any character returning to his homeworld/
town/neighborhood is more likely to receive a hero’s welcome.
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The SEH is the highest honor that can be achieved by an individual
under arms in the Empire. Generals, Admirals, and Subsector Moffs
will all salute the man or woman that has shown the outstanding
heroic qualities necessary to win the award. Despite the vast nature
of the Empire and many conflicts that it will be engaged in an
individual receiving the medal is still notable enough to be reported
in major news media and those that receive the reward can expect a
(deserved) hero’s welcome when they return home. A mercenary unit
will welcome a bearer of the medal into its ranks, the prestige alone
being worth their while, let alone the benefit of having such a notable
warrior within its ranks. A character is awarded this medal if the Effect
of his skill roll is +7 or more.

MERITORIOUS PERFORMANCE OF DUTIES MEDAL
This medal is awarded whenever a member of the military performs
his duties to an exceptional standard. In game terms whenever a
character needs to roll a skill on his events table and rolls a natural
12 he is deemed to have impressed his superiors enough during that
term to be made a recipient of this award.

LONG SERVICE MEDAL
Any character that serves five or more terms in any Navy automatically
receives the Long Service medal.

MEDAL BENEFITS
A character that wins a medal may apply a DM from that medal to any one Survival,
Qualification, or Advancement roll. The DM from a medal may only be applied once.
MEDAL
Purple Heart
Meritorious Conduct Under Fire
Meritorious Performance of Duties
Medal for Conspicuous Gallantry
Starburst for Extreme Heroism
Long Service

DM
+1
+2
+1
+3
+4
+1

When a character is mustering out, any medal DMs left unused may be converted into extra
Benefit rolls at the rate of one roll per 2 DMs left unused, rounding down.
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GOING FOR GLORY

ENGINEER (NAVAL)

Some players will want to take every opportunity they can to gain the highest military
honors possible during character creation. As a result it is possible for players to “go for
glory” whenever they are presented with a chance for a reward. A character may add up to
3 to the difficulty of the skill roll, making it much more likely to be injured. However, when it
comes to receiving an award, the modifier is added to the Effect instead.

This specialty of the Engineer skill covers the design and construction of starships. It is of
limited practical use in the field, but can be substituted for any other Engineer specialty at a
-2DM when dealing with starship systems.

Example: Ensign Diz Oddie is serving in his planet’s Navy, protecting his homeworld when
his vessel engages pirate forces. He boards the pirates’ ship and he must fight them off
(Event 56 on the Crewman Events Table). Deciding that this may be his only opportunity
for glory Ensign Oddie leaps into the fray, taking a massive +3DM to the target number he
needs to roll. Taking the dice he rolls a 4 and a 3, he has a skill of 2 in Melee (Unarmed)
and 9 STR for a further +1DM. This gives him a total roll of 10, however he needs 11+ to avoid
injury and is hurt in the ensuing fight.
Checking to see if he has won a medal for his pains, he adds +3 to the total for his bravery,
getting a 13. This is 5 more than the 8+ normally needed to avoid injury (this number is
unchanged for the purpose of determining if the character will receive an award), and young
Patrick’s bravery does not go unnoticed. He will receive the MCG and also gain a Purple
Heart (for his injury), a Combat Ribbon and a Combat Command Ribbon, assuming he will
survive his wounds.

NEW BENEFITS AND PROBLEMS
DISCIPLINE
The martial Discipline skill covers self–control, ingrained reflexes, and training. A character
with a high Discipline is adept at following orders and procedures. In game terms, as long as
the character is in a situation covered by his training, he may reduce any negative DM by an
amount equal to his Discipline skill. This may be done a number of times each day equal to
his Discipline skill. This can only be applied to skills that the character already has at a skill
level of 1 or more.
Discipline cannot turn a negative DM into a positive DM, Training allows a character to do the
right thing and ignore distractions, but does not give him any extra competence or ability.

For example, a character with Naval Engineer 3 could make a skill test calling for Engineer
(life support) with a -2DM when trying to repair a starship’s air scrubber, but could not use
his Naval Engineer skill to fix a malfunctioning navigation system on an air/raft.
Discovering a design flaw in a prototype ship underground shakedown: 1–6 days,
Intelligence, Difficult (–2)
Designing a new class of starship: 1–6 years, Education, Hard (–4)

INSTRUCTION
This skill allows the character to help others learn from their knowledge and experience.
Anyone with the Instruction skill can pass on the basics of their own knowledge to less
experienced characters over a period of time. They can, with a successful check, pass skills
to other characters up to a maximum level of one less than their Instruction skill or one less
than their own skill level in the skill being taught (whichever is lower). Thus, a character with
Instruction 4, Admin 4, Explosives 2, and Pilot 5 could teach another character Admin 3 and
Explosives 1 (the skill -1) but only Pilot 3 (Instruction level -1).
Teaching the skill requires an Instruction test on behalf of the teacher, which takes between
1-6 days less than the time it would normally take (depending on Timing – see page 59 of
the Traveller main rulebook). The number of students that can benefit from this teaching is
equal to the Effect of the check. During the training, the Referee should severely curtail the
activities of all characters involved.
At the conclusion of the training, the learning character(s) must then succeed in an EDU or
INT roll with a Target Number of 8+. Player Characters cannot teach the Instruction skill to
other Player Characters. The greatest assets an individual character has is his pool of skills,
so we encourage the Referee to exercise great caution in allowing Player Characters to
simply hire Non-Player Characters for their Instruction skill.

For example, a character with Discipline 1 could reduce a DM of -2 to -1, or a DM of -4 to -3
once a day. A character with Discipline 3 could reduce a DM of -2 to +0, or of–4 to -1 up to
three times per day.
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RECRUITING

SECRETS

Recruiting governs the ability to recognize the best individuals to attempt to bring into the
character’s allegiance, group, or affiliation.

Secrets are important and highly valuable information that the character has uncovered
in the course of his career. When a secret is gained, the player must decide what to do
with it. The choices are to gloss over it in official reports and have it when one begins play,
clandestinely sell it without telling the Scouts, or reporting it fully to the service. The effects
of these choices are as follows:

It is used to better gauge the potential of new recruits or other could-be allies, and the
ability in which the character has to hire them. It also governs the ability a character has to
be the most approachable and acceptable when trying to acquire these new comrades.
Recruiting 0: The character can recognize anyone who shares a career path term with him,
and the knowledge of what that path is.
Recruiting 1:

The character can deduce the average skill level of a character that shares a
career path term with him.

Recruiting 2: The character can deduce the highest and lowest skill (and levels) of a
character that shares a career path with him.

• If you choose to keep the secret, you retain it when your character begins play. It provides
an adventure hook that should lead to fame, fortune, and great risk.
• You may decide to officially conceal the information and sell it to interested parties
gaining 1d6 x 10,000$ when you choose. If you do, you must make INT + Deception 9+
to prevent the Scout service from finding out. If you are discovered, you must forfeit 2
Benefit rolls and leave the service immediately.
• If you make the appropriate channels aware of the find, you gain an additional Benefit roll
and +1DM to your next Advancement roll.

IMPERIAL CONSORT
The character is offered the chance to wed a member of a highly influential noble family.
This consort gives +2 Social Standing, and a dowry of 2d6 x 10,000$.

INDEPENDENT OPERATION
The character may set up his own business or group that works with the navy, such as a
mercenary group, spy network or private think–tank. The navy will pay up to 20 ship shares
or 1d6 M$ towards initial start-up costs, as long as the character agrees to favor them as a
client.

RETAINER
The navy wishes to retain the character’s services, calling on him as a consultant or advisor.
The character will be paid 1,000$ per month on condition that he remain available for naval
service when called upon.

PROTOTYPE
You are given a prototype ship component or technology, such as an advanced weapon or
combat implant. This item is technically still the property of the Imperial navy, but you are
permitted to test it in the field.
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IMPERIAL FORCES: IMPERIAL ARMY

Under the oversight of the Empire’s Army Command, the
Imperial Army has the primary responsibility of prosecution
of ground-based military operations.

ENLISTMENT
END 5+
-1DM for every previous career
-2DM if you are age 30 or more

ASSIGNMENTS
Support: You were an engineer, technician, medic, cook, or
some other role behind the frontlines.
Infantry: You served on the frontline.
Cavalry: You served aboard vehicles such as the Repulsor
lift, AT-ST, or AT-AT.

Support
Infantry
Cavalry

END 5+
STR 6+
DEX 7+

ADVANCEMENT COMMISSION
EDU 7+
EDU 6+
INT 5+

BENEFITS

1d6 CREDITS

OTHER BENEFIT

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Combat Implant
+1 INT
+1 EDU
Weapon
Armor
Combat Implant or +1 END
+1 SOC

2,000$
5,000$
10,000$
10,000$
10,000$
20,000$
30,000$

1d6 PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

SERVICE SKILLS

ADV. EDUCATION (MIN EDU 8)

1
2
3
4
5
6

Drive (Any)
Athletics (Any)
Gun Combat (Blaster Rifle)
Recon
Melee
Vacc Suit

Tactics (Military)
Leadership
Advocate
Diplomat
Admin
Tactics (Military)

1d6 SUPPORT

INFANTRY

CALVARY

1
2
3
4
5
6

Gun Combat (Any)
Melee (Any)
Heavy Weapons (Any)
Stealth
Athletics (Any)
Recon

Mechanic
Drive (Any)
Flyer (Any)
Recon
Gunnery (Any)
Electronics (Sensors)

+1 STR
+1 DEX
+1 END
Gambler
Medic
Melee (Unarmed)

Mechanic
Drive (Any)
Flyer (Any)
Explosives
Electronics (Comms)
Medic

RANKS & SKILLS

CAREER PROGRESS

SURVIVAL

SKILLS & TRAINING

—
—
SOC 8+

RANK

NCO

SKILL OR BENEFIT

RANK OFFICER

SKILL OR BENEFIT

E0
E1
E2
E3
E4
E5
E6

Recruit
Trooper
Private
Private 1st Class
Corporal
Sergeant
Gunnery Sergeant

—
Gun Combat (Blaster Rifle) 1
Recon 1
—
Leadership 1
—
Contact

O1
O2
O3
O4

Leadership 1
—
Tactics (Military) 1
—
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Sub-Lieutenant
Lieutenant
Captain
Major

MISHAP TABLE

EVENTS TABLE

2d6 MISHAP

d66

EVENT

2
3

11
12

Disaster! Roll on the mishap table, but you are not ejected from this career.
You are stationed on an urbanized planet that is being torn apart by fighting in the streets.
Gain one of Stealth, Streetwise, Persuade, or Recon.
You are stationed on a planet with a hostile or wild environment. Gain one of STR +1, Animals
(riding or training), Recon, Mechanic, or Medic.
You are sent on assignment to provide reinforcement support on a water world. Roll 1d6 on
the Imperial Navy (Aquatic) Service Skills table and gain that skill at level 1.
You are thrown into the middle of a brutal ground assault that lasts several days without
respite. Roll END 8+.

4

5
6

7

8

9

10

11
12

Severely wounded. Roll twice on the Injury Table and take the lower result.
You are involved in a disastrous campaign and barely escape off planet in a frantic and badly
organized evacuation. This leaves you a long way from your own lines and you make 1d3
Contacts as you return home. However you find yourself a wanted man and are listed as AWOL
by a commission that has come down hard on those even remotely involved in the debacle.
Your regiment merges with another due to budgetary constraints. You are one of those who
are not offered a position within the new unit and are given early discharge. Leave this career
but maintain your mustering out Benefit roll for this term.
You spend several days in the brig after getting into a fight with a superior officer. Gain that
officer as a Rival as he has you ejected out of the service.
Finding conditions to be inhumane under a barely sane commander you desert and are now
a wanted man. Gain 1d3 Enemies amongst the military, including your former commanding
officer, who try to bring you to justice.
Your unit is slaughtered in a disastrous battle, for which you blame your superior officer. Even
though you are right, gain him as an Enemy as he uses his rank and influence to have you
removed from the service.
You have a strong relationship with an unscrupulous munitions supplier that is deemed to be
too close by your superiors. You are ‘requested’ to resign from the service. Gain the supplier
as a Contact and automatically qualify for the Smuggler career.
You are sent to a very unpleasant region (jungle, swamp, desert, icecap, urban) to battle
against rebellious forces. You are discharged due to stress, injury, or because the Empire
wishes to bury the whole incident. Gain Recon or Survival, but also gain the rebel group as an
Enemy.
You discover that your commanding officer is engaged in some illegal activity, such as
smuggling or gambling. You can join his ring and gain him as an Ally before the inevitable
investigation gets you discharged, or you can co-operate with the military police. The official
whitewash gets you honorably discharged instead - you may keep your Benefit roll from this
term of service.
You are tormented by or quarrel with an officer or fellow soldier. Gain that person as a Rival
as he drives you out of the service.
Injured. Roll on the Injury Table.

13
14
15

If you succeed, you gain one of Gun Combat (Any) or Leadership.
If you fail, roll twice on the Injury Table and take the lower result.
16
21
22
23
24
25
26

In either case, gain a +3DM to your roll for receiving a medal.
You are given advanced training in a specialist field. Throw EDU 8+ to increase any one skill
you already have by 1.
Surrounded and outnumbered by the enemy, you hold out until relief arrives. Gain Tactics
(Military) or Survival.
You are assigned to a non-combat peacekeeping role. Gain one of Admin, Investigate,
Deception, or Recon.
Your commanding officer takes an interest in your career. Gain a +2DM to your next
Advancement roll thanks to his aid.
You are chosen for cross training in a different service. Roll 1d6 for a skill in a Specialist
assignment other than your own.
You are assigned to protected forces training. Roll 1d6 on the Advanced Education table.
You are named in an allegation of war crimes against your unit, sparking an internal
investigation. Roll Advocate 8+.
If you succeed, you are exonerated and gain +1 Benefit roll as official recompense from the Empire.
If you fail, your unit is found guilty and you are quietly discharged from service, losing your
Benefit roll for this term.

In either case, you gain an Enemy despite your proclamations of innocence (whether they are
true or not).
31–36 Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
41–46 Wartime Event. Roll on the Wartime Events table.
51
You are assigned to Officer Training. Gain a commission during the Advancement phase of this
term. If you are already an officer you are automatically promoted.
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d66

EVENT

d66

EVENT

52

Your immediate superior is a drunkard and highly incompetent as a battlefield leader.

64

A revolution overthrows the legitimate government of the world on which you are serving.
Your unit backs an Empire-installed leader as the government attempts to regain power.
Throw Tactics (Military) or Gun Combat (Any) 10+.

If you report him, gain a +2DM to your next Advancement roll but gain an Enemy.

53

If you say nothing and protect him, gain him as an Ally, but roll on the Injury Table as he
ineffectively leads you into combat.
You are part of an assault against a tribe of indigenous natives on a small garden moon. Roll
Gun Combat (Any) 8+.

If you succeed, Imperial order is restored with your unit at the forefront of the action. Gain +1
SOC and a +2DM to your next Advancement roll.
If you fail, the Empire is forced out of power as the rebellion takes hold. Suffer -1 SOC and
your unit is disbanded in disgrace, forcing you from this career.

If you succeed, your troops easily crush their makeshift defenses. Gain an Enemy amongst
the defeated tribe.

54
55
56

If you fail, they somehow manage to defeat you using nothing more than rocks and logs.
Suffer -1 SOC.
A posting on an idyllic world that is far from conflict leaves you with plenty of downtime. Gain
one of Gambling, Carouse, or Streetwise.
You are assigned to the legal offices of your base, working on various military justice and
court martial procedures. Gain one of Admin, Advocate, Investigate, or Deception.
You are assigned to the Imperial Military Police. While you don’t see combat, life is still very
interesting. Roll 1d6.
1

You spend considerable time in back alleys and cantinas of questionable repute. Gain
Streetwise.

2

You learn a lot about tracking down the information you need from the comfort of an
office. Gain Electronics (Computers).

3

You find that you have an affinity for getting people to talk, even when they don’t want
to. Gain Persuade.

4

To further your investigations you make promises. They aren’t always true, but it’s a
means to an end. Gain Deception.

5

Those friendly dust-ups between the Imperial Army and Navy make cantina calls fun!
Gain Melee (Unarmed).

65

66

In either case, you gain both an Ally and an Enemy as a result of the fighting.
You are given Stormtrooper training. Gain one of Melee (Any), Gun Combat (Any), Survival,
Combat Engineering (Any), or Explosives. You automatically qualify for the Stormtrooper
career next term.
You display extreme heroism in battle. You automatically gain a promotion or a commission
and receive the Meritorious Performance of Duties Medal.

6
61
62

A local syndicate could use someone like you on the inside, watching out for their
interests. Gain 1,000$ x 1d6.
You are assigned to the Imperial Palace Guard. You automatically are promoted and gain +1 SOC.
Your unit is sent on a long campaign to combat insurgents on a fringe world. Roll Gun Combat
(Any) or Stealth 8+.
If you succeed, gain Tactics (Military) and +1DM to any one Benefit roll.

63

If you fail, roll on the Injury Table.
Your ability at the Sabacc table makes you a legend amongst your unit, earning you an
appropriate nickname. However, not everyone is a good loser. Gain Gambler and Carouse, but
also gain a Rival and an Enemy.
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IMPERIAL FORCES: STORMTROOPER

You were one of the elite soldiers of the Galactic Empire,
serving as a constant reminder of the absolute power of
Emperor Palpatine.

ENLISTMENT
END 8+
STR 7+
-1DM for every previous career
-2DM if you are age 30 or more

ASSIGNMENTS
Assault: You served on the frontline of the Empire’s
innumerable conflicts.
Cavalry: You served aboard creatures or vehicles such as
Dewbacks, Taun-tauns, or speeder bikes.
Naval: You served aboard an Imperial Naval vessel such as a
Star Destroyer.

CAREER PROGRESS

SURVIVAL
Assault
Cavalry
Naval

END 8+
DEX 7+
STR 6+

ADVANCEMENT COMMISSION
STR 6+
EDU 7+
INT 8+

—
—
SOC 8+

BENEFITS

1d6 CREDITS

OTHER BENEFIT

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

+1 SOC
+1 STR
+1 EDU
Weapon
Armor
Combat Implant or Speeder Bike
Vacc Suit

2,000$
5,000$
10,000$
15,000$
25,000$
40,000$
50,000$

SKILLS & TRAINING

1d6 PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

SERVICE SKILLS

ADV. EDUCATION (MIN EDU 8)

1
2
3
4
5
6

Athletics (Any)
Vacc Suit
Tactics (Military)
Heavy Weapons (Any)
Gun Combat (Blaster Rifle)
Recon

Leadership
Tactics (Any)
Admin
Advocate
Vacc Suit
Leadership

1d6 ASSAULT

CAVALRY

NAVAL

1
2
3
4
5
6

Gun Combat (Any)
Melee (Any)
Recon
Drive (Any)
Flyer (Any)
Animals (Any)

Mechanic
Pilot (Any)
Gunnery (Any)
Electronics (Sensors)
Vacc Suit
Gun Combat (Any)

+1 STR
+1 DEX
+1 END
Gambler
Medic
Melee (Unarmed)

Gun Combat (Any)
Explosives
Heavy Weapons (Any)
Melee (Any)
Athletics (Any)
Medic

RANKS & SKILLS

RANK NCO

SKILL OR BENEFIT

RANK OFFICER

SKILL OR BENEFIT

E0
E1
E2
E3
E4
E5
E6

—
Gun Combat (Blaster Rifle) 1
—
Tactics (Military) 1
Leadership 1
—
+1 END

O3
O4
O5
O6
O7
O8

Leadership 1
—
Tactics (Any) 1
—
+1 Benefit Roll
SOC 10 or +1 SOC

Recruit
Stormtrooper
Stormtrooper 1st Class
Lance Corporal
Corporal
Sergeant
Gunnery Sergeant
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Squad Commander
Platoon Commander
Company Commander
Battalion Commander
Regiment Commander
Legion Commander

MISHAP TABLE

EVENTS TABLE

2d6 MISHAP

d66

EVENT

2
3

11
12
13

Disaster! Roll on the mishap table, but you are not ejected from this career.
You are given advanced Service training. Throw EDU 8+ to increase any one Service Skill by 1.
Your commanding officer takes an interest in your career. Roll 1d6.

4

5

6

7

8

9

Severely wounded. Roll twice on the Injury Table and take the lower result.
You spend a long time trying to catch a particularly vicious pirate band only for it to be
revealed that someone in your unit is tipping them off. You are one of those under suspicion
and, unable to clear your name, you leave the service with a cloud over your head.
You are discharged from the service when you cover for a fellow Stormtrooper, only to find
that he had committed a crime as a result of your good intentions. Gain Advocate 1 as you
learn about the legal system the hard way.
A mission goes drastically wrong. Your squad is captured by insurgents and mistreated. Due
to your injuries, you are given a medical discharge. Gain your jailer as an Enemy and suffer -1
STR or -1 DEX (un-healable) because of your injuries.
After an accident leaves several of your fellow Stormtroopers injured, bad luck seems
to follow you everywhere. You’re blamed for anything and everything that goes wrong,
eventually gaining an appropriately somber nickname amongst your unit. Life becomes
intolerable within the Imperial Forces and you retire.
A mission goes sideways and you are stranded behind enemy lines. Gain Stealth or Survival 1,
but due to the mission’s failure and the Empires desire to cover it up, you are ejected from the
service.
You awaken in the middle of the night in a cold sweat, hearing voices in your head. You
may test your Force Potential and, if you show aptitude, automatically qualify to follow
a Force path in your next term. In any case, the voices stay with you in the back of your
consciousness, and your Stormtrooper career is at an end due to “mental fatigue.”
You are ordered to take part in a mission that goes against your conscience.

1–2 He makes you his personal assistant, introducing you to influential and important
officers. Gain +1 SOC.
3–4 He has you by his side during several decisive conflicts, sharing his battlefield
knowledge. Gain Tactics (Military).

14
15
16
21

22

If you succeed, you earn 1d6 x 1,000$ \in stakes and get a reputation as a bruiser (and an
accompanying appropriate nickname).

If you accept, you are offered a transfer and may automatically qualify in Imperial Naval
Intelligence as a Fixer.

10
11

12

If you refuse, you are ejected from the service for insubordination but gain an Ally in an officer
who shared your concerns.
You quarrel with an officer or fellow Stormtrooper. Gain that character as a Rival as he drives
you out of the service.
You disobey orders and save the lives of many civilians by doing so. However a notable rebel
leader escapes as a result and you are dismissed from the Imperial Forces. Gain 1d3 Contacts
and an Enemy in your former commanding officer.
Injured. Roll on the Injury Table.

5–6 He pulls some strings with the promotions revue boards. Gain +4DM to your next
Advancement roll.
You are chosen for cross training with a different branch. Roll 1d6 on a Stormtrooper
Specialist table other than your own.
You are assigned to a remote ice planet as a Snow Trooper. Gain one of Survival, Animals
(Riding), or Electronics (Sensors).
You are assigned to the Imperial Diplomatic Corps. You automatically are promoted and gain +1 SOC.
While posted on a distant desert planet, you are lost in a sandstorm and must survive for
weeks on your own. Gain one of Survival, Animals (Riding), or Athletics (END), but suffer a
psychological need for hydration (you’re always a little thirsty).
Your unit is being constantly shipped form one end of the galaxy to the other, giving you a lot
of travel downtime during. As a result, you join an unsanctioned “fight club” on board your
vessel. Roll Melee (unarmed) 8+.

23

If you fail, you lose 1d6 x 1,000$ in stakes and get a reputation as a loser (and an
accompanying appropriate nickname).
You are engaged in a series of pitched battles with aliens. Roll Gun Combat (Any) or Tactic
(Military) 8+.
If you succeed, you capture and interrogate enemy prisoners. Gain one of Persuade,
Language (Any), or a Contact.

24

If you fail, you’re captured and interrogated by the aliens. Suffer -1 INT due to psychological
stress, but you don’t crack.
Your squad is involved in a spiraling vendetta between the Empire and a local criminal
Syndicate. Roll Gun Combat (Any) 8+.
If you succeed, their presence on this world is eradicated. Gain Streetwise and an Enemy in
the Syndicate leader.
If you fail, their presence is secured as they go deep underground. Gain a Rival in a suspicious
member of your squad.
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25

You are part of a field test for a new Stormtrooper armor design. Roll Vacc Suit 10+.

55

As part of a military / civilian exchange program, you are loaned to the Imperial Sector
Rangers and tasked with patrolling a known hive of scum and villainy. Roll 1d6.

If you succeed, you’re granted use of the new armor in the field. Gain +1DM to all future
Survival rolls in this career path.
26

1

If you fail, the armor shorts out and you suffer neurological damage. Suffer -1 DEX.
You are assigned to lead an assault on an enemy base. Roll Tactics (Military) 8+.
If you succeed, gain Leadership and a +2DM to your next Advancement roll.

If you fail, suffer a -2DM to your next Advancement roll and roll on the Injury Table.
31–36 Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
41–46 Wartime Event. Roll on the Wartime Events table.
51
You are on the frontlines of a planetary assault and occupation. Roll Melee (Any) or Gun
Combat (Any) 8+
If you succeed, gain one of Recon, Gun Combat (Any), Leadership, or Electronics (Comms).

52

56

If you fail, roll twice on the Injury Table and take the lower result, but add a +2DM to your roll
for any medals.
A mission goes disastrously wrong directly due to grievous errors on the part of your
commanding officer. You are left with a difficult decision regarding his poor leadership.
If you report his incompetence, gain a +2DM to your next Advancement roll, but gain him as
an Enemy.
If you say nothing and protect him, gain him as an Ally and a +1DM to your next Advancement
roll due to his help, but roll 1d6 as he once again leads you into the fray.

If you succeed, gain +2DM to your next Advancement roll.
If you fail, roll on the Injury Table.
61

62

1–2 Your unit is devastated and many of your comrades are slaughtered. Roll twice on the
Injury Table, taking the lower result.
3–4 Your unit is caught in the middle of a harsh firefight, barely making it out. Roll on the
Injury Table.

53
54

5–6 Your unit is in the wrong place, but at the right time, causing you to capture an enemy
leader. Gain a Benefit Roll.
You are sent on an ISB mission as a Dark Trooper. Gain one of Stealth, Deception, or
Streetwise and a Contact in the ISB.
You foil an attempted crime on base, such as sabotage, smuggling or espionage. Gain an
Enemy, but also gain a +2DM to your next Advancement

You spend a vast amount of time in cantinas. Not much action, but great fringe benefits.
Gain Carouse.
2 You infiltrate an illegal Sabaac ring, bringing it down from the inside. Gain Gambler.
3 Making contacts within the local gangs provides valuable insight into how things really
work. Gain Streetwise.
4 You find a trusted source that provides mostly reliable information, aiding your work.
Gain a Contact.
5 A local Syndicate takes interest in you. You may automatically qualify for the Organized
Criminal career next term.
6 The Rangers offer you a permanent position. You may automatically qualify for the
Investigator career next term.
Stuck in an isolated position, your energy cells run dry during an extended firefight. Roll
Melee (Any) 8+ as you’re overrun.

In either case, gain a +2DM to your roll for receiving a medal.
You are seen as good leadership material and assigned to Officer Training. Gain a
commission during the Advancement phase of this term. If you are already an officer you are
automatically promoted.
You are pitted against a firmly established target with many layers of defense. Roll END 8+.
If you succeed, you gain one level in Explosives, Gun Combat (Any), or Heavy Weapons (Any).

63

If you fail, suffer one of -1 STR, -1 DEX, or -1 END and lose a limb (of your choice).
You are part of a force that is heavily engaged in anti-pirate raids and patrols. During the
final battle, your squad is the spearhead of the assault against the enemy leader. Roll Tactics
(Military) or Leadership 10+.
If you succeed, gain Vacc Suit, Gun Combat (Any), and a +2DM to your next Advancement roll.

64

65
66

If you fail, you are captured by the pirates, stripped of all your gear, and abandoned on a
distant world. You must immediately leave the Stormtrooper career, lose all Benefits accrued
from this career, and are a Drifter in your next term.
You become the “face” of a new recruitment drive. Gain one of +1 SOC, Carouse, Diplomat, or
Persuade. You also gain a Rival in a passed-over officer, an Ally in an extremely eager recruit,
and an appropriate nickname from your squad-mates.
You are assigned as security on a massive space station that is under construction. Gain
Athletics (DEX) and Vacc Suit.
You display extreme heroism in battle. You automatically gain a promotion or a commission
and receive the Meritorious Performance of Duties Medal.
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IMPERIAL FORCES: IMPERIAL NAVY (AQUATIC)

You were a part of the Galactic Empire’s Military that carried
out operations on bodies of water of different planets. In
terms of service requirements, the Aquatic Navy counts as a
Planetary Navy.

ENLISTMENT
END 5+
-1DM for every previous career
-2DM if you are age 30 or more

ASSIGNMENTS
Surface Fleet: You were a crewman on a surface-skimming
ship or foil.
Submariner: You served aboard depth-scouring submersible
vessels.
Naval Aviation: You were an atmospheric pilot that
specialized in over-sea patrols.

CAREER PROGRESS

SURVIVAL ADVANCEMENT COMMISSION
Surface Fleet
Submariner
Naval Aviation

END 5+
END 6+
DEX 8+

EDU 6+
EDU 7+
INT6+

BENEFITS

1d6 CREDITS

OTHER BENEFIT

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Athletics (Swimming) 1
1 Ship Share
Weapon
Armor
Combat Implant
Hostile Environment Vacc Suit
+1 SOC

2,000$
5,000$
10,000$
10,000$
15,000$
20,000$
30,000$

—
—
SOC 8+

SKILLS & TRAINING

1d6 PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

SERVICE SKILLS

ADV. EDUCATION (MIN EDU 8)

1
2
3
4
5
6

Seafarer (Any)
Athletics (Swimming)
Gun Combat (Blaster Rifle)
Mechanic
Gunnery
Melee (Bludgeon)

Leadership
Tactics (Military)
Electronics (Comms)
Advocate
Admin
Navigation

1d6 SURFACE FLEET

SUBMARINER

NAVAL AVIATION

1
2
3
4
5
6

Navigation (Any)
Melee (Any)
Electronics (Remote Ops)
Electronics (Sensors)
Vacc Suit
Seafarer (Submarine)

Navigation
Athletics (Any)
Electronics (Sensors)
Recon
Mechanic
Flyer (Any)

+1 STR
+1 DEX
+1 END
Gambler
Medic
Melee (Any)

Navigation
Seafarer (Any)
Gun Combat (Any)
Athletics (Any)
Electronics (Comms)
Medic

RANKS & SKILLS

RANK NCO

SKILL OR BENEFIT

RANK OFFICER

SKILL OR BENEFIT

E0
E1
E2
E3
E4
E5
E6

—
Seafarer (Any) 1
—
—
Recon 1
—
Leadership 1

O1
O2
O3
O4
O5

Leadership 1
—
Tactics (Military) 1
—
+1 Benefit Roll

Recruit
Ablesman Recruit
Ablesman Apprentice
Ablesman
Petty Officer 3rd Class
Petty Officer 2nd Class
Petty Officer 1st Class
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Ensign
Sublieutenant
Lieutenant
Lieutenant Commander
Commander

MISHAP TABLE

EVENTS TABLE

2d6 MISHAP

d66

EVENT

2
3

11
12

Disaster! Roll on the mishap table, but you are not ejected from this career.
Your ship is due to be refitted and will sit in dry dock for most of your next term. You will
automatically pass your next Survival roll should you serve another term in the Imperial Navy
(Aquatic).
After an especially long posting you are given extra weeks of shore time. Gain one of
Carouse, Gambler, or Streetwise.
There is a hostile stowaway on your ship. Roll Investigate 8+.

Severely wounded. Roll twice on the Injury Table and take the lower result.
Your ship is in serious disrepair and it founders during routine exercises. Roll Athletics (Any) 8+.
If you succeed, you escape injury as you manage to make it shore.
If you fail, you are nearly drowned as you’re caught in the undertow caused by the ship
sinking. Roll on the Injury Table.

4

5
6

7

In either case, the vessel is lost and you and your crew mates are discharged to cover up the loss.
Though you had the tactical advantage your ship was destroyed in battle and many of your
friends perished, for which you blame your Captain. Gain him as an Enemy as he has you
removed from the service in retaliation for your accusations.
You spend several days in the brig after getting into a fight with a superior officer. Gain that
officer as a Rival as he has you ejected out of the service for insubordination.
You are at the ship’s helm when it runs into a civilian vessel. Your services are no longer
required by the Imperial Navy and you have a 1d6 x 10,000$ debt assessed against you
personally in a civil lawsuit.
You discover that the requisitions officer on your ship is running a black market out of the
cargo hold.

13
14

If you succeed, you catch the troublemaker and you gain +4DM to your next Advancement roll.
15

If you accept, you do not have to make a Survival roll next term.
16

8
9

10
11
12

If you turn down the posting, you are sent back onto the water and gain Seafarer (Any).
Your ship is attacked several times by massive sea creatures. Throw Heavy Weapons (Any) or
Gunnery 8+.
If you succeed, gain +2DM to your next Advancement roll.
If you fail, roll twice on the Injury Table and take the higher result.

Report him, and gain him as a Rival as he lies and includes you in his ring. You are exonerated
and you may stay in this career.
Help him in his illegal activities and gain an extra Benefit roll as you leave the service to avoid
being caught.
Dishonorable discharge. You are caught doing something and are kicked out of the Imperial
Navy. Suffer -1 SOC.
You are shipped out to turbulent waters to battle against pirates that have been preying on
civilian craft. You and your whole crew are immediately discharged afterwards, either because
of trauma or because the Empire lied to you about your targets which were just local militia
boats. Gain one of Seafarer (Any) or Flyer (Any), but also gain 1d3 Enemies on your way out.
An economic depression leads to the local Navy being reduced in scale. Your ship is put into
mothballs and you are not assigned to a new posting.
Your ship is sabotaged and you are badly hurt. Suffer one of -2 STR or -2 DEX and receive a
medical discharge.
Injured. Roll on the Injury Table.

If you fail, your ship is sabotaged and you must roll on the Injury Table.
You are offered a temporary desk assignment in the Imperial Harbormaster’s office.

21
22

In either case, you write a book detailing the hunt that sells extremely well. Immediately gain
2d6 x 2,000$ in royalties.
You are assigned to a ship that is stationed on a planet with constant hostile weather
conditions. Gain one of Athletics (Any), Engineer, Seafarer (Any), or Electronics (Sensors).
You are involved in a major coastal battle that has your ship under fire for days at a time.
Roll 1d6.
1

You grab a wrench and lend a hand repairing damage and keeping the ship running. Gain
Mechanic.

2

You are part of a coastal incursion team that assaults a gun emplacement. Gain Heavy
Weapons (Any).

3

The medical staff is shorthanded and you assist in tending to the injured. Gain Medic.

4

You serve in numerous posts across the ship. Gain Jack-of-All-Trades.

5

You man one of the massive shipboard gun mounts and barrage the shoreline. Gain
Gunner (Turrets).

6

When your superior officer falls in combat, you rise to the occasion. Gain Leadership.
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23

While serving in the Office of Advocates, you discover a protocol loophole that could be used
to your personal advantage.

54

Your ship is torn open and sinking, and your fellow crewmen are in trouble. You can either try
to save them or swim to a float and hold out until relief arrives.

24

If you exploit the loophole, gain a +1DM to any one Benefit roll.

If you try for rescue, roll Athletics (Any) or Survival 10+.

If you report the technicality of Galactic Naval Law, gain Advocate.
Your commander asks for volunteers to take a small skiff into dangerous waters on a night
assault. Roll 1d6.

If you succeed, gain 1d3 Allies and a +2DM to your next Advancement roll.

1–2 Your ship is tossed about badly. Roll on the Injury Table, but gain +2DM on an immediate
medal roll for your bravery.
3–4 The seas are rough, but you come out none the worse for wear. Gain Seafarer
(Personal).
5–6 Your tour is somewhat peaceful as you manage to stay away from poor weather. Gain
Navigation.
25
The ship to which you have been assigned is a high-tech prototype. Gain one of Electronics
(Comms), Electronics (Computers), or Electronics (Sensors).
26
You are stationed on a remote island on a rebellious planet to monitor a listening station.
Gain one of Electronics (Sensors), or Electronics (Comms), Recon, or Language (Any).
31–36 Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
41–46 Wartime Event. Roll on the Wartime Events table (see separate handout).
51
You are assigned as an Imperial Naval liaison officer at an embassy. Roll EDU 8+.

52

If you fail, roll twice on the injury chart and take the lower result.

55
56

If you keep the cargo for future gains, note this on your character sheet (determine the
contents with your Referee).
If you sell off the cargo for future financial upside, gain a +1DM to one of your Cash Benefit rolls
61

62

If you fail, suffer -1 SOC as you commit a diplomatic faux pas during an important event.
Your ship is heavily damaged in a surprise attack. Roll Mechanic or Engineer (Power) 8+.

63

If you fail, gain Navigation but suffer a -1DM to your next Advancement roll.
You become gambling buddies with the Captain’s best friend. Suffer a -1DM to one of your
Cash Benefit rolls, gain him as an Ally, and the Captain as a Contact.
You are placed on a technological detail in the ship’s lower decks. Roll Mechanic or INT 8+.
If you succeed, you gain one of Electronics (Computers), Mechanic, or Engineering
(Electronics, Life Support, or Power).

If you succeed, you find an ingenious way to keep the engines running long enough to get the
ship safely to shore. Gain a +4DM to your next Advancement roll as you’re acknowledged for
saving numerous lives.
53

If you hand over all that you find to your superiors, gain a +2DM to your next Advancement roll.
Your main helmsman is injured during a long posting and you replace him. Roll Seafarer (Any)
8+.
If you succeed, gain Navigation and a +1DM to your next Advancement roll.

If you succeed, gain one of Carouse, Diplomat, Language (Any), or Steward.

If you fail, the ship sinks and you must roll twice on the Injury Table taking the lower result.
Your crew takes a hostile boarding action against an unregistered vessel. Roll Melee (Any) 8+.

If you swim to the float you are safe, but you gain 1d3 Enemies amongst those you chose not
to help that survive.
You are assigned to Shore Patrol. Gain one of Advocate, Investigate, or Deception.
You are dispatched on a rescue operation for a damaged civilian vessel. The ship sinks with
all hands, but several cargo containers are salvaged from the wreckage.

64

If you fail, you don’t learn much about the ship’s systems, but you do pick up a nasty,
persistent cough.
You get into a political debate with a member of the bridge staff. Throw SOC 8+.
If you succeed, you are looked at more favorably amongst the senior staff and gain a +2DM to
your next Advancement roll.

If you succeed, gain a bonus Cash Benefit roll as hazardous duty pay.
If you fail, roll on the Injury Table.
65
66

If you fail, you say something you will always regret that keeps you from passing your
Advancement roll this term.
Your superior officer takes an active interest in your career. Gain a +4DM to your next
Advancement roll thanks to his aid.
You display extreme heroism in battle. You automatically gain a promotion or a commission
and receive the Meritorious Performance of Duties Medal.
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IMPERIAL FORCES: IMPERIAL NAVY CREWMEN

Also known as the Imperial Navy, the ISS fields millions
of warships, logistics vessels, and fighters as it maintains
Imperial control throughout the galaxy. The bulk of the
crew on board any naval vessels are low–ranking crewmen,
serving under more senior officers. Unlike other careers, the
Crewman career is divided not by Specialization, but by the
type of the navy in which he enlists.

ENLISTMENT
Planetary: INT 5+ Subsector: INT 6+ Imperial: INT 7+
-1DM for every previous career
-2DM if you are age 34 or more

ASSIGNMENTS
Planetary Navy: You served in one of the hundreds of local
Naval forces across the Empire.
Subsector Navy: You served in a subsector Navy under
the banner of a Moff, battling pirates and protecting trade
routes.
Imperial Navy: You served on a major starship such as a
Star Destroyer, enforcing the will and laws of the Empire.

CAREER PROGRESS
SURVIVAL
Planetary Navy
Subsector Navy
Imperial Navy

INT 5+
INT 6+
INT 7+

ADVANCEMENT COMMISSION
EDU 7+
EDU 7+
INT 7+

—
—
SOC 8+

SKILLS & TRAINING

1d6 PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

SERVICE SKILLS

ADV. EDUCATION (MIN EDU 8)

1
2
3
4
5
6

Vacc Suit
Electronics (Sensors)
Electronics (Comms)
Discipline
Gun Combat (Any)
Admin

Electronics (Remote Ops)
Astrogation
Engineer (Any)
Electronics (Computers)
Medic
Tactics (Naval)

1d6 PLANETARY

SUBSECTOR

IMPERIAL

1
2
3
4
5
6

Pilot (Small Craft or Spacecraft)
Mechanic
Electronics (Sensors)
Electronics (Comms)
Gunner (Any)
Electronics (Computers)

Pilot (Small Craft or Spacecraft)
Engineer (Any)
Electronics (Sensors)
Electronics (Comms)
Gunner (Any)
Discipline

+1 STR
+1 DEX
+1 END
+1 INT
+1 EDU
+1 SOC

Pilot (Small Craft or Spacecraft)
Space Science (Any)
Electronics (Sensors)
Electronics (Comms)
Gunner (Turret)
Mechanic

RANKS & SKILLS

RANK NCO

SKILL OR BENEFIT

RANK OFFICER

SKILL OR BENEFIT

E0
E1
E2
E3

Recruit
Ablesman Recruit
Ablesman Apprentice
Ablesman

O1
O2
O3
O4

Ensign
Sublieutenant
Lieutenant
Lieutenant Commander

Leadership 1
—
Tactics (Military) 1
—

E4
E5
E6

Petty Officer 3rd Class
Petty Officer 2nd Class
Petty Officer 1st Class

—
Mechanic 1 or Discipline 1
—
Electronics (Sensors) 1 or
Electronics (Comms) 1
—
Contact
Melee (Blade)1

O5

Commander

+1 Benefit Roll

BENEFITS

1d6 CREDITS

OTHER BENEFIT

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

+1 INT
+1 EDU
Contact
Armor
Weapon
1 Ship Share
2 Ship Shares

1,000$
2,000$
3,000$
4,000$
5,000$
6,000$
10,000$
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MISHAP TABLE

EVENTS TABLE

2d6 MISHAP

d66

EVENT

2
3

11
12

Disaster! Roll on the mishap table, but you are not ejected from this career.
A boring assignment leads to a crossroads of temptation. Roll END 8+.

4
5
6
7

8

9
10
11

12

Severely wounded. Roll twice on the Injury Table and take the lower result.
You are placed in the Frozen Watch, but something goes wrong. One of your limbs (you
choose) atrophies and must be amputated and while you are provided with a cybernetic
replacement, you are given a medical discharge.
Your ship is destroyed in battle. You survive in an escape pod, but the ensuing inquiries and
postmortems end your career.
A serious accident occurs on your watch. Though actually the result of another crew member’s
negligence, you are blamed as he covers up his involvement. Gain an Enemy as your career ends.
Imperial politics lead to your squadron to being mothballed. You are one of the unfortunates
who are not reassigned.
You fall in love with a colleague who is already married or in a long-term relationship and
the liaison is discovered. You are forced out of the service after a court martial for breaking
regulations. Gain your lover as an Ally and their partner as an Enemy.
Your transport is damaged during a conflict and you’re lost outside normal space lanes for
years. When the ship is miraculously recovered years later, you are the only one still left
alive and in no mental condition to resume your career. You gain your Benefit roll this term as
recognition of your hardship.
You are implicated in a scandal. You avoid any real blame, but your tarnished reputation
leaves your career in tatters.
A vindictive officer sinks your career. Gain a Rival.
You contract an obscure alien virus that leaves you incapacitated for much of your tour.
Suffer -1 from STR, DEX or END as the illness is never fully shaken off and you are medically
discharged.
Injured. Roll on the Injury Table.

If you succeed, gain Medic as you spend time trying to help others out of their addictions.
13
14

15

If you fail, you gain Streetwise and a reliance on a semi–legal drug or alcohol.
You stand out from the rank and file and are groomed for advancement by a superior. Gain
Leadership and a +1DM to your next Advancement roll.
You are well known on board ship for a particular talent. Roll 1d6 and gain the associated
skill and an appropriate nickname.
1

You’ve gained a reputation as being good with cards or dice. Gain Gambler

2

You’ve gained a reputation as a singer or player. Gain Art (Any instrument or singing)

3

You’ve gained a reputation as a composer of words. Gain Art (writing)

4

You’ve gained a reputation for hitting the gym or playing sports. Gain Athletics (Any)

5

You’ve gained a reputation as a connoisseur of food and drink. Gain Steward

6 You’ve gained a reputation as a joker or a con artist. Gain Art (acting)
You find a crew mate asleep at his post and you could report him for dereliction of duty.
If you do so, gain a +2DM to your next Advancement roll and a Rival.

16

If you don’t, your crew mate is grateful and becomes an Ally.
You are assigned to the purser’s office and have the opportunity to set aside a little
something for yourself.
If you do, gain a +1DM to any one Cash Benefit roll.

21
22
23

If you don’t, gain Admin for keeping perfect books.
Your ship participates in a notable military engagement. Gain one of Electronics (Sensors),
Engineer (Any), or Gunnery (Any).
You foil an attempted crime on board, such as mutiny, sabotage, smuggling or conspiracy.
Gain an Enemy, but also gain a +2DM to your next Advancement roll in the Imperial Navy.
You join a gambling circle on board that meets secretly in the engineering section. Gain one of
Gambler or Deception.
If you wish to push your luck, roll Gambler 8+.
If you succeed, gain an extra Cash Benefit roll from this career.

24

If you fail, lose one Cash Benefit roll from this career.
There are reports of a stowaway on your ship. Roll Investigate 8+.
If you succeed, you catch the troublemaker and gain +2DM to your next Advancement roll.
If you fail, your ship is sabotaged and you must roll on the Injury Table.
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25

You have a chance to save a fellow crewman during a deep space mission. If you wish to
make the attempt, roll END 8+.

55

You’re escorting a TIE pilot to his court martial when there is an escape attempt. You can
either stop them or assist them.

If you succeed, you save his life and gain an Ally.

If you choose to stop them, roll Melee (Any) 8+.

If you fail, you and the crewman are injured, but alive. Gain a Contact and roll on the Injury
Table.

If you succeed, gain an Enemy and a +4DM to your next Advancement roll.

If you choose not to make the attempt, you gain an Enemy in the family of the crewman who
dies and blame you.
26
During a boarding action you find yourself in combat with rebellious forces. Gain Gun Combat
(Any) 1.
31–36 Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
41–46 Naval Event. Roll on the Naval Events table.
51
You are attacked by a hostile native life form during a survey mission. Roll Animal (Training) 8+.

If you fail, roll on the Injury Table and suffer a -2DM to your next Advancement roll.

56

If you succeed, you befriend the animal and can keep it as a pet.
52

If you fail, you gain a scar that never properly heals from a nasty attack.
You play cat and mouse hunting an enemy ship, chasing sensor ghosts and false trails. Roll
Electronics (Sensors) 8+.

If you decide to aid the escape, you get him off the station but cannot return. Forfeit this
term’s Benefit roll and leave the Imperial Forces, but gain Pilot (Any) and Navigation as he
shows you how to evade Imperial patrols.
You take part in a boarding action against a mysterious, unregistered alien vessel. Roll 1d6.
1

The ship has no atmosphere and you are required to spend long hours in an
environmental suit. Gain Vacc Suit

2

The ship has no gravimetric plating and you are required to spend long hours in zero
gravity. Gain Zero-G

3

The ship has an undetectable microorganism in its life support systems. Suffer -1 to STR,
DEX, or END

4

The ship’s autopilot engages and you’re trapped aboard, alone, for years. Suffer -1 to
INT, EDU, or SOC

5

It’s a trap! The ship is rigged with enough Baradium to take down a Star Destroyer. Gain
Explosives as you disarm it

If you succeed, you find the ship and destroy it. Gain a +2DM to your next Advancement roll.

53

If you fail, the enemy ship escapes and the Captain becomes an infamous commerce raider
and a lifelong Rival.
You are attacked and overrun by natives and one of your crew falls behind. You can retreat
alone or try and save him.

6

If you choose to retreat alone, roll Athletics (Any) 8+.

54

If you stop to pick up the fallen crewman, roll Athletics (Any) 10+

61

If you successfully escape on your own, you are uninjured, but you gain an Enemy in the
crewman you leave behind.

62

If you successfully rescue the crewman and escape, you are uninjured and gain an Ally in the
crewman you saved.

63

If you fail to escape in either case, roll twice on the Injury Table and take the lowest result.
You are engaged in a first contact situation with a minor species without the benefit of the
Scouts. Roll Diplomacy 8+.

64

If you succeed, gain one of Diplomacy, Language (Any), or Carouse.
If you fail, you cause embarrassment to the Empire. Suffer a -2DM to your next Advancement roll.

65
66

You discover a small, glowing cube or pyramid in a hidden compartment. You may
immediately test for Force Potential and, if you qualify, may take a Force career in your
next term
On a long survey mission, you pick up some useful skills. Gain one of Survival, Electronics
(Sensors), Navigation, or Recon.
You spend this term in the asteroid belts of a system, showing the Navy’s presence and
deterring scoundrels and claim jumpers. Gain one in Electronics (Sensors), Pilot (Any), or
Gunner (Any).
You are assigned to various non-combat support vessels. Forced to work alongside reservists
and civilian crews, you appreciate the Navy way of doing things even more. Gain one of
Discipline, Carouse, or Persuade.
You are the focus of a series of documentaries featuring your ship and crew. Your role gains
you 1d3 Contacts, within and/or outside of the Imperial Navy.
You impress a visiting officer so much you gain a +4DM to your Commission roll this term. If
you are already an officer, gain a +4DM to your Advancement roll instead.
You display extreme heroism in battle. You automatically gain a promotion or a commission
and receive the Meritorious Performance of Duties Medal.
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IMPERIAL FORCES: SUPPORT (SUPPORT SERVICE BRANCH)

While it isn’t glamorous, the Support Services are vital to the
efforts of the Empire. Without drill sergeants and instructors
in Imperial Forces Academies, without doctors and
cyberneticists, without administrators and accountants, the
great machine of the Imperial Forces would grind to a halt.

ENLISTMENT
EDU 8+
-1DM for every previous non-naval career
Choose to serve with the Imperial Navy or Army when
entering this career.

ASSIGNMENTS
Training: You taught or drilled recruits or served as an
instructor on board a training vessel.
Medical: You were a medical technician, either on board an
Imperial vessel or at a base hospital.
Administration: You sat behind a desk and shuffled virtual
paperwork.

CAREER PROGRESS

SURVIVAL ADVANCEMENT COMMISSION
Training
Medical
Administration

INT 5+
EDU 7+
EDU 6+

SOC 7+
INT 5+
INT6+

—
—
INT 8+

SKILLS & TRAINING

1d6 PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

SERVICE SKILLS

ADV. EDUCATION (MIN EDU 8)

1
2
3
4
5
6

Discipline
Athletics (Any)
Gun Combat (Blaster Pistol)
Electronics (Comms)
Electronics (Computers)
Instruction

Recruiting
Diplomat
Electronics (Computers)
Science (Any)
Medic
Tactics (Any)

1d6 TRAINING

MEDICAL

ADMINISTRATION

1
2
3
4
5
6

Medic
Life Science (Any)
Engineer (Electronics)
Persuade
Diplomat
Medic

Admin
Electronics (Computers)
Electronics (Comms)
Deception
Persuade
Admin

+1 INT
+1 EDU
+1 SOC
Streetwise
Carouse
Any Skill at Rank 0

Instruction
Gun Combat (Blaster Pistol)
Melee (Any)
Recruiting
Engineer (Any)
Discipline

RANKS & SKILLS

RANK NCO

SKILL OR BENEFIT

RANK OFFICER

SKILL OR BENEFIT

E0
E1
E2
E3

Recruit
Ablesman Recruit / Trooper
Ablesman Apprentice / Private
Ablesman / Private 1st Class

O1
O2
O3

Leadership 1
—
1d3 Contacts

E4
E5

Petty Officer 3rd Class / Corporal
Petty Officer 2nd Class / Sergeant

—
Melee (Brawling) 1
—
Electronics (Computers)
1
—
Instruction 1

BENEFITS

1d6 CREDITS

OTHER BENEFIT

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Scientific Equipment
Contact
+1 EDU
+1 INT
Landspeeder
1 Ship Share
2 Ship Shares

2,000$
4,000$
5,000$
6,000$
8,000$
10,000$
12,000$
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Ensign
Sublieutenant
Lieutenant

MISHAP TABLE

EVENTS TABLE

2d6 MISHAP

d66

EVENT

2
3

11
12

Disaster! Roll on the mishap table, but you are not ejected from this career.
You are given advanced training in your specialist assignment. Roll EDU 8+ to gain one level
in any skill you already know.
You become involved in political intrigue and clandestine maneuvers. Roll Deception or
Streetwise 8+.

4
5
6

7
8

9

10
11
12

Severely wounded. Roll twice on the Injury Table and take the lower result.
A training exercise goes fatally wrong as a result of your negligence, resulting in the death
of a recruit. You are dishonorably discharged (Suffer -1DM to all Benefit rolls accrued in this
career) and gain an Enemy.
An administrative error sends you to the frontlines. Unprepared, you perform woefully. The
bad reports you receive effectively end your career.
A project you are leading fails at great expense. You may stay in this career, but suffer a -2DM
to your next Advancement roll.
You can no longer stand the incompetence of your superior officer. Gain Melee (Unarmed). You
may stay in this career, but if you do, your physical outburst results in your being busted down
a Rank level and gaining a Rival in your superior officer.
You expose corruption in your service branch, leading to a major scandal. Although you gain a
Contact among the investigating officers, friends of those implicated ensure your career is over.
An administrative error causes you to be honorably discharged from the service. No matter
how hard you protest, you are unable to change the minds of the Imperial bureaucracy. You
keep this term’s Benefit roll.
You volunteer for a medical trial involving a new drug. The experiment results in dramatic
changes in your physiology that leads to a hushed up medical discharge. Suffer a total of -2
across STR, DEX, END, or INT, but gain +1DM to any SOC related roll.
You accidentally offend a noble, politician, or influential figure. You are forced out of the
Imperial Forces and gain an Enemy.
You are accused of malpractice or criminal behavior. Sacrifice this term’s Benefit roll and
suffer -2 SOC as you’re discharged.
Injured. Roll on the Injury Table.

13

If you succeed, gain a Contact in the Imperial Naval Intelligence or Imperial Security Bureau
and an extra Benefit roll.
14
15

If you fail, gain a Rival in the Imperial Navy Intelligence or Imperial Security Bureau.
An alien diplomat visits your base. Gain one of Diplomat, Carouse, Space Science (Xenology),
or a Contact.
A patient, student, or visiting crewman was a saboteur! Roll Deception or Recon 8+ to spot him.
If you succeed, gain a +4DM to your next Advancement roll.

16

If you fail, roll on the Injury Table when the bomb goes off.
You are assigned a training rotation at a frontline field hospital. Roll Instruction, Medic, or
Admin 8+.
If you succeed, gain a +2DM to your next Advancement roll and a Contact in one of your
trainees in an ongoing mentorship.

21

If you fail, your position is overrun and you’re forced to defend yourself. Gain Gun Combat
(Any) 1 and roll on the Injury Table.
You’re trapped in a planetary base that comes under attack and you must join in the last line
of defense. Roll Gun Combat (Any) or Melee (Any) 8+.
If you succeed, gain a Contact in one of the other brave men or women you fought along side.

22
23

If you fail, you are seriously injured while saving the life of another. Roll twice on the on the
Injury Table and take the lower result, but gain an Ally in the soldier you saved.
You spend long, tedious hours dealing with suppliers. Gain one of Admin, Broker, Electronics
(Comms), or Electronics (Computers).
You are called in to help in the aftermath of a natural disaster. Roll Medic, Admin, or
Leadership 8+.
If you succeed, gain 1d3 Contacts amongst those who you help through the disaster.

24
25
26

If you fail, gain an Enemy as your incompetence somehow adds to their misery.
You are stationed on a backwater planet long enough to see many of the “local attractions.”
Gain one of Carouse, Gambling, Language (Any), or Streetwise.
You are assigned to the Advocate Office of the Imperial Navy / Army, helping with court
martial services. Gain one of Admin, Advocate, Investigate, or Deception.
You’re sent as a field instructor on a long survey mission and pick up a useful skill while
teaching others. Gain one of Survival, Electronics (Sensors), Navigation, or Recon.
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d66

EVENT

31–36 Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
41–46 Naval Event. Roll on the Naval Events or Wartime Events table.
51
A boring assignment in the quartermaster’s office gives you the opportunity to pick up some
extra equipment. Gain an additional Weapon, Armor, or Scientific Equipment Benefit when you
muster out.
52
Dignitaries from the Imperial Senate visit your facility as part of a fact-finding tour. You are
assigned as liaison during their stay. Roll SOC 8+.

d66

EVENT

61

A group of businessmen from a supply company offer you a job as a consultant.
If you accept, you must immediately leave the Imperial Forces. You forfeit your Benefit roll
from this term, but gain a +1DM to one existing Benefit roll and an Ally. You automatically
enter a career in the Citizen Corporate profession next term with a +1DM to all Benefit rolls
earned in that career as a recruiting bonus.

If you succeed, gain one of Diplomat, Steward, or a Contact in the Senatorial entourage.

53

If you fail, you commit a social faux pas that reflects poorly on your unit. Suffer a -1DM to
your next Advancement roll.
The power plant at your facility suffers a sever malfunction. As radiation levels increase, you
are ordered to evacuate. You can stay behind to secure important files or equipment or flee
the scene immediately.

62

If you succeed, you decrypt classified information that would be catastrophic in the wrong
hands. Gain a secret.

If you stay behind, roll Electronics (Computers) or Engineering 8+.
If you succeed, gain a +2DM to your next Advancement roll or a Military Secret.

63

54

If you succeed, your students are well prepared for their future roles. Gain 1d3 contacts.

55

If you fail, it is a black mark on your permanent record. Suffer a -2DM to your next
Advancement roll.
Your ship is severely damaged in battle, and you must run for the escape pods. Roll Athletics
8+ to make it there in time.

If you fail, you can’t get the files open but your investigating triggered a security protocol.
Gain an unknown Enemy.
A surprise inspection catches you on the hop. Roll Admin, Instruction, or Medic 8+.
If you succeed, you pass muster with flying colors. Gain a +2DM to your next Advancement check.

If you fail, you suffer radiation poisoning. Suffer a -2 to STR, DEX, or END but you are
awarded the Purple Heart.
If you flee the scene, one of the other instructors secures the vital items. Gain a Rival.
You are assigned to a prestigious teaching post. Roll Instruction 8+.

If you decline, you stay on good terms with the company and gain a Contact amongst their
executive staff as well as 1,000$ x 1d6 in kickbacks as you help them navigate the maze of
Imperial Forces paperwork and regulations.
While refurbishing some older tech, you discover encrypted research or records stored on a
disused server. Roll Electronics (Computers) 8+.

64
65
66

If you fail, you’re found lacking in protocol and polish. Suffer a -2DM to your next
Advancement check.
You audit an advanced course and pick up some additional training. Roll 1d6 on the Officer
Skill table.
You create an instructional process that leads to a new standardized testing methodology
that is named after you. Gain a +2DM to your next Advancement check.
You are held up as an example of the pinnacle of your profession. You automatically gain a
promotion or a commission and receive the Meritorious Performance of Duties Medal.

If you succeed, trade your harrowing tale in for drinks at the Cantina and gain Carouse.
56

If you fail, roll on the Injury Table and gain an impressive scar.
A fistfight erupts with some frontline troops who refer to rear-echelon types like you by a
disparaging name. Roll Melee (Any) 8+.
If you succeed, earn a measure of begrudging respect form the Imperial Forces regulars.
Gain a Contact.
If you fail, they leave you bruised and humiliated. Gain a Rival.
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IMPERIAL FORCES: ENGINEERING (FLEET SUPPORT BRANCH)

Those who choose to follow this career serve deep in the
bowels of a starship, repairing and maintaining systems and
engines. Skilled Imperial engineers are highly sought after
by private corporations and ship’s crews, as their experience
is very valuable.

ENLISTMENT
INT 8+
-1DM for every previous non-naval career
-2DM if you are age 38 or more.\

ASSIGNMENTS
Damage Control: You were part of a rapid-response team,
fighting fires, rescuing injured crew, and getting weapons
back online.
Electronics: You specialized in the subtleties of circuits and
code.
Mechanics: You specialized in large systems like power
plants and maneuver drives.

CAREER PROGRESS

SURVIVAL ADVANCEMENT COMMISSION
Damage
Control
Electronics
Mechanics

END 7+

INT 5+

—

EDU 6+
INT 5+

INT 6+
EDU 7+

—
INT 8+

SKILLS & TRAINING

1d6 PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

SERVICE SKILLS

ADV. EDUCATION (MIN EDU 8)

1
2
3
4
5
6

Discipline
Electronics (Comms)
Mechanic
Engineer (Any)
Vacc Suit
Electronics (Computers)

Electronics (Sensors)
Broker
Engineer (Any)
Tactics (Naval)
Electronics (Remote Ops)
Leadership

1d6 DAMAGE CONTROL

ELECTRONICS

MECHANICS

1
2
3
4
5
6

Electronics (Comms)
Engineer (Electronics)
Electronics (Computers)
Engineer (Life Support)
Electronics (Sensors)
Science (Any Space)

Mechanic
Electronics (Sensors)
Electronics (Remote Ops)
Engineer (Any)
Science (Any Space)
Mechanic

+1 INT
+1 EDU
+1 STR
+1 DE
Survival
Jack-of-All-Trades

Electronics (Remote Ops)
Medic
Engineer (Any Drive)
Engineer (Power)
Mechanic
Electronics (Sensors)

RANKS & SKILLS

RANK NCO

SKILL OR BENEFIT

RANK OFFICER

SKILL OR BENEFIT

E1
E2
E3
E4
E5
E6

—
Mechanic 1
—
Engineering (Any) 1
—
Instruction 1

O1
O2
O3
O4
O5

Melee (Bludgeon) 1
—
Engineering (Any) 1
—
Science (Any Space) 1

Ablesman Recruit
Engineer Recruit
Engineer Apprentice
Engineer 3rd Class
Engineer 2nd Class
Engineer 1st Class

BENEFITS

1d6 CREDITS

OTHER BENEFIT

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Scientific Equipment
Hover Skiff
+1 EDU
1 Ship Shares
Astromech Droid
2 Ship Shares
Ship’s Boat or 3 Ship Shares

3,000$
5,000$
7,000$
10,000$
13,000$
16,000$
20,000$
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Ensign
Sublieutenant
Lieutenant
Lieutenant Commander
Commander

MISHAP TABLE

EVENTS TABLE

2d6 MISHAP

d66

EVENT

2
3

11
12

Disaster! Roll on the mishap table, but you are not ejected from this career.
A secondary explosion leaves the ship in great danger. Roll Engineer (Any) 8+ to bring the
situation under control.

4

5

6
7

Severely wounded. Roll twice on the Injury Table and take the lower result.
A practical joke against a rival crew involving a backflow to their waste disposal systems
backfires when a visiting Moff uses the facilities instead. You are dismissed from the service
and the reason for your dismissal becomes legendary throughout the subsector. Gain an
appropriate nickname.
Your negligence during a routine engineering project results in an injury to a colleague.
Although it costs you your place in the Imperial Navy, he or she never forgives you for the
accident. Gain a Rival.
You are caught in an engine explosion and severely injured. Suffer -1 STR, DEX, and END. You
are medically discharged, but gain 2 additional Benefit rolls in exchange for your silence, as
the cause was faulty parts or construction.
You are placed in the frozen watch and something goes wrong with your capsule. One of your
limbs atrophies. You are provided with a cybernetic replacement but must leave Imperial service.
You are accused of negligence of duty when your ship breaks down while on a key mission.
Roll Advocate 8+.

If you succeed, gain a +2DM to your next Advancement roll.
13

If you succeed, you are exonerated and lose nothing.
14
15

8

9
10
11

12

If you fail, you also suffer a -2DM to Advancement rolls this term.
You are given combat training to ready for a major campaign. Gain one of Melee (Blade),
Medic, or Gun Combat (Any).
You are assigned to a ship on its final shakedown cruise and everything goes wrong. Roll
Mechanic 8+.
If you succeed, you get the ship in shape just before final inspection. Gain a +2DM to your
next Advancement roll.

If you succeed, you beat the charges and may stay in this career.
If you fail, you are issued a dishonorable discharge and lose one Benefit roll from this career.
You lose money assisting the “widow of a deposed planetary leader” as she tries to transfer
funds off planet. You may not roll on the Cash Benefit table for this career and the ridicule of
your crew mates for falling for the scam forces you to leave the service.
After a particularly brutal engagement you suffer from post-traumatic stress and are medically
discharged.
While drinking at a Cantina, you let slip some sensitive technical information. Your
incompetence leads to your dismissal.
You are heavily irradiated in a reactor accident. Suffer -2 to STR and END. Gain a dependence
on a radiation treatment drug (50$ per dose / 6 month shelf life) that counters the effects of
the statistics loss as long as you take your weekly dosage.
Injured. Roll once on the Injury Table.

If you fail, roll on the Injury Table.
You are accused of a failure of discipline. If you accept the charge, lose the Benefit roll
associated with this term. If you contest the charges, roll Advocate 8+.

16
21
22

If you fail, the inspection is a disaster. Suffer a -2DM to your next Advancement roll.
You stand out from the rank and file, and are groomed for advancement by a superior. Gain
either Leadership or a +1DM to your next Advancement roll.
You are given advanced training. Roll 1d6 on the Officer Training table.
You have the chance to save a fellow crewman. If you wish to make the attempt, roll END 8+.
If you succeed, gain an Ally in the crewman you save and you’re awarded the Medal for
Conspicuous Gallantry (MCG).
If you fail, you are injured in the attempt, but gain a Contact as he always remembers what
you tried to do.

23

If you choose not to save the crewman, he dies and you gain a Dark chip.
You are baffled by the latest technological systems that are installed on your ship. Roll
Engineer (Any) or Computer 8+.
If you succeed, you may increase the skill you used by one rank.
If you fail, you have a -2DM to your next Advancement check.
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d66

EVENT

d66

EVENT

24

The base or ship on which you are stationed is targeted by a terrorist bomb, which you
discover. You can attempt to disarm it or evacuate the area and call in the anti-explosives team.

62

You are assigned to a prototype ship during her early trial runs. Roll Engineer (Any) 8+.
If you succeed, the trial was a success and you gain a high-ranking Contact amongst the
ship’s command staff.

If you attempt to disarm the device, roll Explosives 8+.
If you succeed, gain a +2DM to your next Advancement check.
If you fail, roll twice on the Injury Table and take the lower result.
If you flee, the bomb goes off with devastating result. You are forced from this career as your
posting has been destroyed.
25
You attend a series of motivational training sessions. Roll EDU 8+ to gain any one skill from
the Personal Development list.
26
A long patrol puts a strain on a friendship. Downgrade one Ally to a Contact, or lose one Contact.
If you don’t have an Ally or a Contact, gain a Rival in the crewman you’ve been stuck with.
31–36 Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
41–46 Naval Event. Roll on the Naval Events table.
51
You are assigned to help an absent-minded researcher in the field of theoretical propulsion
design. Gain him as a Contact.
52
You are given responsibilities for weapon maintenance. Gain Gunner (Any).
53
You show an uncanny ability to get more from the engines than specifications deem possible.
This gains you recognition from senior command officers who look to help your career. Gain a
+2DM to your next Advancement roll.
54
You are given a new assignment and have to learn new systems. Gain one of Engineer (Any),
Electronics (Sensors), or Electronics (Comms).
55
You learn that your new commander is a little in awe of those who manage his ship’s systems
and you are able to scale down the scope of your duties by exaggerating problems and then
delivering “early” results. Gain one of Persuade, or Deception.
56
You serve under a legendary Engineering officer. Roll Engineer (Any) or Mechanic 8+.

63
64
65
66

If you fail, there is an accident. You find yourself stranded on a distant planet and gain
Survival, but are forced to muster out of this career.
Your new commander is a stickler, ensuring that you are constantly busy with checking and
rechecking your systems. Gain one of Admin, Engineer (Any), Mechanic, or Computer.
You come across a piece of alien technology. You can sell it for a Cash Benefit roll with a
+1DM, or keep it and gain a Secret.
You discover an engineering advancement that gains you notoriety. The theory or piece of
hardware is named after you and you gain +4DM to your next Advancement roll.
Your quick thinking saves lives and ships during a massive battle. You automatically gain a
promotion or a commission and receive the Meritorious Performance of Duties Medal.

If you succeed, he is sufficiently impressed by your skills and assigns you to an advanced
training program. Increase any one Engineering or Mechanic skill you already have by one rank.
If you fail, he makes you learn the basics again. Gain one of Engineer (Any) 0 or Mechanic 0
that you do not already possess.

61

If you already know all applicable skills at level 0 or higher, gain Instruction as you pick up
some new teaching techniques.
You acquit yourself well during a battle. Roll Discipline 8+.
If you succeed, you gain a +4DM to your next Advancement check.
If you fail, roll on the Injury Table but gain +1DM to one Benefit roll.
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IMPERIAL FORCES: GUNNERY

While computers control the majority of a ship’s weapons,
there is still a need for trained Imperial gunners to take
over in the event of systems failure, or when force-like gut
instinct serves better at shooting down fighters than any
tracking system.

ENLISTMENT
INT 8+
-1DM for every previous non-naval career
-2DM if you are age 38 or more

ASSIGNMENTS
Fire Control: You plotted the movements of enemy vessels
and coordinated long-distance barrages against capital
targets.
Turret: Either from a bubble of steel and plastic or behind a
console, you operated the small rapid-fire guns of a starship.
Countermeasures: You ran the ECM grid on a starship,
providing the last line of defense.

CAREER PROGRESS
SURVIVAL ADVANCEMENT
Fire Control
Turret
Countermeasures

EDU 5+
DEX 7+
INT 6+

INT 7+
END 5+
EDU 6+

COMMISSION
—
—
EDU 8+

SKILLS & TRAINING

1d6 PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

SERVICE SKILLS

ADV. EDUCATION (MIN EDU 8)

1
2
3
4
5
6

Discipline
Electronics (Sensors)
Electronics (Comms)
Gun Combat (Any)
Mechanic
Gunner (Any)

Electronics (Sensors)
Gunnery (Any)
Electronics (Computers)
Tactics (Naval)
Science (Any Space)
Leadership

1d6 FIRE CONTROL

TURRET

COUNTERMEASURES

1
2
3
4
5
6

Gunner (Turret)
Engineer (Electronics)
Electronics (Sensors)
Tactics (Naval)
Pilot (Small Craft / Spacecraft)
Gunner (Turret)

Gunner (Screens)
Electronics (Sensors)
Electronics (Comms)
Leadership
Electronics (Computers)
Gunner (Screens)

+1 DEX
+1 INT
+1 EDU
+1 END
Athletics (Any)
Discipline

Gunner (Capital / Artillery)
Tactics (Naval)
Electronics (Sensors)
Electronics (Computers)
Electronics (Comms)
Gunner (Capital / Artillery)

RANKS & SKILLS

RANK NCO

SKILL OR BENEFIT

RANK OFFICER

SKILL OR BENEFIT

E2
E3
E4
E5
E6

Gunner (Any) 1
—
Recon 1
—
+1 DEX

O3
O4
O5
O6

—
Tactics (Naval) 1
Leadership 1
+1 SOC

Gunner Recruit
Gunner Apprentice
Gunner 3rd Class
Gunner 2nd Class
Gunner 1st Class

BENEFITS

1d6 CREDITS

OTHER BENEFIT

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Contact
Weapon
Armor
Combat Implant
Ally or 1 Ship Share
+1 INT or +1 DEX
2 Ship Shares

3,000$
5,000$
7,000$
10,000$
13,000$
16,000$
20,000$
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Lieutenant
Lieutenant Commander
Commander
Captain

MISHAP TABLE

EVENTS TABLE

2d6 MISHAP

d66

EVENT

2
3

11
12

Disaster! Roll on the mishap table, but you are not ejected from this career.
You are ordered to bombard a peaceful planet from orbit.

4
5

6
7

8

9

Severely wounded. Roll twice on the Injury Table and take the lower result.
During a battle you accidentally fire upon an Imperial ship. The inquiry reaches a ‘Friendly Fire’
verdict, but your career prospects are destroyed as a result.
Your ship is destroyed in battle. You survive, but your career in the Imperial Navy is over.
Your guns jam or malfunction during a crucial exercise or combat. The mechanics that look
over the system afterwards claim they are in perfect working order and you are presumed to
have frozen under stress. You are discharged and gain the mechanic who lied to protect his
own career as a Rival.
A glitch in your targeting system means that you fail a critical test. Take the technician who
ruined your career as a Rival.
Your inability to manage your schedule gets you thrown out of the Imperial Navy when you
manage to sleep through your ship’s departure from port. For the third time. Gain one of
Carouse, or Gambler.
You gain a reputation (and appropriate nickname) as a maverick that takes unnecessary
risks. However, your failure to conform to standard military operating procedures leads to
your discharge.
Other gunners on your ship are using combat drugs to increase their reaction times. You can
join them or not.

If you refuse to obey this order, you suffer a -4DM to your next Advancement roll but gain
1d3 Allies amongst the populous.

13

If you choose to attempt to rescue him roll STR or DEX 8+
If you succeed, gain +2DM on your next advancement roll as the Empire gains important
military information.
If you fail, roll on the Injury Table.
14
15

10
11

12

If you let him sit in the burning wreckage, he manages to extract himself. Gain an Enemy.
Your ship is part of a display of Imperial Naval “good will” and strength. Gain one of Carouse,
Diplomat, or Streetwise.
You are challenged to a sharp-shooting contest. If you accept, wager 1 to 3 Benefit rolls and
roll Gunner 10+.
If you win, add the number wagered to your Benefit roll total and gain the challenger as a
Contact.

If you do so, you may continue on this career but take an addiction to combat drugs.
If you do not do so, you fall behind and are replaced.
In a moment of rage you strike a superior who is mistreating an Ablesman. You are
dishonorably discharged but gain an Ally.
During a battle you hit and severely damage an Imperial destroyer. The inquiry reaches a
verdict of Negligence. Your career is over and you suffer a -2DM to your Mustering Out rolls.
You also gain an Enemy as one of the men who died as a result of your actions was the son of
a vindictive officer who will see you punished in more creative ways.
Injured. Roll once on the Injury Table.

If you follow this order, gain a +2DM to your next Advancement roll, but gain 1d3 Enemies
amongst the extended families of those slaughtered in the attack.
A fighter or small enemy ship crashes into your turret or station. The pilot is still alive.

If you lose, deduct the number wagered from your Benefit roll total and gain the challenger as
a Rival.
16
21
22

If you stay out of the contest, gain an appropriately negative nickname that sticks with you.
Your well-placed shot turns the tide in a key battle. Gain Tactics (Naval) or take a +2DM to
your next Advancement roll.
You are given advanced training in your specialist field. Throw EDU 8+ to gain one level in
any skill you already have.
An explosion occurs in your section. Roll Discipline or Engineer (Any) 8+ to assist the damage
control party.
If you succeed, roll 1d6 on the Engineering / Damage Control specialist table and gain that skill.

23

If you fail, roll on the Injury Table.
You are given advanced training. Roll 1d6 on the Officer Training table.
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24

An enemy flagship is heavily damaged and you have targeted an escape pod that holds the
enemy commanding officer.

61

You are entered in an inter-fleet gunnery competition. Roll Gunner (turrets) 10+.
If you succeed, your commanding officer gives you a field promotion. Immediately gain an
Advancement in rank.

He offers his surrender if you will vouch for his safety, but you know that your commander
wants him dead.
If you accept his surrender, gain the enemy commanding officer as an Ally.
25

62

If you destroy his escape pod, gain your commander as an Ally.
You are ordered to lead an assault against an enemy strongpoint. Roll Tactics (Naval) or
Discipline 8+.

Roll Gunner (Any) 8+.
If you succeed, gain a Contact amongst the Stormtroopers.

If you succeed, gain Leadership.
26

If you fail, suffer a -2DM on your next advancement roll.
You are ordered to bombard an enemy position that is very close to a civilian population center.

63

Obey this questionable order and gain a +2DM to your next Advancement roll, but suffer -1 SOC.

If you succeed, the ship is kept from harm and you gain a +1DM to your next Advancement roll.

If you fail, you are demoted one rank for your reckless actions.
Your vessel is boarded by incredibly brave, stupid, or desperate raiders. Against all odds they
make their way to your part of the ship and you are involved in hand-to-hand combat. Roll
Melee (Any) 8+.
If you succeed, you manage to survive the fight unscathed.

54
55
56

64

If you fail, the ship takes damage and you suffer -1DM to your next Advancement roll.
While on a routine border patrol, you fire on a suspicious vessel. It turns out the ship was
suffering a major system malfunctions rather than displaying nefarious intent. Roll Advocate 8+.
If you succeed, you suffer no ill consequences as you are deemed to have acted within
standard military procedures.

53

If you fail, you call fire down on your own position. Roll on the Injury Table and gain a Rival
amongst the injured Stormtroopers.
After hearing reports of a suspected radiation leak on your ship, you start feeling quite ill and
your hair falls out.
Expecting the worst, you strive to make the most of the time you have left. Gain one of
Carouse, Gambler, Drive (Speeder), or Melee (Unarmed) as you party like there’s no tomorrow.

Refuse, and suffer a -2DM to your next Advancement roll, but gain +1 SOC.
31–36 Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
41–46 Naval Event. Roll on the Naval Events table.
51
Your ship misjumps into an asteroid field. Roll Gunner (turret or screens) 8+.

52

If you fail, gain 1d3 Rivals from amongst your crew mates who lost a ton of credits betting on you.
You are assigned as a forward observer and Naval support attached to Stormtroopers that
are fighting on a hostile world.

After a few weeks, you start to feel better and a visit to the doctor reveals you were merely
infected with an alien parasite. You fully recover and your hair grows back, even if its color
permanently has an odd, greenish tint.
You find yourself in the heat of battle against an enemy battle cruiser. Roll Gunner (Any) 10+.
If you are successful, you fire the kill shot that takes down the enemy ship. Gain a +4DM to
your next Advancement roll.

65

66

If you fail, your ship is heavily damaged in the exchange. Roll twice on the Injury Table and
take the lower result.
Your ship is destroyed above a planet on the edges of known space and your lone escape pod
makes you the sole survivor. Driven to search for food after your supply of emergency rations runs
out, you find a cave with brackish water and a strange assortment of edible fungi on which you
manage to survive until you’re eventually found by a long-range scout ship. You may immediately
test for Force Potential, and if you wish, may take the Force: The Gray career path next term.
Your fire team is the best and most accurate in the fleet. You automatically gain a promotion
or a commission and receive the Meritorious Performance of Duties Medal.

If you fail, roll on the Injury Table.
You are given responsibilities for weapon maintenance and gain one of Engineer (Power), or
Engineer (Electronics).
You are assigned to a new ship, only to kill the ship’s mascot your first day on board after
mistaking it for vermin. You are ostracized by the crew and gain 1d3 Rivals.
Your quick trigger finger saves a renowned TIE pilot who befriends you. Gain a Contact and
Pilot (Small Craft).
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IMPERIAL FORCES: FLIGHT OPERATIONS (FLIGHT BRANCH)

Flight Ops works closely with the bridge crew and operate
everything from transport vessels to Star Destroyers. This is
the usual advancement path for those seeking command of
a starship.

ENLISTMENT
DEX 8+ and 1 Naval Term
-1DM for every previous non-naval career
-2DM if you are age 38 or more.

ASSIGNMENTS
Astrogation: You plotted jumps and guided starships
through space.
Helm: You piloted the starship.
Sensors: You peered into screens looking for the telltale
flicker of enemy ships or spacial anomalies.

SKILLS & TRAINING

1d6 PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

SERVICE SKILLS

ADV. EDUCATION (MIN EDU 8)

1
2
3
4
5
6

Discipline
Pilot (Any)
Electronics (Comms)
Sensors
Gun Combat (Any)
Astrogation

Tactics (Naval)
Electronics (Computers)
Space Science (Any)
Engineering (Electronics)
Astrogation
Engineering (Any)

1d6 ASTROGATION

HELM

SENSORS

1
2
3
4
5
6

Pilot (Any)
Gunner (Any)
Electronics (Comms)
Mechanic
Recon
Pilot (Any)

Electronics (Sensors)
Tactics (Naval)
Electronics (Remote Ops)
Space Science (Any)
Electronics (Computers)
Electronics (Sensors)

Discipline
+1 INT
+1 END
+1 SOC
+1 DEX
+1 EDU

Astrogation
Electronics (Computers)
Electronics (Comms)
Space Science (Any)
Navigation
Astrogation

RANKS & SKILLS
CAREER PROGRESS

SURVIVAL ADVANCEMENT COMMISSION
Astrogation
Helm
Sensors

INT 5+
DEX 6+
EDU 7+

EDU 7+
EDU 6+
INT5+

—
—
EDU 8+

BENEFITS

1d6 CREDITS

OTHER BENEFIT

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

+1 EDU
1 Ship Share
Retainer
Combat Implant
+1 INT
+1 SOC
Personal Shuttle or 3 Ship Shares

5,000$
7,000$
10,000$
13,000$
16,000$
24,000$
32,000$

RANK NCO

SKILL OR BENEFIT

RANK OFFICER

SKILL OR BENEFIT

E3

Ablesman

O2

Sublieutenant

Leadership 1

E4
E5
E6
E7
E8
E9

Petty Officer 3rd Class
Petty Officer 2nd Class
Petty Officer 1st Class
Chief Petty Officer
Senior CPO
Master Chief

Electronics (Computers)
1
—
Pilot (Any) 1
—
Astrogation 1
Leadership 1
+1 SOC

O3
O4
O5
O6

Lieutenant
Lieutenant Commander
Commander
Captain

—
Tactics (Naval) 1
+1 Benefit Roll
+1 SOC
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EVENTS TABLE

2d6 MISHAP

d66

EVENT

2
3

11
12

Disaster! Roll on the mishap table, but you are not ejected from this career.
Your ship is involved in a first contact with an alien species. Gain one of Life Science,
Diplomat, Electronics (Remote Ops), or an alien Contact.
You participate in a series of war games. Roll Tactics (Naval) 8+.

4

Severely wounded. Roll twice on the Injury Table and take the lower result.
Either tiredness or negligence turns a routine maneuver into a collision with another ship. You
are discharged for the error.
You serve under a captain who is overly strict. Roll Pilot, Electronics (Comms), and Electronics
(Sensors) 8+.

13

If you succeed, your skill is noted and you’re assigned to advanced training. Roll on the
Officer skills table.

If you succeed at all three, you may continue in this career and gain a +2DM to your next
advancement roll.
5

6
7
8

9

10
11

12

If you fail any of them, leave this career and gain the captain as a Rival.
Other members of the flight deck crew on your ship are using stimulants to increase their endurance.

14

If you fail, your lack of skill is noted and you suffer a -1DM to your next Advancement roll.
Your ship is assigned to a pirate-hunting mission. To your surprise, one of your Contacts is a
member of the pirate crew. You do your best to intercede on their behalf. Roll Advocate 8+.

If you choose to also use them, you continue on this career, but gain an addiction to stimulants.

Succeed, and you may keep the Contact.

If you do not use them, you fall behind and are replaced.
Your ship mis-jumps, and you spend months stranded in deep space. Inquiries into the cause
drive you out of the service.
A superior officer develops inappropriate feelings for you that you manage to rebuff. They
become vindictive and force you out of the service. Gain the officer as an Enemy.
After a particularly robust shore leave you invite a couple of your new drinking buddies onto
your ship that is currently docked in port. Sneaking past the security personnel on board, you
are determined to show your guests what a great pilot you are. In the process you collide with
a Senator’s yacht and, after a highly publicized military trial, you’re dismissed for negligence
and gross incompetence. Lose all Benefit rolls from this career.
A hyperspace jump is particularly harrowing and you develop a complex called Jump Space
Blindspot Phobia (JSBP) that is caused by gazing for too long into the strange null–zone of jump
space. You are mustered out of the service as a result. You can still make jump trips, but must
roll END 9+ to avoid becoming an emotional, dysfunctional wreck for the length of the voyage.
One of your orders or decisions sends several crewmen to their deaths. You leave the service, but
gain an extra Skill roll on your assignment table thanks to the long shifts you put in due to the guilt.
A disagreement with an unstable colleague over a minor decision descends into an unseemly
brawl on the bridge of your ship. As this was not the first breach of discipline for either of you,
gain a Rival as you’re both drummed out of the service.
Injured. Roll once on the Injury Table.

Fail, and they are imprisoned and blame you. Gain them as an Enemy.
15

If you don’t have a Contact, gain one from the crew of the Pirate ship that eludes your pursuit.
You are invited to dine at the Captain’s table. Roll Carouse, Diplomat, or Steward 8+.
If you succeed, gain the Captain as a Contact.

16

21
22
23

If you fail, you’re sent to etiquette school. Gain Steward.
You find yourself taking command when a hit to the bridge incapacitates the senior staff.
Gain Leadership and a +2DM to your next Advancement roll (in any naval career) for your
heroism and quick actions.
Your commanding officer takes an interest in your career. Gain a +4DM to your next
Advancement roll thanks to his aid.
You are given advanced training in your field. Throw EDU 8+ to gain one level in any skill you
already have.
You have a chance to save a fellow crewman after an accident on board. If you wish to make
the attempt, roll END 8+.
If you succeed, gain a Contact.
If you fail, you are injured. Roll on the Injury Table.

24

If you don’t try, he is seriously injured and blames you. Gain an Enemy.
You are assigned to pilot a supply ship to the outer rim of the galaxy with only the ship’s
computer and your droids to keep you company. You gain an affinity for all things mechanical
(+1DM to any Mechanic roll) as well as a Droid who is your best friend.
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25

You are given a temporary supervisory assignment and many watch your career closely. Roll
Discipline 8+.

54

While on third shift, your sensors have difficulty charting an asteroid field dead ahead. Roll
Pilot (Any) or Electronics (Sensors) 8+.
If you succeed, you manage to avoid a collision. Gain +2DM to your next Advancement roll.
If you fail, you are subsequently demoted one Rank level and cited for dereliction of duty.
You serve under a renowned Commander who encourages his men to improve their skills
wherever possible with intense training programs. Roll 1d6 on your Specialist Skills table.
You are engaged in a prolonged campaign of cat and mouse against bloodthirsty raiders. Roll
Pilot or Astrogation 8+.

If you succeed, gain either Leadership or take a +2DM to your next Advancement roll due to
your performance.
If you fail, you are re-assigned. Muster out of Flight Operations and move to another branch
of the Imperial Navy for which you qualify with a +1DM to your roll.
26
You are present at one of the greatest naval engagements of recent times. Gain Tactics (Naval).
31–36 Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
41–46 Naval Event. Roll on the Naval Event table.
51
You’re chosen to represent the bridge crew in the inter-fleet boxing competition. Roll Melee
(Any unarmed) 10+.

55
56

If you succeed, gain one of Leadership 1 or Tactics (Naval).
61

If you succeed, you’re crowned Inter-Fleet Champion and gain +2DM to one Cash Benefit roll.

52

If you fail, you’re just another brawler who has nothing more than a broken nose that never
sets right to show for it.
Your ship is ordered by an “emissary of the Emperor” to attack civilian targets that are
supposedly supporting enemy insurgent forces. While this figure is not a member of the
Imperial Navy, there is an unmistakable air of importance around him. The decision of the
ship’s commanding officer has an effect on the entire crew. Roll 1d6.
1

Your superior acknowledges the order and carries it out with maximum effect. Gain
Gunner (Artillery).

2

Your superior executes the mission and proudly takes public credit for the assault. Suffer
-1 SOC.

3

Your mission seems guided by unseen forces. You may test your Force Potential and, if
you show aptitude, automatically qualify to follow a Force path in your next term.

4

Your superior successfully suggests a diplomatic option. Gain Diplomacy.

5

Your superior minimizes the effects of the strike. Suffer -1DM on a Benefit roll, but gain
Tactics (Naval).

62

If you report their activities, you gain a +4DM to your next Advancement check and gain an Enemy.
63

If you keep quiet, you gain +1 Benefit Roll and a Contact.
Though highly successful, your crew is disbanded due to political pressure regarding your brutal
tactics. You can either request a transfer to a different posting or accept your fate and move on.
If you move to another ship, you stay in this career and work hard to clean up your
reputation. Gain Discipline and +1 SOC as you become the model Imperial Forces soldier.

64

65

If you accept your fate, you muster out and continue your ways in a more profitable
profession. You may automatically Qualify for any Rogue career path of your choosing.
You are the sole survivor of the destruction of a major warship on two occasions, marking you as a
Jonah. In your attempts to disguise your history, gain Deception. However many Navy and ex-Navy
personnel treat you with a great deal of suspicion if they discover your identity and history.
Your commanding officer becomes dangerously unhinged following an extended campaign
against insurgent forces. You’re months from returning to any Imperial base and several
officers elect to mutiny for the safety of the ship and crew.
If you support your commander, your loyalty is noted and you gain a +4DM to your next
Advancement check. You also gain 1d3 Imperial Navy Officers as Rivals as they are ejected
from their career(s) as a result.

6
53

If you fail, you are lured into their trap. Roll on the Injury Table.
Your commander and his executive officer are constantly at loggerheads. Gain Diplomat 1 as
you try to stay out of it!
You catch a superior officer in an inappropriate act with a crewman of lower rank.

Your superior refuses and is Force choked for his insolence. You are automatically
promoted or commissioned.
While on patrol near the edge of known space you’re ambushed by a massive ship of
unknown design. Roll Astrogation 8+.

If you elect to join the mutiny, immediately gain a Field Commission or automatic Advancement.
Then roll Advocate or Diplomat 8+ to explain your actions at the ensuing Court Martial.

If you succeed, you plot an escape course, suffering minimal contact with the enemy. Gain an
Ally in your Captain.

If you succeed, you are exonerated for your extreme actions and no disciplinary action is taken.
If you fail, you are demoted one Rank level for your part in the plot.

If you fail, your ship is engaged in a lengthy battle and you barely survive. Roll on the Injury Table.
66

In either case, gain your former Commander as an Enemy.
You become an indispensable part of the bridge staff. You automatically gain a promotion or a
commission and receive the Meritorious Performance of Duties Medal.
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IMPERIAL FORCES: PILOT (FLIGHT BRANCH)

Pilots operate small craft, such as shuttles and fighters. It is
one of the most hazardous naval assignments, leaving the
protection of a mighty starship to land on dangerous planets
or fly through a hail of fire.

ENLISTMENT
DEX 9+
-1DM for every previous non-naval career
-2DM if you are age 38 or more.

ASSIGNMENTS
Fighter Pilot: You piloted a small, heavily armed combat ship.
Shuttle Pilot: You piloted a small utility vehicle, such as a
shuttle, cutter, or ship’s boat.
Special Operations: You piloted a small craft in support of
marine troops, such as a boarding shuttle or stealth craft.

SKILLS & TRAINING

1d6 PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

SERVICE SKILLS

ADV. EDUCATION (MIN EDU 8)

1
2
3
4
5
6

Pilot (Small Craft)
Electronics (Sensors)
Astrogation
Gunner (Turret)
Mechanic
Gun Combat (Blaster Pistol)

Engineer (Any)
Electronics (Comms)
Astrogation
Tactics (Naval)
Space Science (Any)
Leadership

1d6 FIGHTER PILOT

SHUTTLE PILOT

SPECIAL OPERATIONS

1
2
3
4
5
6

Pilot (Small Craft)
Admin
Electronics (Comms)
Leadership
Astrogation
Electronics (Remote Ops)

Pilot (Small Craft or Spacecraft)
Gunner (Turret)
Stealth
Gun Combat (Any)
Streetwise
Flyer(Any)

Carouse
+1 END
+1 DEX
+1 INT
+1 EDU
Discipline

Pilot (Small Craft)
Gunner (Turret)
Athletics (Any)
Tactics (Naval)
Electronics (Comms)
Pilot (Small Craft)

RANKS & SKILLS
CAREER PROGRESS

SURVIVAL ADVANCEMENT COMMISSION
Fighter Pilot
Shuttle Pilot
Spec Ops

DEX 7+
EDU 5+
END 6+

EDU 5+
INT 7+
INT 6+

—
—
EDU 8+

RANK NCO

SKILL OR BENEFIT

RANK OFFICER

SKILL OR BENEFIT

E2
E3
E4
E5
E6

Pilot (Small Craft) 1
—
Gunner (Turret) 1
—
+1 DEX

O2
O3
O4
O5

Tactics (Naval) 1
—
Leadership 1
+1 SOC

Pilot Apprentice
Pilot 3rd Class
Pilot 2nd Class
Pilot 1st Class
Chief Pilot

BENEFITS

1d6 CREDITS

OTHER BENEFIT

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

1 Ship Share
Weapon or Armor
+1 DEX
Ship’s Boat
2 Ship Shares
+1 INT or Astromech Droid
Personal Shuttle or 3 Ship Shares

3,000$
5,000$
7,000$
10,000$
13,000$
16,000$
20,000$
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Sublieutenant
Lieutenant
Lieutenant Commander
Commander

MISHAP TABLE

EVENTS TABLE

2d6 MISHAP

d66

EVENT

2
3

11
12

Disaster! Roll on the mishap table, but you are not ejected from this career.
You are assigned to act as escort to an important convoy. Before the mission, ISB agents who
wish to attack the convoy and frame a mega-corporation to gain political leverage contact you.

4

5

6

7

8

9
10
11

12

Severely wounded. Roll twice on the Injury Table and take the lower result.
New tactical priorities in your sector see small craft becoming a neglected part of the fleet
in favor of Star Destroyers. You eventually have enough of making do with old and unsafe
equipment and resign in protest.
Your shuttle suffers an engine failure and goes adrift without power. There isn’t enough air
for the crew, and you are forced to draw lots to determine survival order. When you’re finally
recovered as the lone survivor, the anguish over the loss of your crew mates causes you to
leave the career at the earliest opportunity.
Your automated landing sequence malfunctions when returning to the hangar bay of your
command ship. The crash landing results in the loss of an eye that is replaced with a
cybernetic ocular implant and your medical dismissal from the Imperial Navy.
You are accused of negligent piloting, but you maintain the fault was with traffic control. You
fail to convince the authorities of where the blame really lies, are mustered out of the service,
and gain a Rival in Imperial traffic control.
A stunt flying competition turns disastrous and a colleague is killed. The subsequent inquiry
reaches a Negligence verdict. Your career is over and you suffer a -2DM to your Mustering Out roll
for this term. You also gain an Enemy because one of the men who died as a result of your actions
was the son of a vindictive officer who will see you punished in other, more creative ways.
You lead a spectacularly successful attack against a major warship. Unfortunately, your success
was due to the fact that it was an undercover ISB vessel that you were not briefed about and
should not have engaged. While cleared of direct blame, you find that the dark looks wherever
you go are too much to bear and you leave the service. You also gain an Enemy from the ISB.
You nick the wing of another ship during a combat take–off procedure and you wreck both
ships, ruining your career.
Your shuttle is ambushed by enemy forces and you are captured. Your career is over, but you
may automatically qualify for the Pirate or Smuggler professions next term.
A failure of your navigation computer results in a minor collision with another ship. The
subsequent inquiry reaches a Non-Negligence verdict, but you can’t seem to pull it together
again in combat situations. You are mustered out, but maintain your benefits from this term.
You also suffer a -1DM to any combat-related Piloting roll.
Injured. Roll once on the Injury Table.

If you maintain your original mission, roll Pilot (Small Craft) or Gunner (Turret) 8+.
If you succeed, gain a +2DM to your Advancement roll this term and an Enemy in the ISS.
If you fail, roll on the Injury Table.

13
14

If you betray your mission, gain 1d3 extra Benefit rolls for this career and automatically
qualify for any Agent career for your next term, but you must leave the Imperial Navy.
Your shuttle is forced to land on a wilderness planet. Gain one of Survival, Recon, Animals
(Any), or Seafaring.
You are asked to volunteer for an extremely hazardous mission. If you accept, roll Pilot 10+.
If you succeed, gain a +3DM to a Medals and Commendations roll.

15
16

If you fail, roll twice on the Injury Table and take the lower result.
You lead a risky assault mission in deep space. Either gain Tactics (Naval), or take a +2DM to
your next Advancement roll.
You have an opportunity to serve as part of an elite aerial display team for the Empire. Roll
Pilot 10+ to qualify.
If you succeed, you automatically gain a Commission or an Advancement if you’re already an officer.

21
22
23

If you fail, you gain the unflattering nickname of Washout.
You are sent to Flight College for re-training. Gain one of Pilot (Small Craft or Spacecraft),
Leadership, or Recon.
Your squadron was put into reserve duty this term. Gain one of Admin, Mechanic, or Computer.
You have the chance to save the life of a senior officer during a firefight. If you want to take
the chance, roll Pilot (Any) 8+.
If you succeed, your commanding officer becomes an Ally.
If you fail, roll on the Injury Table with a -1DM. Gain your grateful commanding officer as a Contact.

24

25

If you choose to not risk it, your superior survives but your lack of courage makes them an Enemy.
An unknown ship matches speed with your convoy, and your commander orders drills to show
your readiness for battle. Roll Discipline 8+. If you succeed, the enemy ship breaks off and
you gain a +2DM to your next advancement roll.
You are involved in a series of extremely deadly dogfights. Roll Pilot (Small Craft) 10+.
If you succeed, gain a +4DM to your next Advancement roll, +1 SOC, and an appropriately
deadly nickname.
If you fail, you survive but are injured in the fighting. Roll twice on the Injury Table and take
the lower result.
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d66

EVENT

26

You star in a series of recruiting documentaries featuring your assignment as a pilot in the
Imperial Navy. This leads to you having a stalker who harbors a deep resentment towards
you because the series caused him to enlist. Gain an Enemy.
31–36 Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
41–46 Naval Event. Roll on the Naval Event table.
51
There is a fuel-leak in your assigned craft. Roll Investigate 8+ to notice it.

d66

EVENT

56

The people of a small outer rim world beg for assistance from Imperial Naval military forces,
but you are ordered not to intervene. The peoples’ cause is just, and you can ‘unofficially’ aid
them by secretly supporting them with weaponry or intelligence. If you choose to do so, roll
Deception 8+.
If you succeed, gain an Ally amongst the leadership of the planet.
If you fail, your insubordination is discovered and you suffer a -2DM to your next
Advancement roll.

If you succeed, gain a +2DM to your next Advancement roll and the Master Chief Engineer as
a Contact.
52

If you fail, suffer -1 from STR or END due to long-term exposure to fuel vapors.
You get into a major argument with your superior over standing orders. Roll Advocate or SOC 8+.

61

If you succeed, you spend some time living off the land before rescuers find you. Gain one of
Survival or Recon.

If you succeed, your argument manages to change procedures on base. You gain a +4DM to
your next Advancement roll.

53

If you fail, your commanding officer remembers your insolence when promotions are
considered. You automatically fail your Advancement roll this term.
You’re assigned as a shuttle pilot on a covert mission, taking an unmarked cargo container to
Nar Shaddaa. Roll 1d6.
1

62
63

Your mission goes off without incident and you’re never sure what you were carrying.
Gain Astrogation

2

You arrive with the cargo, but the recipients are nowhere to be found. Gain Barter

3

Your group is attacked at the spaceport and the cargo is stolen. Suffer a -2DM to your
next Advancement roll

4

You are brought along when the cargo is delivered. Gain Streetwise

5

Your ship is attacked en route and you barely survive the conflict and deliver the cargo.
Roll on the Injury Table

If you succeed, your input is invaluable and you even learn something from the eggheads.
Gain Engineer (Any).

55

If you fail, you nearly starve to death before being rescued. Suffer -2 amongst STR, DEX, and END.
A strange alien virus takes a toll on your unit, leaving it severely understaffed. Gain Jack-ofAll-Trades as you are forced to cope without the skilled support you are used to.
You are assigned to an older craft that is difficult to pilot and maintain. Throw Pilot (small
craft or spacecraft) or Mechanic 8+.
If you succeed, you earn recognition as a crackerjack pilot and gain +1 SOC.

64

65

6

54

While navigating an asteroid field, your ship is jostled and the cargo container breaks
open. A strange miasma fills the ship and everyone else falls ill. Choose any 3 of your
Characteristics and re-roll them. You must take the result
You serve as a test pilot for a group of Imperial Navy Engineers. Roll Pilot 8+.

If you follow orders, gain a +2DM to your next Advancement roll and an Enemy amongst the
planetary leadership.
You are forced to crash land after suffering a systems failure. Roll Pilot (small craft or space craft) 8+.

If you fail, you sustain a series of bumps and bruises. Roll twice on the Injury Table and take
the higher result.
You earn a reputation of going after the easy kill for your own glory, rather than for
completing a mission or following orders. Gain one of Gunner (Turret) 1 or Pilot (Small Craft)
1, but suffer -2DM to you next Advancement check. You’re also tagged with an appropriately
selfish nickname.
You are given temporary command of a fighter wing. Roll Pilot (Small Craft) 8+.
If you succeed, you gain one of Leadership, Tactics (Naval), or +1 SOC.

66

If you fail, you’re not leadership material, but you’re still a part of the squadron. Gain one of
Gambler, or Carouse.
You display great heroism in battle. You automatically gain a promotion or a commission and
receive the Meritorious Performance of Duties Medal.

If you fail, you only succeed in alienating them as your failure is seen as a reflection of their
work. Gain 1d3 Rivals.
You oversee the retrofitting of new weaponry to your ship. Throw Gunner (Turret) or INT 8+.
If you succeed, gain one of Mechanic 1, Leadership 1, or Science (Electronics).
If you fail, the weapons malfunction during an engagement and you must roll on the Injury Table.
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IMPERIAL FORCES: COMMAND

In this stage of your career, you are a senior officer on board
a Naval starship or within an Army battalion. You may even
have assumed your first command. This is as high as officers
in the Planetary Navy can rise – no careers beyond this one
exist for them.

ENLISTMENT
SOC 9+ and at least a Rank of O3
Three previous Naval or Army terms
-1DM for every previous non-naval career
-2DM if you are age 42 or more.

ASSIGNMENTS
Commander: You commanded a smaller craft such as a
patrol ship, or were executive officer on a larger starship.
Aide: You served at the right hand of a great Captain or Vice
Admiral.
Tactician: You were a strategic planner or analyst.

CAREER PROGRESS
Commander
Aide
Tactician

SURVIVAL

ADVANCEMENT

INT 8+
EDU 7+
END 6+

EDU 6+
SOC 7+
INT 8+

SKILLS & TRAINING

1d6 PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

SERVICE SKILLS

ADV. EDUCATION (MIN EDU 8)

1
2
3
4
5
6

Leadership
Tactics (Naval)
Instruction
Electronics (Comms)
Diplomat
Admin

Space Science (Any)
Tactics (Naval)
Electronics (Computers)
Advocate
Deception
Investigate

1d6 COMMANDER

AIDE

TACTICIANS

1
2
3
4
5
6

Admin
Advocate
Diplomat
Steward
Investigate
Leadership

Tactics (Naval)
Electronics (Computers)
Electronics (Comms)
Recon
Electronics (Sensors)
Tactics (Naval)

+1 SOC
+1 EDU
+1 INT
Carouse
Persuade
Diplomat

Leadership
Tactics (Naval)
Engineer (Any)
Investigation
Pilot (Any)
Gunner (Any)

RANKS & SKILLS

RANK OFFICER

COMMANDER

AIDE

TACTICIAN

O5
O6
O7

Leadership 1
Discipline 1
+1 SOC

Diplomat 1
Executive Assistant
+1 EDU

Tactics (Naval) 1
Language (Any) 1
+1 INT

Commander
Captain
Commodore

BENEFITS

1d6 CREDITS

OTHER BENEFIT

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

2 Ship Shares
Weapon
Armor
+1 EDU
Private Shuttle or Retainer
+1 SOC
3 Ship Shares

10,000$
15,000$
20,000$
25,000$
30,000$
35,000$
40,000$
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MISHAP TABLE

EVENTS TABLE

2d6 MISHAP

d66

EVENT

2
3

11
12

Disaster! Roll on the mishap table, but you are not ejected from this career.
You are assigned a covert mission. You may choose to roll now on the Naval Intelligence
events table or gain Deception.
You rub shoulders with a member of the Imperial Senate. Gain one of Carouse, Diplomat,
Steward, or Perform (Dance).
You lead an extremely hazardous mission. Roll Tactics (Naval) 10+.

4
5

6
7

Severely wounded. Roll twice on the Injury Table and take the lower result.
You are accused of negligence or criminal behavior. You may use political influence to stay
in this career, but the stain of the accusations cause you to suffer -2 SOC if you do so.
Otherwise, you are discharged immediately.
Your ship is destroyed in battle when you perform a high-risk maneuver. Your career is over
and you gain a nasty nickname.
A psychological profile deems you unsuitable for command. Your protestations that those
performing the tests are incompetent are taken to be indicators of the paranoia these tests
indicate you suffer. Gain an Enemy in the Imperial Naval psychologist.
Someone frames you as a traitor. Gain an unknown Enemy and lose half your Benefits from
this career as you are discharged.
A war games exercise tests your strategic and tactical resolve to the maximum. Roll
Leadership 10+.

13
14

If you succeed, gain an extra Skill roll immediately.

15
16

If you succeed, gain a Contact amongst an alien race.

If you succeed, you may stay in this career and you gain an extra Benefit roll in recognition of
your abilities.
8

9
10
11

12

If you fail, your blunders are an embarrassment to your superiors and cost you your position.
You get caught in the gears of the political machine that is the Imperial Senate and end up on
the wrong side of an interplanetary dispute. You are drummed out of your position as a result.
Gain the offending Senator as a Rival.
Following a long and arduous assignment you fall in love with a colleague of a lower rank. You
are removed from your position for breaking regulations but gain an Ally.
You are moved to a stultifying desk job. You elect to leave the service instead to sate a
growing taste for adventure.
You serve under a vile and unpleasant commander and end up in a feud with him that
culminates in you throwing his beloved potted plant out of an airlock! You gain him as an
Enemy, but gain an Ally and 1d3 Contacts amongst the rest of the crew. However, your career
is over as your superior has you removed.
Injured. Roll once on the Injury Table.

If you fail, one of your naval Contacts is killed. If you do not have an appropriate Contact,
gain an Enemy.
You are being groomed for High Command by a senior officer. Gain a +4DM to your next
Advancement roll.
You spend a great deal of time on the fringes of known space. Roll Survival 8+ or Pilot (Any) 8+.

21
22
23

If you fail, roll on the Scout Mishap table, but you are not ejected from this career.
Leading a long survey mission, you pick up some useful skills. Gain one of Survival,
Electronics (Sensors), Navigation, or Recon.
You spend time fraternizing with the rank and file. Gain one of Carouse or Gambler, but suffer
-1 SOC.
Your ship suffers heavy damage in battle and you must run for the escape pods. Roll
Dexterity 8+ to make it there in time.
If you succeed, you escape unharmed and gain a Benefit roll, but lose a Rank level for your
poor command decisions that caused the loss in the first place.

24

If you fail, you are hurt and must roll on the Injury Table. However, your heroism in “going
down with the ship” is noted and you gain +2DM to your next Advancement roll.
The ship to which you have been assigned is a high-tech prototype. Gain one of Electronics
(Comms), Electronics (Computers), or Electronics (Sensors).
Also, any Ship Shares or vessel you receive when mustering out may be applied to securing a
Prototype ship.
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d66

EVENT

d66

EVENT

25

You have been assigned to set a blockade around a rebellious system. While a sound political
ploy, it can be seen as a waste of valuable Naval resources.

55

You are believed to be involved in a notorious scandal. Roll Advocate or Carouse 8+ to dispel
these rumors.

If you follow orders and set the blockade, gain one of Tactics (Naval), Discipline, or
Electronics (Sensors).
If you choose to ignore the orders, roll Advocate or Admin 10+ to re-assign civilian resources
to the task.

If you succeed, you gain one of Diplomat, Persuade, or Deception.
56

If you succeed, increase any Service Skill by 1.

If you succeed, gain an additional Benefit roll in recognition of your frugal oversight.

26

If you fail, you’re caught, which costs you your career. The locals like your style, however, and
you may automatically qualify for the Smuggler career next term.
You are ordered to lead an attack on a rebel stronghold. Roll Tactics (Naval) or Leadership 10+.
If you succeed, gain a +2DM to your next Advancement roll and an Enemy in the rebel leader
who manages to escape.

If you fail, roll twice on the Injury Table and take the lower result.
31–36 Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
41–46 Naval Event. Roll on the Naval Event table.
51
You are assigned to the staff of a Vice Admiral in High Command. Gain one of Steward,
Diplomat, or Admin. You also gain a Contact and a Rival in the Vice Admiral’s office.
52
You uncover information regarding a Senator, a Noble, or someone in High Society. Gain a
Secret, a Contact, and a Rival.
53
You are assigned to the Chief Advocate Office of the Imperial Navy, assisting with courtrelated duties. Gain one of Admin, Advocate, Investigate, or Deception.
54
You suspect an alien ship is going to attack, but your sensors are malfunctioning. Do you fire
or not? After choosing, roll 1d6.
1–3 The enemy ship is on a peaceful diplomatic mission for the Empire and is unarmed.
If you fired, you have a –8 DM to your next Advancement roll and lose all benefits so far
from this career.
If you did not fire, it was because of some indefinable intuition. You may immediately
test your Force Potential and, if you show aptitude, automatically qualify to follow a
Force path in your next term.
4–6 The enemy ship attacks!

If you fail, you suffer -1 SOC and gain an underworld Contact.
You gain a reputation of leading your men from the front. Roll Leadership or Tactics (Any) 8+.
If you fail, roll twice on the Injury Table and take the lower result, but gain 1d3 Contacts.

61

62

In either case, gain an appropriately heroic or “one of the men” nickname.
A command decision you make is incredibly successful, leading to certain promotion. However,
a superior officer who puts his own career above all else takes the credit. Gain this officer as
a Rival and suffer a -1DM to your next Advancement roll.
You are part of a shore party that is caught up in a rebel assault that suddenly overthrows
the current government of the planet. Roll Gun Combat (Any) or Leadership 8+.
If you succeed, you help stabilize the situation, allowing the evacuation of non-essential
personnel. Gain a Contact.

63

64

If you fail, roll on the Injury Table.
You excel in using misdirection and trickery both on the battlefield and in your private life.
Gain one of Tactics (Any), Deception, or Persuade as well as 1d3 Rivals who abhor your
perceived lack of honor.
Your ship arrives to offer aid to the denizens of a planet torn apart by conflict. Roll Medic or
Engineer (life support) 8+.
If you succeed, gain an Ally amongst those you save who thank the Empire for their protection.

65

If you fail, gain an Enemy amongst the bitter survivors who blame the Empire for their losses.
While on leave, you have an opportunity to resolve a great mystery regarding a long lost
ship. Roll Electronics (Sensors) or Investigate 10+.
If you succeed, you find the ship, but have no immediate way to secure it for yourself. Gain a Secret.

66

If you fail, you suffer a 3d6 x 5,000$ debt in personal ship usage and search team fees.
You excel in your career and are a model officer. You automatically gain a promotion or a
commission and receive the Meritorious Performance of Duties Medal.

If you fired, gain the Medal for Conspicuous Gallantry for saving the ship and +2DM to
your next Advancement roll.
If you did not fire, roll twice on the Injury Table and take the lower result.
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IMPERIAL FORCES: IMPERIAL NAVY INTELLIGENCE

Knowing when and where an enemy power will go is an
exercise in analysis, prediction and luck. Imperial Intelligence
officers are part spy and part tactician, collating the reports
of agents, scout ships and listening posts to determine the
optimum placement of the Empire’s military forces.

ENLISTMENT
INT 11+ and One previous Imperial Navy or Army terms
-1DM for every previous non-naval career
-2DM if you are age 34 or more.

ASSIGNMENTS
Analyst: You studied and predicted the actions of enemy
fleets or governments.
Planner: You guided the movements of whole navies.
Fixer: You don’t talk about what you used to do.

SKILLS & TRAINING

1d6 PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

SERVICE SKILLS

ADV. EDUCATION (MIN EDU 8)

1
2
3
4
5
6

Pilot (Small Craft)
Deception
Gun Combat (Blaster Pistol)
Stealth
Electronics (Comms)
Admin

Electronics (Computers)
Space Science (Any)
Advocate
Broker
Electronics (Sensors)
Diplomat

1d6 ANALYST

PLANNER

FIXER

1
2
3
4
5
6

Admin
Recon
Leadership
Tactics (Any)
Electronics (Remote Ops)
Electronics (Sensors)

Deception
Recon
Melee (Any)
Gun Combat (Any)
Streetwise
Stealth

+1 SOC
+1 EDU
+1 INT
+1 DEX
Athletics (Any)
Jack-of-All-Trades

Admin
Life Science (Any)
Social Science (Any)
Space Science (Any)
Electronics (Computers)
Electronics (Sensors)

RANKS & SKILLS
CAREER PROGRESS
Commander
Aide
Tactician

SURVIVAL

ADVANCEMENT

EDU 6+
EDU 7+
END 8+

INT 8+
SOC 7+
INT 6+

BENEFITS

1d6 CREDITS

OTHER BENEFIT

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

2 Ship Shares
Weapon or Scientific Equipment
Ship’s Boat or 2 Ship Shares
Ally in the Imperial Navy
Weapon or Retainer
+1 SOC or +1 EDU
Independent Operation or 5 Ship Shares

20,000$
25,000$
30,000$
35,000$
40,000$
50,000$
60,000$

RANK OFFICER

COMMANDER

AIDE

TACTICIAN

O2
O3
O4
O5
O6
O7

Tactics (Any) 1
—
Recruiting 1
—
+1 EDU
+1 SOC

Leadership 1
—
Recruiting 1
—
+1 INT
+1 SOC

Deception 1
—
Recruiting 1
—
+ DEX
+1 SOC

Sublieutenant
Lieutenant
Lieutenant Commander
Commander
Captain
Commodore
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MISHAP TABLE

EVENTS TABLE

2d6 MISHAP

d66

EVENT

2
3

11
12

Disaster! Roll on the mishap table, but you are not ejected from this career.
You are assigned to a secret mission. You may choose to roll on the Agent (Intelligence)
events table instead.
You are attacked by an assassin. Roll Melee (Any) 12+.

4

Severely Injured. Roll twice on the naval Injury Table and take the lower result.
Your op meets a disastrous end resulting in the deaths of many of your fellow agents. The
subsequent inquiry reaches a verdict of Negligence. Your career is over and you suffer a -2DM
to your Mustering Out rolls for this career. You also gain an Enemy as one of the men who died
as a result of your actions was the son of a vindictive Intelligence officer.
Your ground op goes sideways. Roll Tactics (Military) 8+ to partially salvage the situation, but
you’re out in any case.
If you succeed, your quick thinking pulls some personal gain out of the situation. Gain an extra
Benefit roll.

5
6

If you fail, lose any one naval Contact or Ally to capture or death. If you don’t have a Contact
or Ally, gain a Rival.
One of your subordinates turns out to be an enemy agent. The fact he/she operated under
your watch ruins your career.
Your analysis of opposition forces is flawed, leading to the enemy gaining a significant
advantage over your side. You are court-martialed for treachery. Roll Advocate 12+.

8

9

10
11
12

If you succeed, gain Persuade and an Enemy as you extract the name of who took out the
contract from your assailant.
14

If you fail, you are sentenced to 4 years in military prison. You spend your next term
incarcerated and must roll on the Prison Skills table found in the Rogue career book.
Your risk taking leads to many successful missions, but eventually your luck runs out and you
manage to infuriate all your superiors who tire of your antics. You receive a burn notice and
are forced from the service with a Bounty on your head.
You are enmeshed in a Sith plot and conditioned as a sleeper agent. Your conditioning
is discovered before you are activated, and you are ejected from Naval Intelligence as a
potential risk. They are unable to fully counter the conditioning, however…
A civilian child is killed during an op where you are forced to defend yourself in a firefight.
You gain Advocate 1 while defending yourself and are cleared of any wrongdoing. However,
the guilt is unbearable and you turn to either alcohol or drugs to alleviate the emotional pain,
becoming dependent and eventually receiving a “medical discharge.”
You are involved in a secret black op that must be buried. You are given an extra Benefit roll
as compensation, but must leave the Imperial Navy immediately.
A Bothan spy outwits you and your grand stratagem is defeated. You are discharged and gain
an Enemy.
Injured. Roll on the Injury Table.

If you fail, you barely survive. Roll twice on the Injury Table and take the lower result.
War can only be won through sacrifice, and a particular situation calls for sacrificing a ship or
colony as a gambit.
If you carry out the order, gain +2DM to you next Advancement roll and 1d3 survivors as Enemies.

15

16

If you succeed, you manage to clear your name but must leave the service.

7

13

If you refuse, the battle is lost and you suffer a -4DM to your next Advancement roll.
You do things that you are not proud of, and will never speak of to anyone. Gain one of
Stealth, Deception, or a +2DM to your next Advancement roll. You also gain a dark and
terrible Secret.
Your investigation takes a dangerous turn. Roll Investigate or Streetwise 8+.
If you succeed, gain Deception, Persuade, or Tactics (Any).

21
22
23

If you fail, roll on the mishap table but you are not ejected from this career.
You establish a network of individuals to whom you can “reach out.” Gain 1d3 Contacts.
You act as an Intelligence liaison to nobles on a border world. Roll SOC 10+ to gain one of
Animals (Riding), Carouse, Diplomat, or a Contact amongst the Noble’s retinue.
You are attacked by a hostile native life form during a survey mission. Roll Animal (training) 8+.
If you succeed, you befriend the creature and can keep it as a pet.

24

If you fail, you are injured in the attack. Roll on the Injury Table.
You have to babysit a troublesome ambassador form a fringe world. Roll Steward 8+.
If you succeed, gain him as a Contact.

25

If you fail, he makes trouble for you as a Rival.
The base where you are stationed is targeted by a terrorist bomb, which you discover. If you
try to disarm it, roll Explosives 8+.
If you succeed, you gain a Sunburst for Extreme Heroism and an Ally.
If you fail, roll twice on the Injury Table and take the lower result.

26

If you flee, the bomb goes off and damages the base. Suffer -4DM on your next Advancement
roll.
Your work in electronic surveillance gains you experience in a technical field. Gain one of
Electronics (Comms), Electronics (Computers), Engineer (Any), or Electronics (Sensors).
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d66

EVENT

31–36 Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
41–46 Naval Event. Roll on the Naval Event table.
51
You overhear some secret of the nobility, senate, or high society.

d66

EVENT

64

You are part of a team inserted into a secret rebel base to gather intelligence on a new class
of ship being constructed at their dockyards. Roll Recon, Stealth, or Computer 8+.
If you succeed, you are able to come away with the information required. Gain one of
Engineer (Any), or Computer.

Inform your superiors and gain a +2DM on your next advancement roll.
Inform the one whose secret you heard and gain them as a highly placed Ally.
52

53
54

Inform no one and keep it for your own strategically appropriate purposes. Gain a Secret.
Forced to use mercenaries to hide the Empire’s involvement in a controversial operation,
you’re caught in a major firefight. Roll Gun Combat (Any) or Tactics (Any) 8+.

65

If you fail, roll on the Injury Table when you’re discovered and pay for it with a beating. Gain
an Enemy in the rebel leader.
Your talents are used against a group of notorious pirate raiders. Roll Investigate or
Streetwise 8+.

If you succeed, you manage to save the day and gain a Contact.

If you succeed, you are able to infiltrate their network. Gain one of Deception, Streetwise, or
Persuade.

If you fail, roll on the Injury Table.
You are part of a surveillance team watching a rebellious spy network. Gain one of Deception
or Recon.
You are part of an ops team sent to extract another agent from hostile territory. Roll Pilot
(Small Craft), Stealth, or Electronics (Comms) 8+.

If you fail, they sever your hands and return you as a warning. You gain cybernetic
replacements and an addiction to painkillers.
Your excellent work is noted by the Directorate. You automatically gain a promotion or a
commission and receive the Meritorious Performance of Duties Medal.

66

If you succeed, you manage to rescue him and gain an Ally.

55

61

If you fail, the agent is killed and the recriminations that follow gain you an Enemy in Imperial
Intelligence.
During a deep cover interrogation, your subject touches your mind with Force powers.
Unfortunately this is all you recall when you awaken from being rendered unconscious by
the attack. Your case files have been deleted and the only surviving piece of information is a
name and the code to a lockbox. Gain a Secret and an Enemy.
You go undercover to investigate an enemy threat. Roll Deception 8+.
If you succeed, roll immediately on the Intruder (Rogue) or Investigator (Agent) events table.

62

If you fail, roll immediately on the Intruder (Rogue) or Investigator (Agent) mishap table, but
you are not ejected from this career.
You come across a potentially valuable discovery, such as the location of a rare mineral
deposit or an alien technology cache.
If you report the discovery, gain a +4DM to your next Advancement roll.

63

If you keep it to yourself, you note the coordinates of the location and vow to return when
you leave the Navy. Gain a Secret.
You are involved in operations to thwart a terrorist network. Roll Deception or Persuade 8+.
If you succeed, the terrorists are thwarted and you gain a Medal for Conspicuous Gallantry.
If you fail, they succeed and you gain an Enemy in their leader.
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IMPERIAL FORCES: NAVAL ENGINEER

An officer at this stage of his career is one of the most
respected and skilled technicians in the fleet, and has a
significant role in designing and planning the future course
of naval engineering. Only the Imperial or Subsector navies
have engineers of this caliber – the planetary navies make
do with outdated designs or retired ships.

ENLISTMENT
EDU 11+ and Four previous Naval terms including one of
Engineering or Gunnery (Imperial or Subsector Navy only)
-1DM for every previous non-naval career
-2DM if you are age 42 or more.

ASSIGNMENTS
Senior Engineer: You were chief engineer at a naval base or
on board one of the mightiest starships in the fleet.
Ship Architect: You designed and built new starships.
Researcher: You pursued new technologies or reverseengineered alien ones.

CAREER PROGRESS
Senior Engineer
Ship Architect
Researcher

SURVIVAL

ADVANCEMENT

INT 7+
EDU 6+
INT 8+

EDU 7+
INT 8+
EDU 6+

SKILLS & TRAINING

1d6 PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

SERVICE SKILLS

ADV. EDUCATION (MIN EDU 8)

1
2
3
4
5
6

Electronics (Computers)
Electronics (Comms)
Engineer (Any)
Electronics
Broker
Discipline

Admin
Electronics (Computers)
Engineer (Any)q
Tactics (Naval)
Gunnery (Any)
Leadership

1d6 SENIOR ENGINEER

ARCHITECT

RESEARCHER

1
2
3
4
5
6

Engineer (Naval)
Pilot (Any)
Electronics (Computers)
Science (Any)
Mechanic
Engineer (Naval)

Science (Any)
Engineer (Any)
Electronics (Computers)
Science (Any)
Electronics (Sensors)
Engineer (Any)

Instruction
+1 EDU
+1 STR
+1 DEX
+1 INT
Jack-of-All-Trades

Electronics (Computers)
Engineer (Any)
Leadership
Electronics (Remote Ops)
Mechanic
Engineer (Any)

RANKS & SKILLS

RANK OFFICER

SENIOR ENGINEER

ARCHITECT

RESEARCHER

O5
O6
O7

Jack-of-All-Trades 1
+1 EDU
Retainer

Engineer (Naval) 1
+1 INT
Retainer

Science (Any) 1
+1 INT
Retainer

Commander
Captain
Commodore

BENEFITS

1d6 CREDITS

OTHER BENEFIT

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

2 Ship Shares
Weapon or Scientific Equipment
Ship’s Boat or 2 Ship Shares
+1 SOC
Prototype or 3 Ship Shares
+1 INT or +1 EDU
Independent Operation or 5 Ship Shares

20,000$
25,000$
30,000$
35,000$
40,000$
50,000$
60,000$
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MISHAP TABLE

EVENTS TABLE

2d6 MISHAP

d66

EVENT

2
3

11
12

Disaster! Roll on the mishap table, but you are not ejected from this career.
You come into possession of a piece of alien or ancient technology. Roll Science (Any) 8+ at a
-4DM to decipher its function.

Severely Injured. Roll twice on the Injury Table and take the lower result.
You uncover a major engineering flaw that the Imperial Navy attempts to cover–up.
If you go public with the information you are forced to resign your position, but do so knowing
you have saved many lives.

4
5

6

7

8
9

10

11
12

If you stay quiet, you stay in your career and gain an Ally in the High Command that respects
your devotion to duty.
A jealous superior accuses you of gross incompetence. You may stay on in this career if you
sacrifice all benefit rolls or suffer -2 SOC whether you actually committed any offence or not.
Whilst a brilliant technician, you have never been particularly well suited to the discipline
of Navy service. Your maverick nature gets you into trouble one time too many and you are
forced to find another career.
Corporate executives recruit you to help them get a lucrative Naval contract. You honestly
believe that they have the best product and, in any case and, if they’re offering money to
make you say what you were going to say anyway, that’s a win-win. Unfortunately, the
presiding officer at your court martial did not quite see things the same way. Gain a contact at
a Megacorp.
The Imperial Navy fails to realize your brilliance in your field, instead relying on the opinions
of intellectual third-raters and unimaginative dolts. Tired of your intellectual superiority your
commander accepts your resignation with glee.
An accident in the engine room exposes you to a blast of radiation. Suffer -1 STR or -1 END
and total permanent hair loss.
Through diligent research you make a profound discovery that will save the fleet billions in
development costs. A rival who has friends in high places appropriates your work and your
protestations only lead to a court martial. You are thrown out of the service and gain a Rival.
An attempt to reverse–engineer the hyper drive on an alien vessel goes awry, and you
mis-jump into deep space. Gain one of Survival or Pilot (spacecraft) on your way home.
Unfortunately the accident destroyed the research and you are dismissed from the service.
An unauthorized experiment goes wrong. Expensively wrong. You are dismissed and lose a
Cash Benefit roll in reparations.
Injured. Roll on the Injury Table.

If you succeed, turn in your data and gain either two extra Benefit rolls or a +4DM to your
next Advancement roll.
13

If you fail, you learn nothing but keep the cryptic device as an oddity.
You mentor a brilliant but troubled young scientist. Roll Instruction 8+.
If you succeed, gain your protégé as an Ally.

14

If you fail, he breaks down and leaves the service, becoming a criminal. Gain him as a Rival
and take a -2DM to your next Advancement roll.
A large project under your management is running over time and budget. You can rush it out
or support the delays.
If you push the project out, gain Admin but suffer -1 SOC as you gain a reputation for
shoveling projects out the door.
If you keep your current pace, roll Engineer (Any) 8+ at a -4 DM:
If you succeed, you salvage the project and gain the Prototype Benefit.

15
16

21

22

If you fail, you suffer a -4DM to your next Advancement roll for gross overspending.
During a tour of one of your ships, a noble or Senator takes an interest in your work. Gain a Contact.
You’ve gained a reputation as a miracle worker (even if you do multiply your repair estimates
by a factor of 4 to seem so).
Gain Jack-of-All-Trades, or take a +4DM to your next Advancement roll (in any naval career).
You serve under a renowned Admiral who encourages his men to improve their skills
wherever possible with intense training. Gain an extra skill by rolling on your Specialist Skills
training table.
You enter into the Inter-Fleet Battle Droid competition. Roll Science (robotics) or Electronics
(Remote Ops) 8+.
If you succeed, you win the competition and gain an additional Cash Benefit roll as your prize.

23
24

If you fail, your droid wasn’t a great fighter, but it is an able assistant in Engineering. Lose a
Cash Benefit roll but gain a Droid.
You become entangled in red tape that distracts you from your work. Gain one of Admin,
Advocate, or Persuade.
A group of businessmen from a shipbuilding Megacorp offer you a job as a consultant. If you
accept, you must leave the service, but you gain +1DM to one Cash Benefit roll and a Contact.
You can automatically enter a career in the Civilian Corporate or Scholar Scientist professions
next term.
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d66

EVENT

d66

EVENT

By returning to your books and studying various theorems you are able to solve a design
problem that has plagued your current project. Gain one of Engineer (Any), or Electronics
(Computers).
26
A long, difficult assignment puts a strain on a friendship. Downgrade an Ally to a Contact, or
lose a Contact. If you don’t have an Ally or a Contact, gain a Contact within the psychology
corps as you spend time on the analysts couch.
31–36 Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
41–46 Naval Event. Roll on the Naval Event table.
51
You are assigned to help an absent–minded researcher. Gain him as a Contact.
52
Out of boredom or a need for competition, you join a floating Sabaac game. Gain Gambler.

61

Your brilliant design ideas only seem to work in the laboratory and not in field tests. Though
you gain Engineer (Any), the disappointment of your unimpressed superiors leads to a -4DM
to your next Advancement check.
A hot shot Imperial Navy test pilot helps with your team’s latest modifications. Roll Carouse
or Engineer (Any) 8+.

You may then bet any amount of benefit rolls you have earned, and roll Gambling 8+.

64

25

53

62

If you succeed, he is so impressed by your ideas that he teaches you some flying tricks. Gain
Pilot (Small Craft).

If you succeed, gain half times as many rolls as you wagered, rounding up.

If you fail, he sees you as an arrogant rear echelon type and you gain a Rival.
You are given advanced training in a specialist field. Throw EDU 8+ to gain one level in any
skill you already have.
Budget cuts leads to your program running into appropriations challenges. Roll Diplomat,
Persuade, or Advocate 8+.

If you fail, lose all wagered rolls.

If you succeed, the project continues to be funded. Gain a +1DM to one Cash Benefit roll.

Either way, gain another gambler as a Rival.
You are part of a team overseeing the construction of a new class of warship when hostile
agents attack the facility. Roll Gun Combat (Any) or Melee (Any) 8+.

If you fail, the project is canceled. Lose your Benefit roll for this term.
While on its shakedown cruise, a prototype vessel on which you are working is rushed into
duty. Roll Engineer (Any) 8+.

63

65

If you succeed, you are able to ensure the ship fulfills its mission. Gain an Ally in the ship’s
commanding officer.

If you succeed, you are awarded the medal for Meritorious Conduct Under Fire.
54
55

If you fail, roll on the Injury Table as engineering is overrun and you’re hit in the battle.
You work on systems designed to help Imperial officers execute their duties. Gain one of
Admin, Astrogation, or Electronics (Comms).
The head of a planetary government pauses to talk to you during a visit to your ship. Roll
Diplomat or Steward 8+.

66

If you fail, the maiden voyage is a public failure, humiliating the ship’s commanding officer
that you now have as an Enemy.
Your brilliant and innovative design ideas get you noticed by your superiors. You
automatically gain a promotion or a commission and receive the Meritorious Performance of
Duties Medal.

If you succeed, your commanding officer is very pleased. Gain a +4DM to your next
Advancement check.

56

If you fail, you manage to insult him and cause an “incident.” You automatically fail your next
Advancement check.
An unexplainable stellar force or planetary effect alters your physiology. Roll END 8+.
If you succeed, roll on the table below and increase that characteristic(s) by 1.
If you fail, roll on the table below and decrease that characteristic(s) by 1.
1

STR

2

DEX

3

END

4

INT

5

STR and END

6

DEX and INT
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13

IMPERIAL FORCES: HIGH COMMAND

Only the best of the best reach this career. An officer who
has entered into the High Command is already a legend
and a hero of the Empire, a commander whose name will be
spoken of in the same breath as the greatest admirals and
conquerors of the past.

ENLISTMENT
INT 12+ and Six previous Imperial Navy or Army terms
-1DM for every previous non-naval career
+1DM if you have Tactics (Any) 3+
+1DM If you have Leadership 3+

ASSIGNMENTS
Legendary Commander: You were one of the great tacticians
of the Imperial Forces.
Imperial Tactician: You commanded trillions of credits worth
of men and machines.
Daredevil: You broke all the rules, but did what no one else could.

Legendary Commander
Imperial Tactician
Daredevil

SURVIVAL

ADVANCEMENT

INT 10+
INT 8+
SOC 9+

SOC 8+
SOC 10+
INT 9+

BENEFITS

1d6 CREDITS

OTHER BENEFIT

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

3 Ship Shares
Weapon or Scientific Equipment
Private Shuttle or 3 Ship Shares
Independent Operation or 3 Ship Shares
Cutter or 5 Ship Shares
+1 INT or +1 SOC
Imperial Consort

30,000$
40,000$
50,000$
60,000$
70,000$
80,000$
100,000$

SKILLS & TRAINING

1d6 PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

SERVICE SKILLS

ADV. EDUCATION (MIN EDU 8)

1
2
3
4
5
6

Leadership
Tactics (Any)
Pilot (Any)
Electronics (Comms)
Diplomat
Admin

Space Science (Any)
Tactics (Any)
Electronics (Computers)
Advocate
Admin
Investigate

1d6 LEGENDARY COMMANDER

IMPERIAL TACTICIAN

DAREDEVIL

1
2
3
4
5
6

Tactics (Any)
Diplomat
Admin
Investigate
Leadership
Tactics (Any)

Pilot (Any)
Carouse
Leadership
Gunner (Any)
Athletics (Any)
Deception

+1 SOC
+1 EDU
+1 INT
Instruction
Discipline
Diplomat

Leadership
Tactics (Any)
Instruction
Investigate
Discipline
Gunner (Any)

RANKS & SKILLS

RANK OFFICER

SKILL OR BENEFIT

O6
O7
O8
O9
O10

Jack-of-All-Trades 1
Retainer
SOC 10 or SOC +1
Ally (Imperial Senator or another O9)
SOC 12 or SOC +1

Colonel / Captain
Brigadier General / Commodore
Major General / Vice-Admiral
Lieutenant General / Admiral
General of the Imperial Army / Grand Admiral
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MISHAP TABLE

EVENTS TABLE

2d6 MISHAP

d66

EVENT

2
3

11
12

Disaster! Roll on the mishap table, but you are not ejected from this career.
You command a dangerous mission deep in enemy territory. Gain one of Tactics, Survival,
Diplomat, or an alien Contact.
Your ship or AT-AT is severely damaged in battle. You can abandon it or keep fighting as it
burns around you.

Severely Injured. Roll on the Injury Table twice and take the lower result.
Your heroic actions make the news feeds and you are feted for a short time. However
someone comes out of the woodwork making accusations that your actions were either over–
stated or were the work of some other unsung hero. Roll Leadership 10+.

13

If you succeed, the detractor is proved to be a troublemaker and is discredited. You may
remain in this career but gain a Rival.
4
5
6

7

8

9

If you fail, your reputation is irrevocably tarnished. Suffer -3 SOC and you are forced to retire.
Your command ship is destroyed in a pitched battle. The loss of so many good friends among
the ship’s compliment leaves you sorrowed and unable to continue in your career.
A cabal of political rivals destroys your career. Roll Deception or Advocate 8+ to salvage your
Benefits from this term.
Your actions are seen as war crimes by some ambitious politicians and you are forced to
retire to attempt to clear your name. You avoid conviction and gain Advocate 1 in the process.
However you suffer -2 SOC and gain a vile “nickname.”
An enemy from your past returns to haunt you and you find yourself in a vendetta against
him/her that diverts your attention away from your duties, forcing you to leave the service.
Gain an Enemy.
Someone else in the High Command fears that you might take your forces and go renegade
against the Emperor. You are recalled to the Imperial Center and given a boring desk job. You
are unable to stand the monotony and resign.
What promised to be a decisive maneuver in a battle results in a costly defeat and you are
called to account by the Imperial Forces Command Grand Jury. Roll Advocate 8+.

If you abandon the vessel, you escape the battle uninjured, but suffer a -4DM to your next
Advancement roll.
If you keep fighting, roll Tactics (Any) 10+.
If you succeed, you miraculously manage to defeat the enemy forces. Gain a +4DM to your
next Advancement roll.
If you fail, you are defeated and taken prisoner. Though eventually ransomed, you may not
roll for Advancement this term.

14
15
16

If you refuse to do so, gain a +2DM to your next Advancement roll. If you take advantage of
your position, gain an extra Benefit every term you’re in this career from now on, but you are
under an internal investigation.

If you succeed, you are cleared of any wrongdoing but you’re assigned to heading the Naval
Academy. You resign in disgust.

10
11

If you fail, you are forced to retire. Keep your full Benefits, but suffer -1 SOC as your failure
becomes Imperial news feed fodder.
You are asked to leave the Imperial Forces to pursue a secret assignment as a civilian. Gain
the Independent Operation benefit and a Secret.
Your command comes under the scrutiny of the Imperial Security Bureau. Irregularities in
operational procedures cause an inquiry and you must decide whether to place the blame on
your command staff or take it on yourself.
If you assign the blame, you may stay in this career, but gain 1d3 Enemies.

12

Now (and in each term afterwards until the investigation is shut down or you leave this
career), roll Investigate 8+.
If you succeed, you manage to cover up your improprieties.

21
22
23

If you take the blame, you are forced to resign, but gain 1d3 Allies.
Injured. Roll on the Injury Table.

Succeed or fail, roll twice on the Injury Table and take the lower result, but gain the Starburst
for Extreme Heroism.
You write on tactics and it becomes a set text at the Imperial Forces Academy. Gain an extra
Cash Benefit roll.
Your command participates in a diplomatic mission. Gain one of Recon, Diplomacy, Steward,
or a Senatorial Contact.
You have the opportunity to abuse your position for personal gain.

If you fail, you’re misdeeds are exposed. You are immediately drummed out of the service,
suffer -2 SOC, and are branded a criminal against the Empire.
You become deeply involved in politics, becoming a player in the intrigues of Imperial
government. Gain one of Advocate, Admin, Diplomacy, or Persuade, but also gain a Rival.
You manipulate your way through the inroads of the High Command. Gain one of Carouse,
Diplomat, Persuade, or Steward, as well as an Enemy and an Ally.
Enemy forces match your threatening posture, and you order a display of battlefield
superiority. Roll Discipline 8+.
If you succeed, the enemy is cowed and breaks off. Gain a +2DM to your next advancement roll.
If you fail, the ploy fails and you engage in battle. You emerge victorious, but must roll on the
Injury Table.
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d66

EVENT

d66

EVENT

24

You must present a report on battlefield readiness to the Imperial Senate. Roll Diplomat 10+.

56

You are placed in charge of a court martial over an officer whose actions led to a major
military defeat. Gain one of Advocate, Investigate, or Admin and an Enemy in the officer who
still maintains his innocence.
You are given a key role in a battle against hostile forces during a minor conflict. Roll Tactics
(Any) or Leadership 8+.

If you succeed, your presentation is successful netting your command new funding. Gain a
+2DM to your next Advancement roll.
If you fail, your presentation is a disaster and your command’s funding is slashed. Suffer a
-2DM to your next Advancement roll.
25
You participate in one of the great engagements of recent times. Gain Tactics (Any).
26
Your personal expenses grow proportionally with your role. Lose one Cash Benefit roll to
cover the ongoing costs.
31–36 Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
41–46 Naval Event. Roll on the Naval Event table.
51
A group of businessmen from a company with a large military contract offer you a job as a
consultant.

52

If you accept, you must leave the service immediately. Gain +1DM to a Cash Benefit roll
and a Contact in your former command. You can automatically enter a career in the Civilian
Corporate profession next term.
You are assigned to lead the spearhead of a major assault. As you approach the engagement,
you receive a transmission from advance scouts warning that the enemy presence is much
stronger than anticipated. You can fight or flee.

61

If you succeed, the campaign is successful and you are the guest of honor at innumerable
receptions. Gain one of Carouse, Diplomat, or Art (dance).

62

If you succeed, you deftly turn the situation to your favor and gain +1 SOC.
63
64

If you accept, roll Melee (blade) 8+.
If you succeed, gain +1 SOC and an appropriate nickname.

If you continue the mission, roll Tactics (Any) 10+.
If you succeed, you survive the attack against incredible odds. Gain a +2DM on one Benefit Roll.
If you fail, your command infrastructure is hit. Roll twice on the Injury Table and take the
lower result.
You are engaged in a first contact with a minor species. Roll Diplomacy 8+.
If you succeed, gain an alien Contact and a small gemstone.

54

If you fail, you’re outplayed and suffer -1 SOC.
Your cautious approach during a major engagement gains you both admirers and critics within
the Imperial Forces. Gain 1d3 Contacts and 1d3 Rivals.
You are challenged to a duel for honor and standing.
If you refuse, suffer -1 SOC as you’re branded a coward and gain an appropriate nickname.

If you break off the attack, you escape uninjured but gain no fame or glory.

53

If you fail, roll on the Injury Table and regardless of the results, gain a limp you can’t seem to
get rid of.
Rivals in the High Command are using political avenues to harm your career. Roll Diplomat or
Advocate 8+.

65
66

If you fail, roll on the Injury Table and you walk away with your honor in tact.
You are put in command of a prototype vehicle or ship. Gain one of Electronics (Comms),
Electronics (Computers), or Sensors.
You excel in your career and are a paragon of the Imperial Forces. You automatically gain a
promotion or a commission and receive the Meritorious Performance of Duties Medal. If you
are already Rank O10, you are appointed Moff (O11).

If you fail, you have committed some unknowable insult. You engage in a strange duel where
you emerge with a scar.
You attempt to extricate your command from a very unfavorable battlefield position. Roll
Tactics (Any) or Leadership 8+.
If you succeed, you expertly reposition your forces. Gain one of Astrogation, Electronics
(Comms), or Electronics (Computers).

55

If you fail, your forces are caught in the crossfire. Roll on the Injury Table and suffer a -1 to
your next Advancement roll.
You co-ordinate a major evacuation of an Imperial settlement. Roll Leadership or Admin 8+.
If you succeed, gain an Ally amongst those you save.
If you fail, gain an Enemy who blames you for unnecessary loss of life.
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MERCENARY CAREERS
1

CADRE

120

2

COMMANDO

123

3

GUERRILLA

126

4

STRIKER
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SPECIAL INFORMATION FOR MERCENARY CHARACTERS
CHARACTERISTICS

BONUS BENEFIT

Endurance is the key attribute for a mercenary. Wherever there are spacefarers, there will
be violence; where there is violence, there is a need for mercenaries. Strength, Dexterity,
Intelligence, and Education are important across specific careers. Social Standing is only
useful to Ship Tracers as they commonly deal with persnickety customs agents at Star Ports.

BECOMING A MERCENARY
There are two distinct ways to choose to roll a term on a mercenary career path. Either
simply meet the listed Qualifications of the path as normal, or meet the ‘Previous Service’
terms listed for each mercenary career. Effectively, a character that has spent some time in a
military role is more likely to be able to fill a position as a mercenary.

2d6
2
3–4
5–6
7–9
10
11
12

BENEFIT
An alien transport pilot remembers you being kind to his people. Gain 2 ship
shares.
An old gambling buddy owes you money. Gain 10,000 $.
A government agent owes you his life. Gain and Ally.
Military types rarely forget their debts. Gain 5,000 $.
An arms dealer owes you for helping him out of a hard spot. Gain 7,500 $ or the
weapon benefit.
One of your old friends has arranged for a vehicle to “go missing” and end up in
your possession. Gain a Land Speeder.
You were named as an inheritor in an old colleague’s last will. Gain 15,000 $.

MEDICAL DEBTS

NEW BENEFITS AND PROBLEMS
Mercenaries do what they feel they can and must do in order to pay their bills, fill their stomachs,
and pass the time. While this makes them individualistic and unpredictable, it also makes them
numerous and somewhat expendable. Their lives are filled with unexpected opportunities and
exciting, deadly challenges, but they don’t tend to have the luxury of planning for the future.

PRIME TICKET
Mercenary careers have access to a new type of mustering-out benefit called Prime Ticket.
This symbolizes the character’s closeness and availability to work with the same employers
they had in that career in the future. This benefit means they can choose to call in the Prime
Ticket at any time the character is directly involved in creating a new mercenary ticket (see
Mercenary Tickets starting on age 42 of Traveller Book 1: Mercenary), allowing them to gain
10 additional Ticket Adjustments when creating their next ticket. These Ticket Adjustments
must be used in the next ticket arranged, and cannot carry over if unused.

Unlike a steady job with the Imperial Forces or a Mega-corporation, working with mercenary
groups is tenuous and risky. It is dangerous work, and the hiring units know that. Where a
common career might insure an employee for medical costs from being injured on the job, a
mercenary’s life is often riddled with injuries.
This means that any character that receives medical debts due to injuries received
during a term in a mercenary career will not see any of that debt paid by their employers.
Mercenaries who get themselves too beat up in their tickets will need to then take on more
tickets to pay for the bills incurred in the first, and so on. It is this cycle of working to pay for
‘repairs’ after working that leads so many mercenaries to dying on the job.

NEW SKILLS
Listed below are skills that are specific to the Mercenary career paths. There are also
several new variations on the core Traveller skills that can be found starting on page 37 of
Traveller Book 1: Mercenary.

FRIENDS & FAVORS
Unlike many of the common career classes, mercenaries are not fortunate enough to receive
a retirement package – they rarely live long enough to receive one anyway! They do however
get access to a network of old friends and favors that non-mercenary characters do not.
A character that leaves a mercenary service at the end of the 5th or later term of service is
assumed to have created one of these friend and favor networks. They are allowed to roll on
the table below once for each term beyond the 4th they spent in the career. The results are
added benefits the character receives.

COMBAT ENGINEERING
The character is trained in the rapid construction of field fortifications, large-scale
camouflage, the appraisal of a structure’s ability to withstand enemy fire, landmine
placement and removal, and/or placement of passive ground sensors. Essentially the
battlefield is the character’s to mold as he sees fit.
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SPECIALTIES
Fortifications: The character is trained how to build field defenses from trenches to bunkers.
Building a field fortification (trench, sandbag wall, etc.): 1-6 Hours, Education or
Endurance, Average (+0). Resulting fortification grants maximum cover equal to half
Effect (round up).
Building a defensive fortification (wall, bunker, etc.): 10-60 Days, Education, Difficult (-2).
Resulting fortification grants maximum cover equal to Effect.
Finding weak point in enemy fortifications: 1-6 Minutes, Intelligence, Difficult (-2).
Character can ignore the cover DM of targets behind fortification, up to an amount
equal to Effect.
Camouflage: The character is trained to camouflage vehicles, fortifications and field sites.
Constructing sufficient camouflage to hide a single vehicle: 10- 60 Minutes, Intelligence,
Average (+0). Grants a Stealth skill to the vehicle equal to Effect until vehicle is moved.

to other characters up to a maximum level of one less than their Instruction skill or one less
than their own skill level in the skill being taught (whichever is lower). Thus, a character with
Instruction 4, Admin 4 Explosives 2 and Pilot 5 could teach another character Admin 3 and
Explosives 1 (the skill -1) but only Pilot 3 (Instruction level -1).
Teaching the skill requires an Instruction test on behalf of the teacher, which takes between
1-6 days less than the time it would normally take (depending on Timing – see page 59 of
the Traveller main rulebook). The number of students that can benefit from this teaching is
equal to the Effect of the check. During the training, the Referee should severely curtail the
activities of all characters involved.
At the conclusion of the training, the learning character(s) must then succeed in an
Education or Intelligence roll with a Target Number of 8+. Player Characters cannot teach the
Instruction skill to other Player Characters. The greatest assets an individual character has
is his pool of skills, so we encourage the Referee to exercise great caution in allowing Player
Characters to simply hire Non-Player Characters for their Instruction skill.

INTERROGATION

Constructing sufficient camouflage to hide a single small building or defensive
fortification: 1-6 Hours, Intelligence, Average (+0). Applies a skill DM penalty to those
looking to visually find it equal to Effect until discovered.

Mercenaries are often forced to draw information out of sources that do not wish to give it.
This places the mercenary in a position to use any number of methods to extract it. This skill
governs several ways to force others to give up what they know – knowingly or not.

Hiding a doorway or hatch from view: 1-6 Minutes, Intelligence, Average (+0). Grants a
Stealth skill to the doorway/hatch equal to Effect until discovered.

SPECIALTIES

Land Mines: The ability to place, search for, and remove land mines.
Properly hiding a minefield: 1-6 Hours, Dexterity or Intelligence, Difficult (-2)

Doubletalk: The character knows how to talk circles around most people, getting them to
say or admit to things they never meant to with pressured conversation. With enough time to
grill them properly, the character can get anyone to spill their secrets.

Avoiding previously placed minefields: 1-6 Minutes, Dexterity or Intelligence, Average (+0)

Badgering an admission of guilt out of a captive: 1-6 Hours, Intelligence, Difficult (-2).
The Effect is the DM penalty against the interrogator’s inquiries.

Removing an active land mine: 1-6 minutes, Dexterity, Very Difficult (-4)

Uncovering a secret through focused conversation: 10-60 Minutes, Intelligence, Difficult (-2).

Sensor Surveillance: The use and placement of specially crafted ground sensors.
Properly placing a ground sensor: 10-60 Minutes, Intelligence, Routine (+2)
Avoiding triggering existing ground sensors: 10-60 Seconds, Dexterity or Intelligence,
Difficult (-2)

Torture: This specialty governs the collection of emotional, physical and psychological
methods in which an interrogator can get a victim to break. Through an assortment of
unsavory methods, the character can get anyone to say what he needs them to.
Knowing a true confession from a false one: 1-6 Seconds, Intelligence, Routine (+2).
Using pain or discomfort to acquire an answer to an inquiry: 1-6 Hours, Education or
Strength, Average (+0).

INSTRUCTION
This skill allows the character to help others learn from their knowledge and experience.
Anyone with the Instruction skill can pass on the basics of their own knowledge to less
experienced characters over a period of time. They can, with a successful check, pass skills

Using emotional or psychological response to acquire an answer: 10-60 Hours,
Education or Intelligence, Average (+0).
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RECRUITING
This skill governs the ability to recognize the best individuals to attempt to bring into the
character’s allegiance, group or affiliation. Used primarily by mercenaries to find new blood
for their charter, this skill can also be used by those simply looking for related hirelings
or employees. The Recruiting skill also governs the ability a character has to be the most
approachable and acceptable when trying to acquire these new comrades as well.
Full rules for mercenary recruiting can be found in the Recruiting Unit Members chapter of
Traveller Book 1: Mercenary. Otherwise this skill is used to better gauge the potential of new
recruits or other could-be allies, and the ability in which the character has to hire them.
Recruiting 0 allows the character to recognize anyone who shares a career path term
with him, and the knowledge of what that path is.
Recruiting 1 grants the character the ability to know the average skill level of a character
that shares a career path term with him.
Recruiting 2 allows the character the ability to know the highest and lowest skill (and
level) of a character that shares a career path with him.

WEAPON ENGINEERING
The character is trained on how to build and modify weaponry. This skill has several
specialties. Weapon Engineering also requires the character to have access to suitable tools
and equipment in order to use it, up to the degree required by the Referee.

SPECIALTIES
Drones: Altering the utility and output of drones, making them more efficient for offensive
roles.
Adding a basic weapon system to a non-Combat drone: 1-6 Days, Education, Very
Difficult (-4).
Changing weapons systems on an existing Combat drone: 1-6 Days, Education, Difficult (+2).
Blades: Creating bladed or stabbing weaponry from a suitable material.
Forging/carving a bladed weapon: 1-6 Hours, Education, Routine (+2).

Altering Magazine capacity: 1-6 Hours, Education, Average (+0). Increases Magazine
rating by Effect, maximum of double normal amount.
Reduce Recoil: 1-6 Hours, Education, Difficult (-2). Lowers Recoil rating by Effect,
minimum of half existing Recoil (round down).
Create zip gun from household items: 10-60 Minutes, Education, Difficult (-2).
Energy Weapons: The assembly and alteration of energy-based weaponry.
Increasing power output and drain: 1-6 Hours, Education, Very Difficult (-4). Adds Effect
to Damage, but drains Effect from Magazine each attack.
Increasing power efficiency: 1-6 Hours, Education, Difficult (- 2). Magazine capacity is
increased by 10% per Effect.
Heavy Weapons: Alteration of some of the most powerful weapons known to exist.
Altering Magazine capacity: 10-60 Hours, Education, Very Difficult (-4). Increases
Magazine rating by Effect, maximum of double normal amount.
Reduce Recoil: 10-60 Hours, Education, Very Difficult (-4). Lowers Recoil rating by Effect,
to a minimum of half existing Recoil (round down).

MEDALS AND COMMENDATIONS
Characters from a military background are capable of earning medals for any heroic action
they might have taken during their years of service with the Imperial Forces or within a
Mercenary career. The awards here are those presented by the Empire to its armed forces,
different governments will have their own rewards with their own names, although what the
different medals represent will reflect those of the Empire. Many mercenary units will have
their own awards and since they are often working for governments can find themselves
eligible for a wide range of decorations.
These medals are awarded during character generation whenever the character is involved
in a Mishap or Event that is combat orientated and needs a skill roll to prevent injury. The
result of this roll will determine what medal(s) is/are received by the character. A complete
list of medals and commendations and the requirements to receive them is found on page
36 of Traveller Book 1: Mercenary.

Modifying a bladed weapon: 1-6 Hours, Education, Routine (+2). Blade can have a
maximum Damage increased by +1.
Slug Throwers: The assembly and alteration of common firearms that use physical
munitions.
MERCENARY
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MERCENARY: CADRE

These mercenaries train recruits and may also serve
alongside their students on smaller missions, evaluating
their progress.

ENLISTMENT
END 7+ or 2 Terms in any Military career
-2DM if you are age 34 or more

ASSIGNMENTS
Basic Trainer: You taught the basics of soldiering to new
recruits.
Physical Trainer: You served as a fitness instructor for a
small unit.
Field Exercise Leader: You led by example, working
alongside your students on missions.

SURVIVAL

ADVANCEMENT

END 5+
STR 6+
END 7+

EDU 8+
STR 8+
EDU 7+

BENEFITS

1d6 CREDITS

OTHER BENEFIT

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

+1 EDU
Instruction
Contact
Ally
Weapon
Prime Ticket
Weapon and Armor

10,000$
10,000$
20,000$
20,000$
30,000$
30,000$
50,000$

1d6 PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

SERVICE SKILLS

ADV. EDUCATION (MIN EDU 8)

1
2
3
4
5
6

Athletics (Any)
Melee (Any)
Gun Combat (Any)
Instruction
Leadership
Tactics (Military)

Admin
Gunner (Any)
Weapon Engineering
Explosives
Recruiting
Electronics (Computers)

1d6 BASIC TRAINER

PHYSICAL TRAINER

FIELD EXERCISE LEADER

1
2
3
4
5
6

Athletics (DEX)
Melee (Any)
Stealth
Survival
Athletics (END)
Athletics (Any)

Heavy Weapons (Any)
Combat Engineer
Electronics (Comms)
Gun Combat (Any)
Recon
Tactics (Military)

+1 STR
+1 DEX
+1 END
+1 EDU
Instruction
Jack-of-All-Trades

Electronics (Comms)
Electronics (Computers)
Gun Combat (Any)
Medic
Melee (Any)
Tactics (Military)

RANKS & SKILLS

CAREER PROGRESS
Basic Trainer
Physical Trainer
Field Exercise Leader

SKILLS & TRAINING

RANK

TITLE

SKILL OR BENEFIT

0
1
2
3
4
5
6

Tutor
Trainer
—
Drill Instructor
—
Field Expert
Chief Advisor

—
Instruction 1
—
Leadership 1
—
Any Skill 1
Prime Ticket
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EVENTS TABLE

2d6 MISHAP

d66

EVENT

2

11
12

Disaster! Roll on the Mishap table but you are not ejected from this career.
One of your students is a scion of an important family. Roll Instruction 8+.

3

4
5

6
7
8
9

10

11
12

Peace. An unexpected subsector-wide outbreak of peace has left your services unwanted,
forcing you to look for other employment.
You are accused of brutality towards your students and are forced out of your career in the
resulting investigation. Gain Advocate 1 as a result of your experiences with the investigation
and subsequent court case.
You were shown up by one of your students at the worst time. Suffer -1 SOC and you are
replaced.
Your group got you drunk or drugged one night, and you woke up battered and bruised with a
strange new tattoo and no recollection of anything else from the night. Leave this career, as
you no longer have the required respect of your trainees.
Severely wounded. Roll twice on the Injury Table and take the lower result.
Increased Imperial presence has driven anti-mercenary sentiment in this region to new highs.
As a result you had to leave your career behind and search out new employment.
Injured. Roll on the Injury Table
You are separated from your class due to unfortunate circumstances. Some excel and thank
you for your ‘faith’ in their skills, some fail miserably and hate you for it. Gain 1d3 Contacts
and 1d3 Enemies as you are removed for dereliction of duty.
Breach of contract. Your ticket ends up voided and you and your employers find the work
already done. Accusing fingers are pointed and some of them are towards you, making another
career a necessity.
Being on the losing side of a conflict is never good for a mercenary. You lose the fight and
your job.
Natural disaster. A planet-wide disaster causes your employment to be cut short as resources
are spent elsewhere.

If you succeed, your training saves his life and you gain an Ally.
13
14

If you fail, your student suffers a serious injury and you are blamed. Gain an Enemy.
You are assigned to integrate former enemies in a new, united army to fight against a greater
foe. Gain one of Admin, Investigate, Diplomat or Instruction.
You discover that someone is skimming a few percentage points off the profits from each ticket.
If you decide to blackmail the individual, gain an additional Cash Benefit roll and an Enemy.
If you report him to the relevant individuals, gain +4DM to your next Advancement roll.

15

If you do nothing, gain an Ally but suffer a -1DM on a Cash Benefit roll.
Your group is called out to help local law enforcement control rioters opposed to an ongoing
conflict. Roll Tactics (military) 8+.
If you succeed, gain one of Melee (Any), Leadership, or Medic.

16

If you fail, roll on the Injury Table.
Whilst working on your current ticket you are asked to gather intel on your employers by the
ISB. If you choose to do so roll Deception 8+ or Recon 8+.
If you succeed, you gain a Secret or an Ally in the ISB.
If you fail, roll on the Injury Table and gain an Enemy amongst your employers.

21

If you choose not to gather intel, gain a +2DM to your next advancement roll and an Enemy in
the ISB.
Your group is ambushed by a rival mercenary unit. You can fight or retreat:
If you fight roll any Combat skill 9+.
If you succeed, you send them packing and gain one of Leadership, Melee (Any), or Gun
Combat (Any).
If you fail, several members of your group are casualties and you are forced from this career,
keeping this term’s benefit roll.
If you retreat, roll Tactics (military) 8+ or Stealth 8+.
If you succeed, you survive and gain one of Leadership, Stealth, or Athletics (DEX).

22

If you fail, you are captured and your team is held for ransom. Lose 1 Cash Benefit roll and
you cannot Advance this term.
You instruct a group of aliens. Gain one of Diplomat, Instruction, Language (Any), or a Contact
amongst an alien species.
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EVENT

23

You are very confident in the group you have taught, and know they will do well in the future.
Your pleased employers give you a bonus. Gain a +1DM to any one Cash Benefit roll when you
muster out.
Being a valued member of your mercenary company, you are taught a new skill to pass on to
your charges when a new ticket is taken up. Increase any Service Skill of your choice by 1.
Due to a bad turn of events on the battlefield you and your students are forced into the fight
before completing their training. Roll 8+ on any Service Skill of your choice.

55

You are hired to train a group of Gamorreans. They are stubborn, violent, and few ever get
through to them without sustaining personal injury. Roll Instruction 8+ or Leadership 8+.

24
25

If you succeed, your leadership was essential to saving the day. Gain a +2DM to your next
Advancement roll.

If you succeed, gain a Gamorrean Contact and either +1 STR or +1 END.
56
61

If you succeed, it is a positive effect. Using the table below, increase one of your
characteristics by 1d2 points.

If you fail, everything that can go wrong does. Suffer a -2DM to your next survival roll.
26
Your group looks up to you as a mentor for years to come. Gain one of +1 SOC, Instruction,
Leadership or Recruiting.
31–36 Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
41–46 Wartime Event. Roll on the Wartime Events table.
51
You receive advanced training in a specialist field. Roll EDU 8+ to gain 1 level in any of your
Specialist Skills.
52
You are assigned as a civilian instructor to an Imperial Army command school for prospective
officers. Roll Instruction 8+.
If you succeed, gain one of Electronics (Computers), Electronics (Comms), Tactic (military) or
Leadership.

If you fail, it is a negative effect. Using the table below, decrease one of your characteristics
by 1d2 points.
Roll 1d6.

62

If you succeed by 2 – 4, you additionally gain a Contact in the Imperial Army.

53

54

1 STR
2 DEX
3 END
4 INT
5 STR and END
6 DEX and INT
Your immediate superior is a drunkard and incompetent.
If you report him, gain a +2DM to your next Advancement roll and an Enemy as he is removed
from his position.

If you succeed by 5 or more, you automatically qualify for the Stormtrooper career if you wish
to join.
If you fail, you gain a Rival in the Imperial Military instructor whose position you took.
A regular gambling group is formed on base. If you wish, throw Gambler 8+.

If you fail, roll twice on the Injury Table and take the lower result.
You make an unexpected connection outside the normal military circles you usually move in.
Gain a non-military Contact.
You are based off world amongst a system’s asteroid belt. The lack of proper radiation
shielding at the base allows in strange radiation that changes your physiology. Roll END 8+.

63

If you say nothing and protect him, suffer -2DM to your next Advancement roll but gain him
as an Ally.
You are involved in the harsh training of elite forces. Roll END 8+.

If you succeed, gain an extra Cash Benefit roll from this career.

If you succeed, gain one of Gun Combat (Any), or Leadership.

If you fail, you lose one Benefit roll from this career and gain a Rival at the Sabacc table.

If you fail, roll twice one the Injury Table and take the lower result. Also, gain a vicious scar
that cannot be healed.
You become the “face” of a new recruitment drive. Gain one of +1 SOC, Carouse, Diplomat,
Persuade, or Recruiting. You also gain a Rival amongst the other mercenaries and an Ally in
an extremely eager recruit.
You are named as a prime example of a mercenary and word spreads of your worth in the industry.
Gain Recruiting 1, or take a +4DM to your next Advancement roll in any mercenary career.
You and your unit fulfill multiple tickets with exceptional results. You are automatically promoted.

In either outcome, gain Deception.
A natural disaster strikes and your group is beset by injuries and treacherous surroundings.
You must help the wounded or find a safe way out of the area. Roll either Medic 8+ or
Survival 8+.
If you succeed, gain a Contact and a +2DM to your next Advancement check.
If you fail, roll on the Injury Table and gain an Enemy.

64

65
66
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MERCENARY: COMMANDO

Specialists in quick strikes and incursions, these specialized
forces for hire are highly sought out when a war breaks out.

ENLISTMENT
END 7+ or 2 Terms in any Military career
-2DM if you are age 30 or more

ASSIGNMENTS
Raider: You were a specialist in hit and run tactics.
Technician: You provided the support a commando unit
needs in the field.
Spec Ops: You were involved in the most dangerous
assignments..

CAREER PROGRESS
Raider
Technician
Spec Ops

SURVIVAL

ADVANCEMENT

END 6+
END 5+
END 8+

END 7+
EDU 8+
END 8+

BENEFITS

1d6 CREDITS

OTHER BENEFIT

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

+1DEX
+1 END
Ally
Weapon
Armor or Weapon
Armor
Prime Ticket

5,000$
15,000$
20,000$
30,000$
40,000$
75,000$
90,000$

SKILLS & TRAINING

1d6 PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

SERVICE SKILLS

ADV. EDUCATION (MIN EDU 8)

1
2
3
4
5
6

Athletics (Any)
Recon
Combat Engineer
Explosives
Heavy Weapons (Any)
Gun Combat (Any)

Electronics (Comms)
Drive (Any)
Gunner (Any)
Leadership
Medic
Tactics (Military)

1d6 RAIDER

TECHNICIAN

SPEC OPS

1
2
3
4
5
6

Mechanic
Electronics (Comms)
Electronics (Any)
Heavy Weapons (Field Artillery)
Remote Ops
Weapon Engineering

Gun Combat (Any)
Combat Engineer
Explosives
Stealth
Recon
Gun Combat (Any)

+1 DEX
+1 STR
+1 END
Melee (Unarmed)
Melee (Blade)
Gun Combat (Any)

Combat Engineer
Electronics (Comms)
Gun Combat (Any)
Recon
Survival
Tactics (Military)

RANKS & SKILLS

RANK

TITLE

SKILL OR BENEFIT

0
1
2
3
4
5
6

Trooper
Team Leader
Sergeant
Color Sergeant
Lieutenant
Captain
Colonel

Gun Combat (Any) 1
—
Tactics (Military) 1
—
Leadership 1
—
Prime Ticket
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2d6 MISHAP

d66

EVENT

2

11
12

Disaster! Roll on the Mishap table but you are not ejected from this career.
You have a chance to save an important member of the local government who is being held
hostage. Roll Tactics (military) 8+.

3
4

5

6
7

8
9

10
11
12

Your ticket puts you in a brutal insurgency where you had to exercise extreme violence
against the enemy. Gain Leadership 1, but suffer -1 SOC as what you and your team did
becomes publicly known.
You suffer a minor injury that took you out of service. Roll twice on the Injury Table and take
the higher result.
You show a gung-ho and apparently fearless attitude toward combat, but this puts your
comrades in additional danger. Your reckless behavior makes it difficult for you to find work,
forcing you to look for another career.
An investigation, tour, project, or expedition goes wrong, stranding you far from home. Gain
one of Survival 1, Pilot (Any) 1, Persuade 1 or Streetwise 1 as you make your way back.
Unfortunately you have been replaced in your absence.
Injured. Roll on the Injury Table.
Your unit was overrun by the enemy, causing a massive split of your forces. Your group
was badly scattered and it took weeks to get everyone back together again. This left you
unemployed by the time you were able to rejoin them.
Severely wounded. Roll twice on the Injury Table and take the lower result.
Your unit took on a politically charged ticket that resulted in the death of one important
individual and the elevation of another. Gain 1d3 Contacts, 1d3 Enemies, and go into hiding,
leaving this career behind.
Your unit’s troop transport drops you into the wrong area and you miss all the action. Your
employer blames your poor planning protocols and you lose your position in the unit.
Your enemies took you captive, holding you for several years before you manage to escape.
You leave this career as a result.
Sabotage! The unit suffers a string of horrible sabotages, forcing them to disband for a while
during a period of rebuilding. Your position is downsized to help pay for the repairs, forcing
you into a different career.

If you succeed, you save his life and you gain an Ally.

13
14

If you fail, he is killed and you are blamed for letting him die. Gain an Enemy in his surviving
family.
You are placed in an advisory role for a new team within the unit. Gain one of Instruction,
Leadership, or Tactics (military).
During a ticket you have the chance to put yourself in harm’s way to help one of your
superiors.
If you choose to do so, roll on the Injury Table but gain +4DM to your next Advancement roll.

15

If you do not, gain the superior as a Rival.
Your unit is called out to fight alongside the local militia in a nearby conflict. Roll Tactics 8
(military) 8+.
If you succeed, you gain one of Gun Combat (Any), Melee Combat (Any), or Leadership.

16

If you fail, your plan results in the deaths of several locals. Gain an Enemy.
Whilst undertaking your current ticketed mission you have the opportunity to arrange the death
of a Rival or Enemy. If you choose to do so, roll either Deception 8+ or Gun Combat (Any) 8+.
If you succeed you can remove one of a Rival or Enemy and gain a +2DM to your next
advancement roll.
If you fail, a Rival becomes an Enemy or you gain a new Enemy.

21

If you have neither a Rival nor an Enemy, you help another member of your team take down
his enemy. Gain an Ally.
You are under siege and must battle your way to freedom. Roll Gun Combat (Any) 8+.
If you succeed, your carefully planned assault kills enough of the enemy to break their
morale. Gain Tactics (military) 1.
If you fail, several members of your unit are killed or injured and you must roll on the Injury Table.

22

Either way, immediately gain 5,000$ as a well-earned bonus.
You can call down a bombardment on an enemy position and end a battle, but doing so would
result in civilian casualties.
If you do so, gain a +2DM to your next Advancement roll, but suffer -2 SOC as the public is
disgusted at the high civilian losses.
If you don’t, suffer -2DM to your next advancement roll, but gain Leadership 1 and Recon 1
as you eventually find a way to win.
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23

You personally lead your unit to victory in their ticket, and your name is being spoken of
highly in many mercenary circles. Gain one of Leadership 1 or +1 SOC.
A very lucrative ticket enables your unit to pick and choose their next mission. Not having to
hustle for your next contract leaves you time brushing up on the basics. Increase any Service
Skill of your choice by 1.
Your evacuation transport is re-routed and you have to spend an extra tour on the front
lines. Roll Gun Combat (Any) 8+.

61

You are shipped to a wild colony on the edge of the frontier. Gain one of Survival, Melee
(Any), or Animals (Any).
The spokesperson for your employer is a braggart about his supposed military past. If you
want to ‘test’ him, roll Melee (Unarmed) 8+.

24

25

If you succeed, you are rewarded for your extra efforts and gain +2DM to your next
Advancement roll.
If you fail, roll on the Injury Table.
26
Your unit was particularly efficient, getting additional training in between numerous short
tickets. Gain one of Athletics (Any), Gun Combat (Any), Leadership, or Survival.
31–36 Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
41–46 Wartime Event. Roll on the Wartime Events table.
51
Due to a minor injury you are forced to spend some time in a cadre classroom instead of in
the field. Roll twice on the Injury Table and take the higher result. Then increase any skill you
already know by 1.
52
You spend a lot of time traveling on a mercenary cruiser during a prolonged ticket. Gain one
of Electronics (Computers), Electronics (Comms), or Gunnery (turret).
53
You owe your requisitions officer some credits because of a disastrous night at his Sabacc
table. He offers you a single chance to win it back. If you take him up on the offer, roll
Gambler 8+.

62

If you succeed, you knock him flat and gain +2DM to your next Advancement roll.
If you fail, suffer -1 SOC.
63
64
65

If you say nothing and let him go on about himself, gain him as a Contact.
Your unit is cut off by the enemy, surrounded and outnumbered. Holding out until relief
arrives you gain a +2DM to your next Advancement roll.
Your unit spends a lot of time in Cantinas, Sabacc houses, and Spice dens. Gain one of
Carouse, Deception, Gambler, or Persuade, as well as a Rival and a Contact.
Your unit is called upon to perform a particularly bloody ticket, requiring a great deal of close
quarters combat. Roll Melee (Any) 10+.
If you succeed, gain a +4DM to your next Advancement roll.

66

If you fail, the senseless slaughter finally gets to you. Immediately leave this career and
suffer disturbing, recurrent dreams.
You and your unit fulfill multiple tickets with exceptional results. You are automatically promoted.

If you succeed, gain an extra Cash Benefit roll from this career.
If you fail, lose a Cash Benefit roll.
54

If you don’t take him up on his offer, you have a 30,000$ debt.
Your unit’s ticket goes awry because of bad intelligence and several of your comrades rely on
your skills to get out alive.
Roll either Gun Combat (Any) 8+ or Tactics (Military) 8+.
If you succeed, gain +1 SOC and a +2DM to your next Advancement check.

55

If you fail, suffer a -2DM to your next advancement roll and your next survival roll.
You show exceptional daring in a combat action. Roll either Gun Combat (Any) 8+ or Melee (Any) 8+.
If you succeed, add +2DM to your next Advancement check.

56

If you fail, you gain an Enemy in the member of your unit your daredevil tactics put in harm’s way.
You become the spokesman for your unit when dealing with the locals. Gain one of Persuade
1, Diplomacy 1, or a Contact.
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MERCENARY: GUERRILLA

Insurgents plague many worlds in the universe, as political
movements, rival powers, and corporations all seek to
further their own interests at the expense of current
governments or rivals. Guerrillas include those that join
these movements out of political belief or suffer the
misfortune of being drafted into these forces.

ENLISTMENT
END 6+

ASSIGNMENTS
Militant: A frontline fighter for the cause, you made up for
lack of training with determination and zeal.
Saboteur: You were a specialist in the destruction of enemy
material.
Terrorist: Absolutely devoted to your cause you targeted key
enemy personnel, usually in enemy urban territory.

CAREER PROGRESS
Militant
Saboteur
Terrorist

SURVIVAL

ADVANCEMENT

END 6+
INT 6+
DEX 8+

END 7+
EDU 8+
INT 8+

BENEFITS

1d6 CREDITS

OTHER BENEFIT

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Blade
+1 END
+1 STR
Gun
Armor
Ally
Ship Share

—
—
3,000$
9,000$
20,000$
35,000$
40,000$

SKILLS & TRAINING

1d6 PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

SERVICE SKILLS

ADV. EDUCATION (MIN EDU 8)

1
2
3
4
5
6

Athletics (Any)
Survival
Combat Engineer
Deception
Stealth
Gun Combat (Any)

Electronics (Comms)
Engineer (Any)
Interrogation (Any)
Recruiting
Tactics (Military)
Persuade

1d6 MILITANT

SABOTEUR

TERRORIST

1
2
3
4
5
6

Combat Engineer
Drive (Any)
Mechanic
Explosives
Survival
Science (Chemistry)

Deception
Melee (Any)
Recon
Stealth
Gun Combat (Any)
Explosives

+1 DEX
+1 STR
+1 END
Jack-of-All-Trades
Melee (Blade)
Gun Combat (Any)

Gun Combat (Any)
Electronics (Comms)
Melee (Any)
Recon
Survival
Stealth

RANKS & SKILLS

RANK

TITLE

SKILL OR BENEFIT

0
1
2
3
4
5
6

Escopetero
Soldado
Sargento
Teniente
Captain
Coronel
Comandante

—
Gun Combat (Any) 1 or Explosives 1
—
Tactics (Military) 1
—
Recruiting 1
Leadership 1
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2d6 MISHAP
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EVENT

2

11
12

Disaster! Roll on the Mishap table but you are not ejected from this career.
Your unit uses you to make a threatening holo-vid that is sent to your opposition. Suffer -1
SOC and gain an Enemy in that organization. Those favorable to your cause now recognize
you as a hero, gaining you 1d3 Contacts.
You are told to go undercover with the enemy to get more information about your targets.
Gain one of Carouse, Deception, Investigate, or Recon.
An anti-guerrilla expert has been hired to deal with your unit. Throw Tactics (military) 8+.

3
4
5

6
7
8
9

10

11

The pain and suffering caused to the civilian population by the insurgency causes you to leave
the life of a guerrilla.
Shadowy backers of your insurgency are revealed, causing off-world support to disappear and
the movement to fail. Your cause, and career, is done.
You are named in the local government’s ten most-wanted list. Suffer -1 SOC, gain an Enemy,
and go into hiding with a Cover Identity in a new career.
You are too successful, and a sizable bounty has been placed on your head. You are greatly
feared now, but this means you are not as free to act as you once were. Gain an Enemy
(bounty hunter), and leave this career.
Injured. Roll on the Injury Table.
You were caught by local authorities and spent years in a jail cell. Suffer -1 END but gain
Streetwise.
Severely wounded. Roll twice on the Injury Table and take the lower result.
The government that you were hired to help overthrow is renowned in several systems for
their benevolent ways. Your actions make some people happy with you, but others very upset.
Gain 1d2 Contacts and 1d2 Enemies.
You are tortured for information by the organization you are fighting against. Unable to
withstand the pain, your information leads to your cause being lost. Gain 1d2 Enemies
amongst those whose families were killed in the aftermath.
It has been discovered that your cause has been funded by the illegal proceeds of Spice dealers.

13
14

If you succeed, you gain +4DM to your next Advancement roll.
15

If you fail, roll on the Injury Table and gain the expert as an Enemy.
Your enemies use underhanded tactics to uncover the location of your unit. Roll Stealth 8+.
If you succeed, you keep your men safe and gain a +2DM to your next Advancement roll.

16

If you fail, you are captured and framed for the subterfuge. You are ejected from this career.
Your employer gives you free reign to unleash hell itself upon your enemies, with a bonus for
gratuitous violence.
If you choose to follow these instructions, suffer -1 SOC but gain a +2DM to your next
advancement roll.
If you elect to fight only as needed, gain +1 SOC but suffer -2DM to your next Advancement roll.

If you condemn this practice and leave voluntarily, gain a Contact amongst law enforcement or
Imperial authorities.

12

If you drift away when the movement becomes more involved in pure criminality, keep your
Benefit roll from this term of service.
Your unit goes legitimate for the new government when you help overthrow the former one.
The insurgency is over and you seek to adjust to a different life. Gain a +2DM to qualify for
any Military career.
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21

A conflict between interstellar powers erupts and you are caught in the middle. Roll 1d6.

54

You lead a mission against a tyrannical government. Roll either Leadership 8+ or Tactics (Any) 8+.

1

Your group is crushed on all fronts and your unit is routed. Roll Gun Combat (Any) 8+ or
Tactics (military) 8+.
If you succeed, you escape to fight another day.

If you succeed, gain a +2DM to your next Advancement check.
55

If you fail, you are captured and lose any Benefits from this term.
2

3

Your forces are defeated in the field but remain powerful enough to prevent an
overwhelming enemy victory. Gain one of Gun Combat (Any), Persuade, or Survival as
you struggle back to the new front lines.

56
61

There is a stalemate in the fighting as neither side gains an advantage. Roll Gun Combat
(Any) 8+ or Tactics (military) 8+.

If you succeed, the target was destroyed, gaining you +1DM to your next Advancement roll
and 1d3 Allies.

If you succeed, gain one of Diplomat, Streetwise, or Stealth.
If you fail, roll on the Injury Table as you’re caught in the crossfire.
4

5

There is no major engagement as neither side is really ready for war. You settle down
in a boring routine and try to learn new skills. Gain one of Admin, Athletics (Any), Drive
(Any), or Mechanic.
The enemy is forced back and victory is celebrated. Gain a +2DM to your next
Advancement roll.

Total conquest. The enemy is crushed beneath the might of your forces and there is much
looting. Gain an additional Benefit roll. If you are an Ewok, gain 2 additional Benefit rolls
and 1d6 Stormtrooper helmets as loot.
22
Your unit has been brought in to deal with an alien faction. Gain one of Interrogation,
Language (Any), or Streetwise.
23
You and your unit have been through some difficult times, but you always managed to pull them
through with a few strong words or wisecracks. Gain one of Carouse, Gambler, or Leadership.
24
Your rebel movement splits into several different factions. Gain 1d3 Contacts and 1d3 Rivals.
25
You are assigned to the staff of a political officer, trying to bring over the local civilian
population to your side. Gain one of Persuade or Deception.
26
Your last raid was a huge success and you kept something from the spoils. Immediately gain
1 Blade, Weapon, or Armor.
31–36 Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
41–46 Wartime Event. Roll on the Wartime Events table.
51
You are savaged by local wildlife. Roll on the Injury Table but gain one of Melee (Any) or Survival.
52
Your unit is left to its own, hiding from the authorities for several months before the
completion of the mission. Gain one of Deception, Recon, Streetwise, or Survival.
53
Serving under a charismatic leader gains admirers for your cause. Gain 1d3 zealous contacts.

If you fail, suffer -1 SOC and you are branded as a traitor to the Empire.
A vicious vendetta between differing factions in your cause leaves you caught in the middle.
Gain 1d3 Enemies.
There is an Imperial double-agent friendly to your unit, and he helps you organize the big
attack. Gain him as a Contact and you have a Secret regarding his involvement.
A major attack is launched with your allies providing a diversion. Roll Stealth 8+ or Gun
Combat (Any) 8+.

62

If you fail, their sacrifice was wasted, costing you -1DM to your next Advancement roll and
gaining you 1d3 Enemies.
An unimportant ‘target of opportunity’ pleas for his life when you get him at gunpoint.
If you choose to eliminate him, gain +2DM to your next Advancement roll.

63

If you spare him and let him go on his way, gain him as an Ally.
You are pitted against a firmly established target with many layers of defense. Throw END 8+.
If you succeed, gain one of Explosives, Gun Combat (Any), or Heavy Weapons (Any).

6

64

If you fail, roll twice on the Injury Table and take the lower number.
Your unit is charged with robbing an Imperial supply ship to raise funds for the revolution.
Roll Tactics (Any) 8+.
If you succeed, gain a +1DM to a Cash Benefit roll.
If you fail, lose a Cash Benefit roll.
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d66

EVENT

65

The family of a scientist who is designing a secret weapon is being held at a remote location
and only you are in a position to save them and prevent the scientist from being forced to
betray his people. Roll 1d6.
1

You find the kidnappers’ hideout and try to rescue the scientist’s family. Roll Gun Combat
(Any) 8+.
If you succeed, they are rescued and the scientist becomes an Ally.
If you fail, they are killed and you gain the scientist as an Enemy.

2

Discovering the kidnappers’ base of operations you try to trick them into fleeing. Roll
Deception 8+.
If you succeed, the family is freed and you gain a +4DM to your next Advancement roll
for your clever ruse.
If you fail, the kidnappers flee but take the family with them. Gain the family as an Enemy.

3

You heroically attack the kidnappers, forcing them to retreat in a panic. The family
escapes, but you are injured. As a reward the scientist fits you with a cybernetic part to
improve your capabilities. Gain a Combat Implant.

4

You discover the scientist is the one behind the whole thing, using the kidnapping as an
excuse for his treachery should his actions be discovered. Gain Investigate.

5

The scheme is a plot by a criminal syndicate rather than an enemy state.
If you call in the authorities once the family is safe, gain a +2DM to your next
Advancement roll.
If you force the criminals to cooperate with you in the future, gain the criminal
organization as a Network.

6

You discover that the scientist’s wife is a long time Imperial sleeper agent and is behind
the entire scheme.
If you chose to reveal this to the scientist, he doesn’t go through with the handover of
secrets. You gain him as a Contact and his wife as an Enemy as she returns to her Agency.

66

If you don’t reveal this to the scientist, you allow the handover to happen and receive a
Benefit roll from the sleeper agent.
You and your unit fulfill multiple missions with exceptional results. You are automatically promoted.
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4

MERCENARY: STRIKER

These are the numerous frontline fighters hired when local
forces are unable to be sent into combat for whatever reason.

ENLISTMENT
END 6+ or 1 Term in any Military career
-2DM if you are age 34 or more

ASSIGNMENTS
Rifleman: You were a regular frontline trooper.
Sniper: You were a specialist marksman.
Breacher: You were a specialist called in to board hostile
vessels or attack fortified positions.

CAREER PROGRESS
Rifleman
Sniper
Breacher

SURVIVAL

ADVANCEMENT

END 6+
DEX 6+
END 8+

END 8+
DEX 8+
END 6+

BENEFITS

1d6 CREDITS

OTHER BENEFIT

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

+1 END
+1 DEX
Blaster Weapon (Pistol or Rifle)
Blade
Armor
Combat Implant
Prime Ticket

5,000$
10,000$
15,000$
20,000$
30,000$
45,000$
60,000$

SKILLS & TRAINING

1d6 PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

SERVICE SKILLS

ADV. EDUCATION (MIN EDU 8)

1
2
3
4
5
6

Athletics (Any)
Medic
Electronics (Comms)
Explosives
Heavy Weapons (Any)
Tactics (Military)

Flyer (Any)
Drive (Any)
Leadership
Mechanic
Pilot (Any)
Weapons Engineering

1d6 RIFLEMAN

SNIPER

BREACHER

1
2
3
4
5
6

Stealth
Gun Combat (Any)
Electronics (Sensors)
Gun Combat (Any)
Recon
Weapon Engineering

Explosives
Combat Engineer
Gun Combat (Any)
Remote Ops
Vacc Suit
Pilot (Small Craft)

+1 STR
+1 DEX
+1 END
Gun Combat (Any)
Heavy Weapons (Any)
Survival

Gun Combat (Any)
Navigation
Heavy Weapons (Any)
Melee (Any)
Survival
Gun Combat (Any)

RANKS & SKILLS

RANK

TITLE

SKILL OR BENEFIT

0
1
2
3
4
5
6

Trooper
Strike Specialist
Strike Leader
Company Leader
Battalion Leader
Brigade Commander
Division Commander

Gun Combat (Any) 1
—
Recruiting 1
Tactics (Military) 1
Leadership 1
—
Prime Ticket
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MISHAP TABLE

EVENTS TABLE

2d6 MISHAP

d66

EVENT

2

You are confronted by several anti-war activists that you deal with rather harshly. The political
backlash is enough that you are forced to leave the unit and look for new employment.
Your attack on an alien installation went sideways. Roll on the Injury Table and gain a member
of the alien race as an Enemy.
Your unit is sent against a superior force and you are horribly defeated. You openly blame one
of your comrades for lack of sufficient Intel. Gain him as a Rival as you leave the unit in disgust.
You are responsible for a staggering number of confirmed kills on a ticket in a former neutral
zone. Gain 1d3 Enemies from anti-war groups.
Severely wounded. Roll twice on the Injury Table and take the lower result.
Your ticket seems much too difficult for you and your unit and you worry that you won’t make it
our alive.

11
12
13

Disaster! Roll on the Mishap table but you are not ejected from this career.
A local media source covered your unit’s actions in a very favorable light. Gain +1 SOC.
You are forced to stay in a hostile zone far longer than you would like. Throw END 8+ to
avoid injury.

If you back out of the ticket, you are branded a coward and kicked out of your unit.

15

3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10

If you struggle through, you must roll on the Injury Table, but you keep your Benefit roll from this
term as you move on to a new career.
Injured. Roll on the Injury Table.
Your unit is used to cover the tracks of a disgraced Imperial Army officer. Gain the officer as
an Ally but you are forced to change your career due to your association.
Your unit is decimated as you come under friendly fire. Roll Tactics (Military) 8+.

If you succeed, you make it through unscathed and well practiced. Gain Gun Combat (Any) or
Heavy Weapons (Any).
14

If you succeed, you rally your troops on to victory. Gain +2DM to your next Advancement roll.

16

21

If you succeed, you manage to extract the survivors and lead them to safety. Gain 1d3 Contacts.
11
12

Failure leaves only embittered, wounded veterans who curse your name. Gain 1d3 Enemies.
You end up in constant conflict with another mercenary. Gain a Rival as they drive you from
the mercenary career.
What was a limited mercenary action rapidly escalates as major Imperial agencies become
involved. As a result your unit is one of those pushed out as political pressure forces
“something to be done.”

If you fail, roll on the Injury Table.
Artillery fire has scattered your offensive. Throw Leadership 8+

22
23
24

If you fail, roll on the Injury Table.
Your unit uncovers an enemy network of financial assets. Gain a +1DM on a Cash Benefit roll
from this career.
You were ill when your unit moved out, so you missed the ticket. During the interim
you brushed up on some non-combat skills. Gain one of Advocate, Broker, Electronics
(Computers), or Mechanic.
Your transport ship misjumps into hostile territory. You make your way back, making attacks
on targets of opportunity along the way and creating havoc in otherwise peaceful systems.
Gain one of Gun Combat (Any), Tactics (Any), Leadership, or Recon as well as 1d3 Enemies
from the subjects of what becomes known as “The Trail of Pain.”
Your long-term contract ends unexpectedly and you spend the rest of the ticket time on R&R
on Nar Shaadda. Gain one of Carouse, Gambler, Language (Any), or Profession (Any).
Your unit’s last ticket helped stabilize a corrupt government. Gain Recruiting or SOC +1
Being the smooth talker of your unit, you’re chosen to negotiate with a local magistrate,
denying criminal allegations. Roll Advocate 8+ or Diplomat 8+.
If you succeed, you gain 1d3 Contacts and are absolved of the baseless accusations.

25

If you fail, you gain 1d3 Rivals who continue to spread the allegations of your misdeeds.
Stuck in an isolated position, your energy packs run dry during a firefight. Roll Melee (Any)
8+ as your position is overrun.
If you succeed, your heroism gains you a +4DM to your next Advancement roll.

If you fail, you must roll twice on the Injury Table and take the lower result.
26
One of your assignments require special training for success and your employer is willing to
cover the costs. Gain one of Vacc Suit, Electronics (Remote Ops), Seafarer (Any), or Drive (Mole).
31–36 Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
41–46 Wartime Event. Roll on the Wartime Events table.
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d66

EVENT

d66

EVENT

51

Your unit is given several pieces of specialist equipment on which you need to train. Roll EDU 8+.

65

During a ticket a spy in your unit betrays you. Roll Gun Combat (Any) 8+ or Melee (Any) 8+.

If you succeed, gain one of Animals (Handling), Flyer (Grav), Heavy Weapons (Man Portable),
or Vacc Suit.
52

If you fail, suffer -1DM to your next Survival roll in this career.
Your unit is marooned by an untrustworthy ship’s captain. Roll Navigation 8+ or Survival 8+.

If you succeed, gain +4DM to your next Advancement roll as you expose the treachery.

66

If you fail, you are left for dead and barely recover when your unit finds you. Roll twice on the
Injury Table and take the lower result. Also, gain an Enemy in the traitor.
You have a 100% success rate on your tickets this term. You are automatically promoted.

If you succeed, you mange to return to civilization unharmed. Gain Recon.
If you fail, the trip back from the outer rim is dangerous and you must roll on the Injury Table.
53

In either case, gain the ship’s captain as an Enemy.
You’re caught in the midst of a vicious firefight. Throw Gun Combat (Any) 10+.
If you succeed, you gain +2DM to your next Advancement roll and increase the skill you used by 1.

54

If you fail, you must roll twice on the Injury Table and take the higher result.
You are assigned to a ticket where discretion is essential. Throw Stealth 8+.
If you succeed, you gain an Ally as the information you uncover is of great value to your employer.

55

If you fail, gain an Enemy as the secret of your mission is exposed and your employer is implicated.
Your ticket quickly goes south and you get a bad feeling about it. You have to adapt quickly
to salvage the job. Roll INT 8+.
If you succeed, you gain Jack-of-All-Trades.

56
61
62
63

If you fail, you lose a Benefit roll.
You have the opportunity to loot an enemy cache. Immediately gain a Weapon or Armor.
Your unit received some armored support for this ticket. Gain +4DM to your next Survival roll
in this Career.
Your strong tactics result in using fewer resources than anticipated on your last ticket. The
requisitions officer is pleased and you gain him as a Contact.
When the pilot of your evacuation transport is injured, you’re forced to take the stick. Roll
Pilot (Small Craft) 8+ or DEX 10+.
If you succeed, you get the injured to safety. Gain one of Medic, Electronics (Sensors), or
Astrogation.

64

If you fail, you end up crashing the ship and have to be rescued by Imperial forces. Roll on the
Injury Table and gain a derogatory nickname.
You are positioned in proximity to an experimental particle weapon that irradiates the area
whenever it is fired. Throw END 8+.
If you succeed, you learn a great deal talking with the operator. Gain Heavy Weapons (Man
Portable).
If you fail, you suffer radiation poisoning. Suffer -1 STR and -1 END.
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MERCHANT CAREERS
1

BROKER

136

2

FREE TRADER

139

3

JUNKER

143

4

MARKETER

147

5

ROYAL TRADER

150
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SPECIAL INFORMATION FOR MERCHANT CHARACTERS
CHARACTERISTICS
Most merchants rely on their skills and training over their core physiques. This causes them
to tend toward higher Intelligence, Education, and Social Standing characteristics.

instead choose to add a Buyer/ Seller. For every Buyer/Seller a character has (which should
be given names and personalities, just like regular Allies) in their stable of contacts, the
character may tap them for market information once per month. This market information will
add a dice modifier to a number of different skill checks.
The types of skill checks that a Buyer/Seller can affect are as follows, as long as they pertain
to the purchase or sale of goods:

BECOMING A MERCHANT
There are two distinct ways to qualify for a Merchant career path. The first and simplest is
to meet the listed Qualifications of the path as normal. The second is for or the character
to buy their way by paying the ‘License Fee’ listed for each Merchant career. This fee
represents the tendency for mercantile organizations to overlook certain factors such
as age, experience, or even legality if a healthy enough donation is made along with the
application.

NEW BENEFITS AND PROBLEMS
A merchant’s life is unlike that of others and they have several aspects to it that are not
reflected in the core Traveller rules and characteristics. These traits are new ways to add
flavor and uniqueness to Merchant characters.

ASSISTANT
You gain an aide-de-camp to run errands, take notes, book passage, and generally help you
in your day-to-day tasks. Assistants have any two of the following skills: Admin 0, Broker 0,
Electronics (Comms) 0, Electronics (Computers) 0, Drive (Wheeled) 0, Drive (Hover) 0,
Flyer (Grav) 0, Seafarer (Sail) 0, Seafarer (Motorboats) 0, Steward 0

BUYER/SELLER
Merchants make friends and allegiances throughout their careers like anyone else, but
when it comes to their profitability they dare not risk their livelihood on something as trivial
as “friendship.” Merchants frequently set aside commonplace relationships in exchange for
less cordial ones that will raise their bottom line and make them money instead of memories.
These special relationships are called Buyer/Sellers.
A Buyer/Seller is a specialized form of Ally that does not help the character in general ways.
Rather, it focuses on setting up good prices for their associates. Like a shopper who calls
their friends when they spot a bargain, the Buyer/Seller helps arrange good deals for the
Merchant.
During character creation, anytime a character on a Merchant career gains an Ally they may

Advocate
Broker
Diplomat
Persuade
Buyer/Sellers are not infallible in their market knowledge, however, and they sometimes
make mistakes. The dice modifier a Buyer/ Seller offers must be rolled randomly to show the
accuracy of their information. When a character calls upon the advice of a Buyer/Seller, the
Referee secretly rolls 1D6-3 and applies the final result to the skill check desired. As a note,
this means the modifier can be a negative number!
For example, Experienced Trader Roe Geijsen has a hold full of children’s toys she is looking
to offload but has no idea where to do so. He calls his Buyer/Seller, a smuggler named Jib
Fraeze, hoping for a tip on where to sell them. The Referee secretly rolls 1D6-3 and gets a
‘5’. This means that Fraeze will have accurate information about a baby boom on the planet
Fondor, giving Roe a +2DM to his upcoming Broker skill roll to sell her goods there.

INFLUENCE
One of the most important facets of a merchant’s life is how he affects the market around
him. Some merchants become local gurus of market information and are listened to by
other marketing individuals on the state of the economy. When they say something is a hot
commodity, their peers flock to it – or at least listen to his advice. This sway they have is
called Influence.
Influence is measured in levels, gained and lost as a character progresses through his
Merchant careers. These levels are not numbered; instead they are given ratings that reflect
the merchant’s level of belief that the Merchant’s peers have in them. If a character gains
more than four levels of Influence (for any reason), they automatically gain +1 SOC instead.
Influence is rated as follows:
Amateur (11+): The merchant and his decisions are mostly ignored but he might be able to
help more than he hinders.
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Specialist (9+): The merchant knows what to say in order to get his local peers to follow his
lead.

Any Influence check of a natural ‘12’ is a critical success that results in the character
becoming more popular, thus adding another rating level to his current Influence.

Commercialist (7+): Corporate buyers and free traders throughout the sector pay attention to
what the merchant thinks is hot.

Conversely, extremely bad advice will hurt the character’s Influence; a natural roll of ‘2’ will
remove a rating level instead. If this loss of rating would remove Influence completely, the
merchant gains a Rival in the trading world instead of losing his last level of Influence.

Trendsetter (5+): The merchant’s decisions to buy or sell anything are being watched and he
shakes up the market as he desires.

BANKRUPTCY VERSUS DEBT

After each Influence rating there is a difficulty number listed. This is what the merchant
character will need to roll on a base Influence check if he wishes to adjust the price of
something. The merchant can adjust all rolls on the Passenger Route Fee Table (page 71),
Freight Adjuster Table (page 66) or the Modified Price Table (page 81) that take place in his
chosen market as defined in the Trade chapter, starting on page 65 of Traveller Book 07:
Merchant Prince.

If a character believes that he has accrued too much debt over the course of a Merchant’s
character generation, he can choose to file commercial bankruptcy and willingly remove
himself from all further Merchant career paths, effectively Mustering Out without making
any Benefits rolls in exchange for the bankruptcy paying off none, some, most or all of his
existing debt.

The merchant modifies these tables by a number of their choosing, up to an amount based
on their SOC:

The character must roll 2D6, adding any ranks of the Advocate skill they might possess, and
compare it to their Rank’s row on the following table. The listed difficulty is what must be
rolled to achieve the amount of the character’s debt that will be taken care of as they leave
the career.

SOC
POTENTIAL TABLE MODIFIER
6–8
-1 or +1
9–11
-2 or +2
12–13
-3 or +3
14+
-4 or +4
The merchant is taking a risk when he makes the decision to use his Influence in this way.
If the character wishes to exert Influence, roll 2d6 against the appropriate Influence rating
difficulty.
If the Influence check is passed, the Table Modifier is applied in the fashion the character
wishes for a number of days equal to his Rank in his merchant career(s).

MERCHANT RANK
0
1
2
3
4
5
6

If the check is failed however, the opposite modifier is applied for an equal amount of time.
Not all trends may be good ones.
For example, Experienced Trader (Rank 3) Roe Geijsen has a SOC of 12 and Commercialistlevel Influence. She decides that she would like to try and sway her local alcohol market by
Influencing the Modified Price Table for Luxury Consumables in her planetary market by +3.
She rolls her Influence skill and fails with an unfortunate ‘5’. For the next three days, all
Luxury Consumables trades are done with a -3 penalty that will be directly blamed on Roe
and her poor advice.
It is possible however, to have Influence altered over the course of the character’s life based
on the advice he gives.
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10%
7+
5+
3+
Automatic
Automatic
Automatic
Automatic

25%
8+
7+
5+
3+
Automatic
Automatic
Automatic

50%
10+
8+
7+
5+
3+
Automatic
Automatic

100%
12+
10+
8+
7+
5+
3+
Automatic

1

MERCHANT: BROKER

You specialized in buying and selling goods from across the
galaxy, often sight unseen.

ENLISTMENT
INT 6+ or 5,000$ License Fee
-2DM if you are age 34 or more

ASSIGNMENTS
Corporate: You worked for a merchant company or
megacorp, earning a steady wage with little risk.
Freelancer: You worked for anyone who would pay your way
and let you do what you do without much oversight.
Illicit: You brokered for criminal syndicates, applying your
knowledge of how the market works to spice, weapons, and
worse.

SURVIVAL

ADVANCEMENT

EDU 5+
EDU 6+
INT 7+

INT 7+
INT 6+
INT 5+

BENEFITS

1d6 CREDITS

OTHER BENEFIT

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

+1 EDU
+1 INT
+1 Influence
Assistant
Ship Share
+1 SOC
Free Trader

1,000$
5,000$
10,000$
25,000$
25,000$
50,000$
60,000$

1d6 PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

SERVICE SKILLS

ADV. EDUCATION (MIN EDU 8)

1
2
3
4
5
6

Admin
Broker
Electronics (Computers)
Investigate
Persuade
Social Sciences (Economics)

Advocate
Electronics (Comms)
Diplomat
Language (Any)
Science (Any)
Trade (Any)

1d6 CORPORATE

FREELANCER

ILLICIT

1
2
3
4
5
6

Broker
Streetwise
Electronics (Computers)
Investigate
Persuade
Broker

Advocate
Carouse
Deception
Melee (Blades)
Broker
Streetwise

+1 Influence
Gun Combat (Any)
+1 INT
+1 EDU
+1 SOC
Jack-of-All-Trades

Admin
Broker
Electronics (Comms)
Persuade
Steward
+1 Influence

RANKS & SKILLS

CAREER PROGRESS
Corporate
Freelancer
Illicit

SKILLS & TRAINING

RANK

TITLE

SKILL OR BENEFIT

0
1
2
3
4
5
6

—
Advisor
Associate Broker
Broker
Senior Broker
Commercialist
Trades Commissioner

—
Broker 1
—
Streetwise 1
+1 Influence
—
+1 SOC
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MISHAP TABLE

EVENTS TABLE

2d6 MISHAP

d66

EVENT

2
3

11
12

Disaster! Roll on the Mishap table but you are not ejected from this career.
A co-worker just lost millions and is having a breakdown in the brokerage. You may choose to
talk him down or do nothing.

4

Severely injured. Roll twice on the Injury Table and take the lower result.
An angry client makes it his goal to ruin you with bad publicity. Lose -1 Influence and one
Contact. Gain an Enemy.
Someone in the market gives you inside trade information.

If you choose to act, roll either Persuade 8+ or Social Sciences (Psychology) 8+ to deal with him.

If you use the illegal data, gain 1d3 extra benefit rolls and leave this career to avoid
prosecution.

5

6

If you succeed, gain 1 Ally and increase the skill rolled by 1 level.
If you fail, suffer a -2DM on your next Advancement roll.

If you refuse the bribe, roll Advocate 8+ to properly defend yourself and avoid being ejected
from this career.
Your place of work gets caught up in a crackdown on illegal trading practices. Roll Advocate
8+ to avoid gaining an Enemy in a Law Enforcement official who believes you got off lightly
and should have served time on a prison planet (regardless of your having committed any
offenses or not).
One of your superiors suspects you of taking bribes.

If you do nothing, roll 1d6.
1

2–3 Gain +1DM on your next Advancement roll as there’s a new opening in your department.
4–5 Local authorities arrive just in time and subdue him before anything further happens.
6

If this is true, gain 1d6 x 1,200$ as you leave the career.
7
8

If it is untrue, you may stay in the career but cannot roll for Advancement this term.
You suffer work-related stress that leads to a nervous breakdown. Suffer -1 SOC due to how
you “handed in your resignation.”
You discover that one of your contacts is using unfair business practices against your company.
Turn him in and lose one of an Ally, Contact, or Buyer/Seller but retain your career.

13

14
15

Protect his dishonesty and keep his Buyer/Seller relationship but get ejected from this career
when he is discovered.

9
10
11

12

If you don’t have an Ally, Contact, or Buyer/Seller, gain a Buyer/Seller as you make new
friends on the way out the door.
A hostile takeover of the brokerage you are involved with pits you against your peers before
you are let go. Gain one of your former co-workers as a Rival.
A massive drop in the market leaves you jobless and depressed. Suffer -1 SOC from months of
solitude.
An alien commodity you were backing fell through the bottom of the market and many of
your clients are upset with you. One has taken it very personally. Gain him as an Enemy as he
presses for your dismissal.
You are fined 1d6 x 1,000$ for poorly filed paperwork. Pay this immediately to retain
your place in the career. If you do not have the Credits on hand, you must leave your career
immediately and lose one Cash Benefit roll to cover the fine.

There is now no witness to your role in this whole financial fiasco. Gain 3d6 x 5,000$
and a Secret.
You are asked to be part of a major deal that is happening off-world. Gain any one of Admin,
Broker, Language (Any), or Persuade. Now roll that skill at 8+ to gain a +2DM on your next
Advancement roll.
You are given a gift from a happy client in the form of a piece of art worth 2d6 x 1,000$.
You are assigned a trainee and asked to show them the ropes. If you choose to cover for his
numerous mistakes, roll Admin 8+.
Succeed and your employer eventually moves him along to another area. Gain the trainee as
an Ally.
If you fail, you are reprimanded for endangering the reputation of the company. Suffer -2DM
on your next Advancement roll.

16
21
22
23
24

If you don’t cover for him, he is fired and you gain him as a Rival.
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
You have been assigned with boring paperwork and data entry. Gain one of Admin,
Electronics (Computers), or Electronics (Comms).
There is a serious windfall of funds into your brokerage. Gain +2DM on your next
Advancement roll or +1 on a Cash Benefit roll.
One of the senior brokers likes your style. Gain him as an Ally.
A sealed file about slush funds has fallen into your lap.
Use them and gain +1 to a Cash Benefit roll, but make a Rival out of a local market peer.

25
26

Pass them along to your superiors and gain +2DM to your next Advancement roll.
You are given advanced office training. Gain one of Admin, Advocate, Broker or Steward.
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
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d66

EVENT

d66

EVENT

31

You sign on to do some work for a high-profile criminal. Gain 1d6 x 1,250 $ and Streetwise
1, but suffer -1 SOC.
The brokerage hires a new legal advocate who requests your assistance handling on a legal
matter. Roll Advocate 8+.

46
51

Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
Your favorite client wants to meet outside the office.

32

If you succeed, gain +2DM to your next Advancement roll.
33

If you fail, suffer a -2DM to your next Advancement roll.
An alien client requests your services personally. Roll Broker 8+. (If you have any alien
Language skills, you automatically pass.)

Grab a drink at the Cantina, tell them your life story, and gain them as an Ally.
52
53
54

If you succeed, gain the alien as an Ally and a +2DM to your next Advancement roll.
34

If you fail, gain the alien as an Enemy and suffer -2DM to your next Advancement roll.
Financial disaster strikes. Roll Broker 8+ or Diplomat 8+ to minimize the losses.
Succeed and gain +1 Influence.

35
36
41

Fail and suffer -1DM to a Cash Benefit roll.
An Imperial agent requires you to look over a crime syndicate’s financial data. Gain one of
Admin 1, Investigation 1, or an Ally.
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
Your direct supervisor at the brokerage has been making numerous errors.
If you follow his bad decisions, you suffer a -1DM to your next advancement roll but gain him
as a Contact.

42

Turn him in to the next highest authority and gain +2DM to your next Advancement roll
instead. You also gain the newly unemployed supervisor as an Enemy.
You get romantically involved with one of your clients. Gain Carouse 1 and an Ally. Then roll
Deception 8+.

55
56
61

Succeed and prove it is clearly not your fault. Gain +2DM on your next Advancement roll.

62

44
45

Fail and you are accused of trying to keep it hidden for personal gain. Suffer -2DM on your
next Advancement roll.
An elite league of financiers wants to hire you away from your current brokerage.
If you accept, leave this career and gain +2DM to your Qualification roll to become a Royal
Trader (Financier) on your next term.

63
64

If you succeed, you manage to cover it up at the office and no one is the wiser. Gain a Secret.
43

Send your regrets and keep things ‘only business’ and gain one of Admin, Advocate, or Broker.
You are required to attend special scholastic training on behalf of the brokerage. Roll once on
the Advanced Education Skills and Training table.
Someone at the brokerage starts an ongoing card game at the office. Gain Gambler.
Your primary clients are lower tech agricultural types that talk a lot about their lives on the
moisture farm and even invite you out for a visit. Gain one of Animals (Any), Drive (Any), or
Survival.
Your decisions saved the career of a fellow broker. Gain him as an Ally.
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
You investigate some discrepancies in the files at your brokerage, discovering an odd leak of
funds. Roll Investigate roll 8+.

If you fail, you lose -2DM on your next Advancement roll for breaking company policy.
Your chief client has a very strange secret that the media would love to know about.

65

If you keep his interests classified, gain +2DM to your next Advancement roll and a Secret.

66

If you leak the news to a reporter, gain the client as an Enemy and the reporter as a Contact.
An influential crime boss wants to bring you into his organization. You may automatically
qualify for any Rogue career next term if you muster out of this one immediately.
Your brokerage is downsizing. You are offered a chance to retire early with a healthy
severance package

Refuse and gain +4DM to your next Advancement roll instead for your loyalty.
Your continued education has been paid for by the brokerage. Gain +1 EDU.
Your brokerage is going through some upper management changes, allowing you to try and
interview for a better position. You may add your Broker or Persuade skill to your next
Advancement roll.
One of your deals makes a great amount of money for the brokerage’s owner. Gain a 3d6 x 2,000$
bonus immediately, or gain a +4DM to your next Advancement roll thanks to his gratitude.
You are the lead broker on the biggest account the brokerage has had to date. You are
automatically promoted.

If you accept, gain 1 additional Cash Benefit roll, 1 additional Other Benefit Roll, and muster
out immediately.
If you decide to stay on with the company, you cannot Advance in rank this term.
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MERCHANT: FREE TRADER

You worked as a member of a trader ship’s crew, making
runs across the far reaches of the galaxy.

ENLISTMENT
END 5+ or 2,500$ License Fee
-2DM if you are age 30 or more

ASSIGNMENTS
Officer: You gave the orders that kept the crew on time and
on task.
Trade Crew: You were one of the wheels in the machine that
kept your ship running successfully for a share of the profits.
Trade Pilot: You flew the trader ship and most of the freight
lifters to keep the cargo – and profits – flowing.

CAREER PROGRESS
Officer
Trade Crew
Trade Pilot

SURVIVAL

ADVANCEMENT

INT 6+
DEX 5+
DEX 6+

EDU 6+
INT 7+
EDU 8+

BENEFITS

1d6 CREDITS

OTHER BENEFIT

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Blade or Gun (Pistol)
+1 INT
+1 SOC
Ship Share or Buyer/Seller
2 Ship Shares or Assistant
Free Trader
Free Trader

1,000$
5,000$
10,000$
25,000$
20,000$
40,000$
50,000$

SKILLS & TRAINING

1d6 PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

SERVICE SKILLS

ADV. EDUCATION (MIN EDU 8)

1
2
3
4
5
6

Pilot (Spacecraft)
Vacc Suit
Broker
Mechanic
Streetwise
Zero-G

Admin
Advocate
Electronics (Comms)
Engineer (Any)
Pilot (Spacecraft)
Space Sciences (Any)

1d6 OFFICER

TRADE CREW

TRADE PILOT

1
2
3
4
5
6

Electronics (Computers)
Engineer (Any)
Gun Combat (Any)
Gunner (Any)
Mechanic
Vacc Suit

Astrogation
Pilot (Any)
Sensors
Electronics (Comms)
Gunnery (Turret)
Zero-G

Jack-of-All-Trades
+1 DEX
+1 END
+1 INT
Gun Combat (Any)
Melee (Any)

Advocate
Broker
Diplomat
Leadership
Persuade
Melee (Blades)

RANKS & SKILLS

RANK

TITLE

SKILL OR BENEFIT

0
1
2
3
4
5
6

—
Tramp Hand
Trader
Experienced Trader
Trade Officer
Tramp Captain
Captain

—
Persuade 1
—
Jack-of-All-Trades 1
+1 Influence
—
+1 SOC
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MISHAP TABLE

EVENTS TABLE

2d6 MISHAP

d66

EVENT

2
3
4

11
12

Disaster! Roll on the Mishap table but you are not ejected from this career.
Your buyer decides to get the best price out of you – violently. You may choose to fight them
or let them have the cargo.

5
6

Severely injured. Roll twice on the Injury Table and take the lower result.
A Gundark stowed away with the cargo! Roll on the Injury Table.
A pirate informs you that he would rather accept your cargo without firing a shot than kill you
and your crew.
If you hand it over, suffer -1 SOC as you are labeled a coward and ejected from the career.

If you succeed, gain +1 SOC and a reputation as a bad ass.

If you refuse, roll Gunner (Any) 8+ to defend the ship and keep your job.

If you fail, roll on the Injury Table and gain an Enemy in the buyer.

If you succeed, you stay in this career, gain 1 Cash Benefit roll, but must roll on the Injury Table.

If you let them have the cargo, you suffer a -2DM to your next Advancement roll.
A notorious criminal has need of your services. Gain any one of Carouse, Deception, or
Streetwise. Then, roll 1d6.

If you fail, roll on the Injury Table and you are ejected from this career.
Your ship suffers a catastrophic engine failure because of your mistake. Gain an Enemy out of
the few survivors.
Your ship is being pursued by Customs agents who believe you are carrying illegal cargo.
Dump it and gain a Contact in Law Enforcement and a Rival in the Smuggler captain to whom
you were supposed to deliver.
Deliver it and gain a Contact in your Smuggler captain client and a Rival in the Law
Enforcement officer who you elude.

7

8

9
10

11
12

If you fight, roll Gun Combat (Any) 8+ or Melee (Any) 8+.

In either case you must leave this career, as you’re now known to frequent with the criminal
element.
An engineering mistake ruins 2d6 x 3,000$ worth of merchandise. Pay for this cargo and you
may continue in this career. Otherwise, you must leave and forfeit 1 Cash Benefit roll to cover
costs.
A sale goes horribly wrong when another crew arrives in system and undercuts your prices
considerably, causing you to take a big loss. Gain the opposite crew as a Rival but you can roll
Persuade 8+ to keep your career alive.
You are asked to leave the crew for “personal reasons” and are paid off with 1d6 x 1,000$.
You have a chance to save a major sale before it fails. Roll Broker 8+ or Persuade 8+.

13

1

2–5 Gain the criminal syndicate as a Contact.
14
15

6 The criminal pays you well for your services. Gain an extra Cash Benefit roll.
Your ship gets an unexpected upgrade from a happy buyer. Gain +2DM to your next
Advancement roll.
One of the crew on your ship is injured on the job. Roll Medic 8+ to help him with his wound.
If you succeed, gain him as an Ally.

16
21
22

If you fail, you have to work extra hard to make up his shift, gaining +1 END.
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
You are temporarily assigned to handle the paperwork. Gain one of Admin, Broker, or
Electronics (Computers).
Your ship makes a stop for needed repairs at a friendly spaceport, giving you an unexpected
shore leave. Roll Carouse 8+.
If you succeed, gain a Contact in any spacefaring industry.

If you succeed, you pull off a spectacular reversal of fortune, keeping your career and gaining
1 immediate Cash Benefit roll.

23

If you fail, your inability to close the deal is spread around and you lose -1 Influence as well as
your job.
Your ship is seen in quarantined space. Whether it is true or not, clients avoid you. Lose -1
Influence as well as your job.
You and your ship get very lost. You end up in hostile terrain and your cargo is captured. Gain an
Enemy in whomever you were supposed to sell these good to and seek employment elsewhere.

24

If you fail you gain a Rival from a dust-up at the local Cantina.
Someone has been saying good things about you in the trading industry. Gain one of +1 SOC
or +1 Influence.
An extra cargo container ends up on your ship, but outside the manifest.
If you pilfer it, gain 2d6 x 2,000$ but roll Deception 8+ or Admin 8+.
If you succeed, no one is the wiser.
If you fail, lose -1 Influence for being a thief.

25
26

If you decide to return the container to its owner, gain him as an Ally.
You get some extra time at the command consoles of your ship. Gain one of Astrogation,
Electronics (Computers), Pilot (Spacecraft), or Electronics (Sensors).
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
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EVENT

d66

EVENT

31

You meet a very interesting fellow at your last sale and he invites you on a Cantina crawl.
Gain Carouse 1 and a Buyer/ Seller.
A buyer sues you and your company over supposed procedural issues with the sale. Roll
Advocate 8+.

42

An old friend at one of the spaceports you frequent resurfaces. Gain a Contact or turn a
Contact into an Ally.
While walking alone late at night on the space docks, you overhear your captain saying
something very interesting...

32

33

43

If you succeed, gain +1 Influence and a +2DM to your next Advancement roll.

If you keep quiet, gain a Secret.

If you fail, suffer -1 Influence a -2DM to your next Advancement roll.
Pirates attack while you’re in the midst of a sale! You may battle them in the docking bay or
try and talk your way out.

If you report what you’ve heard, gain an Enemy in the captain and a +2DM to your next
Advancement roll.
Your cargo came from a disreputable source, but it is worth a great deal. Suffer -1 SOC but
gain +1DM on a Cash Benefit roll.
The captain of another trade ship wants to put you on their command staff and offers you a
position on his crew.

If you fight them, roll Melee (Any) 8+ or Gun Combat (Any) 8+.
If you succeed, gain +1 SOC and a distinctive scar or other physical mark of the fight.

44
45

If you fail, roll on the Injury Table and gain a Rival in someone from the pirate crew.

Accept, and gain a +4DM on your Advancement roll but 1d3 of your old crew become Rivals.

If you want to parley, roll Persuade 8+.
If you succeed, gain+1 SOC and +2DM to your next Advancement roll.
34

35
36
41

If you fail, suffer -2DM on your next Advancement roll.
Your ship runs astray into an asteroid field. You man a station as the emergency klaxon
sounds! Roll 1d6.
1

You are sent sprawling during evasive maneuvers. Roll on the Injury Table.

2

Gain Engineer (M-Drive)

3

Gain Mechanic

4

Gain Engineer (Electronics)

5

Gain Gunner (Turrets)

46
51

Deny the request and gain an extra Benefit roll from the gratitude of your current crew.
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
A corporate broker wants to contract you to provide information on your crew’s clients. If you
accept, roll Deception 8+.
If you succeed, you hand over valuable intel and gain 3d6 x 2,000$ immediately as
compensation.
If you fail, you’re caught in the act. You lose your position on the crew and are ejected from
this career.

52

6 Gain Engineer (Power)
You are sent on a much longer trip than normal, giving you a lot of free time to work on your
skills. Take any level 0 skill you know to level 1.
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
A new member of your crew is giving you a hard time. You can use your charm or your fists in
response.

53

If you want to try to befriend him, roll SOC 8+.

56
61

If you succeed, gain him as a Contact.

54
55

If you fail, gain a Rival.

If you decline, no one is the wiser, but gain the Broker as a Rival.
You receive security and weapons training to help defend the ship in a crisis. Gain one of Gun
Combat (Any), Gunner (Any), Melee (Any), or Tactics (Military).
A friend of the crew is hosting a massive and expensive “casino night” on his Luxury yacht.
Gain Carouse and Gambler, but you lose 1d6 x 1,500$ in the process. Add this to your
mustering out debt if you can’t pay it immediately.
Your ship is modified to transport Nerf for sale on a remote colony. Gain Animals (Veterinary).
Your decisions keep one of the crew from getting seriously injured during an emergency. Gain
him as an Ally.
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
Your dealings with a notoriously difficult buyer are caught on a holo-vid reality feed. Gain +1
Influence from the added fame.

If you want to knock him flat, roll DEX 8+ or STR 8+.
If you succeed, gain Melee (Unarmed).
If you fail, roll twice on the Injury Table and use the higher result.
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62

A corrupt customs official offers you a bribe to “lose” some minor cargo.
If you accept, gain an extra Benefit roll. Then roll Deception 8+.
If you succeed, you effectively cover your tracks.
If you fail, suffer -1 SOC due to the resulting criminal charges.

63
64

If you decline and turn him in, gain a Contact in Law Enforcement (Customs) and an Enemy in
the Customs officer.
You are given ship-based emergency training. Gain one of Medic, Mechanic, or Engineer (life support).
The Imperial Customs Authority enlists your aid to help them catch a pirate. If you agree to
help, roll Deception 8+.
If you succeed, the mission is executed perfectly and you gain a +2DM to your next
Advancement roll.
If you fail, roll Gun Combat (Any) 8+.
If you succeed, you don’t suffer any injuries, but you suffer -1 SOC for being “an Imperial spy.”
If you fail, roll on the Injury Table.

65

66

If you choose to tip off the pirates, they are grateful and offer you a place on their crew. You
automatically qualify for the Pirate career next turn. Your disloyalty doesn’t go unnoticed,
however, and you gain an Enemy in the Imperial customs agent.
The Commodore of the starport where you base your sales admires your professional
demeanor. Gain one of +1 Influence, +1 SOC, or +4DM to your next Advancement roll thanks
to him spreading the good news about you.
Your ship outperforms all others on the lines in which you worked. You are automatically
promoted.
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MERCHANT: JUNKER

You worked as the lowest class of merchant, dealing in
merchandise from salvagers, scrappers, and wreck-haulers.

ENLISTMENT
INT 4+ or 500$ License Fee

ASSIGNMENTS
Junker: You were in charge of finding, buying, and selling
what others considered worthless scrap.
Refurbisher: You spent long hours turning junk into sellable
items.
Yardwork: You organized and prepared the wares in one of
the huge junkyards on planets or in space.

CAREER PROGRESS
Junker
Refurbisher
Yardwork

SURVIVAL

ADVANCEMENT

INT 5+
INT 6+
END 6+

SOC 8+
INT 7+
INT 6+

BENEFITS

1d6 CREDITS

OTHER BENEFIT

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Mechanic 1
+1 INT
Contact or Buyer/Seller
Ship Share
+1 EDU
Droid
Free Trader

500$
1,000$
2,000$
5,000$
5,000$
10,000$
15,000$

SKILLS & TRAINING

1d6 PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

SERVICE SKILLS

ADV. EDUCATION (MIN EDU 8)

1
2
3
4
5
6

Melee (Any)
Investigate
Mechanic
Pilot (Small Craft)
Trade (Salvage/Repair)
Drive (Any)

Vacc Suit
Astrogation
Electronics (Comms)
Pilot (Spacecraft)
Electronics (Remote Ops)
Electronics (Computers)

1d6 JUNKER

REFURBISHER

YARDWORK

1
2
3
4
5
6

Athletics (Strength)
Engineer (Any)
Mechanic
Vacc Suit
Art (Sculpture)
Trace (Salvage/Repair)

Admin
Electronics (Comms)
Electronics (Remote Ops)
Trade (Salvage/Repair)
Vacc Suit
Athletics (STR)

Jack-of-All-Trades
+1 END
+1 INT
Gun Combat (Any)
Melee (Any)
Jack-of-All-Trades

Broker
Electronics (Computers)
Investigate
Mechanic
Persuade
Athletics (DEX)

RANKS & SKILLS

RANK

JUNKER

SKILL OR BENEFIT

REFURBISHER/YARDWORK SKILL OR BENEFIT

0
1
2
3
4
5
6

—
Junker
—
Junk Dealer
—
Scrap Monger
Salvage Expert

—
Broker 1
—
+1 Influence
—
Persuade 1
+1 SOC

—
Wreck Peddler
Yardsman
—
Shift Manager
Yard Manager
Yard Master
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Mechanic 1
—
Athletics (Any)
—
Jack-of-All-Trades
+1 SOC

MISHAP TABLE

EVENTS TABLE

2d6 MISHAP

d66 EVENT

2
3

11
12

4
5
6

7

Severely injured. Roll twice on the Injury Table and take the lower result.
Pirates and thieves often lurk in junk fields and you found some. Roll on the Injury Table and
gain an Enemy out of the scoundrels you uncovered.
You order and execute the scrapping of something that someone else owns, putting a negative
mark on the junking industry as a whole. Suffer -1 SOC.
You get into a territory battle with another Junker and lose. Gain him as Rival.
A scheming buyer was putting an illegal deal together using your wares.

8
9
10

12

13
14

If you let him do his deal, you are fired for your irresponsibility, gain the criminal as an Ally.
You are ambushed by rival scrappers that are going to try to steal your haul. Roll Gun Combat
(Any) or Melee (Any) 8+.

15

If you fail, roll twice on the Injury Table and take the lowest result. Adding insult to (literal)
injury, you must leave this career.
The junkyard you worked at was shut down for pollutant issues. Suffer -1 END.
You are accused as using negligent practices, even if you were not. Suffer -1 Influence or -1 SOC.
A criminal makes you a lucrative offer to let his crew clean out the yard.
If you accept, you must leave this career (or be lynched by your peers) but gain 2d6 x 1,000$.

11

Turn them in to the authorities and gain +2DM to your Advancement roll, but make an Enemy
out of Smuggler’s leader.

If you turn him in and make an example out of him, you are not ejected from this career but
gain him as an Enemy.

If you succeed, roll on the Injury Table, but stay in this career.

If you refuse, roll twice on the Injury Table and take the lower result, but you do not have to
leave the career.
One of the yard workers dies mysteriously in a salvage lifter malfunction. Gain 1d3 of his
friends as a collective Enemy as they blame you for their loss.
Your tools and gear were second hand at best, sending you to the hospital numerous times.
Roll on the Injury Table.

Disaster! Roll on the Mishap table but you are not ejected from this career.
You find a ring of smugglers hiding in your junkyard.

16
21
22
23
24

Let them do their work around you and gain them as an Ally while making an extra 1d6 x 500$
in hush money.
Hiring Security personnel for the yard is too expensive so you’re assigned extra duties. Gain
one of Gun Combat (Any), Melee (Any), or Electronics (Sensors).
Strange energy from an alien wreck puts you in a short coma. When you awake, you feel
different. You may immediately test for Force Potential and, if you qualify, may take a Force
career in your next term
You are given advanced training in high-tech tools for junking. Gain one of Electronics
(Computers), Electronics (Sensors), or Electronics (Remote Ops).
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
Impressed with your inventiveness, one of your steady buyers invites you in to his mercantile
club. Gain +1 Influence.
Your junkyard is bought by alien investors. Gain Language (Jawa). If you are a Jawa, you are
automatically promoted.
A salvage expert enjoys a good relationship with your yard. Gain him or her as an Ally.
Over drinks at the local Cantina, a corporate pilot tells you about an old hulk he found drifting
in space.
If you quit your job to salvage the wreck, gain 2 extra Benefit rolls but you must leave this career.

25

If you pass the information on to your bosses, gain a +4DM to your Advancement roll.
The yard manager doesn’t think your work is going to pay off and orders you to abandon it.
If you continue with the job, roll Profession (Salvage/Repair) 8+.
If you succeed, your project is a huge success! Gain a +2DM to your next Advancement roll.
If you fail, your manager was correct and you end up losing the company money. Suffer a -2DM
to your next Advancement roll.

26

If you follow his orders, gain your yard manager as a Contact.
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
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31

44

A few squatters have taken residence in one of your half-salvaged wrecks. You need them to
shove off.

If you succeed, he cuts you in on his profits for 1d6 x 1,200$.

If you try to talk them out, roll Persuade 8+. If you force them out physically, roll Melee
(unarmed) 8+.

If you fail, your friend is arrested and thinks you turned him in. Gain him as a Rival.

Succeed either way and they are sent packing, earning you a +2DM to your next Advancement roll.

32
33
34

Fail either roll and the squatters make a mess of your job. Suffer a -2DM to your next
Advancement roll.
Your work is heralded by some important people in the trade industry. Gain one of +1 Influence
or +1 SOC.
A derelict ship is packed with useful equipment and salvage-ready goods. Gain a +1DM to a
Benefit roll.
Whilst salvaging parts from a derelict freighter you attempt to rescue and repair a Noble’s
yacht that has run into severe difficulties. There’s a media frenzy to see what happens and
you are caught in the spotlight. Roll Engineer 8+.

45

If you sell it, immediately gain 2d6 x 1,250$.
46
51

4–5 The ship is a warship from a past civilization. Roll Investigate 8+ to immediately gain the
Weapon benefit.
6

52

42

43

If you succeed, you manage to salvage some of the salvage, gaining a +2DM to your next
Advancement roll.

The ship is an advanced medical cruiser that suffered engine failure a century ago, killing the
crew while adrift. Gain either +1 SOC for turning it over to the government, 3d6 x 2,000$
for scrapping it, or the Combat Implant benefit for raiding its stores for your personal gain.
You discover a local junkyard is dealing in pirated salvage.
If you say nothing, gain the yard’s manager as an Ally and an immediate Cash Benefit roll in
gratitude.

If you succeed, you catch the culprit, gaining a +2DM on your next Advancement roll.
If you fail, your work continues to be undone, causing a -2DM penalty to your next
Advancement roll.
You are injured on the job. Roll on the Injury Table. While on the mend, however, you spend
a great deal of time reading technical manuals. Gain any one of Electronics (Computers),
Mechanic, Physical Sciences (Any), or Electronics (Remote Ops).
Your yard suffers a terrible explosion. Roll Profession (Salvage/Repair) 8+ to make the best
out of the situation.

53

54

If you reveal the corrupt manager, gain +2DM on your next Advancement roll but gain the
pirate leader as an Enemy.
A criminal wants to pay you to hide his personal craft for as long as you can. You may gain
1d6 x 1,000$ each term (including this one) you remain in the Junker career path if you
accept, but roll Deception 8+ each term (including this one) to avoid being caught and thrown
out of the career.
You work closely with an alien from a nearby world. Roll Carouse 8+ or Persuade 8+ to keep
the relationship amiable.
If you succeed, gain the alien as an Ally.

If you fail, you are caught in the fire and are badly burned. Roll on the Injury Table and suffer
scarring from the burns.
55

If you fail, gain the alien as an Enemy.
A stash of guns and ammunition are found in a secret compartment of one of the wrecks. Sell
them for 2d6 x 1,000$ or keep them for two immediate Weapon benefits.
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The ship is a waste vessel filled with sealed toxic materials. Roll Athletics (Endurance) 8+
or lose -1 END.

2–3 The ship is an old mercantile craft filled with strange coins and metal ingots. Gain 1d6 x
2,000$.

Do the job in secret and earn 3d6 x 1,000$ and a Secret.

36
41

If you return it, gain +1 Influence for your honesty.
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
A strange alien wreck is mysteriously hauled into your yard and dropped off. Roll 1d6.
1

If you fail, you earn the Noble’s family as an Enemy as his/her ship is destroyed.
A powerful corporate mogul recruits your crew to dismantle a pleasure yacht, but the job
requires absolute discretion.
Leak the info to the Media and gain +1 SOC and a Contact in Law Enforcement, but earn the
mogul as an Enemy.
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
Someone is sabotaging your work in the yard. Roll Investigate 8+.

If you decide not to protect your friend, gain a +2DM to your next Advancement roll for your
loyalty to the system, but gain him as an Enemy when he is incarcerated for his crimes.
A shipping mistake has an expensive crate of tools end up in your possession. Keep it, sell it,
or return it.
If you keep it, immediately gain the Scientific Equipment benefit.

If you succeed, you gain both +1 Influence and +1 SOC as you save the noble.
35

A friend of yours is hiding illegal goods in his wrecks. If you cover for him, roll Deception 8+.
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56
61
62

63
64
65

66

Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
You are ordered to attend management training. Gain any one of Admin, Advocate, Broker or
Electronics (Computers).
Your junkyard is bought by a megacorporation and is transformed into a common shipyard.
You must leave this career behind but you are given a choice. You can accept a severance
package in the form of two extra Benefit rolls or automatically qualify for admittance to the
Free Trader career path next term.
The yard manager makes you a shift foreman. You gain one of Leadership or a +4DM bonus to
your next Advancement roll.
A historic vessel ends up in your junkyard, sending old war buffs and historians to your yard to
see it decommissioned. Gain +1 Influence from all the exposure.
An unexpected tank rupture sprays you with chemicals. Roll 1d6+.
1

Serious Injury; roll twice on the Injury Table taking the lower of the two rolls.

2

Minor Injury; roll once on the Injury Table.

3

Gain +1 DEX, but suffer -1END

4

Gain +1 END

5

Gain +1 STR

6 Gain +1 to 1d6 different Characteristics of your choice.
You make record profits for the yard. You are automatically promoted.
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MERCHANT: MARKETER

You worked in a specific market sector buying and selling
goods of a particular variety, becoming an expert in their
trafficking.

ENLISTMENT
INT 5+ or 1,000$ License Fee.

ASSIGNMENTS
Black Market: You were an expert in the buying and selling
of illegal goods.
Fence: You had been working with stolen goods and the
thieves that bring them to you.
General Commerce: You worked in legitimate markets
dealing with everything from agriculture to high-tech.

CAREER PROGRESS
Black Market
Fence
General Commerce

SURVIVAL

ADVANCEMENT

SOC 6+
INT 7+
INT 5+

INT 6+
SOC 5+
SOC 7+

BENEFITS

1d6 CREDITS

OTHER BENEFIT

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Buyer/Seller or Scientific Equipment
+1 INT
Assistant
+1 EDU
Ship Share
3 Ship Shares
Free Trader

4,000$
8,000$
14,000$
20,000$
25,000$
50,000$
70,000$

SKILLS & TRAINING

1d6 PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

SERVICE SKILLS

ADV. EDUCATION (MIN EDU 8)

1
2
3
4
5
6

Admin
Broker
Electronics (Computers)
Investigate
Persuade
Streetwise

Advocate
Electronics (Comms)
Pilot (Any)
Social Sciences (Economics)
Social Sciences (Economics)
Language (Any)

1d6 BLACK MARKET

FENCE

GENERAL COMMERCE

1
2
3
4
5
6

Streetwise
Deception
Investigate
Melee (Blades)
Gun Combat (Pistol)
Streetwise

Broker
Persuade
Deception
Investigate
Persuade
Jack-of-All-Trades

+1 INT
+1 INT
+1 EDU
+1 SOC
Jack-of-All-Trades
+1 Influence

Advocate
Deception
Melee (Any)
Persuade
Streetwise
Streetwise

RANKS & SKILLS

RANK

BLACK MARKET/FENCE SKILL OR BENEFIT

GENERAL COMMERCE

SKILL OR BENEFIT

0
1
2
3
4
5
6

—
Cohort
—
Shifter
Mover
—
Connection

—
Peddler
Salesman
—
Commercialist
—
Market Manager

—
+1 INT
—
+1 Influence
Persuade 1
—
+1 SOC

—
Deception 1
—
Streetwise 1
—
+1 INT
+1 Influence
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MISHAP TABLE

EVENTS TABLE

2d6 MISHAP

d66

EVENT

2
3
4

11
12

Disaster! Roll on the Mishap table but you are not ejected from this career.
Your market is full of interesting folk who enjoy a number of extra-curricular activities. Gain
one of Carouse, Gambler, or Streetwise.
Information in your possession could be very profitable to your market.

5
6
7
8
9
10

Severely injured. Roll twice on the Injury Table and take the lower result.
Your name is attached to bad profit margins. Suffer -1 Influence and your position.
You are forced to remove yourself from your market due to lack of funds. Lose any one
Contact or Buyer/Seller you may have.
A buyer uses a false account for an order, forcing you to pay the difference. Pay 1d6 x
1,000$ or be ejected from this career.
The market takes an explosive upward swing before dying in a true blaze of glory. You are
forced to leave this career but gain an extra Cash Benefit roll this term.
You get into a public argument with one of your buyers. Suffer -1 Influence. If your Influence is
still above ‘Amateur’, you are not ejected from this career.
You are sued by a local corporate mogul due to a bad exchange. Roll Advocate 8+. If you
succeed, you may stay in this career.
You are robbed by a friend in the industry. Lose one Ally or Contact. If you have no Allies or
Contacts, gain an Enemy instead.
For an unknown reason, a particularly affluent buyer requests for you to leave the market.
Refuse, and you can stay in the career, but lose a Buyer/Seller if you have one. If you don’t,
gain a Rival in the buyer.

11
12

Accept, and gain 1d3 Benefit rolls as you leave this career.
There are too many marketers in your sector and you are forced to shift your career focus.
Your market is attacked by raiders. Roll on the Injury Table.

13

If you sell the data package, you may immediately take two Cash-only Benefit rolls.

14

If you hold on to the information for personal use, gain a +2DM to your next Advancement roll
and a Secret.
You catch someone stealing merchandise from your stocks. Fight him with any combat skill 8+.
If you succeed, you gain one of Investigate or Streetwise as you help take down the crime
syndicate of which he’s a part.

15
16
21

If you fail, roll on the Injury Table and lose 1d6 x 500$ in merchandise (or add it to your debt).
You attend some sales and research seminars. Gain one of Broker, Electronics (Computers),
or Investigate.
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
You find a beneficial loophole in one of your sales contracts.
If you exploit it, gain Deception and a Rival in the other party’s Advocate who wrote the contract.

22
23
24

If you honestly bring it up for review, gain Advocate and gain a grateful Buyer/Seller.
The market is slow and you find time to hone your skills. Increase any one skill you have at 0
to a 1.
You are asked to serve as a personal shopper for a local celebrity. Gain one of +1 SOC or +1
Influence due to the publicity.
Your market is attacked by a gang of thugs. You can fight or hide.
If you fight them, roll Gun Combat (Any) 8+ or Melee (Any) 8+.
If you succeed, you gain one level in the skill used.
If you fail, roll on the Injury Table.
If you choose to hide, roll Stealth 8+.
If you succeed, gain one level in Stealth.

25

26
31

If you fail, suffer -1 SOC as they openly sneer at your cowardice.
Your market expands to include several alien sectors, requiring that you learn more
about them so you can properly deal with them. Gain one of Diplomat 1, Investigate 1, or
Language (Any) 1.
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
Dangerous elements in your market necessitate you getting a bodyguard. Gain one of Gun Combat
(Any) or Melee (Any) from the time spent listening to him talk endlessly about self-defense.
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d66

EVENT

d66

EVENT

32

You are arrested for a financial crime you may or may not have committed. Fight the charge
with Advocate 8+.

45

A coalition of like-minded marketers want to start a union.
If you join, gain +1 Influence and a Rival amongst the non-Union folk.

If you succeed, you counter-sue for an additional Cash Benefit roll.

33
34

If you fail, you are thrown into custody and meet up with some of the local scum and villainy.
You automatically qualify for any Rogue or Scoundrel career path next term if you so choose.
One of your sales is given mass media attention due to its high value. Gain +1 Influence.
A corporate broker asks you to sell a piece of expensive art for them. Roll Broker 8+.

46
51
52

If you succeed, you make the sale and gain +4DM to your next Advancement roll

Go through with the sale and gain +2DM on your next Advancement roll but lose one Ally or
Contact. If you have no Allies or Contacts to lose, gain an Enemy instead.

If you fail, you can’t find a buyer and suffer -2DM to your next advancement roll.
35

If you steal the art and flee this and all Merchant career paths, you gain 25,000$ and an Enemy.
Your market is saturated with sellers and has few buyers. You take a chance by playing the
odds on a few commodities in the hope that the market turns around. Roll 1d6.
1

36
41

Total collapse. You are forced into Bankruptcy, losing all cash on hand and suffering
-1DM to all Cash Benefit rolls.

53
54

If you succeed, gain the Combat Implant benefit.

4–5 You learn a lot. Gain one of Broker, Deception, or Social Sciences (Economics).

If you fail, suffer -1 Influence.
You are given enough free time to go to the gym weekly for over a year. Gain one of +1 END,
+1 STR, or Athletics (Any) 1.
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
You cut a few corners to make additional sales. Gain an immediate Cash Benefit roll, made
with a -1DM (minimum roll of 1).
A Royal Tradeship requests that you be part of its maiden voyage to the outer market
sectors. Gain +1 SOC.
Your buyers and sellers ask a wide variety of tasks of you. Gain Jack-of-All-Trades.
A difficult, but very profitable, sale looms on the horizon. Roll Broker 8+.

6 Windfall! You gain one immediate Benefit roll and +1 Influence.
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
You are offered a chance to work in a major market with a high criminal element.

55
56
61
62

Deny, and gain their leader as a Rival.
You have to back up all of your account files. Roll Electronics (Computers) 8+.
If you succeed, your job is easier when the next audit comes around, gaining you a +2DM on
your next Advancement roll.

43
44

If you don’t undercut your associate, a Contact becomes an Ally. If you don’t have a Contact,
gain one.
A buyer of yours is a seasoned hunter and he invites you to go on a safari. Gain one of
Carouse 1, Gun Combat (Any) 1, or Survival 1.
You are offered a position with a high-profile cybernetics firm. Roll Broker 8+.

2–3 An angry broker becomes a Rival.

Accept, and gain Streetwise and automatically go into the Black Market Specialty next term.
42

If you refuse, gain an Ally in your current employer/firm.
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
Your market is in a highly dangerous part of the galaxy. Gain one of Gun Combat (Any), Melee
(Any), or Stealth.
You are given the chance to undercut one of your associates’ prices.

If you fail, something isn’t right in your data entry. You suffer a -2DM to you next
Advancement roll.
Your market becomes a mobile one, forcing you to learn how to travel efficiently and safely.
Gain one of Electronics (Comms), Pilot (Any), or Astrogation.
Your market is undergoing volatile swings. Roll Broker 8+ or Persuade 8+.

63
64

If you succeed, gain a +2DM to a single Cash Benefit roll.
If you fail, gain Broker 1 but suffer -2DM to your next Advancement roll in this career.

65

If you succeed, immediately gain 1d6 x 1,000$ in profits.
If you fail, immediately suffer 1d6 x 1,000$ in losses. If you don’t have that much cash on
hand, take it as debt.

66

If you choose to pass the sale on to a more skilled merchant, gain +2DM to your next
Advancement roll for your part in the deal.
An economic genius gives you an equation that can be used to achieve “the perfect sale”,
allowing you to masterfully profit from a single deal. You gain a re-roll usable at any time.
Your market record is spotless and you generate huge profits. You are automatically
promoted.
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MERCHANT: ROYAL TRADER

You worked as part of the power structure of a noble family,
dealing with enormous fortunes in hopes of generating even
more money for their substantial accounts.

ENLISTMENT
SOC 8+ or a 25,000$ License Fee

ASSIGNMENTS
Financier: You worked as a broker for a noble family, trading
in nothing short of Credits.
Purchaser: You spent vast quantities of money on a wide
variety of goods and services.
Profiler: The nobles you worked for trusted your opinions on
market sectors, product information, and general financial
data.

SURVIVAL

ADVANCEMENT

EDU 5+
INT 6+
SOC 6+

SOC 6+
SOC 5+
INT 6+

BENEFITS

1d6 CREDITS

OTHER BENEFIT

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Ship Share
Assistant
2 Ship Shares
+1 SOC
+1 Influence
Protocol Droid
Yacht

10,000$
15,000$
25,000$
40,000$
60,000$
75,000$
90,000$

1d6 PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

SERVICE SKILLS

ADV. EDUCATION (MIN EDU 8)

1
2
3
4
5
6

Admin
Broker
Electronics (Computers)
Persuade
Steward
Social Sciences (Economics)

Advocate
Art (Any)
Sciences (Any)
Language (Any)
Pilot (Any)
Diplomacy

1d6 FINANCIER

PURCHASER

PROFILE

1
2
3
4
5
6

Electronics (Computers)
Persuade
Broker
Social Sciences (Any)
Investigate
+1 Influence

Investigate
Electronics (Computers)
Language (Any)
Social Sciences (Economics)
Investigate
+1 Influence

+1 INT
+1 EDU
+1 SOC
+1 Influence
Melee (Blade)
Carouse

Admin
Broker
Investigate
Electronics (Computers)
Persuade
Broker

RANKS & SKILLS

CAREER PROGRESS
Financier
Purchaser
Profiler

SKILLS & TRAINING

RANK

TITLE

SKILL OR BENEFIT

0
1
2
3
4
5
6

—
Liaison
Advisory
Private Notary
Fiscal Advocate
—
Noble Banker

—
Broker 1
+1 Influence
+1 SOC
Advocate 1
Persuade 1
+1 SOC
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MISHAP TABLE

EVENTS TABLE

2d6 MISHAP

d66

EVENT

2
3

11
12

Disaster! Roll on the Mishap table but you are not ejected from this career.
While acting on your employer’s behalf, you are assaulted by thieves. Roll Gun Combat (Any)
8+ or Melee (Any) 8+.

4
5
6
7
8

9
10
11
12

Severely injured. Roll twice on the Injury Table and take the lower result.
Tragedy in the family. Your noble employers have been crushed in the political games they
play. Although you may muster out normally, you may not roll for Cash.
A young member of the noble family you work for had it in for you from the beginning. Gain
him as an Enemy.
A rival noble family resorts to violence to slow you down. Roll on the Injury Table but gain a
Contact in the medical or legal fields.
You are told to publicly humiliate yourself in order to apologize for some minor mistake. If you
oblige your employer, suffer -1 SOC, but you may stay on this career path.
Someone higher on the nobility food chain decides that you’re not working out. Gain him as a Rival.
You are targeted by anti-noble activists while traveling from place-to-place. Roll Stealth 8+ to
avoid rolling on the Injury Table when they come to raid your stateroom. In any case, you must
leave your employ for your own safety.
Angry aliens were moving against your noble backers, earning you a group of aliens as a Rival.
A bad call on your part costs the family hundreds of thousands of credits, earning you a
powerful noble as an Enemy.
Blackmail runs rampant through the noble family and you are targeted by some ugly rumors.
Suffer -1 Influence.
You lose a duel of honor defending the good name of your employers. Roll on the Injury Table.

If you succeed, gain +2DM on your next Advancement roll.
13
14
15
16
21

If you fail, roll on the Injury Table.
Your noble family works closely with a number of alien species. Gain one of Language (Any),
Streetwise, or Diplomacy.
Another employee of your noble family has been particularly friendly. Gain him as an Ally.
The patriarch of the family for which you work requires that you learn from his security chief in
case of enemy action. Gain one of Athletics (Any), Melee (Any), Gun Combat (Any), or Survival.
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
Someone in a position of power confuses you for a member of the noble family instead of
being an employee.
If you play along, roll Deception 8+.
Succeed, and you get to rub elbows with those far higher in station, granting a +2DM to your
next Advancement roll.
If you fail, you are an embarrassment to your employers and suffer -2DM to your next
Advancement roll.

22
23
24

If you tell him the truth, gain him as a Contact based on your friendly conversation after the
mix up.
You have the opportunity to marry directly into the noble family. If you do so, you
automatically qualify for the Aristocrat (Paramour) career, starting at Rank 1.
An influential member of the family has been using you to monitor their toddler son. Gain one
of Athletics (DEX), Steward, or Persuade.
A high-ranking member of the family seems to be watching your every move. Roll Deception
8+ or Stealth 8+.
If you succeed, you avoid being seen doing anything wrong and gain a +1DM on your
Advancement roll this term.

25
26

If you fail, you cannot advance in Rank this term.
Your noble employers want you to excel in your chosen fields. You may increase any one skill
you have at Level 0 to Level 1.
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
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d66

EVENT

d66

EVENT

31

Imperial authorities offer you a chance to testify against your employers who are suspected
of crimes against the Empire.

45

Nothing seems to go right when you’re away from your office, so you try to spend as much
time in the marketplaces and brokerages as you can. Gain one of Broker or Social Science
(Economics) , but lose any romantic relationship you have.
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
You find a trust fund assigned to a Noble’s bastard child, showing a bleeding off of significant funds.

If you agree, you must leave this career path immediately, gaining an Imperial Agent as an
Ally and a Senator as an Enemy.

32
33

If you decline, stay in your career, but gain an Imperial Agent as an Enemy and a 1d6 x 2,500$
bonus from your employers.
You are sent along with one of the noble family’s young sons to serve as his accountant while
he tours the sector. Gain one of Broker, Admin, or Carouse.
An influential broker has an exceptional deal for you. It is a risk, but your noble family could
use the profits. Roll Broker 8+.

46
51

If you keep your mouth shut, gain the noble as an Ally and an extra Benefit roll as his
extended payoff.
If you attempt to prove the Noble’s attachment to the funds, roll Advocate 8+.
If you succeed, gain the Noble’s wife as an Ally and a +2DM to your next Advancement roll.
If you fail, you look foolish and suffer a -2DM to your next Advancement roll.

If you succeed, gain a +2DM to your next Advancement roll.
34

35

If you fail, suffer a -2DM on your next Advancement roll.
You have the chance to close a side venture using your own funds. Roll Broker 8+.
If you succeed, gain 1d6 x 1,000$.

If you accept, you may gain one extra Benefit roll each term you remain in this career.

If you fail, lose 1d6 x 1,000$. If you don’t have it on hand, take it as a debt.
The family accountant is ill, handing his responsibilities to you for the time being.

If you refuse and turn him in to the nobles for justice, you are automatically promoted but
gain him as an Enemy.
A boisterous alien attaché is assigned to you for the duration of a long journey. Roll Carouse
8+ or Persuade 8+.

Do the job right and earn his trust, making him an Ally.

36
41
42
43

52

53

Use this for your personal benefit and gain a +1DM bonus to any single Benefit roll for Cash,
but earn the accountant as a Rival.
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
Your employing noble family is doing exceptionally well in the eyes of the media. Gain +1 SOC
by association.
A death in the family leads to a week-long wake that you are required to attend. On the
upside, some very important people are in attendance. Gain Diplomat 1 and +1 Influence.
You are asked to join a social club run by one of the family’s many cousins.

If you succeed, you keep the alien from making trouble for the family and gain him/her as an Ally.
54

If you fail, he/she is a general nuisance and you suffer a -2DM to your next Advancement roll.
A friend of yours within the family is concerned that their spouse is having an affair and asks
you to look into their accounts for aberrant withdrawals, unlikely purchases, and so on.
If you do this, roll Investigate 8+.
If you succeed, you gain a +2DM to your next Advancement roll as thanks.
If you fail, the requester thinks you’re also in on it and you gain them as an Enemy.

If you spend time there enjoying yourself, gain Carouse 1.
44

If you attempt to prove the Noble’s attachment to the funds, regardless of the outcome, gain
the adulterous noble as an Enemy.
An outside broker wants you to feed him private family information and is willing to pay for them.

If you attend simply to look out for the family’s financial interests, gain Investigate 1.
You are trapped in an elevator with an elderly noble when he suffers a medical emergency.
Roll Medic 8+ or Electronics (Computers) 8+.
If you succeed with Medic, you miraculously save his life and earn a +4DM on your next
Advancement roll.
If you succeed with Electronics (Computers), you save his life but less heroically, gain a +2DM
on your next Advancement roll.

55
56
61
62

If you fail either roll, he dies and you gain an Enemy in their surviving spouse.

If you choose not to invade the privacy of the family, gain the requestor as a Rival and the
accused as an Ally.
A seldom-celebrated holiday within the family fills your pockets with unexpected presents.
Gain 1d6 x 3,000$.
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
Your decisions in the market double the slush funds for the family as a whole, earning you a
bonus. Gain +1DM to any one Cash Benefit roll.
Nothing prepares you for it, but one of the wealthy nobles begs you to get them away from
the family. Leave this career for the Drifter career path next term, immediately gain 3d6 x
2,000$ in assets, and the Noble’s family is now an Enemy.
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d66

EVENT

63

A noble you are speaking with is targeted by an assassin, but you see the attack coming…
If you choose to get in the way of the attack, roll Athletics (Coordination) 8+.
If you succeed, you shove the noble out of the way, escape unscathed, and are automatically
promoted.
If you fail, you manage get in between the noble and the attacker. Roll on the Injury Table and
gain the noble as an Ally.

64

If you do nothing, gain the Noble’s family as an Enemy for your lack of action, but receive +1
SOC for the heartfelt speech you give to the media after the funeral.
An influential crime boss wants to buy you as an insider in a Senatorial family.
If you accept his offer, gain an extra Cash Benefit roll with a +1DM bonus and automatically
qualify for any path in the Rogue or Scoundrel careers next term with his organization.

65

66

If you decline his offer, you gain him as an Enemy.
You are approached by a commercialist with a major megacorporation that wants to hire you
for his firm. You may automatically qualify for the Broker (Corporate) or Agent (Corporate)
career paths, starting at a rank equal to your current Merchant rank -1.
The family is extremely pleased with your work. You are automatically promoted
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ROGUE CAREERS
1

INTRUDER

159

2

ORGANIZED CRIMINAL

163

3

PIRATE

167

4

SCAVENGER

171

5

SMUGGLER

175

CRIMINAL SYNDICATES

179
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SPECIAL INFORMATION FOR ROGUE CHARACTERS
CHARACTERISTICS

TRUST

Intelligence, Education, and Endurance are the key attributes for a Rogue. Strength and
Dexterity definitely have their place on more combat-oriented jobs. Social Standing isn’t
really a concern for someone pursuing the path of a Rogue.

In game terms, a character’s standing with a particular organization is determined by both
his Rank and his Trust, which measures how much his superiors trust and rely on him. Trust
is acquired like a skill during character creation and through roleplaying thereafter.
For example, Jorol Arcas has a Rank of 3 in a criminal organization, and a Trust score of 3.
She can only request a Rank 3 or a lower asset from the syndicate (based on rank) but has
a +3DM when rolling to determine if she receives the assets (based on trust).

NEW BENEFITS AND PROBLEMS
BLOCKADE RUNNER

Examples of Criminal Organizations and Trust Ranks can be found at the end of this
supplement.

You receive 5 ship shares towards the purchase of a Blockade Runner smuggler vessel or 2
ship shares towards any other sort of ship.

SECRETS

PIRATE VESSEL
You receive 2 ship shares towards the purchase of any vessel. Furthermore, you may add up
to 3M$. worth of weapons to the ship immediately.

SALVAGE SHIP
You receive 5 ship shares towards the purchase of a Salvage Hauler or 2 ship shares
towards any other sort of ship.

SMUGGLER VESSEL
You receive 2 ship shares towards the purchase of any vessel. 5% of the vessel’s cargo
space is considered to be a Concealed Compartment (see page 87).

A life led in the shadows can uncover a great deal of information that has been purposefully
hidden. Whether it’s the location of a hidden base, a list of undercover names, a mysterious
string of digits, or any number of other plot-enhancing devises. The player and the Referee
should work out together what the secret is and how it possibly impacts the character and
the campaign.

INCARCERATION
Criminals run the risk of being imprisoned as punishment for their crimes. If arrested during
character generation, the character must roll on the Incarceration table. Before rolling on
the Incarceration table, apply the following DMs
Apply your SOC DM to the roll.
Add your Advocate skill DM to the roll if you wish to defend yourself.
You may also hire an Advocate to provide you with a Legal Defense. If you hire an Advocate,
you do not add your own Advocate skill DM to the Incarceration roll.

THIEVES’ TOOLS
Gain any one of the following:

LEGAL DEFENSE

A Thieves’ Tools toolkit
A Disguise kit
A Forgery kit
An IR Chameleon suit

ORGANIZATION MEMBERSHIP
You are a member of a syndicate (criminal or not). The organization will provide support such
as weapons, money, or aid when required but will demand equal favors in return.

ADVOCATE
Untried
Poor
Average
Good
Excellent
Legendary

DM
+1d6-3
+1
+2
+3
+4
+5

COST
10,000 $
5,000 $
10,000 $
25,000 $
50,000 $
100,000 $

Once all DMs have been calculated, roll 2d6 and consult the Incarceration table.
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INCARCERATION TABLE:
2d6
2–
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

SENTENCE
Imprisoned 4 terms. Upon release, ineligible for any career paths other than
Wanderer.
Imprisoned 3 terms. Upon release, ineligible for any career paths other than
Wanderer.
Imprisoned 2 terms.
Imprisoned 2 terms or a fine of 1d6 x 10,000 $
Imprisoned 1 term.
Imprisoned 1 term or a fine of 1d6 x 5,000 $
Imprisoned this term or a fine of 1d6 x 5,000 $
Fine of 1d6 x 10,000 $. No promotion possible this term.
Bad record. You suffer a -2DM to all future Qualification rolls in non-criminal
careers.
Sentenced to Serve. Roll on the Draft table next term.
Exonerated. Roll 1d6
1–3 Your name is cleared; nothing more happens.
4–5 Your name is cleared; you gain 1d6 x 5,000 $ in damages.
6

Your name is cleared; you gain 1d6 x 5,000 $ in damages and receive
a +2DM to your Advancement roll.

MEDICAL BILLS
Unlike highly structured organizations such as the Imperial Forces or even Megacorps, Rogues don’t have
medical plans. Roll 2d6 and add the character’s rank to determine what portion of their bills their association
or employers cover.

MEDICAL BILLS PAID OFF:
2d6
4+
8+
12+

COST PAID
0%
50%
75%

RETIREMENT PAY
None of the careers in this supplement qualify for retirement pay.
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IMPRISONED
If a result of imprisoned is rolled, the character is imprisoned for the
remainder of the current term plus the listed number of terms. A
character that is imprisoned for 1 or more terms should roll 1d6 on the
Prison Skills table for each term imprisoned.

PRISON SKILLS
d6
SKILL OR BENEFIT
1
2
3
4
5
6

Advocate 1
Athletics (Any) 1
Melee (Unarmed) 1
Persuade 1
Streetwise 1
Contact

When a character’s term is completed, calculate their current age just
as if they had served that many terms in a career path. They may then
continue the career path they were in when they were incarcerated,
attempt to qualify for another career path, or retire. Note: The character
does not gain Benefit rolls for terms imprisoned, nor do they count
toward Terms Served for any other benefits.

NEW SKILLS
FORGERY
The character may produce false documents, credit
accounts, or even hard currency. Depending on what is
being created, additional skills in areas such as Electronics
(Computers) or Engineer (electronics) may be required as
determined by the Referee. In all cases, Forgery requires the
use of an appropriate forgery kit.
The time required to complete a Forgery is based on
the complexity of the document. This takes into account
elements such as photographs, arranging corresponding
supportive documentation, and creating paper trails.
When an item is being forged, roll against Forgery 8+,
applying any DMs based on Forgery skill level and the
difficulty of the forgery.
ITEM FORGED
Handwritten 0
Legal Papers
Identity Papers
Papers w/ Electronic Seal
Imperial Warrant

DIFFICULTY
Routine
Average
Difficult
Very Difficult
Formidable

TIME
1–2 hrs
1–2 days
1 week
2 weeks
1 month

DM
+2
0
-2
-4
-6

A forger may improve the DM by one level on the table
above by taking more time to complete their work (moving
down a level).
Wanted forger Finn Makul is creating a set of Identity Papers
to get himself through a customs checkpoint at the local
starport. With a Forgery skill of 0, he decides to take extra
time to get it right. Finn takes 2 weeks instead of the usual
one week required to create the ID papers, adjusting the
difficulty from Difficult (-2 DM) to Average (-0 DM). Finn rolls
2d6 and gets an 8, succeeding in the forgery because he
took the extra time.
Alternately, a forgery can be created in one level less time
by increasing the DM by one level.
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Once off-world Finn Makul realizes he needs to forge a plausible business contract to help
smuggle some goods off of Nar Shaddaa. Since the meeting is the next day, he rushes
the job to meet the timeline. Finn takes 2 hours instead of the 1- 2 days usually required to
create the legal papers, adjusting the difficulty from Average (-0 DM) to Difficult (-2 DM).
With a Forgery skill of 0, Finn rolls 2d6 and gets a 9. Taking the -2DM into account, the
Forgery has an associated +1DM against Forgery Checks as it’s easier to spot as a fake.

FORGERY CHECKS
A Forgery Check determines how likely the forgery is to pass inspection when examined.
Customs Officials, Law Enforcement, Imperial Agents, or just Cantina owners who don’t want
to sell alcohol to an under-aged sentient might make a Forgery Checks.
When a forged item is being inspected, first determine whether it is a Casual, Considered, or
Detailed inspection. A casual inspection is the bouncer at the door of a local club checking
ID papers. A considered inspection is a manager checking ID papers when signing someone
into a safety deposit box vault. A detailed inspection is passing through customs when
landing at an Imperial Starport.
INSPECTION TYPE
Casual
Considered
Detailed

FORGERY NOTICE
10+
8+
6+

SECURITY
This skill covers all manner of security systems, from picking mechanical locks and bolts to
jamming electronic surveillance and cameras to computer slicing and data theft. Security
is best used in synergy with other skills. For example, to use Security to pick a lock, the
character should also have the Mechanic skill. While using Security to break an encryption
code on a computer, he should also have the Electronics (Computers) skill. If the character
lacks the requisite associated skill, he may still make the attempt, but suffers a -3DM to
his roll. The character needs only rank 0 in the synergy skill to avoid this DM when using
Security.
When attempting to bypass or alter a security system, consult the following chart for
required synergy skills.
SECURITY SYSTEM
Mechanical Locks
Electronic Locks, Passkeys
Sensors, Cameras
Computer Systems, Firewalls
Phone Taps, Eavesdropping

Before checking, add the examiner’s INT DM to the inspection roll, as well as applying any
DMs associated with the Forged item.
Trying to get several crates of goods loaded onto his freighter, Finn Makul presents a hastily
forged shipping contract to the starport’s over-worked, average intelligence dock manager.
It’s a busy day at the starport, so the manager only gives the contract a quick once-over,
resulting in a Casual inspection. The Referee rolls 2d6 and gets an 8. After applying the
+1DM for the imperfectly forged contract, the resulting 9 is still below the 10+ required to
notice the forgery. The dock manager orders the shipment to be loaded onto Finn’s trader,
and the forger is long gone before anyone notices.
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SYNERGY SKILL
Mechanic
Engineer (Electronics)
Electronics (Sensors)
Electronics (Computers)
Electronics (Comms)

1

ROGUE: INTRUDER

Intruders are specialized high–tech thieves, trained to defeat
security systems and steal especially valuable items.

ENLISTMENT
INT 7+
-1DM for every previous career.

ASSIGNMENTS
Slicer: You wormed your way into computer systems and
stole the most valuable prize of all – information.
Infiltrator: You were the shadow in the window, the ghost
that flits through the corridors without being seen.
Faceman: You were so charming that everyone assumed
you belonged there even as you waltzed in and stole what
you needed.

SURVIVAL

ADVANCEMENT

END 6+
END 7+
SOC 8+

INT 8+
DEX 7+
EDU 6+

BENEFITS

1d6 CREDITS

OTHER BENEFIT

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Contact or 1 Ship Share
Thieve’s Tools
Ally or 2 Ship Shares
+1 EDU
3 Ship Shares
Organization Membership or +1 Trust
+1 SOC or +1 Trust

2,500$
5,000$
10,000$
25,000$
50,000$
75,000$
100,000$

1d6 PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

SERVICE SKILLS

ADV. EDUCATION (MIN EDU 8)

1
2
3
4
5
6

Stealth
Recon
Security (Any)
Streetwise
Electronics (Computers)
Deception

Engineer (Electronics)
Electronics (Computers)
Electronics (Sensors)
+1 Trust
Security
Broker

1d6 SLICER

INFILTRATOR

FACEMAN

1
2
3
4
5
6

Stealth
Engineer (Electronics)
Mechanic
Electronics (Sensors)
Stealth
Security

Deception
Carouse
Persuade
Diplomat
Stealth
Security

+1 DEX
+1 SOC
Gambler
Jack-of-All-Trades
+1 EDU
+1 INT

Electronics (Computers)
Engineer (Electronics)
Deception
Electronics (Comms)
Electronics (Computers)
Security

RANKS & SKILLS

CAREER PROGRESS
Slicer
Infiltrator
Faceman

SKILLS & TRAINING

RANK

TITLE

SKILL OR BENEFIT

0
1
2
3
4
5
6

—
Thief
Experienced Thief
Veteran Thief
—
Master Thief
Legendary Thief

—
Streetwise 1
Security 1
+1 Trust

—
+1 Benefit Roll
+1 SOC
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MISHAP TABLE

EVENTS TABLE

2d6 MISHAP

d66

EVENT

2
3
4

11
12

Disaster! Roll on the Mishap table but you are not ejected from this career.
A “simple” heist turns out to be a lot riskier than anticipated. Roll Security 8+ (Mechanic or
Electronic synergy) to get away.

5

6

Severely injured. Roll twice on the Injury Table and take the lower result.
Arrested. Roll twice on the Incarceration table and take the lower result.
You are betrayed by another Intruder. Lose a Contact or Ally. If you don’t have a Contact or
Ally, gain an Enemy.
There was a secondary security system you didn’t know about. Roll on the Injury Table. You
vow never to make the same mistake again – Gain one of Electronics (Comms), Electronics
(Sensors), Mechanic, Electronics (Computers), or Engineer (Electronics).
You’re arrested, but you may be able to escape incarceration. Roll Advocate 8+.
If you succeed, lose one Benefit roll and gain the lawyer who represented you as a Contact.

7
8

13
14
15

If you destroy it, you avoid being captured but gain your employer as an Enemy.
A life of crime is a dangerous one. Roll Gun Combat (Any) 8+ or Stealth 8+.

If you refuse, suffer a -1DM to your next Advancement roll.

16
21

11

12

If you don’t have an Ally or Contact, you gain a Rival as your would-be employer selects
someone else for the job.
You spend time at a shadowport and pick up a useful skill. Gain one of Gun Combat (Any),
Security, or Streetwise.
An ambitious ISB Agent tries to recruit you as an informant.
If you refuse, he takes offense and you gain him as a Rival.

If you succeed, you escape unscathed.
10

If you fail, roll on the Incarceration table.
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
You make several mutually profitable deals with a fence at the Starport. Gain an Ally.
You’re hired to steal from an Ally or Contact.
If you accept, lose the Ally or Contact but gain an extra Benefit roll.

If you fail, roll on the Incarceration table.
Arrested. Roll on the Incarceration table.
The last item you stole was tagged and the authorities are closing in. Do you keep it or
destroy it?
If you keep it, your employer is pleased and becomes an Ally, but you are caught and arrested.
Roll on the Incarceration table.

9

If you succeed, you escape before being captured. Gain Stealth.

If you fail, roll on the Injury Table.
You steal from the wrong noble. Gain an Enemy as you narrowly escape the assassin he sends
after you... this time.
During a heist, you find yourself in a dangerous situation. Do you fight or flee?

22

If you accept, gain a +1DM to all Survival rolls made in this career, and the Agent as a
Contact. Then, each term after this one, roll 1d6; on a 1, you are exposed as an informant.
Roll twice on the Injury Table (take the lower result) and gain an Enemy in the one who
exposed you.
You enter into a rivalry with another Intruder. Gain a Rival. Your Rival then challenges you to
a contest of skills as a thief.

If you shoot your way out, you kill an innocent in the crossfire with Law Enforcement but
escape. You have a 10,000$ Bounty.

If you refuse, suffer a -1DM to your next Advancement roll.

If you try to sneak out, roll Stealth 8+.

Succeed, and you gain a +2DM to your next Advancement roll and an extra Benefit roll.

If you succeed, you get away free and clear and may continue in this career.

Fail, and you must roll on the Mishap table but are not ejected from this career.
The heat is on and you have to keep your head down. Gain one of Carouse, Profession (Any),
Streetwise, or a Contact.
You use your skills to set aside a nice little payday for yourself in a few years. Gain an extra
Benefit roll.

If you fail, roll on the Incarceration table.
Injured. Roll on the Injury Table.

If you accept, roll Security 10+ (Any synergy).

23
24
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EVENT

d66

EVENT

25

You need to hire a specialist for a particular heist. Roll 2d6;

36

A young Intruder wants to be your shadow and learn everything he can from you.

2

The specialist betrays you to the authorities. Roll on the Incarceration table and
gain an Enemy.

If you accept, suffer a -1DM to all Survival rolls made in this career, as you need to constantly
look out for the kid.

3-5 The specialist bungles the job. You suffer a -1DM to your next Advancement roll.

Each term after this one, roll 1d6; on a 6, he’s learned enough and moves on, becoming your
grateful Ally.

6-8 The heist is successful and you agree to work together in the future. Gain a Contact
9-11 The specialist pulls off his part perfectly. You gain a +1 Trust.
12

26

The specialist sets up another Intruder for the crime who is incarcerated. Gain an
Enemy and an extra Benefit roll.
A Megacorporation hires you to test their newly upgraded security systems.

41

If you refuse, gain a Rival in the upstart Intruder.
You are hired to help kidnap the daughter of a noble. If you accept, roll 1d6.
1

It all goes wrong and she ends up dead. Gain the noble as an Enemy.

2

The Noble’s private security firm hunts you down. Roll Stealth 8+ to escape. If you
fail, roll on the Injury Table.

If you accept the job and help fine-tune their system, gain Security 1 or an extra Benefit roll.

3–4 It is a difficult heist. Roll Security 8+ (Any synergy). If you succeed, roll on this
table again. If you fail, roll for Incarceration!

If you wish, you may then betray the Megacorporation by installing a backdoor into their
mainframe; in this case, you gain a second extra Benefit roll and the Megacorporation as
an Enemy.

31

If you pass on the job altogether, gain +1 Trust from your Organization and the
Megacorporation as a Rival.
You work on an inside job. Gain an Ally in a Megacorporation or a planetary government and
then roll Security 8+ (Any synergy).
If you succeed, gain +1DM to a cash Benefit roll.

32

If you fail, roll on the Mishap table, but you are not ejected from this career.
You get caught in the one place you never want to be – a firefight! Gain one of Gun Combat 1,
Melee 1, Streetwise 1 or Medic 1. Then roll 1d6.

42

33
34
35

5–6 Gain an Enemy.
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
You steal something… dangerous. Gain a Weapon (heavy).
A getaway goes wrong. Gain one of Drive (Wheeled), Flyer (Hover) or Pilot (Small Craft).
Then roll that skill 8+
If you succeed, you manage to escape. Gain +1 Trust.

43
44

It turns out that the daughter hired the kidnappers to extract her from her gilded
cage. Gain her as an Ally and an extra Cash Benefit roll as she expresses her
gratitude.

If you refuse, you inform the noble of the plot, gaining a +2DM to your next Advancement roll
and an Enemy in the hirer.
You join a high–stakes Sabacc game. Gain Gambler. You may now bet up to three Benefit rolls
and roll Gambler 8+.
If you fail, lose the Benefit rolls you wagered.
The target for this heist is an orbiting space station. Gain one of Engineer (Life Support),
Electronics (Computers), Pilot, or a Contact.
You have the opportunity to blackmail another Intruder. If you make the attempt, roll
Persuade 8+.
If you fail, gain an Enemy.
Another Intruder tries to eliminate the competition – you! Gain Gun Combat (Any) and a Rival.
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
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If you succeed, gain an extra Benefit roll.
45
46

If you fail, you crash and are caught. Roll on the Incarceration table.

The noble pays the ransom and you get your cut. Gain an extra Benefit roll and a
Contact.

If you succeed, gain as many Benefit rolls as you wagered.

1–2 Roll on the Injury Table.
3–4 Gain an Ally.

5
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51

As part of the fight against the black market, Imperial Stormtroopers attempt to track you
down. Roll Streetwise 8+ to escape.
If you succeed, you make a clean getaway by throwing the scent onto a rival organization.
Gain +1 Trust.
If you fail, you may betray a Contact or Ally to escape.
If you elect to betray a Contact or Ally, you go free but the Contact or Ally beomces an Enemy.

52

If you don’t have, or don’t choose to betray a Contact or Ally, you are caught. Roll on the
Incarceration table.
A sick friend needs an experimental drug that is being concocted by a Megacorporation. If you
agree to break into the lab, roll Security 8+ (computers or sensors synergy).
If you succeed, gain an Ally.
If you fail, your attempt is noticed. Suffer -1 Trust.

53
54

55
56
61

If you don’t break into the lab, your friend dies. If you have a Contact or Ally, lose them.
You take part in a heist against an Imperial Naval payment ship. Gain one of Recon,
Electronics (Sensors), Explosives, or Broker.
After a particularly successful heist, you gain 1d3 Benefit rolls. You then decide to live it up
for a while. For each of the extra Benefit rolls you choose to spend, gain a level in Carouse,
Gambler, or +1 SOC. You may take each option only once.
A particularly challenging heist raises your reputation among your peers. You gain a +1 Trust.
You hone your skills under the tutelage of a legendary Intruder. Gain him/her as a Contact
and gain a level in any one skill you already know.
You are offered the protection of a criminal organization.
If you accept, gain a +1DM to all Survival and Advancement rolls made in this career, but
suffer a -2DM to all Benefit rolls. Any Benefit result reduced below 0 by this DM is lost.

62

If you refuse the offer, you offend the organization and gain a powerful Enemy.
You are hired to break someone out of prison. Roll Security 8+ (mechanics or electronics synergy).
If you succeed, gain +1 Trust and an Ally.

63
64

If you fail, gain an Enemy and roll on the Incarceration table.
You are hired to steal an alien artifact from its owner. Gain an alien Contact.
You steal an experimental prototype, alien artifact, Force device, ancient relic, or other rare item.
If you sell it, gain 3d6 x 10,000$.

65
66

If you keep it, gain an item as decided with your Referee.
An experienced Intruder takes you under his wing. Gain a +4DM to your next Advancement roll.
You pull off an astonishing heist. You are automatically promoted.
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ROGUE: ORGANIZED CRIMINAL

You worked for a crime syndicate, Hutt syndicate, criminal
cult, or other organized institution.

ENLISTMENT
END 8+
You must choose an organization when you enter this
career. Sample organizations are described in the Organized
Crime section at the end of this section. There may be
further restrictions or requirements to join the organization
as determined by the Referee.

ASSIGNMENTS
Assassin: You dealt with the syndicate’s enemies and
informants.
Enforcer: You were a street-level foot soldier and thug.
Coordinator: You handled the money and the business side
of operations.

CAREER PROGRESS
Assassin
Enforcer
Coordinator

SURVIVAL

ADVANCEMENT

END 7+
END 8+
END 6+

DEX 7+
STR 6+
INT 8+

BENEFITS

1d6 CREDITS

OTHER BENEFIT

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

+1 END
Weapon
Armor
+1 DEX
Combat Implant
+1 Trust
2 Ship Shares

1,000$
5,000$
10,000$
20,000$
40,000$
80,000$
160,000$

SKILLS & TRAINING

1d6 PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

SERVICE SKILLS

ADV. EDUCATION (MIN EDU 8)

1
2
3
4
5
6

Gun Combat (Any)
Streetwise
Persuade
Drive (Any)
Investigate
Deception

Electronics (Computers)
Broken
Advocate
Admin
+1 Trust
Security

1d6 ASSASSIN

ENFORCER

COORDINATOR

1
2
3
4
5
6

Gun Combat (Any)
Streetwise
Persuade
Melee (Unarmed)
Athletics (Any)
+1 Trust

Broker
Trade (Any)
Admin
Electronics (Computers)
Persuade
+1 Trust

+1 DEX
+1 END
+1 STR
Melee (Any)
Streetwise
Gambler

Stealth
Melee (Blade)
Gun Combat (Any)
Security
Recon
+1 Trust

RANKS & SKILLS

RANK

TITLE

SKILL OR BENEFIT

0
1
2
3
4
5
6

—
Soldier
—
Capo
Underboss
—
Boss

—
Organization Membership
—
+1 Trust
Leadership
—
+1 SOC
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MISHAP TABLE

EVENTS TABLE

2d6 MISHAP

d66

EVENT

2
3
4

11
12
13
14

Disaster! Roll on the Mishap table but you are not ejected from this career.
There are benefits to being a member of the organization. Gain an additional Benefit roll.
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
You are asked to deal with a troublesome civilian, who begs you for mercy.

5
6
7
8
9
10

Severely injured. Roll twice on the Injury Table and take the lower result.
Arrested. Roll twice on the Incarceration table and take the lower result.
There is a war for control within the organization. Lose 1d3 Allies and/or Contacts to the
bloodshed and then roll Gun Combat (Any) 8+. If you fail, roll on the Injury Table.
A former member of the organization identifies you to the authorities. You are forced to flee
off-world. Gain an Enemy.
You disappoint one of the organization’s bosses and are forced out. Gain the boss as a Rival.
Arrested. Roll on the Incarceration table.
Betrayed by a friend. Lose an Ally or Contact. If you don’t have an Ally or Contact, gain an Enemy.
You are caught in a turf war firefight. Lose a Contact or Ally (if you have one) or roll on the
Injury Table.
An undercover ISB Agent wants your help to expose the secrets of your organization.

If you enforce the organization’s wishes, you eliminate the problem gain a +1DM to your next
Advancement roll.
Alternatively, you may spare his life. If you do so, roll Deception 6+.
Succeed and gain an Ally.
15
16

If you refuse, roll on the Incarceration table, but gain +1 Trust and your organization’s boss as
an Ally.

11
12

If you agree to cooperate, suffer -1 Trust and gain your organization’s boss as an Enemy. You
may automatically qualify as an Agent (spy) with the ISB next term.
You become addicted to spice. Suffer -1 END or -1 INT and gain an addiction.
Injured. Roll on the Injury Table

Fail and you suffer a -4DM to your next advancement roll.
The organization gives you advanced training. Gain a level in any one skill you already have.
A crusading lawyer attempts to have you arrested. Roll Advocate 8+ or Streetwise 8+ to
escape.
If you succeed, gain +1 on your next Advancement roll and take the lawyer as a Rival

21
22

If you fail, roll on the incarceration table.
You spend several very quiet years hiding from law enforcement. Gain one of Survival,
Animals, Streetwise, or a Contact.
Several younger members of the organization approach you, asking for your support in
toppling the existing leadership.
If you accept, roll Gun Combat 10+, Deception 10+, or Investigate 10+.
If you succeed, you are automatically promoted next term.
If you fail, so does the coup and you suffer a -4DM to all future advancement rolls in this
career.
If you refuse, roll 1d6.
1

The old guard rewards your loyalty, giving you a +2DM to your next Advancement roll.

2–5 nothing happens.
23
24

25

6 The coup is successful and you suffer a -4DM to your next Advancement roll.
The organization controls this city. Gain one of Drive (Any), Streetwise, Profession (Any), or
1d3 Contacts.
You catch the eye of a senior member of the organization, who suggests that you marry his
eldest child. If you accept, you gain a +2DM to all Advancement rolls made in this career but a
-1DM to all Survival rolls.
Someone in the organization is an informant. You may either hunt the informant down or
blame an Enemy. If you blame an Enemy, remove any one Rival or Enemy. If you don’t have an
Enemy, you try to hunt the informant down. Roll Investigate 8+. If you fail, you gain nothing.
If you succeed, you gain a +2DM to your next advancement roll.
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EVENT

26

You work behind the scenes maintaining security at the Organization’s headquarters. Gain
one of Electronics (Comms), Electronics (Computers), Electronics (Sensors), or Security.
An assassin attempts to kill one of the organization’s leaders. You have the chance to get in
the way.

44

One of your Allies or Contacts wants you to sponsor their membership of the organization.
Roll 1d6.

31

1

Your friend is an undercover ISB agent. Lose the Ally or Contact and suffer a -4DM to
your next Advancement roll.

If you do so, roll twice on the Injury Table and take the lower result but gain a +4DM to your
next Advancement roll.

2

Your friend fails and embarrasses both of you. You suffer a -2DM to your next
Advancement roll.

If you don’t, roll 1d6:

3

Your friend is killed in the line of duty. Lose the Ally or Contact.

1

4

Your friend’s support gives you a +1DM to your next Advancement roll.

5

Your friend proves to have a valuable skill. Gain any Skill you don’t already have at 1.

6

Your friend excels. Gain a +4DM to your next Advancement roll.

The assassin is successful, throwing your organization into financial chaos. You lose a
Benefit roll.

2–5 Another member of the organization takes the bullet and is rewarded handsomely for
their loyalty.
6
32
33
34

35

You are blamed as a co-conspirator for your inaction. Roll on the Injury Table and you
must join a new career next term.
You’re in a street war with a rival organization. Gain one of Recon, Stealth, Gun Combat, or
Tactics (Military).
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
The organization attempts to influence the local government. Gain one of Diplomat, Steward,
or Admin.
You have a +4DM to any attempt to qualify for the Noble career next term, thanks to their support.
One of the organization’s criminal endeavors is under threat from smuggler competition. You
may attempt to deal with the matter brutally or peacefully.
If you choose physical intimidation, gain one of Melee (Any) or Gun Combat (Any), and an Enemy.
If you choose the peaceful approach, roll Persuade 8+.

41
42
43

If you succeed, you have a +2DM to your next Advancement roll and gain an extra Benefit
roll.
46
51
52
53
54

If you succeed, gain a +2DM to your next advancement roll.
36

45

If you fail, suffer a -2DM to your next Advancement roll;
Increased Imperial patrols make the streets more dangerous for your organization. Gain a level
in Stealth, but also suffer a penalty of -1DM to all further Survival checks made in this career.
The organization selects you for an offworld mission. Gain one of Pilot (Any), Flyer (Any),
Mechanic, or 1 Ship Share.
You build a network of supporters in the organization. Gain 1d3 Contacts.
You are attached to a local gambling ring. Gain one of Carouse, Gambler, Steward, or a
Benefit roll.

If you don’t have an Ally or Contact, gain one (he or she is very eager to join your
organization).
The organization lets you run an operation. Roll Admin 8+ or Leadership 8+.

55
56

If you fail, you suffer a -2DM to your next Advancement roll.
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
You befriend another member of the organization. Gain a Contact.
At the funeral of an influential member of the organization, you have a chance to impress
your superiors. Roll Diplomat 10+; if you succeed, gain a +2DM to your next Advancement roll.
Your superior in the organization is a traditionalist. You may choose to reroll any failed
Survival roll made in this career at the cost of a finger each time.
You have the opportunity to skim off the takings. If you choose to do so, you gain one extra
Benefit roll each term from now on, including this one. However, you suffer a cumulative
-1DM to all future Survival rolls in this career and gain an Enemy when you leave this career.
The organization places you as a contact on an Imperial vessel. Gain on of Pilot (Small Craft),
Mechanic, or Steward.
You are given a mission within another criminal organization. Gain any one of Deception,
Streetwise, Electronics (Computers), or Profession (Any). Then roll that skill 8+.
If you succeed, gain a +2DM to your next Advancement roll.

61

If you fail, you are discovered and must roll on the Injury Table.
You are given an extensive set of tattoos, scars, implants, brands or other distinctive marks,
symbolizing your membership in the organization. These markings give you a +1DM to all
Advancement rolls in this career but also make your membership in the organization obvious
to those who recognize the symbols.
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62

The organization demands you prove your loyalty.
You must either eliminate one Contact or Ally or suffer a -1DM on all Benefit rolls made when
you leave this career.

63

If you have no Contacts or Allies, you gain a Rival.
You gain a Contact within the organization. Roll 1d6:
1

The Contact needs to borrow money from you to buy into a deal. Lose one Benefit roll.

2

The Contact gets you into trouble. You have a -1DM to your next Advancement roll.

3–4 No further effect.
5

The Contact is a technical expert. Gain one of Electronics (Computers), Electronics
(Comms), or Engineering (Any).

6
64
65
66

The Contact is secretly a senior member of the organization. Gain a +2DM to your next
Advancement roll.
Your hard work for the organization hasn’t gone unnoticed. Gain either a Weapon or set of
Thieves’ Tools.
A senior member of the organization sees your potential. Gain Leadership 1 or +4DM to your
next Advancement roll.
Your name is whispered on the streets as showing potential to be the next boss. You are
automatically promoted.
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ROGUE: PIRATE

Pirates prey on shipping lanes, attacking merchant vessels
to steal their cargo or even the ships themselves.

ENLISTMENT
INT 7+
-2DM if you are age 34 or more.

ASSIGNMENTS
Corsair: You were part of the crew of a pirate vessel.
Boarder: You actively boarded and captured other ships.
Freebooter: You were part of a small, armed merchant
vessel that opportunistically attacked other vessels.

CAREER PROGRESS
Corsair
Boarder
Freebooter

SURVIVAL

ADVANCEMENT

INT 7+
END 8+
DEX 6+

EDU 7+
INT 6+
INT 8+

BENEFITS

1d6 CREDITS

OTHER BENEFIT

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Weapon
Armor
Contact
Ally
1 Ship Share
2 Ship Shares
Corsair

None
None
5,000$
10,000$
20,000$
50,000$
150,000$

SKILLS & TRAINING

1d6 PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

SERVICE SKILLS

ADV. EDUCATION (MIN EDU 8)

1
2
3
4
5
6

Pilot (Any)
Gunner (Turret)
Mechanic
Carouse
Vacc Suit
Melee (Blade)

Astrogation
Electronics (Comms)
Electronics (Computers)
Engineer (Any)
Tactics (Naval)
Security

1d6 CORSAIR

BOARDER

FREEBOOTER

1
2
3
4
5
6

Vacc Suit
Gun Combat (Any)
Melee (Any Weapon)
Recon
Tactics (Military)
Athletics (DEX)

Pilot (Any)
Broker
Electronics (Sensors)
Mechanic
Gunner (Any)
Jack-of-All-Trades

+1 DEX
+1 END
Jack-of-All-Trades
+1 EDU
+1 INT
Deception

Pilot (Any)
Gunner (Any)
Flyer (Any)
Mechanic
Electronics (Sensors)
Engineer (Any)

RANKS & SKILLS

RANK

CORSAIR/FREEBOOTER SKILL OR BENEFIT

BOARDER

SKILL OR BENEFIT

0
1
2
3
4
5
6

Lackey
Henchman
Crew
Third Mate
Second Mate
First Mate
Captain

Lackey
Marine
Corporal
Sergeant
Lieutenant
Leader
Captain

—
Melee (Any Weapon)
—
Medic
—
Leadership
Tactics (Military)

—
Pilot (Any) or Gunner (Any)
—
Mechanic
—
Astrogation
Tactics (Naval)
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MISHAP TABLE

EVENTS TABLE

2d6 MISHAP

d66 EVENT

2
3
4

11
12
13
14

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Severely injured. Roll twice on the Injury Table and take the lower result.
Arrested. Roll twice on the Incarceration table and take the lower result.
An Imperial Captain vows to hunt you down and his relentless pursuit drives you out of his
career. Gain him as an Enemy as he is still after you.
Your ship breaks down and cannot be repaired. Although you must leave this career, you
manage to sell the scrap and gain 1d3 Ship Shares as your cut.
An Imperial Patrol discovers the shadowport from where you were operating. Suffer - 1 END
from the ensuing firefight.
Arrested. Roll on the Incarceration table.
Betrayed by a friend. Lose an Ally or Contact. If you have neither of these, gain a Rival.
You misjump and crash on an isolated planet. Gain one of Survival, Animals (Any), or Medic.
Your ship and cargo are confiscated by Imperial customs officials. You evade capture, but are
forced to leave any weapons or armor you have already attained as you flee.
That harmless freighter was an Imperial decoy and their counterattack nearly cripples your
vessel. Roll on the Injury Table.
You are taken captive by a bounty hunter that pursues pirates for the Empire. To build his
reputation and send a message to those of your profession, he cuts off one of your hands and
releases you. Suffer - 1 DEX.

Disaster! Roll on the Mishap table but you are not ejected from this career.
Who says Piracy doesn’t pay? Gain an additional Benefit roll when you leave this career.
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
You have captured a ship and have the opportunity to spare the life of her crew.
If you do so and release them, gain one of the survivors as a Contact.
If you do not and hold then for ransom, gain 4d6 x 1,000$ as payment but gain an Enemy.

15

16
21
22
23

24

If you send them into the cold depths of space, gain +2DM to your next Advancement roll.
Increased Imperial Navy activity in this subsector makes piracy more difficult. If you continue
to operate here, you suffer a -2DM to all future Survival rolls made in this career, but gain a
+2DM to all future Advancement rolls made in this career.
You have proved to be an able ship hand. Gain one of Mechanic, Electronics (Sensors),
Engineer (Any), or Pilot (Any).
A long string of hit-and-run missions take their toll – Gain Jack-of-All-Trades, but suffer - 1 END.
You frequent pirate bases and cantinas. Gain one of Carouse, Gambler, Broker, or a Contact.
A captured vessel has something unusual on board. Roll 1d6 and find:
1

A stowaway. Gain a Contact or hold them for ransom. If you ransom them, gain 1d6 x
2,000$ and an Enemy.

2

A bomb. Roll Explosives 8+. If you fail, roll on the Injury Table.

3

A valuable item. Gain an extra Benefit roll.

4

A useful item. Gain a Weapon or Scientific Equipment.

5

Secret information. Sell it for an extra Benefit roll or keep it for later use in the game.

6 Something very unusual, such as an alien artifact or Jedi relic.
You run into an ambush. Roll Gunner 8+, Pilot 8+, or Melee 8+ to escape.
If you succeed, gain +1 SOC as the tale of your skill and survival makes the rounds. You may
then choose to make a second 8+ roll using the same skill.
If you succeed at the second roll, you turn the ambush on your attackers and gain a +4DM to
your next Advancement roll.
If you fail at any time, roll on the Injury Table.
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d66 EVENT

d66 EVENT

25

45
46
51

You make a Contact within a shipping company who supplies you with vital information about
schedules and jump routes.
You gain a +1DM to all future Advancement rolls made in this career. Each term after this one,
roll 1d6.

26
31

On a 1, your Contact has been uncovered and you lose the +DM to Advancement rolls and the
Contact. If this occurs, you may try to rescue the Contact. Roll Pilot 8+ to do so; if you succeed,
you may keep the Contact. If you fail, lose the Contact and roll on the Incarceration table.
You frequent a Shadowport in an asteroid belt. Gain a Belter or a Smuggler as a Contact.
You are asked to take sides in a feud between two pirate bands.

1–4 The rumor was false. You gain no Benefits this term and may not Advance this term. You
must still roll over the number of terms spent in this career to continue.
5

1–3 You back the wrong side. Gain an Enemy and suffer a -2DM to your next Advancement roll.
4–6 You back the winners. Gain an Ally and a +2DM to your next Advancement roll.
32

33
34

Succeed, and you escape unscathed, gaining +1DM on your next Advancement roll.

35
36
41
42

Fail, and you suffer a -1DM on your next Survival rolls made in any career - fate seems to be
hunting you.
While selling ill–gotten gains, you pick up some useful skills. Gain one of Broker, Streetwise,
or Diplomat.
During a boarding action, one particularly brave merchant manages to board your vessel and
attacks you. Gain Melee (Blade) and a particularly nasty scar in a place of your choosing.
You go undercover to study the defenses of a merchant freighter. Gain one of Mechanic,
Engineering (Any), Steward, or Pilot (Any).
The captain of your pirate vessel dies. If you wish, you may try to claim a higher position
onboard ship. If you wish to do so, roll Persuade 8+ or Melee 8+.

52
53

The rumor was false, but you meet a strange diminutive creature that speaks in strange
syntax. You may test your Force Potential and, if you show aptitude, automatically qualify
to follow a Force path in your next term. If you do not show aptitude, you awaken a few
days later at a star port with a vague memory of the meeting but no idea of where that
planet is and a strong desire to never return there.
A rival pirate crew attacks your vessel unexpectedly. Gain one of Pilot (Any) or Gunner
(Turret), but roll on the Injury Table.
You have the opportunity to add a number of crew from a captured vessel to your own. Roll
Deception 8+, Leadership 8+ or Recruit 8+.
If you succeed they prove loyal. Gain 1d3 Allies and a +1DM to your next Advancement roll.

54

If you fail they betray you at the worst possible moment. Suffer a -2DM to your next Survival roll.
The Imperial Navy offers amnesty to pirates. If you accept this offer, roll 1d6.
1

55
56

43

44

1

You spend countless month’s worth of time cramped in cargo holds eluding capture.
Suffer -1 DEX.

2

You spend several weeks laying low on a backwater world where you to eat strange
foods. Suffer -1 END.

3

Your extended time aboard ship jumping from system to system eliminates your workout
routine. Suffer -1 STR.

4

You keep to lesser-traveled space lanes and frequent darkened back rooms. Gain a Secret.

5

You manage to maintain operations despite Imperial scrutiny. Gain an extra Benefit roll.

6

Great risks bring great rewards. Suffer -2DM to your next Survival roll, but gain +2DM to
your next Advancement roll.
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It’s a trap! Roll on the Incarceration table and leave this career.

2–6 Muster out of this career and roll on the Draft table next term.
You are put in charge of selling off your captured cargo. Gain one of Advocate, Broker,
Streetwise, or gain a Contact.
The tightening Imperial grasp means you must take risks to survive. Roll 1d6.

If you succeed, you are automatically promoted.
If you fail, you lose any Benefits from this career.
Increased Imperial Naval patrols in this sector drive you to seek honest work. Gain a level in
any one skill, but you gain no Benefits and may not Advance this term. You must still roll over
the number of terms spent in this career to continue.
You take a trophy from a defeated enemy. Gain a Weapon.

The rumor was true. You capture a rich cargo – gain 1d3 extra Benefit rolls and a +1DM
to your next Advancement roll.

6

If you take sides, roll 1d6 and add any SOC DM.

If you stay neutral, suffer a -1DM to your next Advancement roll for being too politic.
While being chased by Imperial Navy forces, you are forced to dump valuable cargo in deep
space. You mark the coordinates and trajectory of this floating treasure and vow to return and
retrieve it at some point in the future.
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
You’re skimming fuel from a gas giant when the ship’s weapon system accidentally discharges.
Roll Pilot 8+ or Electronics (Sensors) 8+.

Your piracy ruins the fortune of a local noble, who vows revenge. Gain an Enemy.
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
You hear rumors of a new corporate mining colony, hidden in a backwater system. If you wish,
you can spend several months hunting down the truth. If you do so, roll 1d6.
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d66 EVENT
61

62

A Megacorporation puts a bounty on the heads of several known pirates, including you. Suffer
-1DM to all future Survival rolls in this career. At any time you may strike a deal with a Bounty
Hunter and betray another pirate. This removes your bounty (and associated negative roll) and
gains you a Bounty Hunter as a contact and a Pirate Captain as an Enemy.
A known shadowport is raided by the Imperial Navy. Roll Melee (Any) 8+ or Gun Combat (Any) 8+.
If you succeed, you rescue a new Ally.

63

64
65
66

If you fail, roll on the Incarceration table.
To show their strength the Empire is making harsh examples of captured pirates. From
now on, if you fail a Survival roll, you must roll on the Injury Table in addition to any other
penalties. However, this law scares away other potential competition; gain a +2DM to your
next Advancement roll.
A fence in the starport proves to be a useful friend. Gain one of Broker, Gambler, Persuade, or
a Contact.
You serve under a legendary pirate. Gain either Leadership or +4DM to your next
Advancement roll.
You capture a valuable prize. You are automatically promoted.
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ROGUE: SCAVENGER

You survived by picking usable parts from wrecked ships and
ruined colonies.

ENLISTMENT
No requirements

ASSIGNMENTS
Wrecker: You tore wrecked ships into scrap while in orbit or
scouted the shattered ruins of cities for usable materials.
Bodger: You learned what could be repaired, turning scrap
metal and tangled wire into usable equipment.
Digger: You specialized in exploring the ruins of fallen
civilizations for your own profit.

CAREER PROGRESS
Wrecker
Bodger
Digger

SURVIVAL

ADVANCEMENT

END 7+
EDU 7+
END 7+

EDU 7+
INT 7+
DEX 7+

BENEFITS

1d6 CREDITS

OTHER BENEFIT

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

None
Weapon
1 Ship Share
+1 EDU
+1 INT
3 Ship Shares
Scavenger Ship

None
None
1,000$
2,000$
4,000$
8,000$
12,000$

SKILLS & TRAINING

1d6 PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

SERVICE SKILLS

ADV. EDUCATION (MIN EDU 8)

1
2
3
4
5
6

Streetwise
Athletics (Any)
Mechanic
Melee (Any)
Drive (Wheeled or Hover)
Recon

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

1d6 WRECKER

BODGER

DIGGER

1
2
3
4
5
6

Electronics (Sensors)
Electronics (Computers)
Mechanic
Engineering (Any)
Physical Science (Any)
Trade (Any)

Stealth
Investigation
Security
Recon
Gun Combat (Any)
Social Science (Any)

+1 END
Contact
Jack-of-All-Trades
+1 EDU
+1 STR
Streetwise

+1 STR
Flyer (Any)
Mechanic
Pilot (Spacecraft)
Recon
Athletics (Any)

RANKS & SKILLS

RANK

TITLE

SKILL OR BENEFIT

0
1
2
3
4
5
6

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

—
Recon 1
—
+1 STR
—
Streetwise 1
—
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MISHAP TABLE

EVENTS TABLE

2d6 MISHAP

d66

EVENT

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

11
12
13
14

Disaster! Roll on the Mishap Table but you are not ejected from this career.
Scavengers live on the edge. Gain one of Stealth, Gun Combat (Any), Recon, or Medic.
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
While scavenging, you intercept a transmission from another ship. Roll 1d6.

9
10
11
12

Severely injured. Roll twice on the Injury Table and take the lower result.
You trigger a security system. Suffer -1 END that cannot be healed and gain a limp.
You are arrested and charged with theft. Roll on the Incarceration table.
Another scavenger harasses you and forces you to leave the area. Gain a Rival.
Your salvage is quite valuable and highly radioactive. Gain 1d6 x 5,000$, but Suffer -1 STR.
You run afoul of a Jawa sandcrawler captain. Gain an Enemy.
You find something valuable and cross the line from scavenger to thief. Gain and extra Benefit
roll and leave this career.
You are forced to leave this career to help a friend in need. Gain an Ally.
You are “recruited” by the Empire. You must roll on the Draft table next term.
You are trapped on a primitive world. Gain one of Animals (Any), Survival, or Melee (Unarmed),
or a Contact.
You are caught in a cave-in and trapped under tons of rock. The only way to get free is to
amputate the trapped limb, but something in the planet’s atmosphere caused your body to
reject Bacta Tank treatment or cybernetic replacement.

1

It is a distress call and you are able to help with the rescue. Gain an Ally among the
survivors.

2

It was a trade ship, looking to buy supplies. Gain a Benefit roll.

3

It was a coded military transmission. You recorded the message but have never broken
the code.

4

It was a distress call but the ship is destroyed before you can respond. Worse, the
attackers come after you! Roll Gunnery (Any) 8+ or Pilot (spaceship) 8+ to escape. If you
fail, roll on the Injury Table.

5

It was a secret pirate transmission. You locate a Shadowport and automatically qualify
for the Pirate career next term.

6

The transmission is breaking up! Roll Electronics (Comms) 8+ to salvage it.

If you succeed, roll again on this table, rerolling a result of 6.
15

If you fail, it is lost forever and nothing more happens.
You discover a survivor in a cold sleep escape pod. Roll Medic 8+ or Mechanic 8+ to
deactivate the berth successfully.
If you succeed, gain a Contact with a Secret.

16

If you fail, the berth shorts out and its inhabitant dies.
The salvage expedition is boring and you join a running game of Sabaac. Gain Gambler.
You may then bet any number of earned Benefit rolls and roll Gamble 8+.
If you succeed, gain back your stake plus half as many Benefit rolls as you bet (rounding up).

21

If you fail, you lose your stake.
Another scavenger is trapped by falling debris. If you go to his aid, roll Recon 8+ or STR 8+.
Succeed and you escape uninjured, gaining him as an Ally.

22
23

Fail, and roll twice on the Injury Table (taking the lower result) as the place comes down
around both your ears.
You find something useful buried in the scrap. Gain a damaged R5 Droid unit.
While exploring a ruined structure, you find an item of cultural significance, such as a holy
relic or tomb. You may return this item or its location to its original owners, gaining a Contact
among them or you may sell it for an additional Benefit roll.
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d66

EVENT

d66

EVENT

24

You discover a talent for repairing damaged components. Gain one of Mechanic, Engineer
(Any), Electronics (Computers), or Electronics (Comms).
You find a rich salvage field. Gain an extra Benefit roll this term.
You fall ill, having picked up some infection from the unsanitary conditions. Roll END 8+.

42

A criminal organization attempts to take over your salvage business. You may resist or accept
their takeover.

25
26

31
32

If you fail, roll on the Injury Table.

If you fail, suffer -1 END that cannot be healed.
You spend time on a salvage barge. Gain one of Pilot (Any), Mechanic, Astrogation, or
Engineer (Any).
You encounter a left–over security system. Roll Security (Any synergy) 8+.

If you accept their offer, suffer a -1DM to all Benefit rolls made in this career. Each term, roll
1d6. On a 6, you may automatically qualify for the Organized Criminal career the following term.
You frequent a spaceport cantina. Gain one of Carouse, Gambler, Broker, or a Contact.
You custom build a small hover vehicle out of spare parts and scrap. Gain a Speeder Bike.
Bad work conditions cause local scavengers to band together as a union. They ask you to
speak for them. Roll Diplomat 8+.

If you fail, roll on the Injury Table.
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
The area you are salvaging is apparently private property. Roll Streetwise 8+ or Stealth 8+
to escape unnoticed.
If you succeed, gain +1 to your next Advancement roll in this career.

35

36
41

If you succeed, gain a Benefit roll and an Enemy.

If you succeed, you recover with no ill effects save the numerous dark blotches all over your skin.

If you succeed, you disarm it and gain +1 INT.
33
34

If you resist, roll Streetwise 8+ or Gun Combat 8+.

43
44
45

Succeed, and gain a +1DM to all Survival rolls in this career.
46
51

If you fail, roll on the Incarceration table.
You are given the contract to disarm and scrap a Corellian Blockade Runner. If you wish, you
may attempt to steal weapons from it. If you do so, roll Deception 8+ or Security 8+.

Fail, and you gain a Megacorporation as an Enemy.
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
Imperial forces are quashing an uprising. If you wish, you may fly into the battle zone to get
the pick of the salvage. If you do so, roll Pilot 10+ to avoid being detected. If you fail, roll on
the Incarceration table. If you succeed, roll 1d6.
1

You are attacked by automated defenses. Roll on the Injury Table.

If you succeed, roll 1d6 to determine what you are able to steal. You may mount these items on
any ship you own. If you sell the equipment, you must do so through a fence as it is stolen property.

2

You are noticed and hunted by Imperial Navy. You suffer a -2DM to your next Survival roll.

1

Basic Military Electronics package

5

2

Pulse laser in a single turret

3

Beam laser in a single turret

4

Two Beam lasers in a double turret

5

Four pulse lasers in a quad turret

6

Model 4 Computer

3–4 The battle starts up again! You barely escape intact.

6
52
53

If you fail, roll twice on the Incarceration table and take the lower result.
You find a stash of instructional manuals. Roll EDU 10+ to gain any a level in any one skill of
your choice.
Others look down on you because of what you do to survive. Suffer -1 SOC, but gain
Streetwise.

54

You take your pick of the salvage. Gain a +4DM to your next Advancement roll and an
additional Benefit roll.
While exploring a ruined space station, you come across a still–functional computer system.
Gain one of Electronics (Computers), Engineer (electronics), Security, or Science (Any).
You are informed that the wreck you were salvaging has been claimed as property of the
Empire. Noting your talents, you are given the choice of either joining the Imperial forces or
going to prison. Leave this career and roll on the Draft table or roll on the Incarceration table.
You are part of a team demolishing a dangerous structure. Gain one of Medic, Explosives,
Recon, or Electronics (Remote Ops), then roll against that skill at an 8+. If you fail, roll on the
Injury Table.
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You rescue several Imperial or Rebel officers in an escape pod. Gain an Ally and an
additional Benefit roll.
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EVENT

55

You are attacked by a dangerous animal in a ruin. Roll Gun Combat (Any) 8+ to deal with it or
Animals (training) 8+ to tame it.
If you fail either roll, roll on the Injury Table.
If you deal with it, gain an additional cash benefit roll as you sell the exotic hide.

56
61

If you tame it, gain the creature as a pet.
Scavenging is a dangerous but rewarding profession. Suffer -1DM to your next Survival roll
and gain +1DM to a Benefit roll.
You detect a wrecked ship drifting through the system. If you investigate it, roll 1d6.
1–2 The vessel is damaged but the weapons systems are alarmingly active. Roll on the Injury Table.
3–4 You rescue passengers from the wrecked ship. Gain a Contact.

62
63

64
65
66

5–6 The ship is a valuable prize! Gain an additional Benefit roll.
A scavenger syndicate offers you a job. If you accept, you gain a +1DM to all Survival rolls but
suffer a -1DM to Advancement rolls made in this career. If you refuse, gain them as a Rival.
You discover a wrecked ship that might be repairable. Roll 5 times on the Old Ships table
(Traveller Core Rulebook, page 136), automatically gaining 5 ship shares per roll on the Old
Ships table instead of rolling 1d6.
If you choose to sell the ship for scrap instead, gain 3 extra Benefit rolls.
You find something you probably shouldn’t have found. Gain a Secret.
You partner up with an experienced scavenger. Gain either Jack-of-All-Trades or a +4DM to
your next Advancement roll.
You discover an alien relic. You are automatically promoted.
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ROGUE: SMUGGLER

You moved goods illegally across borders or even from
one system to another, evading customs patrols and border
guards.

ENLISTMENT
EDU 7+

ASSIGNMENTS
Blockade Runner: You served upon a smuggler ship,
avoiding patrols and jumping from system to system.
Bootlegger: You dealt in illegal goods, sneaking them into
worlds where they are banned.
Smuggler Crew: You were part of the crew of a smuggler ship.

CAREER PROGRESS
Blockade Runner
Bootlegger
Smuggler Crew

SURVIVAL

ADVANCEMENT

DEX 6+
END 7+
INT 6+

EDU 8+
INT 7+
EDU 8+

BENEFITS

1d6 CREDITS

OTHER BENEFIT

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Ship Share
+1 INT
2 Ship Shares
Smuggler Vessel
+1 END
Armor
Blockade Runner

None
10,000$
10,000$
50,000$
50,000$
100,000$
200,000$

SKILLS & TRAINING

1d6 PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

SERVICE SKILLS

ADV. EDUCATION (MIN EDU 8)

1
2
3
4
5
6

Pilot (Any)
Electronics (Sensors)
Mechanic
Broker
Persuade
Deception

Electronics (Comms)
Electronics (Computers)
Vacc Suit
Broker
Medic
Engineer (Any)

1d6 BLOCKADE RUNNER

BOOTLEGGER

SMUGGLER CREW

1
2
3
4
5
6

Broker
Streetwise
Persuade
Electronics (Computers)
Electronics (Comms)
Deception

Mechanic
Melee (Blade)
Gunnery (Any)
Broker
Electronics (Comms)
Steward

+1 DEX
+1 END
+1 EDU
Gambler
Carouse
Persuade

Pilot (Any)
Gunnery (Any)
Mechanic
Electronics (Sensors)
Astrogation
Engineer (Any)

RANKS & SKILLS

RANK

BLOCKADE RUNNER/
SMUGGLER CREW

SKILL OR BENEFIT

BOOTLEGGER

SKILL OR BENEFIT

0
1
2
3
4
5
6

Spacehand
—
Smuggler
—
First Mate
—
Captain

Vacc Suit 1
—
+1 Benefit Roll
—
Leadership
—
Tactics (Naval)

Trader
—
Dealer
—
Supplier
—
Magnate

Broker 1
—
Streetwise 1
—
+2 Benefit Rolls
—
+1 SOC
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EVENTS TABLE

2d6 MISHAP

d66

EVENT

2
3
4

11
12
13
14

Disaster! Roll on the Mishap table but you are not ejected from this career.
Your ship is tagged by Imperial authorities. You suffer a -1DM to all Survival rolls in this career.
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
You are asked to smuggle slaves.

5
6

Severely injured. Roll twice on the Injury Table and take the lower result.
Arrested. Roll twice on the Incarceration table and take the lower result.
Your smuggler ship crashes on a primitive planet. Gain Survival or Animals (Any) and roll on
the Injury Table.
Your cargo turns out to be dangerous. Gain Medic 1 but suffer -1 END due to exposure to toxic
chemicals. You are either scarred or have a chronic cough.
Your buyer turns out to be an ISB agent. Roll Gun Combat 8+ or Pilot 8+ to escape.
If you succeed, you get away but suffer -1DM to a Benefit roll.

7
8
9
10

11

If you fail, roll on the Incarceration table.
Arrested. Roll on the Incarceration table.
There is no honor among thieves. Gain an Enemy and roll on the Injury Table as someone
steals your cargo.
A rival smuggler sabotages your ship, ending your career. Gain him as an Enemy.
You run afoul of an Imperial Navy patrol. Roll 1d6.

If you accept, gain an additional Benefit roll and a slaver Contact.
15
16
21

1

He’s on the run from the law and brings trouble with him. You are arrested! Roll on the
Incarceration table but you’re not ejected from this career.

1–4 They arrest you. Roll on the Incarceration table.

2

5–6 You are press–ganged. You automatically qualify for an Imperial Army or Imperial Navy
Crewman career next term.
While fleeing an Imperial patrol, you are forced to hyper-jump with a damaged ship. Roll 1d6:

The droids are stolen from a band of unusually aggressive Jawas and they want their
property back. Roll Pilot 8+ or Gunnery 8+ to escape. Fail and you must roll on the Injury
Table but you are not ejected from the career.

3

He is actually an undercover Imperial Intelligence agent and he attempts to capture your
ship. Roll Gun Combat 8+ or Melee 8+ to get away. Fail and suffer a -4DM to your next
Advancement roll.

4

Nothing unusual happens, but you are left with the lingering feeling that something
strange was going on.

5

The young child was actually the son of a deposed noble and the old man was his
bodyguard. When the son reclaims his father’s domain, you are not forgotten. Gain +1
SOC or an additional Benefit roll on your final mustering out.

1

You end up in deep space and have to go into cryo-freeze for the multi–year voyage
home. Suffer -1 END.

2–3 Your ship is severely damaged. Gain Mechanic 1 as you patch it up enough to land, but it
will never fly again.
4–5 You end up on a backwater world with a strange culture. Gain an alien Contact.
12

If you refuse, gain the slaver as an Enemy and a freed slave as an Ally.
You’ve really been getting around the galaxy. Gain one of Carouse, Streetwise, Mechanic, or
1d3 Contacts.
Your smuggling undercuts local Black Sun syndicate operations and they want payback. Gain
an Enemy.
A crazy old man with a baby and two droids wants you to smuggle them to a remote farming
planet. He will pay one Benefit roll. If you accept, roll 1d6.

6 You end up finding something valuable on the outer rim. Gain an additional Benefit roll.
Injured. Roll on the Injury Table.

6
22
23

24
25

The old man and the child are powerful in the Force. You may test your Force Potential
and, if you show aptitude, automatically qualify to follow a Force path in your next term.
Your live cargo escapes. Gain one of Melee (Unarmed), Stealth, or Animals (Any), and a
harmless pet.
You meet a broker with contacts across known space. He pushes all manner of interesting
but dangerous work your way. In any term after this one, you may choose to work with him. If
you do so, you suffer a -2DM to your Survival roll in that term but if you survive, you may roll
twice on the events table and pick either result as your event for that term.
You frequent an infamous smuggler’s cantina. Gain one of Carouse, Gambler, Melee
(Unarmed), or a Contact.
A customs inspector demands a bribe. Either lose one Benefit roll or gain an Enemy.
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26

An anti-Imperial group hires you to supply them with weapons. If you accept, roll Pilot 8+ or
Streetwise 8+.

41

An archaeologist hires you to transport him and an alien relic to a distant planet. If you
accept, roll 1d6.

31

If you succeed, gain one of Gun Combat (Any), Heavy Weapons, Explosives, or Recon.

1

The relic releases a dangerous poison. Suffer -1 END.

If you fail, you are caught in a cross-fire with Imperial Stormtroopers and must roll on the
Injury Table.
The Empire is cracking down hard on smugglers and you are caught in a sting operation. It
seems they may be open to a bribe…

2

The relic explodes during the trip, injuring one of your passengers. Lose a Contact or Ally
if you have any.

3

The relic is damaged in transport and the archaeologist blames you. Gain him as an Enemy.

4

The relic turns out to be much more valuable than expected. Gain a Benefit roll.

5

During transport you make a copy of the strange markings on the relic. It could be a star chart.

If you bribe your captors, lose any Benefit rolls from this term.

32

If you choose not to bribe them, gain +1DM to a cash Benefit roll, but roll on the
Incarceration table.
You run into a heavy Imperial blockade.
If you choose to retreat, lose any Benefit rolls from this term but escape incarceration.

6
42

If you accept his offer, gain an additional Benefit roll and eliminate any one Enemy, but you
must leave this career at the end of the term.

If you try and break through, roll Pilot 8+.
If you succeed, you gain an additional Benefit roll.
33
34

35

If you fail, you are captured and must roll on the Incarceration table.
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table
You’re skimming fuel from a gas giant when the ship’s weapon system accidentally
discharges. Roll Pilot 8+ or Electronics (Sensors) 8+.

43

Succeed, and you escape unscathed, gaining +1DM on your next Advancement roll.

45

Alternatively, you may choose to ally with him, in which case gain a Contact.
Disaster strikes the local spaceport. You may help with the evacuation but you will lose your
chance to deliver a profitable cargo. If you help, gain an Ally among the survivors but gain
your customer as an Enemy.
If you deliver your cargo, gain a +2DM to your next Advancement roll, but gain an Enemy
amongst the survivors.

If you refuse, gain the ISB agent as a rival as he keeps a close eye on you from now on.
Long weeks in jump space give you time to study. Roll EDU 10+ to gain any one skill you
don’t already know at 1.
Flying around the fringes of the system, you run into all sorts of odd characters. Gain one of
Pilot (Any), Medic, Electronics (Remote Ops), or an alien Contact.
You have the chance to ally with another smuggler, reducing your combined risks but also
your profits.
If you take this option, gain an Ally and apply a +1DM to all Survival rolls made in this career
but also apply a -1DM to all Advancement rolls.

46
51

If you fail, lose a benefit roll.
36

44

Fail, and you suffer a -1DM on your next Survival rolls made in any career - fate seems to be
hunting you.
A rival smuggler tries to steal one of your markets. Roll either Broker 8+ or Gunnery 8+ to
drive him off.
If you succeed, gain an additional Benefit roll.

The archaeologist dies under mysterious circumstances, leaving you with the relic. You
have no idea what it does or where it came from… yet.
An ISB agent approaches you, offering a chance to inform on a group of local smugglers.

If you go it alone, gain a Rival and apply a -1DM to all Survival rolls made in this career but
also apply a +1DM to all Advancement rolls.
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
A Hutt makes you an offer you can’t refuse. Well, one you really shouldn’t refuse, anyway.
If you accept, gain the crime lord as an Ally and automatically qualify for the Organized
Criminal career next term if you choose.

52

If you refuse, gain the criminal as an Enemy and roll on the Injury Table as you make your
escape from his hospitality.
While skimming fuel components from a gas giant, you hear a ship’s distress call. You assist
in their rescue and gain a Contact.
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53

You are engaged to assist in a BIG smuggling operation. Roll Persuade or Streetwise 8+ to
properly execute your assignment.
If you succeed, the syndicate offers you further training. Gain one of Pilot (Small Craft),
Recon, Stealth, or Mechanic.
If you succeed by 3+, gain membership in the Car’das Smugglers. Any future rolls on the
Smuggler Events table can be adjusted by one number up or down after rolling.

54

If you fail, lose all Benefit rolls from this term. If you failed and were a member of the Car’das
Smugglers, your membership and associated benefits are stripped.
You are asked to smuggle sensitive information for a local noble.
If you agree, gain an additional Benefit roll and the noble as a Contact.

55

If you refuse, blackmail him to gain +2DM to your next advancement roll and the noble as an Enemy.
The number of Imperial patrols increases in your subsector, forcing other smugglers to flee.
If you keep operating there, you suffer a -2DM to your next Survival roll but a +2DM to all
Advancement rolls this term.

56
61
62

63
64

If you flee, gain a +2DM to your next Survival roll in this career, but a -2DM to all
Advancement rolls this term
An outlying planet establishes a shadowport with your help. Gain one of Survival, Mechanic,
Persuade, or a Contact.
You lay up in a spaceport for a much-needed overhaul to your ship. Gain a +2DM to your next
Survival roll but a -2DM to all Advancement rolls this term.
Your travels around the galaxy find you docking at a shadowport frequented by the Lok
Revenants. Gain one of Pilot, Gunner (Any), Tactics (Naval) , or you may automatically qualify
for the Pirate career next term.
Your captain dies unexpectedly and you are named in his will. Gain 1d3 Ship Shares, but also
gain a Rival who is either jealous or blames you for the death of your captain.
You find someone wanted by the Empire stowing away on your ship.
Smuggle them into the port and gain a Contact.

65
66

Turn them in and gain a 1d6 x 5,000$ bounty and an Enemy.
You forge a close alliance with a disenfranchised Imperial Intelligence agent who aids your
smuggling effort. Gain an Ally or a +4DM to your next advancement roll.
You somehow manage to get through an incredibly tight Imperial blockade. You are
automatically promoted!
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CRIMINAL SYNDICATES

TRUST

Crime syndicates, smuggler rings, underground cults – some criminal groups are run like
interstellar corporations or government agencies. These organizations have staggering
resources and equally staggering goals.

MEMBERSHIP
Syndicates draw a distinction between those who merely work for them and actual
members. Only members enjoy the protection of the organization and can draw on its
resources. Membership of an organization can be gained as a result of a career event or
benefit or through roleplaying.
To become a member of the organization, the character must swear allegiance to that
organization and agree to obey its requirements and restrictions. In exchange, he gets
whatever benefits membership offers and can draw on the organization’s resources.

While Rank measures a character’s standing in the organization, Trust measures how
the organization’s leadership thinks of him. A character with a low Rank but high Trust is
probably a young member of the organization with a bright future ahead of him; high Rank
but low Trust is a senior member who is suspected of losing his touch or of betraying the
organization. A Character’s Trust starts at 0.
Trust is much, much more fluid than Rank. Trust can be gained and lost almost at the
Referee’s whim. In general, a character’s Trust should stay within 1–2 points of their current
Rank but this is a guideline, not a hard rule. Note that Trust can be a negative value.
GAINING TRUST
Succeeding a mission
Admirably keeping to the organization’s
Restrictions & Requirements
Associating only with other trusted people

RANK
Every organization has a ladder of ranks. New members begin at Rank 0. Ranks are given as
a reward for success and hard work. The higher a character’s Rank, the more resources he
can draw on but the more the organization expects of him.
Ranks are arranged in a pyramid; there may be thousands of Rank 0 members but only
a few Rank 4s and a single Rank 6. An ambitious criminal may need to wait until a senior
member dies or retires before a place becomes available.

PROMOTION
A criminal has a chance of being promoted after an especially successful mission on behalf
of the organization or after several months or years of diligent service. Promotion is resolved
by making a Trust check. The difficulty of this check depends on the character’s current
rank. If the check succeeds, the character rises one rank. If the check fails, the character is
not promoted and may lose one Trust if it seems he pushed too hard.
RANK
0
1
2
3
4
5
6

Respectful obedience to higher-ranking members
Offering gifts or other benefits to the
organization

Associating with enemies, especially law
enforcement or rival organizations
Acting independently or irresponsibly
Drawing on resources excessively

TRUST CHECKS
Trust functions just like a skill; to make a Trust check, roll 2d6 and add the character’s
current Trust. Other DMs such as characteristic DMs may be added if appropriate; Social
Standing holds sway in a criminal organization that wishes to appear respectable.

TRUST DIFFICULTY
Easy (+4)
Routine (+2)
Average (+0)
Difficult (-2)
Hard (-4)
Formidable (-6)
Impossible (-8)
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LOSING TRUST
Failing a mission
Breaking Restrictions & Requirements
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SPECIAL INFORMATION FOR SCOUT CHARACTERS
CHARACTERISTICS

NEW BENEFITS AND PROBLEMS

Scouts tend to have a higher than average Endurance characteristic owing to the rigors
of long hours, often alone, in space flight or surveying hostile and potentially hostile
environments. Scouts are tenacious and are physically and mentally prepared for both
the isolation of space, including the boredom of long periods of travel, and the hazards of
new environments. High Intelligence and Education characteristics are also beneficial for
achieving promotion within the scout career – those with a curious, open mind can make
those career-enhancing discoveries; and, understanding the nature of both space and stellar
systems greatly assists the prospects of success.

INFRASTRUCTURE

COVER IDENTITIES
Some scouts are required to create cover identities. Roll a separate Social Standing for each
cover identity.

COVER IDENTITIES ARE RATED AS FOLLOWS:
SOCIAL DM
Very Weak [0]
Weak [1]
Average [2]

Although they often operate alone or in small teams, scouts are backed by a solid
infrastructure: a governing directorate that establishes scouting needs and missions, a
communications wing that co-ordinates the often far-flung scout outposts, a technology
wing that procures and assigns the essential equipment every scout needs, an operations
wing that co-ordinates scouts and missions in a localized area (whether several neighboring
systems or limited to just a single system), and an administrative bureaucracy that handles
the necessary permissions and paperwork all scouts need to navigate at some point,
especially if traveling through areas that have special interest to other parties (such as the
military or scientific establishments engaged in specialist areas of study).
Imperial law dictates that any formal scouting service requires sanction, and this is what
differentiates it from freebooters and chancers who prefer to operate beyond the rules
and laws of civilized administrations. However, any scout service has to operate with a
certain autonomy, and scout services tend to have more flexibility than other arms of
the government, such as the army or navy, whilst still occupying the same importance of
position. The scout service is often viewed as a maverick branch, employing loners and rulebucking renegades who can cause more harm than good in certain situations.

Strong [3]
Very Strong [4+]

Each cover identity has its own career path. Events may permit an agent to roll on the skills
or events tables for a different career taken by his cover identity, allowing him to pick up
different skills and benefits.
For example, Special Operative Korvin has two cover identities – one is a dancer named
Devia, the other is a starship pilot named Jamelah Wisn. Korvin has spent considerable time
in the Jamelah identity, making it a Strong cover that is likely to stand up to considerable
scrutiny. She has only spent a few weeks as Devia (just long enough to make a few
contacts), so it is Very Weak.

Certainly the scout career tends to attract those with a taste for high adventure but prefer to
disregard the kind of discipline essential to the military services. But, at the same time, the
scout service fulfills an important need in that it takes the hard risks first – and so most other
Imperial branches grudgingly accept that scouts are allowed to bend, or sometimes ignore,
certain rules, even if this is not a universally popular view.
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DESCRIPTION
The scout has a false name and forged identification but little else.
The scout adds secondary references like credit accounts and property deeds to
their identity.
The scout creates good electronic records that back up all of their physical
accounts.
The cover identity is given a full background, including university or military
records from an obscure, but researchable planet.
The scout has made a complete second life out of the cover identity, including a
full roster of Imperial background records that will pass most investigations.
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SECRETS
Secrets are important and highly valuable information that the character has uncovered in the course of his
career. When a secret is gained, the player must decide what to do with it. The choices are to gloss over it in
official reports and have it when one begins play, clandestinely sell it without telling the Scouts, or reporting
it fully to the service. The effects of these choices are as follows:
• If you choose to keep the secret, you retain it when your character begins play. It provides an adventure
hook that should lead to fame, fortune, and great risk.
• You may decide to officially conceal the information and sell it to interested parties gaining 1d6 x 10,000$
when you choose. If you do, you must make INT + Deception 9+ to prevent the Scout service from finding
out. If you are discovered, you must forfeit 2 Benefit rolls and leave the service immediately.
• If you make the appropriate channels aware of the find, you gain an additional Benefit roll and +1DM to
your next Advancement roll.

ALWAYS ON CALL
When he joins the service, every Scout understands that he may be undertaking a lifetime commitment. The
Scout service has such a broad remit, requiring such a wide range of skills, abilities, and life experiences, that
retired Scouts are often summoned back to the service on short notice, either for one-off missions, short-term
contracts, or even long-term endeavors.
This is an ideal way to introduce a new adventure or scenario. The Scout service acts as the patron and
any ex-Scout is liable, at any time, to be summoned back for ‘one last job’ or to assist in a special exercise
that requires his particular skills and experience. If the ex-Scout has colleagues that also have particular
skills (such as his adventuring buddies, for instance), then on a roll of INT 9+ (with DMs for Broker and/or
Persuasion) he can make a successful case for his team being brought into the task as well.
The degree of secrecy involved in recalling a Scout depends on the sensitivity of the mission.
Survey, Exploration and Courier missions are often highly routine with little or no secrecy
needed. However Contact and Special Operations missions may be highly sensitive, with
espionage-service levels of secrecy and discretion being employed to protect the mission’s
(and its personnel’s) safety.
Any Scout who refuses a mission without good cause risks a fine of 20,000 $ or 2 years
imprisonment. Obviously there is a chance that he can talk his way out of an assignment
without incurring either penalty. Refusing an assignment and dodging the repercussions
requires a roll against Diplomacy or Persuasion with the following DMs:
• If the rejection is based on good cause, there is no modifier.
• If the rejection is without obvious or good cause, it is Very Difficult (-4).
• In wartime, an additional -2DM is applied to both situations.
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BONUS PAY
Coming out of retirement to serve the Scouts again can pay very well.
The pay scale is as follows:

TERM OF EMPLOYMENT
< 6 Months
6–12 Months
12–24 Months
24–48 Months
48–60 Months
60+ Months

SALARY
24,000 $
36,000 $
54,000 $
81,000 $
122,000 $
183,000 $

The salary is paid monthly into a dedicated Scout banking account. For
example, a character employed on a 60 month contract would be paid
2,033$ per month until the end of his 5 year contract term.
Characters who are summoned back to the service for 12 months or
greater are entitled to roll once on the Other Benefits column of the
Mustering Out table appropriate to the branch that they are working for.
Depending on how well they have acquitted themselves during their
period of re-employment, they may gain a DM of +1 or +2 to the roll.
Scout mission types and details on creating and running Scout Ops can
be found starting on page 29 of Traveller Book 3: Scout.

The modified roll is compared to the following Mission
Rejection Effect chart.

MISSION REJECTION EFFECT:
ROLL
-6
-2 to -5

-1

0
1

2 to 5

6+

MISSION REJECTION EFFECT
As below, but including the 2–year prison term.
The Scout is fined 20,000$. If he has a Scout ship
on loan, it is reclaimed immediately by the scout
service. If he has Ship Shares, these are invalidated.
These can be offset by serving 2 years in prison
or, in wartime, transferring to active service in
the Imperial military. If this option is selected,
enlistment must be rolled for normally and, if not
successful, the alternative penalties are assessed.
The Scout is fined 10,000$. This can be offset by
serving 1 year in prison or, in wartime, transferring
to active duty in the Imperial military. If this option
is selected, enlistment must be rolled for normally
with a bonus of +2DM. If not successful, the
alternative penalties are assessed.
The Scout talks his way out of having to accept this
mission, but must accept another within 6 months.
The Scout talks his way out of having to accept
this mission but, if he wishes, may choose another
mission and its type.
The Scout talks his way out of having to accept this
mission. When next approached, the pay will be
increased by 15%.
The Scout talks his way out of having to accept this
mission. When next approached, the pay will be
increased by 25%.
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SCOUT: CONTACT

Either within a military organization or part of a Mega
Corporation, you are responsible for establishing and
maintaining contact with new alien races or retaining contact
with remote, isolated, or forgotten colonies or outposts.

ENLISTMENT
INT 7+
-2DM if you are age 34 or more

ASSIGNMENTS
First Contact: You served as part of a team responsible
for initiating first contact with either new alien races or
rediscovered worlds.
Diplomacy: You operated as part of a diplomatic team
representing your homeworld, faith, or government.
Primary Liaison: Working with the diplomatic corps and the
newly (re)discovered, you acted as the primary go-between
as relations were established and made fruitful.

CAREER PROGRESS
First Contact
Diplomacy
Primary Liaison

SURVIVAL

ADVANCEMENT

END 6+
INT 6+
INT 7+

EDU 7+
EDU 7+
INT 6+

BENEFITS

1d6 CREDITS

OTHER BENEFIT

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

+1 EDU
+1 SOC
Contact
Ally
Weapon
Secret
Alien Technology

5,000$
10,000$
15,000$
20,000$
30,000$
45,000$
60,000$

SKILLS & TRAINING

1d6 PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

SERVICE SKILLS

ADV. EDUCATION (MIN EDU 8)

1
2
3
4
5
6

Pilot (Spacecraft or Small Craft)
Survival
Mechanic
Flyer (Any)
Electronics (Comms)
Gun Combat (Any)

Medic
Navigation
Engineer
Electronics (Computers)
Astrogation
Jack-of-All-Trades

1d6 FIRST CONTACT

DIPLOMACY

PRIMARY LIAISON

1
2
3
4
5
6

Investigate
Diplomat
Persuade
Diplomat
Admin
Deception

Language (Any)
Leadership
Persuade
Steward
Admin
Broker

+1 STR
+1 DEX
+1 END
+1 INT
+1 EDU
Jack-of-All-Trades

Investigate
Language (Any)
Leadership
Science (Xenobiology)
Recon
Persuade

RANKS & SKILLS

RANK

TITLE

SKILL OR BENEFIT

0
1
2
3
4
5
6

—
Contact
—
Contact Officer
—
Contact Commander
—

—
Persuasion 1
—
Diplomacy 1

—
Leadership 1
—
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MISHAP TABLE

EVENTS TABLE

2d6 MISHAP

d66

EVENT

2
3

11
12

Disaster! Roll on the Mishap table but you are not ejected from this career.
You make contact with an unknown alien race. Roll 1D6 to determine their reactions.

4
5
6

Severely injured. Roll twice on the Injury Table and take the lower result.
An encounter with a nefarious alien race leaves you deeply disturbed and psychologically
scarred. Suffer either -1 INT or -1 SOC.
You inadvertently derail negotiations between your government or employer and the subject of
your contact mission. Gain a Rival.
A translation error results in armed conflicts erupting on an outer rim planet. Gain an Enemy in
the leader of one of the warring factions.
While on a remote planet, you contract an extremely virulent disease. Roll END 8+.
If you fail, the disease nearly kills you. Suffer -2 END that cannot be healed.
If you succeed, you are unaffected by the disease, but become a carrier. Anyone who comes
into intimate physical contact with you must roll END 8+.
If they succeed, they do not catch the disease.

7

8
9
10
11

12

If they fail, they are affected and suffer -1 END.
While surveying a planet on the outer rim, your Hyperdrive fails and you are forced to spend
several months getting back to civilization, nearly starving to death. Suffer any two of -1 DEX,
-1 STR, or -1 END.
You attempt at forming a social bond with your contact leads to an embarrassing incident that
puts them in a compromising position. Suffer -1 SOC and gain an Enemy.
The society you are studying proves to be more intelligent than your own. Gain +1 INT but
leave with an inferiority complex.
A major disaster sweeps the world on which you are based. Suffer -1 STR, -1 DEX, or -1 END.
Roll on the Injury Table.
Your diplomatic mission results in the death of a colleague. You are traumatized by the
tragedy as you lose an Ally or Contact. If you don’t have an Ally or Contact, gain an Enemy in
the surviving family of your colleague.
Injured. Roll on the Injury Table.

1

Overtly Hostile. Bristling planetary defenses force you to quickly retreat from their
system. Gain Pilot (Small Craft or Spacecraft).

2

Untrusting. With prolonged negotiations you believe an accord could be established. Your
efforts over the next few years allow you to maintain peaceful future relations. Gain a
+4DM to your next Advancement roll.

3

Neutral but wary. They want little to do with you, choosing to ignore your presence as
much as possible. You spend months watching their every move. Gain Recon.

4

Neutral but welcoming. The aliens are reserved, but not adverse to contact. You hold
numerous meetings with them, slowly earning their trust. Gain Persuade.

5

Friendly but wary. The aliens want to know “your true face” before talking business.
Gain one of Carouse or Gambler.

6
13

Friendly and welcoming. A great bond is formed between your people. Gain an Ally
amongst the leadership or diplomats of the aliens.
You discover an alien artifact drifting in space. Scans and research cannot determine its
purpose or origin and, as you move in closer, it suddenly activates. Roll 1d6.
1

It’s a beacon, transmitting a warning to stay out of this region of space.

2

It’s a weapons system, and it opens fire on your ship. Roll twice on the Injury Table and
take the lower result.

3

It’s a storage container filled with 2d6 x 5,000$ or alien goods..

4

It’s a data storage device filled with star charts. Gain Astrogation.

5

It’s a probe. Whoever sent it is now aware of your presence in this region of space. Roll
on the Reactions table in EVENT 12 to determine how the aliens react as a scout ship of
their own appears out of hyperspace.

6
14

It’s a singular piece of alien technology that is far beyond your understanding. This could be
a weapon, a hyperdrive system, a Holocron, or some other startling discovery. Gain a Secret.
You are assigned to work with a diplomatic envoy. During the course of your mission you fall
in love with one of the team members. Gain an Ally, but also gain a Rival in another member
of the team who was harboring unrequited desires.
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EVENT

15

You discover a world that was once thriving, but is now completely dead. What destroyed
this civilization? Roll 1d6.

21

A routine mission to re-establish contact with a distant colony or outpost has unexpected
consequences. Roll 1d6.

1

Plague. Roll END 8+ to avoid contracting it. If you fail, suffer -1 STR and -1 END.

2

War. The fallout (nuclear, chemical, or biological) still lingers. Roll END 9+ to avoid its
effects. If you fail, suffer -2 END.

3

Natural Disaster. The planet has torn itself apart and is a desolate wasteland. You
encounter a single survivor who you transport to a civilized space station. Gain an Ally.

4

Unknown. Only the shattered remains of buildings are left. No bodies or weapons of war.
Gain Investigate.

5

Meteor Impact. The world is devastated and uninhabitable. Gain Science (Planetology) as
a result of studying the meteor’s effects on the planet.

1

The colonists have reverted to a state of savagery. Their equipment is in disrepair and
they no longer remember their connection to a galactic civilization. Gain Investigate and
a Secret as you find the cause of their downfall.

2

The colonists have rejected Imperial rule and formed their own theocratic world. They
brand you as a heretic and you’re held prisoner for the rest of the term until diplomatic
efforts secure your release. Gain Melee (Unarmed) and an indelible physical mark
denoting your heresy.

3

The colonists have been conquered by a neighboring alien race. Roll 2d6.
1–7 The colonists are happy and thriving under the alien regime, and look forward to
negotiating trade terms with your organization. Gain Broker.

6

16

Sublimed. The denizens of this world reached the pinnacle of their mental capabilities
and assumed a physically transcendent form. Some essence of theirs seems to linger,
touching your mind. You may immediately test for Force Potential and, if you show
aptitude, automatically qualify to follow a Force path in your next term.
Tensions between you and a Diplomatic Envoy run high during an assignment. Gain a Rival
and roll INT 8+.

8+ The colonists are suffering under a cruel and harsh regime and must be liberated.
You help establish their rebellion against their tyrannical overlords, but you must
roll twice on the Injury Table, taking the lower result.
4

The colonists have discovered or developed genetic technology that would be invaluable
to your organization, but they don’t want to share it. Roll Diplomat 10+.
If you succeed, you convince them of the greater benefits their discovery can bring.
From this point forward, ignore any effects from aging. Treat this as if you were taking
Anagathics with no cost or side effects.

If you succeed, you uncover evidence of blackmail and corruption within the Diplomatic Bureau
you work for. Gain a +1DM to your next Advancement roll, but the Rival becomes an Enemy.
If you fail, you are noted as a key contributor to poor inter-departmental relations. Suffer a
-1DM to your next Advancement roll.

If you fail, they use the technology against you. Immediately add 4 years to your age and
make any aging rolls required.
5

The colonists are dying from a crippling disease. Roll Medic 10+.
If you succeed, you find a way to curtail the disease! Gain +1 SOC and your name will
always be associated with the cure.
If you fail, suffer -1 END as you barely escape the disease’s deadly effects.

6

22
23

The colonists have lost their technology and forgotten their ancestry, but their
mythology tells of, “One who lives amongst the stars.” You are hailed as that legendary
figure. Gain an Ally represented by a group of devout followers on this world, and an
Enemy in the religious leader who names you a false god.
You are asked to educate a newly discovered species of aliens. Gain one of Diplomat,
Language (Any), or a Contact amongst the new species.
Members of your organization look up to you as a mentor. Gain one of Instruction, Leadership,
or Recruiting.
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24

A previous contact team has failed to return. You are part of the investigating team sent to
find them. Roll 1d6.

43

You are approached by a powerful patron who has a difficult diplomatic request. Roll either
Admin 8+ or Broker 8+.

1

After several months of searching, there is no sign of them. You return empty-handed
and demoralized.

If you succeed, you gain +4DM to your next Advancement roll.

2

Their ship is found drifting in space. The crew is missing, and there is nothing aboard to
suggest what happened to them. Their emergency escape pods are in place and the last
entry into the ship’s log suggests nothing out of the ordinary.

44

3

Their ship is found drifting in space and all the crew, save one, are dead. The remaining
crewmember has been driven insane by something and either killed the crew, or survived the
massacre at the expense of his own sanity. He latches onto you for some reason. Roll 1d6

45

1

If you succeed, the base is established without incident. Gain a +2DM to your next
Advancement roll.

He becomes an Ally

2–3 He becomes a Contact
46

4–5 He becomes a Rival
6
4

He becomes an Enemy

A scout crew has been captured by pirates and you are assigned to a daring rescue
attempt. Roll Gun Combat (Any) 8+.

If you fail, your rescue succeeds, but not without cost. Roll on the Injury Table, but gain
Gun Combat (Any) 1 or Tactics 1.

51

In either case you gain an Enemy in the pirate captain.

52

The contact team found a new alien race or lost outpost and has gone native. They
refuse to return with you unless you make a roll of INT 10+, with DMs for Persuasion,
Leadership, or Diplomacy (choose one).

53

If you succeed, gain +2DM to your next Advancement roll.
If you fail, they cannot be persuaded to return and you suffer -2DM to your next
Advancement roll.
6

The contact team has defected to an enemy force, taking secrets with them. Gain one of
the traitors as an Enemy.
25
Your team has been brought in to deal with an alien faction or threat. Gain one of Gun
Combat (Any), Interrogation, Language, or Streetwise.
26
You spend the entire term on an alien world. Gain Language (Any) and Science (Sophontology).
31–36 Roll on the Life Events table.
41
Your diplomatic efforts have the unexpected result of your making a lifelong friend. Gain an Ally.
42
You are the target of an assassination plot! Roll on the Injury Table, but also gain Streetwise.

If you fail, the base is discovered and you are wanted as a spy. Gain an Enemy.
Research you are conducting on an alien civilization yields a startling discovery that must be
kept absolutely secret. Unfortunately, the media (or other interested parties) get wind of the
discovery, compromising the mission.
If you accept the bribes offered to you to tell your side of the story, gain a +1DM to one Cash
Benefit roll.

If you succeed, your team rescues the prisoners with no injuries. Gain +1 SOC and +1 to a
Benefit roll as you become a media darling for your part in the rescue.

5

If you fail, word spreads of your ineptitude and you lose your Benefit roll for this term.
You are romantically involved with someone who you soon discover is mentally unbalanced.
The break up is bitter and explosive. Gain an Enemy and suffer a -1DM to your next
Advancement roll due to the lies that have been spread about you.
You are assigned to the task of setting up a diplomatic enclave within an overtly hostile
society. Roll Diplomat 10+.

54

55
56

61
62

If you remain silent and keep a lid on the story, gain either a +1DM to your next Advancement
roll or Streetwise.
You are assigned as liaison to an alien diplomatic ambassador. Your time together lends
particular insight into several governmental structures. Gain one of Admin, Advocate, or Carouse.
Interception of important communications brings you into possession of financially important
information. Double the amount of your first Cash Benefit roll when you muster out.
You discover a secret about a particular culture that is utterly repellent to you. You gain a
deep distrust and dislike of this society, viewing all its members with abject suspicion and
hatred. You gain a Secret, but you also gain an Enemy.
You are part of a study that is on the cutting-edge of cultural sociological interactions. Gain
one of +1 EDU and, as a result of your contribution to papers published in scientific journals,
you may automatically qualify for the Scholar, Field Researcher career path next term.
Your assignment is headquartered in a huge commercial complex that leaves you with many
places to spend your free time. Gain one of Broker, Carouse, Gambler, or Streetwise.
A routine assignment becomes suddenly very dangerous. You suspect betrayal from someone
within your own organization, but you can never prove it. Gain Investigate 1 and an unknown
Enemy as you attempt to uncover the truth.
Through your efforts an important dignitary is saved from a major social embarrassment.
Gain him or her as a Contact.
You receive advanced training. Roll immediately on the Advanced Education table.
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63

A vital piece of information falls into your hands concerning a scandal that involves many
high-ranking functionaries in the society you are studying. While it is impossible to prevent
the fall-out from the scandal, the information you have nets you a substantial payout. Gain
2d6 x 1,000$ as an immediate reward, but also gain an Enemy.
You are sent to survey an uninhabited world for possible colonization. Gain one of Animals
(Any), Electronics (Sensors), Recon, or Survival.
You spend a great deal of time on the fringes of known space. Roll Survival 8+ or Pilot
(spaceship) 8+.

64
65

If you succeed, gain a Contact and a +2DM on your next Advancement.
66

If you fail, suffer -1 END or -1 DEX.
An alien government takes an interest in your career. You are automatically promoted.
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SCOUT: COURIER

You handle important communications via starship routes or
various encryption relays.

ENLISTMENT
END 5+
-1DM if you are age 34 or more

ASSIGNMENTS
Star Runner: You served aboard a fast vessel equipped
with state-of-the-art memory storage, encryption, and
signaling gear.
Ciphers: You were responsible for high-end encryption and
decryption as well as the translation of languages.
Courier: When it must be delivered personally, you handled
it. This could be physical documents, memory sticks, or
complex data stored in cerebral implants.

SKILLS & TRAINING

1d6 PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

SERVICE SKILLS

ADV. EDUCATION (MIN EDU 8)

1
2
3
4
5
6

Pilot (Spacecraft)
Electronics (Comms)
Astrogation
Electronics (Sensors)
Navigation
Streetwise

Medic
Astrogation
Gunnery
Language (Any)
Science (Linguistics)
Electronics (Computers)

1d6 STAR RUNNER

CIPHERS

COURIER

1
2
3
4
5
6

Electronics (Computers)
Electronics (Comms)
Science (Linguistics)
Investigate
Admin
Deception

Gun Combat (Any)
Deception
Electronics (Comms)
Electronics (Computers)
Admin
Streetwise

+1 INT
+1 EDU
+1 DEX
Jack-of-All-Trades
+1 STR
+1 END

Pilot (Spacecraft)
Astrogation
Electronics (Computers)
Electronics (Comms)
Engineer (Any)
Jack-of-All-Trades

RANKS & SKILLS
CAREER PROGRESS
Star Runner
Ciphers
Courier

SURVIVAL

ADVANCEMENT

END 6+
EDU 5+
INT 5+

EDU 8+
EDU 9+
EDU 9+

BENEFITS

1d6 CREDITS

OTHER BENEFIT

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

+1 DEX
+1 END
Ally
Secret
Weapon or Armor
Scout Ship
+1 SOC

10,000$
15,000$
20,000$
25,000$
30,000$
50,000$
80,000$

RANK

TITLE

SKILL OR BENEFIT

0
1
2
3
4
5
6

—
Messenger 2nd Class
Messenger 1st Class
Team Leader
Communications Officer
Communications Leader
Communications Commander

—
Electronics (Comms) 1
—
—
Astrogation 1
—
Leadership 1
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2
3

11
12

Disaster! Roll on the Mishap table but you are not ejected from this career.
You intercept a communiqué that has profound military or diplomatic repercussions for your
employer. You bring it to the attention of your superiors. Role 1d6.

4
5
6

7
8
9

10
11
12

Severely injured. Roll twice on the Injury Table and take the lower result.
A technical error results in an important communication being wiped. You manger to recover
partial backup files and stay in your career, but you lose 1 benefit roll when you muster out.
Mistranslation of a communiqué results in extreme embarrassment for a high-ranking official.
Gain an Enemy.
While taking part in trials for a new neural communications interface, you suffer severe
mental trauma. You suffer -1 INT but gain an undetectable, built-in communication device.
A vital message is missing and is either corrupted, hacked, or erased. You spend a great deal
of time covering-up the mistakes (which are all your fault). Although there is no absolute proof
of your incompetence, you are still forced to leave the service.
Budgetary constraints force the disbanding of your team. You are required to leave the
service.
Your team is merged with another. You are given a choice: face a demotion of one rank and
continue this career or leave.
Allegations of corruption sweep your department. You lose your job and others (some of whom
are friends) are also forced out of the service. For whatever reason, they hold you responsible.
Gain 1d3 Rivals.
A major disaster sweeps the world where you are based. Suffer one of STR -1, DEX -1, or END
-1. Roll on the Injury Table.
You inadvertently cause a conflict between your employer and a minor noble. Gain a Rival and
Diplomat 1
Injured. Roll on the Injury Table

1

Some high-level conspiracy moves against you, believing you have more knowledge than
you do. Gain an Enemy.

2

A swift cover-up takes place that you know is illegal and immoral. People will die as
a result. Trying to expose this whilst you remain in this career is too dangerous, but
someday... Gain Investigate.

3

The revelations in the communiqué are proved fraudulent. You avoid being discredited
but learn from the experience. Gain Deception.

4

Heads roll as a result of the information. Gain a +1DM on your next Advancement roll,
but also gain a Rival.

5

Your swift action results in the saving of lives and reputations. Gain an Ally.

6
13

14
15

Your swift and decisive action earns you the respect of your superiors. Gain an additional
Benefit roll when you leave this career.
In the course of a delivery mission your ship is attacked by pirates or enemies intent
on destroying your cargo. Your efforts in helping outrun or avoiding the foe earn you a
commendation and the admiration of your colleagues. Gain a +2DM to your next Advancement
roll and gain an Ally.
An especially demanding mission leaves you exhausted, but enriched. Suffer -1 END but gain
+1 EDU.
You uncover a hotbed of corruption within your branch or network. You may join them,
expose them, or turn a blind eye to their infractions.
If you join them, roll Deception 8+.
If you succeed, gain 1d6 x 10,000$ in felonious funds and off-the-book payments.
If you fail, you are uncovered by your superiors and drummed out of the career. You also
lose all mustering-out Benefits from this career.
If you choose to expose them, roll INT 8+.
If you succeed, gain +2DM to your next Advancement roll.
If you fail, they find out it was you who turned them in. Gain an Enemy.

16

If you turn a blind eye, the corruption continues and compromises the security of the branch
for all concerned. You must transfer to a different Scout career next term or leave the service..
Although your work as a Courier is good, your superiors believe your talents are better suited to
a different branch. Change branches next term with a +1DM to your Survival roll for that term.
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21

You spend a great deal of time on the fringes of known space. Roll Astrogation 10+.

26

A message you are charged with handling turns out to have profound implications for a family
member or friend. Roll 1d6.

If you succeed, gain Vacc Suit and a Contact.
22

If you fail, suffer -1 END, but gain a Secret.
Your team is assigned as neutral diplomatic chaperons for an alien delegation at an important
summit. You are serving as the chief liaison to the alien ambassador. Roll 1D6.

1

The person you know is in grave danger.

2

The person you know is involved in dangerous criminal activity.

3

The person you know is a spy for an enemy organization.

1

You fall out with the ambassador after an unfortunate breach of etiquette. He becomes
your Enemy and you gain a deep distrust of all aliens of this species.

4

The person you know is connected with a scandal that will bring-down others.

2

You get along well with the ambassador and are invited, as his or her guest, to spend
time on the alien homeworld. This is an open invitation. Gain an Ally.

5

The identity of the person you know is false; everything you know about them is a lie.

6

Roll twice on this table and combine the results (re-rolling if you roll 6 again).

3

You become physically and emotionally attracted to the alien ambassador. Roll SOC 8+.
If you succeed, you manage to keep your desires a secret. A liaison of this kind would be
deeply unprofessional and culturally unacceptable. Gain Diplomacy.
If you fail, your feelings become known and the ambassador reciprocates. Gain an
Ally (who is now also your lover) but you must leave this career under the stigma of
unprofessional behavior.

4

You uncover a plot to discredit the ambassador. He or she is deeply impressed and
reports this to your superiors. Gain an Ally and +1DM to your next Advancement roll.

5

You learn much from your time with the alien. Gain Science (Archaeology), Science
(History), or Science (Psychology) in direct relation to the species of the alien ambassador.

If you choose to run, roll Pilot (Spacecraft) 8+
If you succeed, gain Electronics (Sensors) as you evade their sweeps.
If you fail, your ship is destroyed in the ensuing firefight and you are ejected from this career.
If you choose to parley, roll Persuade 8+.
If you succeed, you manage to come to an arrangement that facilitates your freedom. Gain
a Contact amongst the crew.

6
23

You foil an attempt on the ambassador’s life. Gain an Ally, +2DM to your next
Advancement roll, and one additional Benefit when you leave this career.
Your courier mission goes sideways and you find yourself stranded deep in hostile territory.
Roll END 10+.

Whatever the outcome, a Contact or Ally becomes a Rival or an Enemy. If you don’t have a
Contact or an Ally, apply the result to another player character.
31–36 Roll on the Life Events table.
41
Pirates ambush your transport ship. You can either run or treat with them.

42

If you succeed, you make it through unscathed and are rescued. Gain a Contact amongst the
extraction team.
24
25

If you fail, roll on the Injury Table but gain Survival.
You create a new data compression methodology that is of major benefit to the Courier
branch. Gain one of Electronics (Comms), Electronics (Computers), or Language (Binary).
Your messaging and storage systems are hacked. Roll Electronics (Computers) 9+ to discover
the source of the cyber-piracy.

If you succeed, gain a Secret and a +2DM to your next Advancement roll.

43

If you fail, your subterfuge is discovered by the alien race. Suffer -2DM to your next
Advancement roll and gain an Enemy.
Your scout ship is diverted to assist with rescuing the survivors of a natural disaster. Roll
Medic 8+.
If you succeed, gain a Contact and a +2DM to your next Advancement check.

If you succeed, you uncover a group of sophisticated cyber-criminals responsible for a spate
of frauds and crimes. Gain Investigate, but also gain an Enemy.
If you fail, it is impossible to track-down the cyber-pirates and their malware corrupts your
systems. Suffer a -1DM to your next Advancement roll.

If you fail, they take you hostage and force you to serve on their ship. You must leave this
career, but you and the crew have gained a mutual respect. You may automatically qualify
for the Pirate career path next term.
When dealing with an alien race, you have an opportunity to gather extra intelligence about
them. Roll either Electronics (Sensors) 8+ or Deception 8+.

44

If you fail, you’re caught up in the disaster. Roll on the Injury Table but gain an extra Cash
Benefit roll as a bonus for heroism.
You are assigned to a research team studying an alien cipher. Gain one of +1 EDU, Science
(Philosophy), or Science (Linguistics).
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45

While scouting an archaeological site on a remote outer rim planet, you fall unconscious. You
may immediately test for Force Potential and, if you show aptitude, automatically qualify to
follow a Force path in your next term. Regardless of the outcome of that roll, you awaken in
your ship, unsure of how you got back there.
Your assignment takes you into a hive of scum and villainy. Gain one of Streetwise, Stealth,
or an underworld Contact.
Your failure to produce accurate reports leads to an immediate demotion.

63

You uncover a network of spies operating within your organization. You can expose their
activities or join them.

46
51

If you choose to turn them in, roll Leadership 8+.
If you succeed, gain a +2DM to your next Advancement roll and an Enemy.
If you fail, roll twice on the Injury Table and take the lower result.
If you choose to join them, roll Deception 10+

If this takes you below Rank 1, you must immediately muster out of the Scout career.

52

If you are still above Rank 1, you are enrolled in a course designed to improve your attention
to detail. Gain Admin.
A package you are carrying turns out to be an ingeniously concealed explosive device. Roll
Electronics (Remote Ops) 10+ or Explosives 8+.

If you succeed, gain a Secret, 2 extra Benefit rolls, and 1d3 Allies.
64

If you succeed, you disarm the device. Gain a +2DM to your next Advancement roll.

After a protracted investigation you’re cleared of any wrongdoing, but the guilt is unbearable.
Gain Advocate, but you leave the Scouts after this term. Roll END 8+.

If you fail, the device explodes. Roll twice on the Injury Table and take the lowest result.

If you succeed, you work your way through the guilt with strenuous exercise. Gain +1 STR.

In either case, roll Investigate 8+ to determine the origin of the device.
65

If you succeed, gain a +2DM to your next Advancement roll and an Enemy.
53
54
55
56
61
62

If you fail, you’re caught, ejected from the Scouts, and lose all Benefits from this career.
Rival crime syndicates attempt to intercept a package you’re delivering and you’re forced to
defend yourself. In the firefight, a civilian is killed and the delivery is stolen.

If you fail, the mystery lives on...
You spend the entire term cementing relations with a particularly gregarious species. Gain
Carouse and an Ally.
You stand out from the rank and file, and are groomed for advancement by a superior. Gain
Leadership.
Your assignments take you into highly contested territories, requiring advanced combat training.
Gain one of Melee (Any), Gun Combat (Any), or Medic.
You come across a piece of alien technology that legally becomes your property. You can sell
it for an additional Cash Benefit roll, or keep it (determining what it is with your Referee).
You rub shoulders with the local nobility. Gain one of Carouse, Diplomat, Steward, or Perform
(Dance).
You are being groomed for higher command by a senior officer. Gain him as a Contact and
take a +4DM to your next Advancement roll thanks to his mentorship.

66

If you fail, you turn to alcohol or Spice to dull your guilt. Gain an addiction.
You are involved in a secret black ops project that must be buried. You gain a Secret and are
given an extra Benefit roll as compensation, but must leave the Scouts.
Your unit’s commanding officer takes a direct interest in your career. You are automatically
promoted.
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SCOUT: SCHOLAR

Individuals trained in technological or research sciences who
conduct scientific investigations into materials, situations
and phenomena, or who practice medicine.

ENLISTMENT
INT 6+
-2DM for every previous career

ASSIGNMENTS
Field Researcher: You were an explorer, equally at home in
the laboratory or the wilderness.
Scientist: Your work was done in a corporate facility,
Imperial institution, center of learning, or as a mad scientist
in an orbiting lab.
Physician: You were a doctor, healer, or researcher in the life
sciences.

SKILLS & TRAINING

1d6 PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

SERVICE SKILLS

ADV. EDUCATION (MIN EDU 8)

1
2
3
4
5
6

Admin
Electronics (Any)
Medic
Investigate
Science (Any)
Profession (Scholar)

Art (Any)
Advocate
Electronics (Any)
Language (Any)
Engineer (Any)
Science (Any)

1d6 FIELD RESEARCHER

SCIENTIST

PHYSICIAN

1
2
3
4
5
6

Admin
Engineer (Any)
Science (Any)
Electronics (Sensors)
Electronics (Computers)
Science (Any)

Medic
Electronics (Sensors)
Investigate
Medic
Persuade
Science (Any)

+1 INT
+1 EDU
+1 SOC
+1 DEX
+1 END
Electronics (Computers)

Electronics (Sensors)
Diplomat
Language (Any)
Survival
Investigate
Science (Any)

RANKS & SKILLS
CAREER PROGRESS
Field Researcher
Scientist
Physician

SURVIVAL

ADVANCEMENT

END 6+
EDU 4+
EDU 4+

INT 6+
INT 8+
EDU 8+

BENEFITS

1d6 CREDITS

OTHER BENEFIT

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

+1 INT
+1 EDU
1 Ship Share
+1 SOC
Scientific Equipment / Medical Kit
2 Ship Shares
Lab Ship

5,000$
10,000$
20,000$
30,000$
40,000$
60,000$
100,000$

RANK

FIELD
RESEARCHER

SKILL OR
BENEFIT

0
1
2
3
4
5

—
—
—
—
—
—

6

—

—
Social Science 1
—
Investigate 1
—
Electronics
(Computers) 1
—
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SCIENTIST
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

SKILL OR
BENEFIT
—
Physical Science 1
—
Investigate 1
—
Electronics
(Computers)1
—

PHYSICIAN

SKILL OR
BENEFIT

—
—
—
—
—
—

—
Medic 1
—
Investigate 1
—
Social Science 1

—

—

MISHAP TABLE

EVENTS TABLE

2d6 MISHAP

d66 EVENT

2
3

11
12

4

5
6

7
8
9
10

Severely injured. Roll twice on the Injury Table and take the lower result.
A disaster in the lab leaves several injured and you are blamed, forcing you to leave your
career. Roll on the Injury Table twice taking the higher result and gain a Rival.
The planetary or sector government interferes with your work for political or religious
reasons. You conclude your experiments in secret, increasing any of your existing Science
skills by 1, but suffering a -2 SOC as you become a suspicious recluse.
An expedition or voyage goes wrong, leaving you stranded in the wilderness. Gain Survival or
Athletics (DEX or END). By the time you find your way back, your job is gone.
Your work is sabotaged by unknown parties. You may salvage what you can and give up
(leave this career but maintain this term’s Benefit roll) or start again from scratch (lose all
Benefit rolls from this career but you do not have to leave).
A rival researcher blackens your name and steals your research. Leave this career and gain a Rival.
You are accused of malpractice or criminal behavior. You may stay in this career if you sacrifice
all accrued Benefit rolls as you expend your resources clearing your name.
Your work accidentally exposes you to severe radiation. Suffer -1 STR and -1 END. You are also
afflicted by recurring headaches, stomachaches, and nausea for the remainder of your life.
The methods of your current experiments are dangerous and are not being sanctioned by your
associated governing body.

If you accept, gain a level in Science (Any), an extra Benefit roll, and a Rival amongst the
other researchers at the firm.

13
14
15

11

If you succeed, you are found Not Guilty, but the mistrust caused by the trial forces you out of
your career.

12

If you fail, you are found Guilty of gross negligence, are ejected from this career, and must pay
1d6 x 50,000$ in restitution to the researchers’ families.
Injured. Roll on the Injury Table.

If you refuse, gain a +2DM to your next Advancement roll and an Enemy in the executive
management at the firm.
You are assigned to work on a secret project for a patron or organization. Gain one of Medic,
Science (Any), Electronics (Computers), Engineer (Any), or Investigate.
You win a prestigious prize for your work, gaining both the praise and envy of your peers. Gain
+1DM to any Cash Benefit roll and a Rival.
You participate in an exchange program with a prestigious university. Roll EDU 8+
If you succeed, gain one Science Skill (Any) you don’t already know at 1.

16

If you fail, you were inadvertently sent to a “party school.” Gain Carouse 1 and 1d3 Contacts.
You have the opportunity to cheat in some fashion, advancing your career and research by
stealing another’s work, using an alien device, taking a shortcut, and so forth. If you accept,
roll Deception 8+ or Admin 8+.
If you succeed, you gain a +2DM to any one Benefit roll, increase a Skill you already know by 1
level, and a Rival.

If you abandon your research, lose your Benefit roll from this term, but remain in your career.
If you proceed, your “sentient being trials” must be done on yourself as you are forced from
public scholarly life. Gain +2 INT, but the side effects impact you physically causing you to
suffer -1 STR, -1 DEX, and -1 END.
Incompetence regarding safety procedures results in the death or serious injury of several of
your fellow researchers. Roll Advocate 8+.

Disaster! Roll on the Mishap table, but you are not ejected from this career.
You are called upon to preform potentially lucrative research for a private firm that goes
against your conscience.

If you fail, you gain an Enemy and lose one Benefit roll from this career.
21
22
23
24
25
26

If you refuse to cheat, your studies pay off. Gain +1 EDU.
Roll on the Life Events table.
You make a breakthrough in your field. Gain a Secret and a +2DM to your next Advancement roll.
You become entangled in a bureaucratic or legal morass that distracts you from your work.
Gain one of Admin, Advocate, Persuade, or Diplomat.
You work for an eccentric but brilliant mentor who becomes an Ally. Increase a Science (Any)
skill you already know by 1, or gain a +2DM to your next Advancement roll thanks to his help.
You create a new research paradigm in your field and your name is attached to the
methodology or theorem. Gain +1 SOC and +1DM to a Cash Benefit roll.
While on a research mission, the ship’s pilot falls gravely ill and you are forced to take his
position. Gain Pilot (Spacecraft). Then roll Medic 8+.
If you succeed, the pilot survives and you gain +2DM your next Advancement roll.

31
32

If you fail, he dies and whilst it was not your fault, the family of the pilot blames you. Gain an Enemy.
Roll on the Life Events table.
Through diligent research a project you are working on leads to a profound discovery, saving
your organization millions in costs. However, a colleague with friends in high places appropriates
your work. Increase a Science (Any) skill you already know by 1 and gain an Enemy.
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33

56

34
35

36

41
42
43
44
45

46

51
52

Your work on a planet thought barren uncovers micro-organic life. Gain one of Science
(Cosmology), Science (Planetology), or Science (Xenology). This also results in your gaining a
+2DM to your next Advancement roll.
A chance instrument reading leads to the discovery of an entirely new life form, disease, or cure
that is named in your honor. Gain an extra Cash Benefit roll and +1 SOC from the notoriety.
Your work as a civilian contractor for the Imperial Navy results in your being headhunted.
Muster out of the Scout service and automatically enlist next term in either the Imperial Navy
(Support Services Branch) or join a Mercenary Cadre (Basic Trainer) at Rank O1.
Other members of your team are using stimulant drugs to increase their endurance. They
suggest you do the same.

If you succeed, your accuser is shown to be the perpetrator and is imprisoned. Gain an Enemy.

61
62
63

55

If you fail, you are imprisoned for this term and then ejected from the Scouts. Gain Streetwise
1 from your years in prison.
Roll on the Life Events table.
You are invited to join an elite scientific fellowship. Gain 1d3 Contacts and +1 SOC. However,
you also gain 1d3 Rivals who are jealous at the invitation.
Research you have published is discredited. Roll INT 8+ to assure critics of your credentials.

If you do so, gain Science (Any), but gain an addiction to stimulants.

If you succeed, your work is ratified. Gain a +4DM to your next Advancement roll.

If you stay clean, you fall behind in your work and suffer a -2DM to your next Advancement roll.
Roll on the Life Events table.
You author a study on research methodologies that becomes a required text at the Scholar
academy. Gain an extra Benefit roll.
Your workload is easy so you spend time working on your usually neglected social skills. Gain
one of Carouse, Gambling, Persuade, or Language (Any).
You uncover astonishing evidence that influences a topic of hot scientific debate. Gain a +2DM
to your Advancement roll.
The world or system where you are studying begins to have a profound psychological effect on
you and your team that cannot be explained by conventional science. You experience shared
hallucinations, strange dreams, and disturbing perceptions of time and space. These psychological
effects remain with you for the rest of your days. Gain 1d3 Allies. You may immediately test for Force
Potential and, if you show aptitude, automatically qualify to follow a Force path in your next term.
Strange energy signals from the object of your study reveal the existence of hitherto unknown
sub-atomic particles. Your name is attached to the discovery and your peers honor you. Gain
an Ally, a Contact, a Rival, and a bonus Benefit roll.
Roll on the Life Events table.
Realizing that your studies are having profound environmental effects on your current physical
location, you recommend that the mission be cut short. Roll INT 9+ or Advocate 9+ to convince
your superiors of the urgency.

If you fail, your work is thrown out. Lose your Benefit roll this term.
An alien researcher spikes one of your meals with a strange experimental narcotic. Roll 1d6.

64

1
2
3
4
5
6
65

If you fail, the project destroys a natural habitat or non-sentient species. Gain a Rival in a
planetary environmental organization.
You develop a deep friendship with your co-researchers. Gain an Ally and a Contact.
A particular discovery or research outcome becomes the subject of a bitter dispute between
you and a colleague. Gain a Rival.
The facility where you are stationed is attacked! Roll on the Injury Table, but gain one of Melee
(Blade), Gun Combat (Any), or Stealth.

Your body suffers major trauma. Suffer -2 END.
The drug opens up new parts of your mind. Gain +1 INT.
You absorb the experiences of someone nearby. Gain any Skill at level 1.
The drug incites strange cravings. Gain an Addiction.
Your reflexes are enhanced. Gain +1 DEX.
The drug greatly affects your metabolism. You now age at half the rate of any other of your
species and each Career Term only ages you 2 years as opposed to 4 (including this one).
The remains of an ancient civilization, predating anything previously encountered, is
unearthed on a research mission. Part of the find is extraordinary technology that has
profound implications in one of the following areas. Roll 1D6.
1
2
3
4
5
6

If you can find the right outlet, the Secret you have could be worth millions of Credits. However,
others know that you know about this ancient technology and will attempt to silence you.

66

Gain a Secret, 1d3 Enemies, and a -2DM to all future Survival throws in this career. Any failed
survival is an automatic Mishap 2.
Your research is exemplary, gaining you an automatic Promotion
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Space Travel
Weaponry
Food Production
Atmospheric Control
Terraforming
Medical Sciences

The find must be reported and Imperial Agents commandeer the project. You and your team
are sworn to secrecy and transferred to other duties. Towards the end of your term, someone
working for the agency that confiscated the technology contacts you and reveals a Secret
about the experiments that have been undertaken with it (resolve with your Referee).

If you succeed, gain a Contact in a planetary environmental organization.

53
54

You are framed for a crime and must defend yourself in an inquiry. Roll Advocate 8+ or
Investigate 8+.
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SCOUT: SPECIAL OPERATIONS

Special Operations is the elite branch of the Scout service,
usually working in covert conditions and in association with
services such as the Imperial Army and Navy. It can be highly
dangerous work and requires special tenacity and discretion.

ENLISTMENT
END 9+
-2DM if you are age 28 or more

ASSIGNMENTS
Covert Surveillance: You secretly monitored the
communications and movements of a particular target,
feeding back information.
Espionage: Given a diverse portfolio of missions, it was your
job to spy and uncover secrets.
Deep Cover: You infiltrated and embedded yourself in
organizations, maintaining a cover identity.

CAREER PROGRESS
Covert Surveillance
Espionage
Deep Cover

SURVIVAL

ADVANCEMENT

INT 5+
END 7+
END 7+

EDU 6+
INT 8+
INT 8+

BENEFITS

1d6 CREDITS

OTHER BENEFIT

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Gun Combat (Any)
Weapon
+1 DEX
+1 SOC
Secret
2 Ship Shares
Scout Ship

3,000$
5,000$
10,000$
20,000$
30,000$
40,000$
50,000$

SKILLS & TRAINING

1d6 PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

SERVICE SKILLS

ADV. EDUCATION (MIN EDU 8)

1
2
3
4
5
6

Athletics (Any)
Deception
Gun Combat (Any)
Investigate
Electronics (Remote Ops)
Electronics (Sensors)

Broker
Electronics (Comms)
Social Sciences (Linguistics or Philosophy)
Survival
Stealth
Tactics (Military)

1d6 COVERT SURVEILLANCE

ESPIONAGE

DEEP COVER

1
2
3
4
5
6

Electronics (Comms)
Electronics (Computers)
Deception
Investigate
Persuasion
Streetwise

Cover Identity*
Deception
Investigate
Persuasion
Stealth
Cover Identity*

+1 DEX
+1 END
+1 INT
+1 SOC
Electronics (Computers)
Streetwise

Electronics (Comms)
Electronics (Computers)
Deception
Language (Any)
Recon
Streetwise

*If you roll this as the first skill you roll in a term, then:
• Increase your Cover Strength by one step or start a new Cover
• Roll on one of the Skills & Training tables for that Cover career
• You may choose to instead roll on the Events table for that Cover career this term
If you roll this as the second skill you roll in a term, because of a successful Advancement or other event, you simply
increase your Cover Strength by one step.

RANKS & SKILLS

RANK

TITLE

SKILL OR BENEFIT

0
1
2
3
4
5
6

—
Special Operative
Special Agent
Senior Agent
Special Executive
Operations Leader
Operations Commander

—
+1 DEX
—
Investigation 1
—
Deception 1
+1 SOC
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MISHAP TABLE

EVENTS TABLE

2d6 MISHAP

d66

EVENT

2
3

11
12

Disaster! Roll on the Mishap table, but you are not ejected from this career.
A love affair develops between you and one of your colleagues. Your superior officer becomes
aware of the affair and orders you to end the liaison either by you or your lover transferring
to another branch, or leaving the Scouts all together.

Severely injured. Roll twice on the Injury Table and take the lower result.
Your cover is blown and you’re forced to evacuate your assignment. Roll DEX 8+.
If you succeed, you escape unharmed but are transferred to another non-Special Operations unit in
the Scouts.

4

If you remain in Special Operations, gain an Enemy in your (ex) lover as you’ve chosen your
career over them.

If you fail, roll on the Injury Table.
A criminal syndicate or other group under investigation offers you a deal.

If your lover remains in Special Operations, gain a Contact in your (ex) lover as you stay
friends but grow apart over time.

If you accept, leave this career immediately and keep this term’s Benefit roll.

5

6
7

If you refuse, roll twice on the Injury Table and take the lower result. Gain an Enemy but you
may stay in this career.
The job finally gets to you. The pressure of your work is such that you are forced to desert
the service or face losing your sanity. Leave the career with no further Benefits, but gain
Deception 1.
An informant is killed as a result of your ineptitude. Gain an Enemy in the shape of the
informant’s friends, family, or colleague.
You learn things about your own service that are morally damaging. Roll INT 8+.
If you succeed, you gain a Secret but must leave this service.

8

9
10

If you fail, you cannot live with the knowledge you’ve uncovered. Leave the Scouts and
become a Drifter next term.
An enemy from your past returns to haunt you. You find yourself in a vendetta against them
that diverts your attention away from more pressing duties, causing your career to fail. Gain
an Enemy.
You are accused of abuse of power and criminal behavior. Suffer -2 SOC as you flee, seeking to
clear your good name (or not).
You are captured by those you spy on and are interrogated. Roll END 9+ to avoid exposing
your fellow agents.
If you succeed, you spend this term imprisoned but they learn no secrets from you. Suffer -1
END but you stay in this career.

11
12

If you fail, you expose your operation and endanger many lives. You gain 1d3 Enemies
amongst those who you have burned.
You make friends with a surveillance target. This familiarity gets you fired, but you end up
making a Contact out of him or her.
Injured. Roll on the Injury Table.

13

If you leave the Scouts altogether, she quits with you. Gain an Ally in your lover, and Enemy in
your former commanding officer, and a +2DM to your next Qualification roll.
You have the chance to take down a high-value target, but at great expense.
If you do so, the operation is a success but you lose a limb in the process. You must leave
Scouts but gain a cybernetic replacement for an arm (+1 STR) or leg (+1 DEX).

14

If you don’t, the target goes on to kill your superior officer. You are automatically promoted,
but if anyone finds out the circumstances of your rise in the ranks it would go badly for you.
Gain a Secret.
A popular government official is killed during an assignment that escalated out of control. Roll
Advocate 8+.
If you succeed, an internal investigation clears you of any wrongdoing. Gain Advocate 1.

15
16
21
22
23

If you fail, an internal investigation finds you culpable. Lose your Benefit roll this term.
You are elected for specialized training. Gain one of Navigation, Pilot (Small Craft),
Explosives, or Heavy Weapons (Any).
You do things that you are not proud of and will never speak of. Gain a dark Secret.
You gain valuable espionage expertise. Gain one of Investigate or Stealth.
Your scout ship is heavily damaged in a meteor storm. Gain Mechanic as you effect repairs
and limp home.
To gain valuable information or intelligence, you are forced to blackmail a contact. Lose a
Contact. If you don’t have a Contact, gain an Enemy instead. In either case, you also gain a
+1DM to your next Advancement roll.
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24

The only solution to a particular situation you have been monitoring or have uncovered is the
assassination of a well-placed covert operative. You may call in an ISB specialist or attempt
the kill yourself.

45

You become deeply involved in the politics on your world of residence, becoming a player in
the governmental intrigues.

If you call in the specialist, gain a Contact in the ISB.

46

If you attempt the assassination yourself, roll Melee (Any) 10+, Gun Combat (Any) 9+, or
Explosives 8+.
If you succeed, the assassination is a success and you gain an automatic promotion. However,
you must leave Special Operations and either transfer to another branch of the Scouts or find
a new career next term.

51
52

If you fail, roll Stealth 8+ or Deception 8+ to avoid being captured.
If you succeed, you get away and gain an Ally and an Enemy.

25

If you fail, you’re captured and spend in the rest of the term in prison. You are freed as part
of a prisoner exchange, but are forced to leave the Scouts. Gain Streetwise and Deception
during your time in prison, but lose all your Scout Benefit rolls.
You are given an extremely difficult assignment. Roll Deception, Electronics (Comms), or
Stealth 10+.
If you succeed, you are automatically promoted.

If you fail, roll twice on the Injury Table and take the lower result.
26
You are assigned to infiltrate a Hutt cartel. Gain a Cover Identity (Organized Criminal).
31–36 Roll on the Life Events table.
41
You are offered the opportunity to smuggle illegal items onto a planet. If you accept, roll
Deception 8+ or Persuade 8+.
If you succeed, gain Streetwise and an extra Benefit roll.

44

1

Gain a Rival in the operative who gets away.

2

Gain an Enemy in the operative you capture.

3

Roll on the Injury Table as it ends in a shoot out.

4

Gain Investigate as you sharpen your deductive skills.

5

Gain Streetwise as you learn more about working the streets.

6 Gain a +2DM to your next Advancement roll for your impeccable work.
An Administrative error sees you transferred to another branch of the Scouts next term.
A joint mission with the Imperial Navy results in your being commissioned. Muster out of the
Scout service and automatically enlist in the Imperial Navy Intelligence as a Fixer next term
at the rank of O5 (Commander).
You are seconded as an adviser to a civilian research unit. Choose any Agent career and roll
1D6 to gain a skill from the Specialist branch you choose to join. Next term, you return to this
branch of the Scout service.
Political conspirators attempt to recruit you.
If you accept, gain one of Carouse, Deception, or Persuade, but then roll on the Mishap table
as the conspiracy collapses. You are not ejected from this career, however.

If you refuse to smuggle the items, gain an Enemy in a criminal syndicate.
You go undercover to investigate an enemy. Roll Deception 8+.
If you succeed, roll immediately on any Rogue Events table and make one roll on a Specialist
skill table for that career.

43

55

56

If you fail, lose a Benefit roll and suffer -1DM to your next Advancement roll.
42

53
54

Gain one of Advocate, Admin, Diplomacy, or Persuade, but also gain a politically motivated Rival.
Through your efforts, a dictator or tyrant is brought down in a spectacular coup. Gain an
Enemy with considerable reserves, but also gain an automatic promotion and +2DM to the
Benefit roll for this term.
You are assigned to work on a secret project for a patron or organization. Gain one of Medic,
Science (Any), Engineering, Electronics (Computers), or Investigate and a Secret.
You uncover the treachery of a fellow operative. You lead an investigation with the following
outcome. Roll 1d6.

If you fail, roll immediately on any Rogue Mishap table. You are not ejected from this career,
however.
After years of being on opposite sides, you and your arch-nemesis come to gain a deep
respect for each other. Convert a Rival or Enemy into an Ally. If you don’t have a Rival or
Enemy, gain a Contact in a member of the Courier branch.
You are tasked to infiltrate the office of a planetary politician. Gain Cover Identity (Aristocrat).

61

If you decline, gain the organization as an Enemy.
You are forced to change both your appearance and your identity. You may choose how your
facial appearance changes, but you must leave the Scouts and assume a new career for which
you automatically qualify. Roll 1d6.
1

Wanderer

2

Law Enforcement

3

Entertainer

4

Merchant

5

Bounty Hunter

6

Smuggler
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62

You manipulate and charm your way through high society. Gain one of Carouse, Diplomat,
Persuade, or Steward, as well as a Rival and a Contact.
You make a connection with a powerful and charismatic noble who becomes an Ally. Either
gain Leadership or take a +2DM to your next Advancement roll thanks to his aid.
You pick up a new Contact with an interesting occupation or background. Roll 1d6

63
64

65

1

Imperial Navy Engineer

2

Intruder

3

Scavenger

4

Aristocrat

5

Cantina Owner

6 Force User (you choose the alignment)
You are altered by a life-changing event. Roll 1d6.
1

It was almost as if you knew when a fellow operative was killed during a mission. You
may immediately test for Force Potential and, if you show aptitude, automatically qualify
to follow a Force path in your next term.

2

You are framed for a crime by a member of the Galactic Senate and imprisoned for the
remainder of this term. Gain an Enemy in the Senator.

3

Your friends or family are captured and held by an extremist organization looking for
leverage against you. You immediately leave the Scouts to hunt down the kidnappers
and manage to save all but one. You vow vengeance against the one(s) who did this.
Gain 1d3 Enemies.

4

You uncover evidence of a conspiracy within the highest ranks of the Scouts service.
Gain a Secret, an Ally, an Enemy, and a 20,000$ Bounty on your head.

5

You are captured and interrogated by enemy agents. You manage to escape, or did they
let you go…

6
66

Your ship encounters an anomaly that warps time and space. Roll 2d6 and subtract this
many years from your age.
You discover a world, item, or information of great interest to the Empire. You are
automatically promoted.
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WANDERER CAREERS
1

DRIFTER

202

2

CITIZEN

206
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WANDERER
WANDERER
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SPECIAL INFORMATION FOR WANDERER CHARACTERS
CHARACTERISTICS
There are no true primary characteristics for Drifters as their lives are chaotic and unpredictable.
As wanderers, hitchhikers, and travelers who roam the stars without purpose or direction, a high
Endurance can be extremely helpful for sheer survival.

NEW BENEFITS AND PROBLEMS
A few of the articles found on the career paths may seem unfamiliar. Take a look on the
following list to identify them.

ORGANIZATION MEMBERSHIP
You reach a high enough standing within a particular organization to be able to use them as
a means to gain employment, gather information, or meet new people on a world where the
organization has influence. While membership has its privileges, it also has responsibilities. This
may come in the form of dues, work requirements, a swearing of fealty, or any other number
and type of adherences that must be met to maintain membership.

ODD JOBS
There are some jobs that every traveler does at one time or another. Transporting freight
from one world to another, mercenaries for hire, bodyguards or tour guides for a bored noble,
searching for a lost ship – exciting and profitable stuff!
Then there are the odd jobs. The jobs you do when you are desperate for credits – the ones
you take when you can’t find anything else. The jobs you never talk of again. The Odd Jobs
table (pg. 214) has been greatly expanded with a wide variety of possible positions and rewards
to be used during character creation. These opportunities can also be woven into campaigns
and have random complications to keep things interesting.

INCARCERATION
Wanders sometimes run the risk of being arrested. If arrested during character generation,
the character must roll on the Incarceration table located in the Rogue section on page 156.
Before rolling on the Incarceration table, apply the following DMs
Apply your SOC DM to the roll.
Add your Advocate skill DM to the roll if you wish to defend yourself.
You may also hire an Advocate to provide you with a Legal Defense. If you hire an Advocate,
you do not add your own Advocate skill DM to the Incarceration roll.

WANDERER
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WANDERER: DRIFTER

You wandered through the galaxy, looking for employment,
adventure or something you cannot name. A nomad of the
spaceways, you traveled in low berths or cargo holds.

ENLISTMENT
No requirements

ASSIGNMENTS
Hitchhiker: You came from a good family or had your own
savings and so were able to wander the galaxy for a few years.
Vagabond: You traveled the galaxy, doing whatever you could
to survive.
Thug: No way around it - you were a petty thief.

CAREER PROGRESS
Hitchhiker
Vagabond
Thug

SURVIVAL

ADVANCEMENT

SOC 7+
END 7+
END 7+

EDU 7+
INT 7+
STR 7+

BENEFITS

1d6 CREDITS

OTHER BENEFIT

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Contact
Jack-of-All-Trades
Weapon
Ally
+1 EDU
1 Ship Share
2 Ship Shares

None
None
1,000$
2,000$
3,000$
5,000$
5,000$

SKILLS & TRAINING

1d6 PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

SERVICE SKILLS

ADV. EDUCATION (MIN EDU 8)

1
2
3
4
5
6

Streetwise
Recon
Stealth
Carouse
Persuade
Melee (Unarmed)

—
—
—
—
—
‚

1d6 HITCHHIKER

VAGABOND

THUG

1
2
3
4
5
6

Trade (Any)
Jack-of-All-Trades
Streetwise
Mechanic
Engineering (Any)
Medic

Persuade
Jack-of-All-Trades
Melee (Any)
Gun Combat (Any)
Streetwise
Drive (Any)

Jack-of-All-Trades
Contact
+1 INT
+1 END
+1 DEX
+1 STR

Electronics (Comms)
Jack-of-All-Trades
Carouse
Investigate
Recon
Social Sciences (Any)

RANKS & SKILLS

RANK

TITLE

HITCHHIKER / VAGABOND

THUG

0
1
2
3
4
5
6

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

—
Survival 1
—
Contact
—
Jack-of-All-Trades 1
—

—
Melee (Blade) 1
—
Streetwise 1
—
—
Organization Membership
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EVENTS TABLE

2d6 MISHAP

d66

EVENT

2
3

11
12

Disaster! Roll on the Mishap table but you are not ejected from this career.
You travel to a strange new world, full of opportunity. Gain a +2DM to your next
Qualification check.
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
You make interesting friends as you travel. Gain a Contact.
While traveling on board a freighter, you overhear the crew plotting against the captain.

Severely injured. Roll twice on the Injury Table and take the lower result.
You are captured by slavers and your life is a living Hell before you manage an escape. Roll 1d6.
1–2 You are physically tortured. Suffer -1 STR.
3–4 You are mentally tortured. Suffer -1 INT.

4
5
6

5–6 You break out another prisoner and take them with you, gaining them as a grateful Ally.
You are stranded on a backwater world for several years. Gain any one of Survival,
Streetwise, Animals (Any), or Seafaring (Any).
Deprivation and disease take its toll. Suffer -1 DEX.
The ship on which you are traveling breaks down. Roll Mechanic 8+.
If you succeed, you affect patchwork repairs that get you home safely. Gain a Cash Benefit roll!

13
14
15

If you choose to inform the captain, gain an Ally and you automatically qualify for the
Merchant (free trader) career next term.

16

If you fail, the ship must be abandoned. Roll DEX 8+ to escape the disaster.
21

If you succeed, you manage to get away in an escape pod without injury.
7
8

9
10
11
12

If you fail, roll on the Injury Table as you are dragged into an escape pod.
Arrested. Roll once on the Incarceration table.
To make ends meet you volunteer for a medical trial involving a new drug or treatment. Gain
an additional mustering out Benefit, but the side effects affect you physically: Suffer one of -1
STR, -1 DEX, or -1 END.
You fail to find employment and nearly starve. Suffer -1 END.
You run afoul of an influential crime lord, corporate executive, local noble, or other powerful
individual. Gain an Enemy.
You are “recruited” by Imperial fighting forces. You must attempt to qualify for the Imperial
Army career next term.
Injured. Roll on the Injury Table

If you side with the crew, gain a Contact and you automatically qualify for the Pirate career
next term.
You find an Odd Job. Roll d66 on the Odd Jobs table, gain one of the required skills at 1, and
gain the reward as specified.
You have the opportunity to take part in a minor criminal heist.
If you refuse, nothing happens.
If you accept, roll Streetwise 8+ or Stealth 8+.
Succeed, and you gain an extra Benefit roll.

22
23

Fail, and you must roll on the Incarceration table.
You pick up a few useful skills here and there. Gain Jack-of-All-Trades.
An ISB Agent wants to use you as an informant.
If you pass on the offer, nothing happens.

24
25

26
31

32

If you accept, gain a Contact and an extra Benefit roll each term while you remain an
informant. Roll 1d6 each term you stay an informant; on a 1, you are discovered and attacked
by a criminal organization; roll on the Injury Table. You cease being an informant when you
leave this career or when you choose to stop.
You spend time in the wilderness. Gain one of Survival, Animals (Any), or Recon.
Another passenger on the ship is a gambler who challenges you to a game of Sabaac.
Unfortunately, he is a con artist.
Lose one Benefit roll and gain him as a Rival.
You find an Odd Job. Roll d66 on the Odd Jobs table, gain one of the required skills at 1, and
gain the reward as specified.
You take a young drifter under your wing, but watching over the waif makes life more difficult.
You have a -1DM to your Survival checks while he is in your care. Each term you protect the
waif, roll 1d6. On a 6, the waif learns to survive alone; gain an Ally.
You know who to talk to in the cities and spaceports. Gain one of Streetwise, Broker,
Persuade, or a Contact.
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33
34

Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
You travel to an alien world. Roll Streetwise 8+ or Diplomat 8+.

51

If you succeed, gain an Alien contact.

52

A strange animal keeps following you around and you end up keeping it. Gain Animals
(Training) and a pet.
You spot an obviously wealthy individual roaming around a dangerous area. Roll 1d6, adding a
+2DM if you intend to rob him.

35
36
41

42

43

44

If you fail, you run afoul of some strange custom and suffer a -2DM to your next Advancement roll.
A string of bad luck means you end up in a dangerous neighborhood. Roll on the Injury Table
and gain an Enemy.
You find an Odd Job. Roll d66 on the Odd Jobs table, gain one of the required skills at 1, and
gain the reward as specified.
You hear some strange rumors about… (roll 1d6).
1

A wrecked starship orbiting an uninhabited world.

2

A criminal syndicate looking for trustworthy and skilled criminals and smugglers.

3

A corrupt noble with strange, illegal tastes.

4

A border world beset by raiders.

5

A secret weapons cache.

6

An ancient ruin that the Empire is covering up.

1–2 You befriend him and work as a local guide. Gain a Contact.
3–4 Rich people don’t wander around without bodyguards. You are attacked; roll on the Injury Table.
5–6 You succeed in stealing some valuables. Gain 2 Benefit rolls.

53
54
55

If you refuse, lose that Contact or Ally.

You may investigate this rumor during the course of play.
You find work with an alien terraforming operation. Gain one of Profession (Terraforming) or
Space Sciences (Planetology).

If you accept, roll 1d6 to determine what skill your friend needs.

If you’re a hitchhiker, also gain a digital travel guide that provides anecdotal information on all
known worlds and species.
You have the opportunity to serve as an assistant or volunteer on a scientific expedition. Roll 1d6.
1

There is a horrible accident. Roll on the Injury Table.

2

It turns out to be backbreaking labor in dangerous conditions. Suffer -1 END.

3

You gain nothing from the experience except a lingering hatred of scientists.

4

Gain a Contact among the scientists.

5

You learn something useful. Gain Science (Any).

7–8 You steal a Noble’s identity papers. You may automatically qualify for the Cynosure
(Aristocrat) career next term but suffer a -2DM to all Survival rolls as it quickly becomes
evident you really aren’t “one of them.”
You find working passage on a starship. Gain one of Mechanic, Steward, Electronics (Comms),
or Electronics (Sensors).
You spend months scraping by picking up work at a starport. Gain one of Broker, Mechanic,
Stealth, or a Contact.
A Contact or Ally needs your help (if you do not have a Contact or Ally, gain one and do not
continue this encounter).

1

Gun Combat

2

Streetwise

3

Stealth

4

Persuade

5

Deception

6

Choose any skill you know

Now, roll the Skill 8+.
If you succeed, you help your friend and gain a +4DM to your next Advancement roll.

6 Something strange happens. Roll on the Unusual Event sub-table of the Life Events table.
You have the opportunity to steal from a Hutt clan. If you take this opportunity, roll Stealth 8+
or Deception 8+.

56

If you fail, you suffer a -4DM to your next Advancement roll.
You find an Odd Job. Roll d66 on the Odd Jobs table, gain one of the required skills at 1, and
gain the reward as specified.

If you succeed, gain 3 Benefit rolls and a 25,000$ Bounty on your head as you flee off world.
45
46

If you fail, roll twice on the Injury Table and take the lower result.
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
You find an Odd Job. Roll d66 on the Odd Jobs table, gain one of the required skills at 1, and
gain the reward as specified.
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61

You may volunteer for medical experiments. If you refuse, nothing happens. If you accept, gain
a Benefit roll and roll 1d6.
1

Something goes wrong; roll on the Injury Table.

2

You are now addicted to an experimental drug that costs 1d6 x 2,000$ per month or
suffer withdrawals (-1DM to all rolls).

3–4 Nothing happens.
5
62

63
64
65

66

Gain a corporate researcher as a Contact.

6 Gain a Combat Implant.
You drift in and out of criminal circles. Gain Streetwise 1 and a Rival. You automatically qualify
for the Organized Criminal career next term. If you choose to go into that career, your new
Rival becomes an Enemy.
You wander into the middle of an uprising, invasion, turf war, or natural disaster. Gain one of
Medic, Stealth, Gun Combat, or a Contact.
You’ve seen more of the galaxy than most people and learned to live by your wits. Gain 1d3
Contacts and Jack-of-All-Trades.
Through a combination of skill, bravery, and sheer luck, you save the life of someone very
important. In gratitude they do everything they can to help you out. Gain a +4DM to your next
Advancement roll or a +4DM to your next Qualification roll.
You don’t just survive on the edge; you thrive there. You are automatically promoted.
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WANDERER: CITIZEN

Individuals serving in a corporation, bureaucracy, industry, or
just making a new life on an untamed planet.

ENLISTMENT
END 5+
-1DM for every previous career
Basic Training: Unlike other careers, a Citizen gains level 0 skills
from the appropriate Specialist table instead of Service skills.

ASSIGNMENTS
Corporate: You were a manager or executive in a large
corporation.
Worker: You were a blue-collar employee on an industrial
world.
Colonist: You were building a new life on a recently settled
world that still needs taming.

CAREER PROGRESS
Corporate
Worker
Colonist

SURVIVAL

ADVANCEMENT

SOC 6+
END 4+
INT 7+

INT 7+
EDU 8+
END 5+

BENEFITS

1d6 CREDITS

OTHER BENEFIT

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

1 Ship Share
Contact
+1 INT
Gun
+1 EDU
2 Ship Shares
Ally

1,000$
5,000$
10,000$
10,000$
10,000$
35,000$
50,000$

SKILLS & TRAINING

1d6 PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

SERVICE SKILLS

ADV. EDUCATION (MIN EDU 8)

1
2
3
4
5
6

Drive (Any)
Flyer (Any)
Streetwise
Melee (Any)
Steward
Profession (Any)

Art (Any)
Advocate
Diplomat
Language (Any)
Electronics (Computers)
Medic

1d6 CORPORATE

WORKER

COLONIST

1
2
3
4
5
6

Drive (Any)
Mechanic
Profession (Any)
Engineer (Any)
Profession (Any)
Science (Any)

Animals (Any)
Jack-of-All-Trades
Athletics (Any)
Drive (Any)
Survival
Recon

+1 EDU
+1 INT
Carouse
Gambler
Drive (Any)
Jack-of-All-Trades

Advocate
Admin
Broker
Electronics (Computers)
Diplomat
Leadership

RANKS & SKILLS

RANK

CORPORATE

SKILL OR
BENEFIT

WORKER

SKILL OR
BENEFIT

COLONIST

SKILL OR
BENEFIT

0
1
2
3
4
5
6

—
—
Manager
—
Senior Manager
—
Director

—
—
Admin 1
—
Advocate 1
—
+1 SOC

—
—
Technician
—
Craftsman
—
Master Tech

—
—
Trade (Any) 1
—
Mechanic 1
—
Engineer (Any) 1

—
—
Settler
—
Explorer
—
Adventurer

—
—
Survival 1
—
Navigation 1
—
Flyer (Any) 1
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MISHAP TABLE

EVENTS TABLE

2d6 MISHAP

d66

EVENT

2
3
4
5

Severely injured. Roll twice on the Injury Table and take the lower result.
You’re harassed and a local criminal gang ruins your life. Gain the gang as an Enemy.
A lack of interstellar trade costs you your job. Suffer -1 SOC.
Your business is investigated by Imperial authorities, or your colony suffers interference from
off-world interests.

11
12

Disaster! Roll on the Mishap table but you are not ejected from this career.
Political upheaval strikes your world and you are caught up in the unrest. Throw Advocate
8+, Explosives 8+, or Streetwise 8+.

If you cooperate with the shutdown of the business or colony, gain +1DM to the Qualification
check for your next career as a reward for your assistance, but gain an Enemy in the leader of
the business or colony.

13

6

If you hamper the investigation, gain an Ally as the shutdown happens despite your best efforts.
A rebel assault, Imperial attack, or natural disaster throws your life into chaos. Roll Survival
8+ or Streetwise 8+.

Succeed, and you were on the winning side. Gain a +2DM to your next Advancement roll.

14
15

If you succeed, increase the skill used by 1 level as you flee the planet.
7

8
9
10
11
12

If you fail, roll on the Injury Table whilst leaving the planet.
You awaken in the back room of a disreputable cantina with a gap in your memory as to what
happened. When you return home, you find have been dismissed from your career for missing
2 weeks of work. Gain a Secret (from you).
One of your co-workers develops a hatred of you and sabotages your career. Gain a Rival.
You expose or are part of a scandal of some sort. Gain a Secret.
Unsafe working practices cause the closure of your workplace and the financial ruin of
your employers.
A new technological advance causes your role to become redundant, forcing you out of your
occupation. Suffer -1 SOC.
Injured. Roll on the Injury Table

Fail, and your side lost. You suffer a -2DM on your next Survival roll.
You gain experience in a technical field as a computer operator or surveyor. Gain one of
Electronics (Comms), Electronics (Computers), Electronics (Sensors), or Engineer (electronics).
You become a notable figure in your local place of worship or charitable institution. Gain
either a Contact or +1 SOC.
Conflict breaks out and you are amongst the civilian population who must do what they can
to survive. Roll 1d6:
1

You are drafted into a militia unit. Gain one of Gun Combat (Any), Medic, Melee (Any) or
Tactics (military).

2

As part of a hastily raised militia unit you are forced to defend your home. Roll Gun
Combat (Any) 8+ or Melee (Any 8+.
Success means that the enemy is driven off and you gain 1 level in the skill you used.
Failure means you must roll on the Injury Table and lose your Benefit roll for this term as
your home is burnt to the ground.

3

You are under suspicion of being a spy for the opposing forces. Gain an Enemy in your accuser.

4

You are drafted into an operations unit where you are expected to support the front line
troops. Gain one of Drive (Any), Flyer (Any), Mechanic, or Medic.

5

You spend your time attempting to avoid the forces of both sides who each prey upon
the civilian population. Gain one of Deception, Persuade, Recon, or Stealth.

6.
16
21
22
23
24
25
26

You join a charitable organization helping out any in need of aid on both sides of the
conflict. Gain 1d3 Contacts from those you are able to assist.
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
Your hard work causes jealousy amongst your co-workers. Gain 1d3 Rivals.
You are sent on a training course to hone your skills. Increase any Service Skill by 1.
As a result of your desire to add spice to your humdrum existence, you become addicted to Spice.
You either suffer -1 END or lose your Benefit for this term before you finally kick the habit.
In an effort to reduce your stress levels, you start exploring your creative side. Gain Art (Any).
You become involved with someone who has just left a very bad relationship. Although what
you have doesn’t last, your former lover’s ex fixates on you. Gain an Enemy.
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
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31

Your talent and resourcefulness is recognized by your superiors. Gain a +2DM to your next
Advancement roll.
A business opportunity comes your way. Roll any Service Skill 8+.

55

Your employers set up an office on an alien world and you are one of the staff selected to
work there. Gain one of Carouse, Diplomat, Space Science (Xenology), or Language (Any).
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
You’re selected for management training and take to it quite well. Gain Leadership 1.
You befriend a superior and gain a Contact. You also gain either Diplomat 1 or a +4DM to your
next Advancement roll.
You lead a full social life and are very popular. Gain Carouse 1 and 1d3 Contacts.
You are involved in a major industrial accident. Roll 1d6:

32

If you succeed you gain a +1DM to your Benefit roll for this term.
33
34
35
36
41
42
43
44
45

If you fail, suffer a -1DM to your Benefit roll this term.
You are given advanced training in a specialized field. Throw EDU 10+ to gain any Advanced
Education skill at level 1.
You become politically active, gaining both friends and enemies in the political sphere. Gain
1d3 Contacts and 1d3 Rivals.
Your business expands or your colony thrives. Gain a +1DM to one Benefit roll.
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
You gain an inheritance from a reclusive aunt. Gain an additional Cash Benefit roll immediately.
You spend a lot of time maintaining and using heavy vehicles as part of your job. Gain one of
Drive (Any), Mechanic, Engineer (Any), or Flyer (Any).
Things have gotten rough in your neighborhood and you need protection. Gain a Weapon
(pistol) immediately.
Your employer posts good results, paying you a sizable bonus. Gain an additional Cash
Benefit roll.
You are caught in a labor demonstration or strike that turns violent. Roll Melee (Any) 8+ or
Stealth 8+ to escape injury.
Succeed, and the close shave improves your ability to avoid such problems in the future increase the skill used by 1.

46
51

Fail, and you must roll on the Injury Table.
Life Event. Roll on the Life Events table.
You are forced to choose sides between two executives or local government officials.

56
61
62
63
64

1

You are badly injured but make a full recovery. Your employer pays for your complete
rehabilitation and you gain a cybernetic implant.

2

You save the life of one of your colleagues, dragging him to safety after the accident.
Gain an Ally.

3

You are feted for your efforts to reduce the effects of the disaster. Gain an extra Benefit
for this term as your employer rewards you for your good work.

4

You are hailed as the hero of the hour by the public. Gain +1 SOC.

5

In the aftermath of the disaster you are one of those who are used as a scapegoat.
Suffer -1 SOC.

6
65
66

You are blamed by the family of one of the victims for the death of their loved one. Gain
an Enemy.
You are interviewed for a news program. You milk your 15 minutes of fame for all it is worth.
Gain +1 SOC.
Your diligence and hard work are recognized. You are automatically promoted.

An Ally or Contact becomes a Rival.
52
53
54

If you have no Contacts or Allies you gain an Enemy.
A relative is revealed to be a notable criminal, causing you no end of grief. Suffer -1 SOC, but
gain 1d3 Contacts, as dubious figures want to get to know you better.
You consider yourself quite the outdoorsman in your spare time. Gain one of Animals (Any),
Recon, Survival, or Gun Combat (Any).
You become a victim of a local criminal gang.
If you help authorities bring the criminals to justice you gain an Enemy (Criminal Syndicate)
and a Contact (Law Enforcement).
If you do nothing you lose any Benefits for this term, but gain Streetwise.
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LIFE EVENTS
d66 EVENT
11
12
13
14
15
16
21
22
23

24
25
26
31
32
33
34
35
36
41
42
43
44
45
46

Sickness. You contract a serious illness. Reduce your STR, END, or DEX by 1.
Birth. Someone close to you gives birth, or is born. You are involved in some fashion (father or
mother, relative, godparent, etc.).
New Relationship. You become involved in a romantic relationship.
Improved Relationship. A romantic relationship involving you deepens, possibly leading to
marriage or some other emotional commitment.
Ending of a Relationship. A romantic relationship involving you ends.
Contact. You spend time in a social setting and gain a new Contact.
Betrayal. A close friend betrays you in some fashion. If you have any Contacts or Allies,
convert one into a Rival or Enemy. Otherwise, gain a Rival or an Enemy.
Travel. You move to another world, filled with new opportunities. Gain a +2DM to your next
Qualification roll if you choose to change careers as a result.
Good Fortune. You come into money unexpectedly, have a lifelong dream come true, get a
holo-vid published, or have some other stroke of good luck. Gain a +2DM to any one Cash
Benefit roll from your current career.
Crime. You commit a crime, are accused of a crime, or are the victim of a crime. Lose one
Benefit roll or suffer -1 SOC.
Accident. You’re injured in the course of carrying out your career. Roll on the Injury table, but
your current employer covers 75% of any recovery costs.
Death. Someone close to you dies (friend, lover, family member, etc.).
Ally. You go through a life or death situation and come out the other side with a true friend for life.
Eager Apprentice. After learning at the side of a master of their craft, you gain a new Skill of
your choice at 1.
Retirement. Either you or someone you know retires from their career. If you choose to do so
it happens immediately, but you gain +1DM to all Benefit rolls in this career.
New Career. You decide to embark on the next chapter of your life. You must muster out of your
current career, but you then automatically qualify for any non-military or non-Force career path.
Thrill Seeker. You either decide or are coerced into trying something incredibly risky (Pod
racing, sky diving, Wookie wrestling, etc.). Roll on the Injury table but gain +1 SOC.
Awards. You are recognized for your accomplishments in your career. Gain a Benefit roll.
Mentor. You impart some of your hard-earned knowledge to a youngster. Gain Leadership 1.
Investments. Putting money away for a rainy day pays off and you gain 2d6 x 1,000 $ in returns.
Rivalry. After besting one of your Rivals, he/she decides to up the ante and becomes an
Enemy. If you don’t have a Rival, gain one.
Education. You spend considerable time attending classes, studying computer training
programs, or engaging in some other form of advanced education. Gain +1 EDU.
Religion. You gain a passionate interest in one of the many religions in the galaxy. You become a
member of their organization (with any associated benefits), but lose 1 Benefit role as your tithe.
Unknown Lineage. You find out that one of your parents is not genetically related to you.
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51

66

52

53
54

55
56
61

62
63

64
65

Fame. You become famous for something you have done. Gain +1 SOC, but no matter what else
you do in life, this is the thing for which you’re known.
Military Action. You are swept up in an Imperial conscription drive. Your career ends (with all
benefits) and you must enlist in the Imperial Army next turn. “Fortunately” you automatically qualify.
IF you are already in the Imperial Forces, you are immediately promoted.
Easy Money. You have the chance to make some credits in a less-than-legal way. Gain 2 Cash
Benefit rolls, but a Bounty is placed on your head as a result.
The Enemy of My Enemy. You and one of your enemies join forces when faced with a situation
that threatens you both. After resolving the matter, you gain enough respect for each other to
change your status to Rivals. If you don’t have an Enemy, gain an Ally who helped you through
the aforementioned difficulty.
Secret. You uncover something that would be of great interest to any number of organizations. You
can sell it to the highest bidder, gaining 2d6 x 5,000$ or keep it in your back pocket for later.
Adoption. Either you adopt a younger sentient being or are adopted by an older sentient being.
Informant. You turn over incriminating files against a Rival or Enemy to the Imperial
Inquisitors, removing them from your life. If you don’t already have one, gain a Rival or an
Enemy as you turn the files in.
Natural Disaster. You are caught in a massive earthquake, tornado, flood, sand storm, etc. As a
result of the cataclysm you gain an Ally, an Enemy, a Benefit roll, and must roll on the Injury table.
Incurable Disease. You have an illness for which there is no known remedy. The effects are
mild until they become rapidly debilitating. At the end of every term (or every 4 play sessions),
roll 2d6. On a 2 the disease strikes, reducing your STR, END, and DEX each by 3. Of course, if
only a cure could be found…
Downsized. Your career suddenly ends and there is no work to be found. Muster out
immediately and spend the next term in the Drifter career.
Inheritance. You unexpectedly inherit. Roll 1d6:
1–3

Unusual Event. Roll 1d6:
1
Force Powers. You encounter a user of the Force. You may immediately test
for Force Potential and, if you qualify, may take a Force career in your next term.
2
Aliens. You spend time amongst an alien race. Gain Science (Xenology) and a
Contact amongst them.
3
Alien Artifact. You have a strange and unusual device from an alien culture
that is not normally available to your species.
4
Secret.

5
Inner Circle. You briefly came into contact with the highest echelons of the
Imperium – Imperial Intelligence, a Moff, or perhaps the Emperor.
6
Forbidden technology. You have something the Empire and/or Rebels wants to
either control or destroy.

You gain deed and title to a customized land speeder.

4–6
You have been left with a crushing debt. You owe 3d6 x 10,000 $ to a
financial institution or loan shark.
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THE DRAFT
You may attempt to enlist in one career each term if you are not continuing with an existing
career. If you fail to qualify for a new career, you have two options. You can either apply
to the Draft and be randomly sent into on of several services, or you may spend that term
travelling through Charted Space as a purposeless Drifter.

1d6 CAREER (SPECIALTY)
1
2
3
4
5
6

Imperial Army (Infantry)
Imperial Navy Crewman (Planetary)
Imperial Navy Aquatic (Surface Fleet)
Mercenary (Guerilla)
Scouts (Courier)
Agent (Law Enforcement)

You may only enter the Draft once. You may, however, be sent back into a creer where
you formerly served. If this occurs, you re-enlist at your former Rank, but the number of
accumulated terms used for calculation of Benefits resets.
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NAVAL EVENTS
2d6 EVENT

2d6 EVENT

2

11

3

4
5

6

7

8
9
10

Just a Flesh Wound. Shrapnel or errant blaster fire grazes you. Roll twice on the Injury table,
choosing the higher result.
Special Mission. You are assigned a secret mission and work in conjunction with Imperial
Intelligence. The mission goes off without a hitch, but something from the mission may show
up during the campaign.
New Rival. Someone onboard ship or encountered while serving this term takes a strong
dislike to you and becomes a Rival.
Shore Leave. During a period of liberty, you have a curious and memorable encounter with a
civilian. To determine the nature of this encounter, roll 1d6.
1
Artistic
2
Romantic
3
Alien
4
Criminal
5
Conspiracy
6
Bounty Hunter
New Contact. You pick up a new contact. Roll 1d6.

12

Medal of Honor. You are engaged in a massive fleet action. Roll Tactics (naval) 10+. If you
succeed, you are awarded the citation for Meritorious Performance of Duties and an additional
Benefit roll. If you roll 13+, you are awarded a Medal for Conspicuous Gallantry and gain 2
additional Benefit rolls.
Unusual Event. Something odd has occurred. Roll 1d6.
1
One of your crewmates is secretly Force sensitive and offers to train you. You
may immediately test for Force Potential and, if you qualify, you may take a Force career in
your next term.
2
You are framed for a crime and imprisoned for the remainder of this term.
When you are released you are ejected from the Navy but may join any Mercenary career next
term with a +4DM to qualify.
3
Your ship disastrously mis-jumps and you have to make a long voyage home
without benefit of hyper drive. Increase your age by 4 years and roll on your Service Skills table.
4
You uncover evidence of a conspiracy within the Navy. If you join them, you
leave the Navy with no Benefits and automatically qualify for any Rogue career next term.

1–2
Civilian
3–4
NCO
5
Superior Officer
6
Force Sensitive
Cross Training. You receive training with another branch of the Imperial Navy. Roll on any
Service Skill table besides your own. You may join this branch next term with a +4DM to
enlistment if you meet the requirements.
Extra Training. Gain a level in any one skill from your specialist Assignment table.
Lifesaver. You save the life of a crewman who becomes a lifelong friend. Gain a new Ally.
Holding Action. You are onboard a transport that holds off a vastly superior hostile force for
a prolonged period of time before relief arrives. This action results in all of the crew being
recognized within the Imperial Navy and amongst the wider population. Gain +1 SOC and a
+1DM to a Benefit roll from this career.

If you reveal their existence, gain +2DM to your next Advancement roll and 1d3 Enemies.
5
You are captured and interrogated by agents of an underworld cartel. You
manage to escape – or did they let you go?
6
You find a small fighter floating in deep space with a pilot of unknown species
dead behind the controls. The ship seems to be in working order, however. You neglect to
mention it in your official reports, docking it at a shadow port for your personal use at a later
time. Gain a Light Fighter class ship.
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2d6 EVENT

2d6 EVENT

2

12

3

4

5

6

7
8

9
10

11

Just a Flesh Wound. You are slightly wounded in combat. Roll twice on the Injury table,
choosing the higher result.
Heartfelt Confession. Someone close to you, likely within your unit, is fatally wounded and
dies in your arms. Whilst dying, he or she confesses something previously unknown to you;
gain a Secret.
Double-cross. Someone on your side is revealed as a turncoat in the heat of battle, causing
tension within the unit. Paranoia and distrust exists in the ranks for some time to come. Gain
an Enemy.
Impressive Scar. You were wounded by an alien weapon that left a strange scar on your face
or neck. It doesn’t hurt anymore, but it does give you a rough exterior that is usually difficult
to ignore.
Camaraderie. You become very close to the other members of your unit and such fraternity is
rewarded with unquestioning acceptance. If you choose to remain in the same career path and
Assignment next term, you do not need to roll for Survival.
Lifesaver. You save a member of your unit’s life and gain an Ally.
Weapon Cache. You stumble upon a stockpile of weaponry and armaments. When no one
is looking you manage to claim a piece of the find for yourself. Gain an additional Armor or
Weapon Benefit when you muster out.
Employment Offer. A potential private employer approaches you, and your unit is set up with
an easy contract. Gain a +1DM to your next Survival roll.
Heroic Stand. You are caught alone in a firefight and you hold off an enemy force for a
prolonged period of time, maintaining a vital strategic position. You are awarded the citation
for Meritorious Performance of Duties and gain +2DM to your next Advancement roll.
Trouble with Authorities. Your unit is arrested and detained for supposed illegal activities.
Lose 1 Benefit roll or suffer -1 SOC.

Unusual Event. Something odd has occurred. Roll 1d6.
1
That Funny Feeling. You encounter a Force sensitive officer who offers to
spend some time with you. You may immediately test for Force Potential and, if you qualify,
may take a Force career in your next term.
2
Alien Mercs. You are saddled with a small unit of alien mercenaries for a few
tickets. Gain Science (xenology) and a Contact amongst an alien race.
3
Military Black Market. A smuggler who has some advanced technology for
sale cheap, approaches you. You may choose any piece of high-tech personal equipment (as
approved by the Referee) instead of any one Benefit roll.
4
your memory.

5
Award. The government or organization you were serving publicly heralds you
and your unit. This ruins your anonymity, but you gain +1 SOC.
6
Ancient Weaponry. You discovered a weapon older than the Empire. Now, if
you could only figure out how to use it.
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ODD JOBS
There are some jobs that every traveller does at one time or another. Transporting freight
from one world to another, mercenaries for hire, bodyguards or tour guides for a bored
noble, searching for a lost ship — exciting and profitable stuff!
Then there are the odd jobs. The jobs you do when you are desperate for credits — the
ones you take when you can’t find anything else. The jobs you never talk of again. Each odd
job is described according to the following template:

d66 ODD JOB
SALVAGE TEAM

11

SKILLS REQUIRED: Mechanic, Vacc Suit
PATRON: Grendel Thorn, Scrapper

JOB NUMBER AND TITLE: Jobs are numbered from 11 to 66, so the Referee can roll

DESCRIPTION: The wreck of an old 800–ton freighter, the Unsung, is in orbit. The jump drives
and other key components have already been stripped but there are still thousands
of kilometers of fiber-optic cabling, super-conductive power cables, jump gridding,
computer terminals and other salvageable parts. The ship lacks full life support,
gravity and power; here’s a breather and a crowbar, salvage what you can. Oh, the
ship will hit the atmosphere and start burning up in a few weeks.

SKILLS REQUIRED: What skills are required to complete the job with the least difficulty.

REWARD: 500$/week (500$ if during character generation. DOUBLE credits if character has
one of the listed skills).

d66 to find a random odd job. Jobs 11–26 are associated with starports or space travel; jobs
31–46 are industrial or rural and jobs 51–66 are just strange.

The characters do not necessarily have to have these skills, but they will be useful.

COMPLICATIONS: The Unsung has a secret...

PATRON: Who contacts the character about the jobs.

1

The Unsung was a former smuggler ship and there is still valuable cargo hidden
in a concealed compartment. A band of smugglers knows this and intends to
retrieve the cargo.

2

The Unsung’s jump drives actually weren’t removed and a random fluke in the
ship’s decaying power plant causes it to misjump with the salvage team on
board.

3

One of the Unsung’s crew is still stowing away on board the wrecked ship. He
is looking for some hidden treasure on board, such as a jump map to a rich
asteroid belt or treasure cache. He is the ghost on board the ship.

4

There is a literal ghost on board – the psychic echo of a former crewman who
was killed by pirates. Force-sensitive characters may be influenced by this echo.

5

The Unsung is not quite as badly damaged as it first appears and has not been
as thoroughly stripped as Thorn believes; patch the holes in the hull, fix the
fried computer and fill up the fuel tanks and you might be able to fly her again.
Do the characters want to try stealing the wreck?

6

Grendel Thorn made a slight miscalculation when he plotted the Unsung orbit.
The ship hits the atmosphere and begins re-entry with the characters on board...

DESCRIPTION: What the job entails.
REWARD: The credit reward for the job, per Player Character.
COMPLICATIONS: A list of six optional complications to turn an odd job into an adventure.
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CONCESSION STAND

STARPORT SECURITY

13

SKILLS REQUIRED: Broker, Persuade, Streetwise

SKILLS REQUIRED: Investigate, Melee (Any), Recon

PATRON: Alecca Broom, Trader

PATRON: Varo Moll, Starport Security Chief

DESCRIPTION: Alecca has a 50–year lease on a booth in the starport’s main concourse, which
she sublets to other traders. Unfortunately, the last trader she rented the booth to
was arrested for fraud and one of the obscure clauses in her lease states that the
booth has to be occupied for at least 95% of the year. She needs a business—any
business—to occupy the booth for a few weeks while she finds a real tenant.

DESCRIPTION: The characters will patrol the starport, looking for trouble. Their duties include
dealing with rowdy drunks in the starport bar, watching for pickpockets and petty
thieves, patrolling the edge of the port district and hangars and generally keeping
order.

REWARD: Whatever profit the characters make, plus 100$/week (1d6 x 100$ if during
character generation. DOUBLE credits if character has one of the listed skills).

REWARD: 750$/week (500$ if during character generation. DOUBLE credits if character has
one of the listed skills).
COMPLICATIONS:

COMPLICATIONS:

1

A gang of thieves intends to steal a ship from the starport hangars. The thieves’
plan is to cut through the starport fence, start a fire near the fuel storage tanks
and then break into the hangar while the guards are distracted by the blaze.

2

Weapons are banned in the starport bar for everyone, including security guards.
A brawl breaks out involving a Wookiee...

3

A local religious or political group starts protesting just outside the starport,
complaining about the influence of off-worlders. The planetary government
supports their right to protest but the starport wants them gone. How do the
characters deal with this?

It is a front for an organized crime syndicate all right, but Broom had no idea
what was going on. The previous tenant had the connections to organized crime.
The Hutt syndicate contacts the characters—their contacts from off world know
to come to this booth at the starport, so they need the characters to play along.

4

A freighter carrying refugees from a war–torn world arrives. The starport
authorities need the characters to keep order until they can process their
applications for sanctuary. How do the characters deal with hundreds of
terrified, sick and starving people?

5

The starport is attacked by terrorists, protesting against some Imperial or
government policy.

5

6

The business is too successful and promises to make the characters a lot of
money but Broom has already found another tenant to take over the booth.
What do the characters do?

A scout ship arrives in orbit and is brought to the starport. The lone scout on
board is in a coma; something poisoned him and he obviously barely escaped
with his life. What if that same danger is now loose on the starport?

6

A smuggler band is using the starport to fence goods. They offer to cut the
characters in on the action if they ‘overlook’ a few shipments.

1

One of the other traders in the starport covets Broom’s lease and will sabotage
whatever business the characters come up with.

2

There is a remarkably annoying and officious health inspector at the starport
named Steanus Chwat, who will poke his nose into whatever the characters are
doing.

3

Broom is actually running a front for an organized crime syndicate; whatever
the character’s business is, it will be visited by shady characters with smuggled
goods.

4
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VERMIN CONTROL

ALIEN HOSTS

15

SKILLS REQUIRED: Animals, Electronics (Sensors), Melee (Any)

SKILLS REQUIRED: Diplomat, Science (Xenology), Steward

PATRON: Captain Rorik, Freighter Captain

PATRON: Starport Administrator Olin Ward

DESCRIPTION: Some species of vermin thrive on spacecraft. Even a 100–ton scout has
hundreds of miles of corridors, access tubes, pipes, cargo spaces and other places for
them to hide. Creatures like Womp Rats pose a problem to a ship—they can damage
cargo and supplies, but worse, they breathe, putting extra stress on the life support
systems. The pests must be removed! Chemical sprays are not always effective—a
tramp trader from a distant system might carry a weird alien vermin that is immune
to conventional poisons. Sometimes, the only way to get rid of the bugs is to hunt
them down.

DESCRIPTION: A trade route opened up recently between the Empire and a previously
xenophobic alien polity. The starport is expecting a flood of alien visitors, many
of whom will not be familiar with human customs and beliefs. The characters look
trustworthy—can they keep the alien visitors out of trouble?
REWARD: 400$/week (Gain an Alien Contact if during character creation).
COMPLICATIONS:
1

The alien visitors are honor-bound warriors from an ancient Sith culture who
take offence easily. Unless the characters intercede, the starport will be littered
with corpses hacked apart in honor duels.

2

The alien visitors have trouble distinguishing between one human and another.
You all look the same to us.

3

The visitors are actually scouting the starport’s defenses for an invasion.

REWARD: 250$/day (250$ if during character generation. DOUBLE credits if character has
one of the listed skills).
COMPLICATIONS:
1

The vermin are hunting spiders the size of a man’s hand. They are also
poisonous, with fangs that can punch through a Stormtrooper’s armor.

2

The vermin are a colony of insects that breed at prodigious rates. There is a
nest containing hundreds of thousands of bugs somewhere on the ship...

4

The aliens are all slightly Force-sensitive telepathic and find human emotions
painful and wildly uncontrolled.

3

The vermin are carrying a dangerous disease. If the characters are infected,
they will have to be quarantined.

5

One of the aliens wishes to defect and needs help escaping from his companions
and minders.

4

The vermin are actually the ship’s cargo—they were intended as pets, but they
have escaped. The characters need to hunt down the cute fuzzy-wuzzy things
without killing them.

6

The aliens are being stalked by an assassin, an agent of their government
opposed to further contact with humans.

5

The vermin are actually sentient; they have a hive mind. They wandered onto
the ship without understanding that they were doing and are terrified.

6

There are no vermin on the ship—there is actually a stowaway on board.
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CUSTOMS INSPECTORS

MEDTECHS

21

SKILLS REQUIRED: Investigate, Electronics (Sensors), Recon

SKILLS REQUIRED: Medic, Persuade

PATRON: Customs Officer Cabreak (Imperial Navy)

PATRON: Starport Administrator Theyd Alin

DESCRIPTION: The starport is seeing a marked increase in traffic and the existing customs
officials cannot cope with the number of ships coming through. The characters will
be employed to search ships for concealed cargo spaces and contraband goods.
Officially, they are supposed to call in the actual bonded customs agents whenever a
problem arises.

DESCRIPTION: When a big transport ship comes through, it brings hundreds of passengers.
All of them required to present medical papers or undergo medical examinations.
A medic is needed to question or examine passengers, but the starport’s medical
staff is severely overworked. In addition to medics, counselors are needed to calm
disturbed or terrified people who are suffering from the confines of extended space
travel.

REWARD: 700$/week (Choice of Weapon if during character generation).
COMPLICATIONS:
1

A smuggler tires to bribe the characters, offering them 5,000$ if they report
that his ship is clean.

2

As above but it is actually a test by Cabreak, to see if the characters are honest.

3

While the characters are on board a ship, they discover that the captain has left
the security system offline. The characters could steal the ship with ease...

4

REWARD: 250$/week (250$ if during character generation. DOUBLE credits if character has
one of the listed skills).
COMPLICATIONS:
1

One of the passengers being transported is an extremely dangerous criminal,
a serial killer with Force powers. He is encased in carbonite and should only be
revived in a maximum security prison. Unfortunately, the ship’s manifest was
damaged and no-one is quite sure where his container is...

An organized crime syndicate targets one of the characters’ Contacts, Allies
or family members, planning to kidnap the target and use them as leverage to
force the characters to let contraband through.

2

The characters come across a passenger who died in the lower berths of the
transport. Strangely, his identity papers show him to be a minor noble with a
significant line of credit. One of the character could masquerade as this noble...

5

A freighter captain panics and jettisons his cargo in orbit while the characters
are on board. Hundreds of tons of freight are now plummeting into the
atmosphere. What do the characters do?

3

According to the manifest, a small stateroom has been booked by the same
occupant for over 70 years. New health regulations require the passenger to
update his medical records and be interviewed.

6

In the course of an inspection, the characters find something unusual on board—
not illegal, but very unusual or suspicious.

4

A passenger in the lower berths is actually a drug smuggler; his body is pumped
full of drugs that will be extracted after his death. He is not supposed to
survive.

5

The outer seal in an outer berth has been deliberately sabotaged. Amongst the
dead occupants was the agent of a trading corporation. Who killed her and why?

6

One of the character’s Enemies is going through a decontamination procedure!
All it would take to remove this long-running for is the flick of a switch to
release select toxic gases into the chamber...
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TGG STRINGERS

LINER CREW

23

SKILLS REQUIRED: Art (Writing), Electronics (Comms), Investigate

SKILLS REQUIRED: Diplomat, Mechanic, Steward

PATRON: The Galactic Guide

PATRON: Mon Calamari Star Cruises

DESCRIPTION: Amongst travelers, The Galactic Guide is one of the most respected and
widely—read publications in the Empire. Assembled from the reports of readers and
journalists, TGG prides itself on being an indispensable guide to known space. Lately,
though, the editors have seen few reports from this subsector, so they intend to hire
a few amateur stringers to file reports from the worlds they visit.

DESCRIPTION: A massive cruiser, the Starview, docks at the starport. She is one of the biggest
and most luxurious passenger liners in the whole Empire. Several of her stewards
and other staff have fallen ill, so the characters have an opportunity to work on
board a prestigious starliner.

REWARD: 5,000$/article (1,000$ if during character generation. DOUBLE credits if the
character has one of the listed skills).

REWARD: 2,500$/month (1,250$ if during character generation. DOUBLE credits if the
character has one of the listed skills).
COMPLICATIONS:

COMPLICATIONS:
1

TGG has seen few reports from this subsector because of an official news
blackout. The Imperial navy has discovered something unusual and they have
ordered no information be released out of the subsector.

2

A corporation approaches the characters, offering them a bribe if they will
report favorably on the corporation’s increasingly disastrous effort to terraform
a border world. The corporation is trying to attract settlers to the planet.

3

TGG sends the characters a packet of tickets for bizarre tourist attractions
across the subsector; they need to review attractions like the Sector’s Largest
Ball of Monofilament Wire or the birthplace of some long-forgotten noble, where
the Noble’s brain is kept in storage and rubbed for good luck.

4

A pirate band targets the characters, planning to force them to write articles
that will attract vulnerable passenger traffic to an out-of-the-way system.

5

A trade group in this subsector took offence at a TGG article and has dispatched
agents to assassinate any Galactic Guide journalists they find.

6

A recent TGG article filed by another stringer contained military secrets. The
characters are suspected of having access to secret information and an ISB
Agent starts spying on them to learn how they breached security. The only way
they can clear their name is by finding that other journalist.
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1

A band of Ine Givar terrorists attacks the ship, holding the rich passengers hostage.

2

The characters are assigned to serve one particularly troublesome passenger, a
rich twit named Witerote Bores. He recently quarreled with his manservant and
is traveling alone and has a habit of getting into amusing scrapes and confusing
situations.

3

One of the passengers is targeted by an assassin, who plans to infiltrate the
stewards.

4

Captain Upbrac of the Starview is a tyrant who mistreats his crew. Do the
characters stand up to his demands?

5

The characters discover that the Starview is about to suffer an accident for the
insurance, the engines having been rigged to fail at a critical moment, sending
the ship sailing into the sun. There is no danger to the passengers, who can flee
in the lifeboats—but if the characters hide and can effect repairs, they might be
able to steal the whole liner.

6

The Starview mis-jumps and crashes on a jungle world. The characters and
passengers need to survive until rescued.
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CANTINA STAFF

UNDERCOVER AGENTS

25

SKILLS REQUIRED: Carouse, Steward, Streetwise

SKILLS REQUIRED: Deception, Investigate, Stealth

PATRON: Derk the Bartender

PATRON: Undersecretary Molder, Imperial Ministry of Trade

DESCRIPTION: Serve drinks, clean up messes, and keep the customers happy.

DESCRIPTION: The Ministry of Trade suspects that the starport has fallen under the influence
of criminal gangs and smugglers. Worse, the officials assigned to the starport cannot
be trusted and may be corrupt, so Undersecretary Molder must work outside the
normal guidelines. He hires the characters to spy on the starport and report back.

REWARD: 100$/night (200$ if during character generation. TRIPLE credits if the character
has one of the listed skills).
COMPLICATIONS:

REWARD: 5,000$ plus transport there and back (Choice of weapon or armor if during
character generation).

1

Bounty Hunter. DRUNK Bounty Hunter.

2

An old belter wanders into the cantina and drunkenly tells the characters about
a ‘ghost ship’ that jumps into the system on moonless nights. Well, not moonless
nights, obviously, but only rarely. Anyway, it is a ghost ship. Really it is. He will
even tell the characters where to find it if they give him another drink.

COMPLICATIONS:
1

The starport isn’t corrupt—the whole planet is. The planetary government is
being bribed by the criminal syndicates to permit the whole world to be used as
a free port for illegal goods and pirate ships.

2

The planetary economy has collapsed and it’s only by dealing in illegal goods
that the government can stave off collapse. If the characters report what
they’ve found, they will doom the planet to chaos.

3

The starport officials are indeed corrupt—and they have their own spies in the
Ministry of Trade. They know the characters are coming and will offer to cut a
deal with them. Tell Molder that everything is fine and they will get paid.

3

A prissy health inspector threatens to close the cantina down. Actually
cleaning the place is impossible—the dirt here is so old it is of archaeological
significance—so the characters will need to find some other way of dealing with
the problem.

4

‘Make me a Trandoshan Sunburst ’ demands the drunken noble. The computer
has no record of such a cocktail. What do the characters do?

5

A corporation offers the characters a bonus if they can sell their new drink to
the cantina’s clientele.

4

6

While in the cantina, the characters overhear a shadowy patron offer a job to a
group of Travellers. Do the characters try to steal someone else’s plot hook?

As above, but why bother paying the characters when they can be eliminated in
a convenient accident?

5

Molder is actually a former citizen of this world; he hates the planetary
government and is trying to cause trouble by having the starport shut down.

6

Nothing unusual is going on; someone is feeding false information back to
Molder. Why?
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PATRONS

NERF HERDERS

31

SKILLS REQUIRED: Broker, Carouse, Deception

SKILLS REQUIRED: Animals (Handling), Survival, Drive (Hover)

PATRON: Any

PATRON: Farmer Ezakhel

DESCRIPTION: Some days, it seems like every starport bar has a mysterious figure lurking in a
corner, looking for a bunch of ‘ethically challenged merchants’ or mercs for hire. This
patron might be an eccentric noble, a corporate agent, another merchant, a spy, a
revolutionary, a prophet, an alien, or a madman. Anyway, even the mysterious figure
in the corner needs to take a break sometimes and so the patron wants to delegate
his mission to the Player Characters. They get to sit in the starport bar and offer jobs
to other groups of adventurers.

DESCRIPTION: Nerfs are a species of antlered, herbivorous mammal found all across the
galaxy. They are quadrupeds characterized by their four, curved horns and shaggy
coats of fur. A farmer has a herd of some 10,000 Nerf that need to be moved to their
winter feeding grounds. This means he needs a lot of farmhands to zip around the
range on speederbikes herding the beasts.

REWARD: 5,000$ if the Player Characters find a suitable group of adventurers (Gain a
Contact if during character generation).

COMPLICATIONS:

REWARD: 200$/week (200$ if during character generation. Gain a used speederbike if
character has Drive (Hover) skill).

COMPLICATIONS:
1

The patron wants absolute discretion—the Player Characters must find a way to
test the loyalty of applicants.

2

The mission requires considerable combat skills, so the applicants must prove
themselves under fire first.

3

The mission is technically illegal—the characters need to find applicants who are
willing to break the law.

4

The applicants are extremely paranoid and mistrust everything the characters say.

5

The applicants are a bizarre mismatched group of ex-military officers, burnedout scouts and apparently insane aliens, all of whom hate each other.

6

The patron vanishes—if the applicants complete the mission, they will come
looking for payment from the characters.
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1

Nerf rustlers are stealing animals using an armed hover skid.

2

A local landowner objects to the Nerf herd crossing his land, as he fears the
voracious creatures will destroy his crops.

3

A damaged spacecraft plunges through the atmosphere over the herd, causing a
huge stampede.

4

The herd won’t move. No amount of the usual prodding seems to work.

5

These Nerf are actually genetically engineered by a corporation for faster
growth. A rival corporation wants samples of their DNA.

6

As above but ‘faster growth’ ends up meaning ‘carnivorous monsters’.
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MINERS
SKILLS REQUIRED: Mechanic, Profession (Belter)

SKILLS REQUIRED: Athletics (END), Medic, Science (Biology), Science (Genetics), Science
(Xenology)

PATRON: The Mining Guild
DESCRIPTION: Many worlds have rare and precious commodities for the taking. Whether
a planet with water locked in its polar ice caps or minerals found on desolate
asteroids, untold riches are waiting to be found beneath the surface.
REWARD: 500$/week (500$ if during character generation. DOUBLE credits if the character
has one of the listed skills).
COMPLICATIONS:
1
2
3

4

MORE ALIEN HOSTS

33

The local Guild chapter has an extremely lax safety regimen. The characters will
be exposed to dangerous conditions.

PATRON: Alderaanian Biological Research Institute
DESCRIPTION: The research corporation has discovered a fascinating new life-form, an alien
parasite that thrives in living flesh. They need a few volunteers to be implanted with
parasite embryos so they can study the creature’s lifecycle.
REWARD: 5,000$ once the study is complete (5,000$ if during character generation, but
suffer effect 1 as below).
COMPLICATIONS:

The miners complain about poor conditions and low pay and plan to go on strike.
Do the players support this industrial action?
A pirate band plans to use a hollowed-out asteroid as a base. Do the characters
report these thieves to the authorities or take a cut of the profits as hush
money?
A moonquake causes one of the mines to collapse, trapping the characters deep
underground in freezing conditions.

5

The characters discover an eccentric hermit, living in the ice caves. The hermit
objects to his home being melted away from under him.

6

There is something buried beneath the ground...
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1

The erupting alien bugs do no long-term physical damage, but leave numerous
distinctive scars.

2

The alien bugs cause insanity and hallucinations.

3

The corporation wants the alien bugs smuggled through Imperial cordons.

4

The corporation vanishes before the bugs are removed; something about illegal
experiments in genetically engineered killing machines. If the characters report
this to the authorities, they will be arrested too.

5

The bugs reproduce quickly. The characters are walking plague vectors.

6

The bugs are symbiotic, giving the characters enhanced abilities, but also
warping them over time.
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SPICE GATHERS

WEEDKILLERS

35

SKILLS REQUIRED: Recon, Profession (Hydroponics), Survival

SKILLS REQUIRED: Athletics (STR), Recon, Science (Biology)

PATRON: Sebolto

PATRON: SoroSuub Corporation

DESCRIPTION: Spice is slang for euphoric hallucinogens harvested from various planets and
other sources, such as dry river-beds or mines. They must be gathered by hand or
using basic tools, as industrialized methods of gathering spice invariably ruin the
subtle flavors and scent that make it so sought after. Spice can only be gathered for
a short period each year, so thousands of migrant laborers travel to dust worlds to
work the harvest.

DESCRIPTION: An alien weed has taken root on an agricultural planet. The only chemical
spray available that would destroy it would also ruin the planet’s fragile biosphere.
The only solution is to wipe out the infestation before it spreads too far beyond the
landing site.

REWARD: 1,000$/week (1,000$ if during character generation. TRIPLE if the character has
the listed Profession skill).

COMPLICATIONS:

REWARD: 250$/day (1,000$ if during character generation. DOUBLE if character has one of
the listed skills).

COMPLICATIONS:

1

The alien weed releases poisonous spores; not lethal, but they cause scarring
and swelling.

1

The characters are contacted by a smuggler, who offers to buy any Spice they
can steal.

2

The corporation was transporting the weed illegally; this operation must be kept
secret from the planetary authorities.

2

A desert sandstorm strikes the harvest field. The workers are ordered to keep
working, in the hopes of salvaging as much Spice as possible before the winds
ruin it. Do the characters step out into the teeth of the stinging winds?

3

One of the native predator species becomes addicted to the weed; removing the
infestation will anger the creatures.

3

Sebolto’s Spice fields give a poor harvest this year, so he plans to invade his
neighbor’s territory.

4

The weed is a deliberate attempt by the corporation to destroy the planet’s
ecosphere; the characters are hired as cover.

4

One of the characters develops a strange allergic reaction to Spice, permanently
turning the whites of their eyes turquoise.

5

The weed is a deliberate attempt by the corporation to sell weedkiller spray;
the characters are being set up to fail, so the corporation can sell expensive
chemicals to the government.

5

Some fearsome monster is lurking in the desert, a predator that feeds on Spice
and the workers who are dusted with it.

6

The weed is actually the first stage in an invasion; it is genetically engineered to
produce a toxic gas when mature.

6

The characters hear a rumor that excessive Spice consumption can open your
mind to the Force.
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WASTELAND SCAVENGERS

SEAHANDS

41

SKILLS REQUIRED: Gun Combat (Any), Recon, Survival

SKILLS REQUIRED: Animals (Handling), Seafarer (Any), Survival

PATRON: Kinzor Archaeological Museum

PATRON: Lyonie, Boss of Otoh Gunga

DESCRIPTION: The characters are hired by the curator of the Archaeological Museum on Kinzor
to visit a ruined planet. Civilization collapsed there a century ago, wiped out in a
cataclysmic war. There are only a handful of survivors in the bombed-out ruins of the
cities. The whole planet is under Imperial interdiction but the Kinzor Archaeological
Museum wants to recover artifacts and records that reveal the history of the
dying world. The characters will be smuggled past Imperial lines, dropped in the
wilderness, and given a few weeks to scavenge what they can before pickup.

DESCRIPTION: Lyonie, Gungan Boss of the capital bubble city of Otoh Gunga, rules a huge
section of the ocean as his domain. His main source of revenue comes from farming
the local Bullfloes (very large seacows). Lyonie needs aquatic ranch-hands to do
some undersea work.

REWARD: 5,000$/week (5,000$ if during character generation. DOUBLE credits if character
has one of the listed skills).

REWARD: 500$/week (1,000$ if during character generation. TRIPLE credits if the character
has one of the listed skills).
COMPLICATIONS:
1

Lyonie is something of an aberration on his world; most of the other Gungan are
afraid of the Empire and do not want to anger them with unsanctioned industrial
fish-farming on their waterworld.

2

The Bullfloes are being harvested not just for their meat but for their bones
which contain valuable minerals. There are legends of a ‘Bullfloe Graveyard’
somewhere in the depths. Find it and you are rich for life.

3

Lyonie intends to sink an old starship with a non-functional jump drive in the
middle of his domain. He believes the starship can serve as a ready-made
airtight base. Who wants to volunteer to crash a 20,000-ton starship into the
water?

4

The Tribubble Bongo that the characters are using to herd the Bullfloes loses
power deep underwater.

5

Someone is stealing Bullfloes from the Boss of Otoh Gunga! The characters need
to stop these rustlers and find out how they’re abducting the giant creatures.

6

What likes to eat Bullfloes? Opees. And Opees are the favorite food of Colo Claw
Fish...

COMPLICATIONS:
1

Amongst a group of survivors is a Republic Senator in hiding.

2

The planet is under interdiction not because of the dangerous environment but
because of a doomsday weapon left over from an ancient war.

3

An ancient war is still being fought, but not by people. Every 12 hours, armored
droids emerge from underground fortresses to fight over a few kilometers of
scorched earth.

4

The Museum is specifically interested in recreating the events that led up to
the war, so finding the recordings made inside the office of the President of the
Union is of utmost importance and interest.

5

6

The representative of the Kinzor Museum is actually a member of the Academy
of Jedi Archaeology. She is using the credentials of the Kinzor to cover the fact
that there is an artifact of significant importance that would be disastrous if it
fell into the hands of the Sith.
The Museum is a cover for Imperial Intelligence; there is evidence that the war
was deliberately triggered by aliens and they want to know who caused a oncepeaceful world to descend into war so easily.
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TERRAFORMERS

WASTE STORAGE TECHNICIANS

43

SKILLS REQUIRED: Electronics (Remote Ops), Science (Biology), Science (Chemistry), Science
(Planetology)

SKILLS REQUIRED: Electronics (Remote Ops), Engineer (Power), Recon

PATRON: The Reconstruction Authority

DESCRIPTION: This minor world employed fission reactors for much of its power during a long
period of isolation. Unfortunately, there is rather a lot of dangerous nuclear waste
stored deep underground in an artificial cave system. The planetary government has
decided that the best approach is to hire experts to move the nuclear wast out of the
storage facility for disposal off-world.

DESCRIPTION: The Reconstruction Authority is slowly terraforming a bleak desert world into
a garden-like planet. Using Gomex Moss, a first-generation plant that takes root
in barren soil, requires little to no water, and converts solid matter into its basic
elements, this procedure will take decades and there is plenty of work to be done
during the intervening years.
REWARD: X]200$/week (500$ if during character generation. DOUBLE credits if the
character has one of the listed skills).

PATRON: Baron Haut-Paad

REWARD: 250$/week (500$ if during character generation. DOUBLE credits if the character
has one of the listed skills).
COMPLICATIONS:

COMPLICATIONS:

1

The maps of the storage facility are faulty; the characters get lost in a lightless
maze of tunnels filled with a lethal soup of melted stone and nuclear waste...and
they are not alone down there.

1

The characters are sent to survey the planet’s surface, searching for signs that
the Gomex Moss has taken hold

2

The characters are sent to transport some ice asteroids from a nearby asteroid
belt to thicken the planet’s trace atmosphere and add to the water content.

2

The storage facility was never supposed to be opened. There are automated
defenses down there designed to remove trespassers.

3

An indigenous species of bugs have threatened the terraforming station as they
are drawn like locusts to the stores of Gomex Moss.

3

Baron Haut-Paad is not a Baron at all–he is a terrorist who plans to use the
toxic wast to make a bomb.

4

A group of environmental protesters are sabotaging the terraforming effort, as
they believe the planet should be left alone in its natural state.

4

Other things are buried down there with the waste, such as sealed government
records.

5

The characters discover alien ruins hidden on the planet’s surface.

5

The toxic storage facility was badly situated and is vulnerable to earthquakes.

6

The SoroSuub Corporation knows about the alien ruins hidden on the planet’s
surface and is trying to stop the local terraforming efforts long enough to
excavate for potential technological mysteries.

6

The characters discover that the toxic waste has vanished. Where has it gone?
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SPIDER FARMERS

SLIME VAT STIRRERS

45

SKILLS REQUIRED: Animals (Handling), Melee (Blade), Science (Biology)

SKILLS REQUIRED: Athletics (END), Mechanic, Science (Chemistry)

PATRON: Tribe of the Tenth Moon

PATRON: CorChemCo (Corellian Chemical Company)

DESCRIPTION: The spider-like creatures of this jungle moon produce a valuable silk in their
webbing. Gathering the silk is a hazardous and unpleasant job but someone’s got to
do it.

DESCRIPTION: This covers any one of a thousand unpleasant industrial jobs.

REWARD: 50$/web harvested (3d6 webs harvested if during character generation).

COMPLICATIONS:

REWARD: 150$/week (500$ if during character generation. DOUBLE credits if the character
has one of the listed skills).

COMPLICATIONS:

1

The fumes from the slime vats give the character a persistent cough.

1

The spiders are the size of large dogs and see the characters as dinner.

2

The fumes from the slime vats give the character a persistent rash.

2

The spiders are sentient (Sic-Six); the webs are a communication network.

3

3

A scientist is researching the spiders and will pay the characters 200$ per
web. If they aid him, though, his research will end up depriving the tribe of their
monopoly on spider silk, sending them into ruin.

While working in the slime vats, the characters overhear other workers talking
about a local criminal group that is hiring. If during character generation,
automatically qualify for the Organized Criminal career path next turn.

4

The corporation plans to import slime vat stirring robots from another planet.
The workers plan to rise up and smash the machines. Do the characters help
them hold back progress?

5

Slime-vat stirring is REALLY boring. Nothing happens.

6

Nothing unusual happens, but the characters are assigned to the night shift. If
during character generation, gain one of Carouse, Gambling, or Deception.

4

The characters come across the body of a bounty hunter, wrapped in webbing.
His ship might still be out there somewhere, buried beneath the jungle foliage.

5

The Tribe of the Tenth Moon weaves the spider-webs into beautiful iridescent
clothing; the characters will get some very nice clothes as a bonus if they collect
enough webs.

6

As above, but the silk seems to block the use of Force powers. Provides
Protection 0 (-2DM to any Force rolls).
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REGOLITH HARVESTERS

SAFARI GUARDS

51

SKILLS REQUIRED: Drive (Tracked), Electronics (Remote Ops)

SKILLS REQUIRED: Gun Combat (Any), Steward, Survival

PATRON: Wiborg Jenssen

PATRON: Marchesa Saddiv von Varren

DESCRIPTION: While hydrogen-fueled fusion reactors are the most common source of power in
high-TL worlds, they are not always the most efficient. Helium-3 works even better,
and the surface of moons like that of Magstex 2 is a good source of He3. Harvesting
it requires a fleet of rovers that scoop up the earth and extract the He3.

DESCRIPTION: The Marchesa and her favorite rocket launcher are going on safari. She needs a
few strapping servants to herd the local wildlife into her crosshairs.

REWARD: 100$/day (500$ if during character generation. DOUBLE credits if the character
has one of the listed skills).

COMPLICATIONS:

REWARD: 300$/week (1,000$ if during character generation. TRIPLE credits if the character
has one of the listed skills).

COMPLICATIONS:

1

The Marchesa likes big animals. Edan Tigers, Ravenbeasts, Rancor, Wampa, or
Tantajocs, for example; they look just spiffy when mounted on a durasteel wall.

1

There is little to do on lonely nights except drive across the dusty plain and
listen to the radio. The characters pick up a very strange transmission.

2

The safari draws unwelcome attention from the local population who object to
some crazed off-world noble landing with enough artillery to start a war.

2

A civil war breaks out on the planet and the regular lunar shuttle service is
halted. The characters are trapped on a barren moon with dwindling resources.

3

3

The characters run into a Noble’s private lunar villa and are invited to dine with her.

A pirate targets the Marchesa’s safari ship. On the downside, the pirate ship
completely out guns the little safari ship. On the upside, as soon as the pirates
open the airlock, it’ll be pirate hunting season for the Marchesa.

4

The characters find a deposit of valuable minerals; do they inform their
employers or develop the mine on their own?

4

The Marchesa wants to bring the animals back alive. Work out a way to get that
monster onto the ship.

5

A YT series ship with a lone pilot lands on the moon, looking for a crew.

5

Another noble is also on safari to this world. His expedition must be sabotaged.

6

Think of the moon as a very, very wide canvas and your rover as a brush...

6

The whole expedition is a cover for some other mission.
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RESEARCH SUBJECTS

TUTORS

53

SKILLS REQUIRED: Deception, Science (Any), Streetwise

SKILLS REQUIRED: Advocate, Diplomat, Engineer (Any), Instruction, Science (Any)

PATRON: Unknown (Jedi or Sith)

PATRON: King Veremis

DESCRIPTION: A clandestine research institute secretly contacts the characters. They need
interesting minds for a sociological experiment. The tests will be quite harmless and
the characters’ privacy will be absolutely respected.

DESCRIPTION: The ruler of a primitive planet intends for his young son, Prince Veremar, to
have the very best start in life. To that end, he has hired the best tutors his little
kingdom can afford to teach the boy wisdom, honor, and science.

REWARD: Based on the roll below (If during character generation, you may immediately test
for Force Potential and, if you qualify, may take a Force career in your next term).

REWARD: The local currency equivalent of 100$/week; room and board in a castle (If during
character generation, gain an Ally in the king and an Enemy in the Prince).

COMPLICATIONS:

COMPLICATIONS:

1

One of the students is too eager with his telepathic scans and accidentally
probes too deeply, learning something that the character would rather keep
secret. If during character generation, gain a Secret and an Enemy.

2

There is an accident and the character is teleported somewhere unfortunate.

3
4
5

6

1

Prince Veremar is a spoiled brat who wants to spend all his time hunting, not
learning.

2

The prince is regularly targeted by assassins; tutors are expected to double as
bodyguards.

A force-sensitive mystic predicts the character’s future.

3

A desperate force-sensitive begs the characters to help him smuggle in drugs to
boost his powers.

King Veremis is a good-hearted ruler but woefully incompetent. Viva la
revolution.

4

While testing the characters, the Sith/Jedi discover that his mind has already
been touched by the force. Someone erased several months of his memories and
replaced them with false ones! If during character generation, gain a Cover Identity.

The king intends for his son to oversee the modernization of the kingdom.
Can the characters lay the groundwork for a jump to industrialization in a
generation?

5

Prince Veremar dreams of seeing space and argues that he would learn best if
he got to see a few other planets before settling down to rule.

6

Prince Veremar gets bored and throws his tutors into the dungeon.

Something is triggered in the character. You may immediately test for Force Potential.
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GOVERNMENT INFORMANTS

PROPHETS

55

SKILLS REQUIRED: Deception, Investigate, Streetwise

SKILLS REQUIRED: Deception, Engineer (Electronics), Persuade

PATRON: A shadowy figure from the ISB

PATRON: Taragun Vonter, Philanthropist

DESCRIPTION: The characters are hired to infiltrate a criminal organization. Their mission is
just to pass information back to the authorities; they will be contacted covertly by an
ISB Agent on a regular basis.

DESCRIPTION: Vonter is an eccentric researcher—or madman—who intends to remake the
culture of an entire world. His target is a primitive, war-torn planet wracked by tribal
conflicts. His method is religion. He has developed a set of religious teachings that
promote peaceful trade and co-existence, but he needs salesmen to convince the
tribesmen to adopt these new ways. A few simple tricks like electric-light glows and
grav belt levitation should allow the characters to masquerade as divine prophets.

REWARD: 500$/month (1,000 if during character generation. DOUBLE credits if character has
one of the listed skills).
COMPLICATIONS:
1

The criminal syndicate demands oaths of loyalty from the characters. If the criminals
find out the characters are Empire informants, they will be punished horribly.

2

The ISB demands more and more from the characters, asking that they identify
the highest ranking members of the syndicate.

3

There is a gun battle between syndicate members and local authorities,
resulting in the characters getting pinned down in a ruined building. If they
reveal themselves as ISB informants, they can just walk out—but they will
blow their cover completely. If they stay where they are, they might be able to
escape. What do they do?

4

REWARD: 1$/soul saved (250$ if during character generation. DOUBLE credits if character
has one of the listed skills).
COMPLICATIONS:

The syndicate suspects that someone is passing information onto the Empire.
How do the characters keep from being discovered?

5

The ISB Agent vanishes. Are the characters still under surveillance or have they
been abandoned?

6

The characters discover that the syndicate is actually a plot to overthrow the
oppressive regime. Who do they support?
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1

There is an existing religion on the planet, a form of ancestor worship. Anyone
defying the word of the ancestors is a demon and must be burnt at the stake.

2

One of the warring tribes agrees to convert to this new religion if the characters
provide ‘divine weapons’.

3

Two tribes are suffering from disease. One has already converted, but the other
holds to an old, indigenous religion. Which tribe do the characters supply with
advanced antibiotics?

4

The characters hear of a young convert to their new faith who is demonstrating
divine gifts. She is a naturally powerful Force user but is preaching a strange
version of their faith. How do they co-op this young woman without her
discovering the truth behind the religion?

5

Vonter is a Sith who is using this planet as a test subject. Once his experiment is
done, he will move on, leaving the characters with a whole planet depending on
them.

6

Vonter is a madman; he intends to set himself up as a god once the religion is
established.
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FOOD TASTERS

TRAVELING CIRCUS

61

SKILLS REQUIRED: Medic, Science (Biology), Science (Chemistry), Steward

SKILLS REQUIRED: Art (Any Performance), Athletics (Any), Streetwise

PATRON: Arok the Hutt

PATRON: The Fabulous Cagliostro

DESCRIPTION: Arok is a Hutt with many enemies. He is currently engaged in sweeping
“reforms” of trade policy in the sector and that has angered many powerful people,
a lot of whom have the money to hire assassins. In the last month, he has been shot
at, stabbed, bombed, and poisoned. He has bodyguards and other defenses but he
is especially paranoid about poison. There are chemical detectors and sniffers that
detect most poisons, but the only truly safe approach is for someone to taste his
food first...

DESCRIPTION: Cagliostro’s traveling circus wanders the fringe worlds, bringing a little wonder,
thrill, and exotic delight to these benighted planets. The circus has lost several
performers recently, so Cagliostro is willing to hire some untried talent.
REWARD: 150$/performance (500$ if during character generation. DOUBLE credits if
character has one of the listed skills).
COMPLICATIONS:

REWARD: 250$/day plus funeral expenses (1,000$ if during character generation).

1

The psychic in the circus is genuine and has potent Force powers.

COMPLICATIONS:

2

Arok is a glutton who delights in the richest foods. He has even had his
metabolism adjusted so he can cope with eating a dozen meals a day. The
characters do not have the same augmentations...

The circus collects alien species; mostly harmless non-saphants but there is a
bedraggled Wookiee in a cage at the back of the animal tent.

3

The circus is actually a front for smuggling.

4

Cagliostro is an alien spy, masquerading as a human.

2

The Hutt is insanely paranoid. There were one or two real assassination
attempts but the rest are figments of his imagination.

5

Cagliostro vanishes, leaving the characters running the circus.

3

The characters are contacted by enemies of the Hutt, offering them a fortune if
they help assassinate him.

6

If the characters have no performance skills, Cagliostro knows some excellent
surgeons who can make freaks.

4

One of Arok’s meals is indeed poisoned with an alien drug. The character who
tastes it starts to have strange visions of distant worlds. What does this have
to do with the Hutt’s reform plans?

5

Arok is secretly addicted to anagathics. He wants one of the characters to test
his drugs before he uses them. Each vial could bring death or extended life.

6

The Hutt delights in eating the most alarming and disgusting things. He
especially likes the eggs of a particular giant slug.

1
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HOLOSHOW EXTRA

STARSHIP SPOTTER

63

SKILLS REQUIRED: Art (Perform), Broker, Deception

SKILLS REQUIRED: Electronics (Comms), Electronics (Sensors), Recon

PATRON: Vew Grek Productions

PATRON: Ship Tracer Captain Dak Koggle

DESCRIPTION: Many holoshows on border worlds are about spacers and space travel. Space is exotic
and exciting! Many travellers can find easy employment as a holoshow extra, lurking in the
background of a cantina or starport to make the place look strange and alien.

DESCRIPTION: Ship tracers are bounty hunters who search for stolen ships. One of the
simplest tools in their arsenal is the starship spotter; an amateur with a sensor
array, keen eyes, and a notebook who records the movement of ships at the starport.
Spotters may also be employed by coast watcher pirates.

REWARD: 50$/day plus lunch (500$ if during character generation. QUADRUPLE credits if
character has Art (Perform)).
COMPLICATIONS:
1

The lead actor falls ill and one of the characters looks just like him.
Congratulations, here’s your big chance.

REWARD: 10$/ship (500$ if during character generation. DOUBLE credits if the character
has a listed skill).
COMPLICATIONS:
1

The character spots a stolen ship landing at the starport. The ship tracer is not
in the system and the thieves will be long gone before he returns. How does the
character ensure the stolen ship doesn’t escape?

2

The script for this holo-adventure is riddled with factual errors. Do the
characters bother to correct it or do they just grit their teeth and keep going?

3

The characters hear a rumor that the holoshow will be shooting several episodes
off-world. If they can make their background extras into returning minor
characters, they might be able to secure passage off this world.

2

One ship keeps a very odd schedule; it’s not seen for months, and then visits the
starport every other week as if jumping back and forth between two systems.
What is going on.

4

In a wild action scene the lead actor is shot dead. Someone swapped the prop
blaster for a real one. Who wanted the hero dead?

3

An obsessive amateur ship spotter starts stalking the character.

4

Coast watchers contact the character, offering to pay him to report on freighter
traffic for them. If during Character Generation, QUADRUPLE the listed Reward
and you may automatically qualify for the Pirate career path next term.

5

By cross-referencing schedules, the character works out the route of an Imperial
Naval patrol. This information would be very valuable to all sorts of people.

6

The ship tracer is retiring and offers to take the characters on as apprentices. If
this happens during Character Generation, you may automatically qualify for the
Bounty Hunter career path next term.

5

A journalist offers the characters a bribe if they reveal the plot of upcoming
episodes.

6

The director quarrels with the writer and ends up throwing the script out. ‘You
lot! You’ve been in space!’ he shouts, ‘Write me an adventure!’
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GUIDE CORRESPONDENT

FAST FOOD

65

SKILLS REQUIRED: Art (Perform), Art (Writing), Investigate, Streetwise

SKILLS REQUIRED: Broker, Steward, Streetwise

PATRON: Kuati First Holo-News

PATRON: Flangth-2-Go

DESCRIPTION: The character is hired by a Holo News Agency to submit reviews and tips for
a budget traveller’s show known as The Advisor. Almost anything can go into The
Advisor, from restaurant reviews to insights into local attractions.

DESCRIPTION: Everyone works in fast food at some point in their lives.

REWARD: 500$/story (2,000$ if during character generation. TRIPLE credits if the character
has a listed Art skill).

REWARD: 10$/day (200$ if during character generation).
COMPLICATIONS:

COMPLICATIONS:
1

The last episode of The Advisor insulted a local noble; show runners are now
treated as criminals.

2

The producers are especially interested in extreme sports. Maybe there’s a pod
race happening somewhere?

3

A restaurant owner will do anything to ensure a good review, including
kidnapping and murder.

4

The Advisor’s travel budget only covers low berths on sketchy ships.

5

The character is stranded on a primitive world as part of a new Advisor series—
Surviving the Holiday.

6

All of the character’s reports for The Advisor are being edited horribly, making
them a holo-celeb in the bad way.
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1

The restaurant serves fried insects; a delicacy on the world where the chain was
founded but strange to other cultures.

2

The restaurant is the regular meeting place for a criminal gang. The character
overhears some strange rumors while serving Flangth Jolly Meals.

3

A criminal syndicate demands protection money from the restaurant.

4

A vegetarian group protests at the restaurant, as they find the use of Flangth
and Bantha meat abhorrent.

5

A swarm of customers show up in the restaurant. How does the character cope
with the demand?

6

The Seafarer’s Snacks are made with Gungan.
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GAME DESIGNER
SKILLS REQUIRED: Admin, Art (Games), Art (Holo Art), Art (Writing), Electronics (Computers)
PATRON: Luca’s Arc Games
DESCRIPTION: The character is hired to create content for a game of some sort—anything
from a holo-chess to an immersive virtual galaxy.
REWARD: 100$/day (2,000$ if during character generation. TRIPLE credits if the character
has Electronics (Computers)).
COMPLICATIONS:
1

Crunch time means unpaid overtime, less sleep, and long hours with the promise
of a bonus and comp time when the game ships. That sounded great 6 months
ago...

2

You have the opportunity to sell the source code of your product to a competitor
for 50,000$. This will certainly destroy the company where you’re working.

3

Easter Eggs are cool, as are cheat codes and back doors. You sneak one into the
game that lets you attain an undetectable God Mode in online play.

4

Games are being held up as the source of increased violence in the galaxy. The
Empire recruits you to create a simulation to train Stormtroopers.

5

You learn a LOT about coding. So much so, you gain a level in Electronics
(Computers).

6

You’re starting to feel like you’re merely a pawn in some vast game. So much
so that you lose your absolute grasp of reality and tend to treat your life like a
game.
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GEAR: ARMOR

Unless otherwise noted, only one type of armor can be worn at
a time. Resolve damage from the outside in – damage that gets
through the outer layer of armor is next applied to the inner layer.
Some armors have a required skill. A character suffers DM-2
to all checks taken in the armor per missing skill level. For
example, a Traveller with no Vacc Suit skill who is in a suit
that requires Vacc Suit 2 would have DM-4 to all his checks.

JACKET
A leather or synth jacket or body suit providing minimal protection.

MESH
A Jacket or body suit reinforced with flexible metal or plastic mesh.

HEAVY CLOTH
A suit made of ballistic cloth to absorb kinetic and energy
impacts. Very versatile and can be concealed under loose
clothing [Recon 8+ to notice something unusual].

BLAST VEST
A vest covering the torso and made of ballistic cloth and
synthetic polymers, the blast vest is bulky and does nothing
to protect the extremities.

RIDERS JUMPSUIT
A favorite among swoop and speeder riders, this is a suit of
leather or synth, reinforced with impact plastics at key spots.

VACC SUIT
A standard spacesuit, unwieldy, but giving the wearer the
ability to space walk for about 6 hours.

COMBAT SUIT
A basic combat suit used by mercenaries and military law
enforcement, they come in a variety of styles. They offer
decent protection as well as good maneuverability.

COMBAT JUMPSUIT
A military version of the Riders Jumpsuit, it has improved
reinforcement and gear attachment/access while still
providing good maneuverability.

HOSTILE ENVIRONMENT VACC SUIT
A space suit reinforced and treated to handle extreme
conditions like toxic gas or extreme depth under water.

ARMOR TYPE

PROTECTION

REQUIRED SKILL

COST

MASS

RESTRICTIONS

1
2
4
5
6
6
7
8
8
8
9
10
12
14
16
18

None
None
None
None
None
Vacc Suit
None
None
Vacc Suit 1
None
None
None
Vacc Suit 1
Vacc Suit 2
Vacc Suit 1
Vacc Suit 2

50$
150$
350$
250$
1,500$
10,000$
2,500$
4,000$
8,000$
20,000$
10,000$
75,000$
100,000$
200,000$
750,000$
1,000,000$

1
2
2
2
8
12
8
12
18
10
12
10
12
14
14
16

None
None
None
None
None
Light
Light
Light
None
Light
Light
Military
Military
Military
Restricted
Restricted

Jacket
Mesh
Heavy Cloth
Blast Vest
Riders Jumpsuit
Vacc Suit
Combat Suit
Combat Jumpsuit
Hostile Vacc Suit
Camo Scout Armor
Heavy Combat Suit
Light Laminate
Laminate
Heavy Laminate
Mandolorian
Heavy Mandolorian

CAMO SCOUT ARMOR

MANDOLORIAN ARMOR

A light suit that incorporates photoreflective fibers to mimic
its surroundings (+2DM when active).

Using a combination of laminate, durasteel, and mesh, the
Mandolorian battle armor is highly customizable and almost
impossible to find for sale.

HEAVY COMBAT SUIT
A more protective version of the Combat Suit, the heavy
version covers more locations with better armor, but is bulkier.

LIGHT LAMINATE
Laminate armor comes in a variety of styles, colors, and
protection, and is the basis of the Imperial Scouts. The
helmet comes with an integrated optics package and
commlink.

LAMINATE

POWER SUIT
A suit of heavy laminate with power pack and servo motors,
granting the wearer +2 STR.

HEAVY POWER ARMOR
Designed for heavy assault, this armor has built-in weapons,
jump pack, life support, and Strength enhancement (+2).

A more protective version of laminate armor. All laminate
armor is very customizable and versatile. The helmet comes
with an integrated optics package and commlink.

NOTE ABOUT RESTRICTIONS:

HEAVY LAMINATE

Military: Not publicaly available. For military/paramilitary
use, including registered mercenaries and bounty hunters.

The most protective version of the laminate armor, it
provides great protection, but reduces mobility. The helmet
comes with an integrated optics package and commlink.
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Light: While not technically illegal, in more civilized/peaceful
regions, wearer will gain extra attention from the constabulary.

Restricted: Extremely rare and usually only available to a
specific military or civilization.

2

GEAR: MELEE WEAPONS

UNARMED

RANGE

REQUIRED SKILL

DAMAGE

HEFT

COST

MASS (Kg)

SPECIAL

Combat Gloves
Handspikes
Stunfist
Staticfist

Personal
Personal
Personal
Personal

Melee (Unarmed)
Melee (Unarmed)
Melee (Unarmed)
Melee (Unarmed)

2d6-1
1d6+4
2d6+1d6 Stun
2d6+1

—
—
—
1

20$
25$
50$
100$

0.1
0.3
0.2
4

—
—
Stun effect / 2 turn recharge
Ignore first 2 AR on successful attack

Arc-Field Claw
Garrote

Personal
Personal

Melee (Unarmed)
Melee (Unarmed)

3d6+2
2d6

—
—

650$
1$

5
—

Shoulder pack requires recharge. Illegal
Surprised victim only

ADVANCED

RANGE

REQUIRED SKILL

DAMAGE

HEFT

COST

MASS (Kg)

Vibro-dagger
Vibro-bayonet
Vibro-blade
Vibro-blade, Double
Vibro-sword
Vibro-ax
Force Pike
Electrostaff
Power Hammer

Personal
Personal
Personal
Personal
Personal
Personal
Personal
Personal
Personal

Melee (Small Blade)
Melee (Spear)
Melee (Blade)
Melee (Dual Blade)
Melee (Large Blade)
Melee (Large Blade)
Melee (Spear)
Melee (Bludgeon)
Melee (Bludgeon)

2d6+3
2d6+3
3d6+3
3d6
4d6
4d6+3
3d6
3d6 Stun
5d6/3d6

-2
-2
—
1
1
2
1
—
2

650$
800$
1,000$
1,500$
1,500$
2,000$
2,000$
1,500$
4,000$

0.2
0.25
0.5
1
2
3
3
3.5
5

EXOTIC

RANGE

REQUIRED SKILL

DAMAGE

HEFT

COST

MASS (Kg)

Atlatl
Cesta
Felucian Skullblade
Ryyk Blade
Shockwhip

Personal
Personal
Personal
Personal
Close

Melee (Bludgeon)
Melee (Bludgeon)
Melee (Blade)
Melee (Large Blade)
Melee (Whip)

1d6+1
2d6
2d6+1
3d6+3
1d3+1 / 1d6 Stun

—
—
—
2
—

200$
300$
1,500$
2,000$
450$

105
2
1
4
1

LIGHTSABERS

RANGE

REQUIRED SKILL

DAMAGE

HEFT

COST

MASS (Kg)

Lightsaber, Short
Lightsaber
Lightsaber, Double
Guard Shoto

Personal
Personal
Personal
Personal

Melee (Lightsaber)
Melee (Lightsaber)
Melee (Lightsaber Double)
Melee (Lightsaber)

3d6+1
4d6
4d6
2d6+3

-1
-1
—
-1

50,000$
75,000$
100,000$
35,000$

2
3
4
1

SPECIAL
Requires Energy Cell
Requires Energy Cell, Military
Requires Energy Cell, Restricted
Requires Energy Cell, Restricted
Requires Energy Cell, Restricted
Requires Energy Cell, Restricted
Requires Energy Cell, Restricted
Requires Energy Cell, Restricted
Requires Energy Cell / 2 Turn Recharge, Restricted

SPECIAL
Can be used to hurl Energy Balls, Restricted
Can be used to hurl Energy Balls, Restricted
Can block Lightsabers, Rare
Restricted
Cannot be used in Personal range, Illegal

SPECIAL
+1DM to parry rolls / offhand only, Rare
Rare
+DEX DM to parry rolls, Rare
—

MILITARY

ILLEGAL

LIGHTSABERS

Only available to military personnel.

Banned across the Empire.

These weapons ignore the damage reduction of any armor.
They also cannot be blocked or parried by normal melee
weapons, but can be blocked or parried by other lightsabers
or certain rare weapons or armor.

RESTRICTED

RARE

Only available to certain races / in certain regions / with a license

Incredibly difficult to find and usually not sold even at extremely
high prices.
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GEAR: RANGED WEAPONS

PISTOLS

RANGE

REQUIRED SKILL

DAMAGE

MAGAZINE

AUTO

RECOIL

COST

MASS (Kg)

Blaster Pistol, Hold-Out
Blaster Pistol
Blaster Pistol, Sporting
Blaster Pistol, Heavy
Ion Pistol
Bryar Pistol
DX-2 Disruptor Pistol

Pistol
Pistol
Pistol
Pistol
Pistol
Pistol
Pistol

Gun Combat (Energy Pistol)
Gun Combat (Energy Pistol)
Gun Combat (Energy Pistol)
Gun Combat (Energy Pistol)
Gun Combat (Energy Pistol)
Gun Combat (Energy Pistol)
Gun Combat (Energy Pistol)

2d6
3d6
2d6+2
3d6+3
3d6
4d6
4d6 AP

6
14
15
12
12
10
15

No
No
No
No
No
No
No

0
0
0
0
0
1
0

1,500$
2,000$
1,750$
3,000$
2,000$
3,250$
5,000$

1
3
2
3
3
4
3

25$
75$
50$
150$
250$
150$
300$

Restricted
—
—
Military
Ion Damage
Restricted
Illegal

Slugthrower Pistol, Holdout
Slugthrower Pistol, Light
Slugthrower Pistol
Slugthrower Pistol, Heavy

Pistol
Pistol
Pistol
Pistol

Gun Combat (Slug Pistol)
Gun Combat (Slug Pistol)
Gun Combat (Slug Pistol)
Gun Combat (Slug Pistol)

1d6
2d6-2
2d6+1
3d6-1

6
12
10
6

No
No
No
No

0
-1
0
0

500$
500$
900$
1,250$

0.25
0.75
1.5
2.5

30$
60$
120$
160$

—
—
—
—

RANGE

REQUIRED SKILL

DAMAGE

MAGAZINE

AUTO

RECOIL

COST

MASS (Kg)

Blaster Rifle
Blaster Rifle, Carbine
Blaster Rifle, Sporting
Blaster Rifle, Light Repeating
Blaster Rifle, Heavy
Ion Rifle
Bryar Rifle
DX-6 Disruptor Rifle

Rifle
Rifle
Rifle
Rifle
Rifle
Rifle
Rifle
Rifle

Gun Combat (Energy Rifle)
Gun Combat (Energy Rifle)
Gun Combat (Energy Rifle)
Gun Combat (Energy Rifle)
Gun Combat (Energy Rifle)
Gun Combat (Energy Rifle)
Gun Combat (Energy Rifle)
Gun Combat (Energy Rifle)

5d6+3
4d6+3
3d6
4d6
6d6+6
4d6+3
6d6
6d6 AP

20
15
25
35
8
20
12
15

No
No
No
4
No
No
No
No

0
0
0
0, 1
0
1
1
0

9,000$
7,500$
2,500$
9,000$
13,000$
9,000$
12,000$
20,000$

9
6
3
7
11
9
11
9

150$
70$
100$
150$
250$
150$
200$
500$

Restricted
Restricted
—
Military
Military
Ion Damage
Restricted
Illegal

Assault Rifle
Bullpup Carbine Rifle
Survival Rifle
Advanced Combat Rifle
Light Adv, Combat Rifle
Heavy Adv, Combat Rifle
Accelerated Sniper Rifle

Rifle
Rifle
Rifle
Rifle
Rifle
Rifle
Rifle

Gun Combat (Slug Rifle)
Gun Combat (Slug Rifle)
Gun Combat (Slug Rifle)
Gun Combat (Slug Rifle)
Gun Combat (Slug Rifle)
Gun Combat (Slug Rifle)
Gun Combat (Slug Rifle)

3d6 SAP
3d6-2 SAP
2d6-1
3d6 SAP
3d6 SAP
4d6 SAP
5d6

30
20
2
50
100
40
4

4
No
No
6
6
4
No

1
0
0
1
1
2
2

500$
300$
50$
900$
1,000$
1,300$
1,200$

4
2.5
2
3
3.5
4
6

15$
20$
2$
15$
30$
20$
15$

Restricted
Restricted
Military
Military
Military
Military
Military

RANGE

REQUIRED SKILL

DAMAGE

MAGAZINE

AUTO

RECOIL

COST

MASS (Kg)

Assault
Rocket
Rocket
Rifle

Heavy Weapons
Heavy Weapons
Heavy Weapons
Heavy Weapons

Warhead
9d6+5 AP
8d6 Ultra-AP
6d6

20
2
1
30

No
No
No
3

1
2
1
2

2,000$
2,000$
500$
30,000$

16
8
13
20

RIFLES

HEAVY WEAPONS
RAM Grenade Launcher
Missile Launcher, Reusable
Missile Launcher, Disposable
Blaster, Heavy Repeating
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AMMO COST SPECIAL

AMMO COST SPECIAL

AMMO COST SPECIAL
Warhead
500$
—
1,200$

Military
Military
Military
Military

EXOTIC WEAPONS

RANGE

REQUIRED SKILL

DAMAGE

MAGAZINE

AUTO

RECOIL

COST

MASS (Kg)

Flamethrower
Incinerator Rifle
Bowcaster
Stokhli Spary Stick

Shotgun
Rifle
Rifle
Shotgun

Heavy Weapons
Gun Combat (Energy Rifle)
Gun Combat (Energy Rifle)
Gun Combat (Any Rifle)

3d6+6
4d6
5d6+1
4d6 Stun

25
20
10
20

No
No
No
No

1
0
1
0

2,500$
3,500$
4,000$
10,000$

20
8
10
6

THROWN WEAPONS

RANGE

REQUIRED SKILL

DAMAGE

RECOIL

COST

MASS (Kg)

Energy Ball
Grenade, Frag
Grenade, Ion
Grenade, Stun
Grenade, Smoke

Riffle
50m
50m
50m
50m

Athletics (Atlatl/Cesta)
Throw Roll
Throw Roll
Throw Roll
Throw Roll

4d6
5d6/3d6/1d6
5d6
3d6 Stun
None

0
0
0
0
0

500$
30$
50$
30$
15$

0.2
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

EXPLOSIVES

RANGE

REQUIRED SKILL

DAMAGE

RECOIL

COST

MASS (Kg)

Detonite
Anti-Vehicle Mine
Flechette Mine
Land Mine
Laser Trip Mine
Proximity Mine
Manual Trigger

Contact
Contact
Contact
Contact
Tripwire
5m
—

Explosives
Explosives
Explosives
Explosives
Explosives
Explosives
—

4d6 AP
8d6
4d6 AP
6d6
5d6
5d6
—

0
0
0
0
0
0
—

—
—
—
—
—
—
50$

1
5
5
5
5
5
0.25

ION DAMAGE

MILITARY

Ion weapons emit powerful bursts of electromagnetic
energy that can disable Droids, vehicles, and electrical
devices in much the same way that stun weapons
incapacitate living creatures. When you make a successful
attack with an Ion weapon, first apply 1/2 the damage
against the target normally. Creatures that do not have
cybernetic enhancements are singed but suffer no further
effects. Droids, vehicles, electrical devices, and those with
cybernetics take the remainder of the damage as stun,
ignoring armor.

Only available to military personnel.

RESTRICTED
Only available to certain races / in certain regions / with a license.

ILLEGAL
Banned across the Empire.
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AMMO COST SPECIAL
40$
100$
200$
100$

Flame Damage, Military
Flame Damage, Illegal
Restricted
Net (Allows Grapple)

AMMO COST SPECIAL
20$
30$
50$
30$
15$

Requires Atlatl or Cesta, Restricted
Military, 3m/6m/9m
Military, Ion Damage
Military, Stun Damage
Military, 10m Smoke

AMMO COST SPECIAL
200$
400$
400$
400$
500$
500$
100$

Military, Self-Adhesive/Triggered
Military, 3d6m Blast Radius
Military, 3d6m Blast Radius
Military, 2d6m Blast Radius
Military, 2d6m Blast Radius
Military, 4d6m Blast Radius
Restricted, Used to Trigger Explosives

